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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
Administrative theory, as applied to education, provides a framework for
understanding the role of educational administrators, how the educational organization
operates, the various components of this social system, and how the administrator mediates
between them. Educational administration theory can be viewed as the attempt to explain
the complexities of the decision-making process involved in controlling, communicating,
directing, coordinating, and reappraising life in the social organization known as school.
Griffiths (1959) feels that decision-making is central to administration and is the most
important of the administrative functions. He highlights four precepts regarding
administration:
1. Administration is a generalized type of behavior to be found in all
human organizations. 2. Administration is the process of directing and
controlling life in a social organization. 3. The specific function of
administration is to develop and regulate the decision-making process in
the most effective manner possible. 4. The administrator works with
groups or with individuals with a group referent, not with individuals as
such.I
Wallace, Radvak-Shovlin, Piscolish, and LeMahieu ( 1990) state that "to reach
maximum potential, all institutions must be able to solve problems effectively."2 In an
attempt to solve problems effectively, current research has emphasized the importance of

1Daniel E. Griffiths," A Taxonomy Based on Decision Making," in Daniel E. Griffiths (ed.) DevelQping
Taxonomies of Organir.ational Behavior in Education Administration (Chicago: Rand McNally, 1969)
pp. 63-65.
2Richard C. Wallace, Jr. Betty Radvalc-Shovlin, Marina Piscolish, and Paul LeMahieu, "The
Instructional Cabinet and Shared Decision-Malcing in the Pittsburgh Public Schools: Theory, Practice
and Evaluation.'' (Paper presented to the annual meeting of American Educational Research
Association, Boston, MA.) April, 1990, p.1.

2
the decision-making process. Studies examining who should participate in the decisionmaking, the content of the decision-making, the dynamics of the decision-making, and the
outcomes of decision-making become an integral part in determining a model for "effective
problem resolution."
Recent literature explores the issues of site-based management and teacher
empowerment. Wallace et. al. (1990) note that the assumption is that schools will function
more effectively when decisions are made locally (not a top-down model) and teachers are
more involved in the decisions affecting life at the school.3
Current educational reform efforts emphasize the importance of involving many stakeholders in the decisional areas of the school. Educational reform in the Chicago Public
Schools mandates the involvement of stakeholders in the decisions regarding school
management. Every school as of October 1989 was required to have a local school council
consisting of 11 members: six parents, two teachers, two community residents, and the
principal. The council works with the principal, parents, staff and community to develop
three-year school improvement plans. They have the right to approve or disapprove school
budgets. Further, the councils select the principal and determine whether or not to grant or
renew the principal's four-year performance contract. The expectation from reform
advocates is that this model will result in an "improved" educational system. Success
would be determined in part by performance on the System's objectives. Included are
objectives for improving student achievement, student attendance, and staff attendance.
The magnitude of the restructuring of the system, makes Chicago unique in the nation.
Examination of the school planning process in the Chicago Public Schools during the
1980's reveals the evolution from a top-down decisional model to a shared decisionmaking model. In the early 1980's, principals attended administrative academies which
served as forums for the examination of systemwide objectives, their translation into local
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school objectives, and the formulation of plans for accomplishment of the system's
objectives. This model of action planning subsequently changed from an administrator
focus to a planning model based on input from administrators and lead teachers during the
administrative academies of 1981-1985. The Institute for School Planning models of
1986-87 involved administration, lead teachers, other teaching staff, career service
personnel and parents in the planning of local school objectives. The current reform
movement requires the participation of representation from local school councils in the
major decisional areas.
The thrust of current reform advocates appears to espouse the concept that "more"
participation in decision-making is "better." Many questions arise from this premise. Is
more participation better? Should the leader delegate decisions in all situations to all
constituents? Is there an optimal model for decision-making? Is delegation of decisions
bound by situational constraints? Will greater participation by major stakeholders result in
improved educational outcomes? In exploring these questions, an examination of theory
serves as a guide.
Tannenbaum and Schmidt ( 1957) in their theory of the Zone of Indifference, posit that
when the context of the decision-making is of little or no concern to the teacher (when it is
in the zone of indifference) a more task oriented leadership approach is warranted. In
contrast, as the focus of the decision-making approximates those areas that most directly
impact upon the teacher, the zone of indifference is likely to decrease (figure 1).
Sergiovanni (1988) provides an example of how competency, maturity and commitment
levels of teachers relate to this construct. "The more competent teachers are, given a
particular set of problems or tasks, the more appropriate are related and integrated styles.
The less competent teachers are, given a set of problems and tasks, the more appropriate is
the dedicated style."4
4Thomas J. Sergiovanni and Robert J. Starratt, Supervision Human Perspectives. (New York:
McGraw-Hill, 1988) pp.186-7.
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Vroom (1975) emphasizes the degree of teacher participation in decision-making in his
Contingency Theory of Leadership. Five decision-making styles are identified. 'J?le
effectiveness of the style is dependent upon the situation. The leader would determine the
best decision style based on the answers to eight questions:
1. Is there a quality requirement such that one solution is likely to be more rational
than another?
2. Do I have sufficient information to make a high quality decision?
3. Is the problem structured?
4. Is acceptance of the decision by subordinates critical to effective
implementation?
5. If I were to make the decision by myself, is it reasonably certain that
it would be accepted by my subordinates?
6. Do subordinates share the organizational goals to be attained in
solving this problem?
7. Is conflict among subordinates likely in preferred solutions?
8. Do subordinates have sufficient information to make a high quality
decision?5
In a contingency approach, where responses are tied to different roads on the decision
tree, the following leader behaviors are recommended. The five decision styles include:
1. The leader resolves a problem or makes the decision utilizing the
information available.
2. The leader obtains essential information from the followers and decides on
the solution to the problem utilizing the information. The leader does not
necessarily inform the followers about the problem while obtaining the
information.
3. The leader shares the problems with relevant followers individually,
obtaining their ideas and suggestions without bringing the members
together as a group. The leader may or may not be influenced by follower
input.
4. The leader shares the problem with the followers as a group. The leader
listens to the ideas and suggestions and makes a decision which may or
may not reflect the follower input
5. The leader shares the problem with the followers as a group. Together they
generate and evaluate alternatives and strive for agreement on problem
resolution. The leader is willing to accept and implement any solution that
has group support.6
Each path on the decision tree results in a different configuration of alternative decision
5Victor Vroom and Arthur Jago, "Decision Making as a Social Process: Normative and Descriptive
Models of Leadership Behavior," Technical Report No. 5. Orm@tional Effectiyeness Research
Programs. Office of Naval Research. N()Ql4§7-A-0097-QQ27. A. 1974.
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styles. In some cases more than one style is feasible, so the leader must select the optimal
style for his/her situation. A total of eighteen different decision model configurati~ns is
possible. Each decision style is in ascending order of the time required for implementation
and in descending order in terms of potential development of the follower (figure 2).
Contingency and situational models of leadership also address the importance of
intervening variables in the determination of "appropriate approaches" to decision-making.
These theories focus on factors that should guide the match between a leadership style and
the delegation of decisions.
During the early 1970's, Fiedler et. al. developed the Contingency Theory of
Leadership. This theory predicts that both task-oriented and relations-oriented leaders can
be effective in situations that are appropriate to and support their leadership style. Fiedler

noted that the style of a leader is very difficult to change, hence the tasks and situations
should accommodate leadership styles as opposed to the leader changing styles to fit the
situation. The contingency model proposes that task-oriented leaders perform best in
situations that provide them with either strong or weak influence, while the relationsoriented leader performs best in the intermediate situation (figure 3).
An extension of Contingency Theory, is the Hersey and Blanchard Situational
Leadership Theory, which adds another dimension to the examination of effective
leadership. These authors focus on matching the leadership style to the maturity level of
the followers. Maturity is conceptualized as: "the capacity to set high but attainable goals,
willingness and ability to take responsibility, and education and/or experience of an
individual...7 These authors emphasize that the maturity variable should be task specific.
Hence, the leader must recognize that followers have different levels of maturity for
different tasks.

7H. Steven Floyd, DevelQpment of an Instrument to Measure the Effectiveness of the Administrative
'.Tuam.. (Doctoral dissertation: The University of Arkansas, 1981) p. 13.
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...as the level of maturity of their followers continues to increase in terms of
accomplishing a specific task, leaders should begin to reduce their task behavior and
increase relationship behavior until the individual or group reaches a moderate level of
maturity. As the individual or group begins to move into an above average level of
maturity, it becomes appropriate for leaders to decrease not only task behavior, but also
relationship behavior. 8
Depending on the maturity level of the followers, the leader adopts a telling, selling,
participating, or delegating leadership style. Hence, high task/low relationship leader
behavior (telling) is effective with followers of low or low-moderate readiness levels; high
task/high relationship behavior (selling) is effective with followers of moderate readiness
levels; high relationship/low task behavior (participating) is effective with high-moderate
readiness level followers; low relationship/low task behavior (delegating) is effective with
followers of high readiness levels (figure 4). Roach ( 1981) notes that little research has
been performed with regard to the application of the Hersey-Blanchard model to issues of
educational administration.

RATIONALE AND NEED FOR THIS STUDY

Review of these theories suggests that the problem of delegation of decisions and
implementation of decision models is more complex than "more participation is better."
Perhaps factors such as the problem to be resolved, the situation, and the maturity level of
the followers, the interest of the participants in making decisions, and the leadership style
of the administrator also play a determining role in the success of a particular decisionmaking construct.
Once the adoption of a particular decision model is determined, one turns to the

7
question of whether or not shared decision-making is effective in influencing critical school
outcomes.
Researchers have noted many advantages to the utilization of "shared or participative
decision-making" in the resolution of problems. Advantages include: improved staff
morale, increased likelihood that the follower will accept the decision, improved
cooperation between administration and subordinates, and improved adaptability to changes
that might result from the decisions: Sparkes (1981), Hoy and Miskel (1982), Seashore
and Abt Associates (1981), and Snyder (1983).
Bass (1981) notes that research regarding the effectiveness of participative decisionmaking on follower performance in the business world has resulted in mixed findings.
Studies regarding the quality of decisions favors a participatory approach, but overall
measurements of production in business do not reveal consistent trends.
Further, Imber et.al. (1980) state: "research that directly addresses the relationship
between the degree of teacher decision-making and student outcome is almost nonexistent. "9

STATEMENf OF TIIB PROBLEM

It appears that many questions remain unanswered in this key area of administration
and educational reform, decision-making. The purpose of this study is to examine a central
feature of the Chicago Public School Reform, shared decision-making as applied to the
local school planning process. Examination will lead to a better understanding of the
process of shared decision-making and recommendations for its utilization. The HerseyBlanchard Situational Leadership Theory will also be examined in terms of its application to
9M. Imber, Dl.. Duke, and B.K. Showers, Increased Decision-makinti Involvement for Teachers:
Ethical and Practical Consideration. (Report No. EA 013 255) Paper presented to annual meeting of
American Educational Research Association, Boston, MA. (ERIC Document Reproduction Service No.
ED 199 826) p. 3.
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local school decision-making. Hence, this study will address two areas: What are the
characteristics of shared decision-making as applied to the local shool planning process?;
What is the application of the Hersey-Blanchard Situational Leadership Theory to decisionmaking, as practiced by selected urban elementary schools in the local school planning
·process?
METHOD SYNOPSIS

Best and Kahn in their text Research in Education ( 1989) define descriptive
research:
A descriptive study describes and interprets what is. It is concerned with the
conditions or relationships that exist, opinions that are held, processes that are
going on, effects that are evident, or trends that are developing. It is primarily
concerned with the present, although it often considers the past events and
influences as they relate to current conditions. IO

This study is descriptive in nature. Earlier studies conducted by the Chicago Board of
Education on the institutes for school planning ("The 1986 Institute for School Planning
Evaluation Report", "The 1987 Institute for School Planning Evaluation Report, " and
"Follow-up to the 1987 Institute for School Planning Report") described the planning
process and suggested that larger schools engaged in less shared decision-making, and that
the percent of low-income students in attendance was a predictor of school achievement test
scores on the Iowa Tests of Basic Skills. It was hypothesized that smaller schools, with
higher socioeconomic status levels, higher achievement levels, and principals with at least
three years of administrative experience, might have fewer problems in implementing the
shared decision-making model as applied to school planning. Hence, schools were
matched by staff size, percent of low-income students in attendance, school size, and mean
10John W. Best and James V. Kahn, Research in Education. Englewwood Cliffs, New Jersey:
Prentice Hall, 1989) p.76.
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perfonnance on standardized achievement tests (The Iowa Tests of Basic Skills), reading
comprehension and total mathematics scores. Descriptive data from the Cbicai::o J(ublic

Ss;bools 1988-89 Test Scores and Selected School Characteristics book was entered on a
data base using the S tatworks software program. This data was sorted and schools that
were one standard deviation below the mean in size, and percent of low-income students in
attendance were included. Schools with mean ITBS reading comprehension and
mathematics total scores within the fifth stanine range or above were also included.
Schools that served as regional sites for specialized populations (special education, gifted)
were excluded. Principals included in the study had a minimum of three years of
administrative experience. By matching these factors, 15 similar schools were selected. In
this way, the study explored the different decision styles that emerged from this select
urban elementary school population.
Schools were matched by the percentage of low-income students in attendance, since
previous analyses have revealed that this is an important variable in predicting student
performance in the targeted outcome areas of student achievement in reading, mathematics,

and student attendance. Principals were selected on the basis of having a minimum of three
years of experience within the system. This was designed to minimize problems arising
from the development of a leadership style, etc.

In exploring the two central questions, this study used the instruments indicated
below. Questions that served as the focus for the study are aligned with each instrument in
the following descriptions.

The School Plannim: Ouestionnaire

1. What are the characteristics of shared decision-making in selected Chicago public
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elementary schools? Utilizing school planning questionnaires and interviews, the
participants in the planning process, their background experience in the planning areas,
the frequency of the planning meetings, the degree of involvement and influence in the
planning process, and the perceived outcomes of planning were examined. This study
included examination of differences in perceptions by position (parent, teacher,
principal, and career service member), educational background, training level,
and interest of the participants in the decisional area. Analysis of these data revealed
differentiated approaches to planning. The utilization of combined interview and
questionnaire approaches served to ensure the reliability and validity of the responses.

The Problem Solyin2 and Decision-makini: Questionnaire
{Hersey and Natemeyer)
The Readiness Match Ouestjonnaire
<Hersey. Blanchard and Kielty)

2. The second phase of the study explored the leadership style-participant match and
the identification of the leader's problem-solving and decision-making style. This portion
of the study incorporated the use of LEAD instruments from the Center for Leadership
Studies (Hersey and Blanchard). These data indicated whether or not theory would
support the adoption of the decision-models employed in the situations identified and how
applicable this theory was to the educational planning process.

RESEARCH QUESTIONS

This study attempted to answer the following questions:
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PART ONE: THE SHARED DECISION-MAKING
PROCESS IN SCHOOL PLANNING

DESCRIPTION OF THE SHARED DECISION-MAKING PROCESS

1. What is the nature of shared decision-making in these selected urban

elementary schools?
a) Who participates in the decision-making process at these sites?
Characteristics explored included position, age, sex, educational experience,
experience in areas specific to the decisional area, and experience in the
process of shared decision-making and planning.
b) What role do these individuals play in the decisional process?
What role do these individuals wish to play?
c) Which criteria seem to most strongly influence the degree of participation?
How do perceptions differ on the criteria that should be used to determine
participation? Is there a relationship between differing perceptions and
position?
d) To what degree does shared decision-making take place? Who participates?
How often do they participate? Who controls the agenda, how much
involvement is perceived? How much influence do persons perceive they
have in the decisions? In how many stages of decision-making are persons
involved?
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WHAT ARE THE DYNAMICS OF THE PROCESS OF SHARE))
DECISION-MAKING?

2) How do panicipants react when the decision reached is contrary to their
view? How does this vary by position? What influences panicipants the
most in reaching a decision?

WHAT ARE THE PERCEIVED OUTCOMES OF
SHARED DECISION-MAKING?

3) What are the perceived effects of shared decision-making in the areas of:
improvement of the school, improvement of the school's objectives,
benefits to the panicipants, time constraints, communication, staff motivation,
staff morale, and unexpected outcomes? Do the factors of position,
training rating, degree of shared decision-making at the site, degree
of perceived involvement, degree of perceived influence, or degree of
implementation of the plan predict the effectiveness ratings in these planning
areas?

PART 2: APPLICATION OF THE HERSEY-BLANCHARD SITUATIONAL
LEADERSHIP THEORY TO LOCAL SCHOOL PLANNING

APPLICATION OF THE PROBLEM-SOLVING AND
DECISION-MAKING STYLE INVENTORY
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1. The responses of the principal and the participants in planning were
compared on two instruments: Problem-solving and Decision-makinfi Style
Inventrny (Perception of Self) and Problem-solving and Decision-making
Style Inventory (Perception of Other} Questions emanating from this
portion of the study included: What is the principal's primary leadership
style with the planning team? What is the principal's secondary leadership
style with the planning team? What is the relative emphasis in decisions (leadermade, collaborative, or follower-made decisions)? Does the perception of
emphasis vary by position? The School Planning Questionnaire was utilized to
detennine a training rating for the participants. The question of application of the
theory was analyz.ed in terms of the ability of the group training rating to predict
the leadership style utilized by the principal.

APPLICATION OF THE READINESS STYLE-MATCH INVENTORY

2. The emphasis of the Hersey-Blanchard Leadership model is on the leader
utilizing styles that match the staff member's readiness level (determined by
maturity and motivation ratings). In this portion of the study, the principal
indicated participants who were key figures in the planning process.
The principal rated these participants on their maturity and motivation
to work on objectives pertinent to the school planning process. Readiness levels
were matched against the leadership styles utilized. Planning participants
also rated these aspects. Questions from this portion of the study are as
follows: Does the principal appear to be matching the readiness of the
participants tohis or her leadership style? Is there consensus between the
participants and the principals in planning? Is decision-making perceived to be
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more effective in the schools where there is a readiness-style match (where the theory is
appropriately applied)?

SUMMARY

This chapter serves as an introduction to the examination of shared decision-making in
elementary schools. The following areas were addressed in this portion of the paper: the
role that decision-making plays in administration and administrative theory, the evolution of
the shared decision-making model, description of contingency and situational leadership
theories, the rationale and need for the study, the statement of the problem, a synopsis of
the method and the research questions.
Chapter II presents a review of the related literature, defines terminology and provides
a theoretical foundation for this study. Chapter III presents a more detailed look at the
methodology utilized in this research study. Chapter IV focuses on the results of the
research and is entitled presentation and analysis. Chapter V discusses the findings and
their implications. Chapter VI summarizes the conclusions of the study and provides
recommendations based on the findings.

CHAPTER II

REVIEW OF TIIE LITERATURE
DEFINITION OF DECISION-MAKING

Many authors have analyzed decision-making and have attempted to provide definition
to this process. The following are some thoughts on this subject. Barnard (1938) stated
that "the process of decision .. .is largely techniques for narrowing choice."11
Simon (1960) divides the process into three steps: intelligence activity, design activity,
and choice activity. Essentially this involves detennining the need for a design, developing
possible choices to resolve the problem, and selecting the activity from the choices
available.
Owens (1972) defines decision-making as the problem-solving process where one or
more participants recognize a problem field, identify the problem, specify the problem,
diagnose the problem, set objectives, generate alternatives, evaluate alternatives, make a
decision, and set standards and controls for evaluation.12
Stufflebeam et. al. discuss decision-making as a four stage process:
1) awareness that there is a need for a decision, 2) designing a situation, 3) selecting the
alternative, and 4) taking action in terms of the identified alternative. Decisions related
to education may be categorized as those related to intended goals, proposed
procedures, attainment (goal accomplishment), and procedures in use.13

11Chester I. Barnard, The Functions of the Executive. Cambridge: Harvard Press (1938), p. 314.
James Owens, "Problem Analysis: Guidance System for Decision Making," The Credit Union
Executive, (Winter, 1972).
13
Daniel L. Stufflebeam, et al., Educational Evaluation and Decision Making. Itasca Illinois: Peacock,
1971J
.
12
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Hence, the administrator must become aware of the need for a decision, determine the
available information, and project the degree of change that will result. When this
information is determined, the administrator selects a decision model and determines the
category of decision. Finally, the process requires implementation and evaluation.
Decision-making is problem solving, identification of the discrepancies between what is
and what should be and determination of ways to mediate between the two.

DEFINITION OF SHARED OR PARTICIPATIVE DECISION-MAKING

Vargas (1986) cites Sashkin (1982) in stating "Participative management is a system
in an organization which is based on the group process of decision-making, goal-setting,
problem-solving, and development and implementing of change."14
Lowin (1968) defines participative decision-making as "... a mode of organizational
operations in which decisions as to activities are arrived at by the very persons who are to
execute those decisions." 15
Argyris (1955) conceptualizes participative decision-making as "opportunity to
participate in the various decisions that are made in their organizations which affect them
directly."16
i

Vargas (1986) cites Shonk (1982) in reporting that it is the "common goal or task and
the coordination of the common effort, which distinguishes participative management from
other types of management" 17
Hence, participative or shared decision-making requires the involvement of those
14

Linda Vargas. Participative ManafICIDent Among Selected Los Angeles County Elementary School
mincipals. (Doctoral dissertation, Brigham Young University, Provo, 1986) p. 1.
15
Aaron Lowin, "Participative Decision Making: A Model, Literature Critique, and Prescriptions for
Research", Organizational Behavior and Human Performance, 3 (Feb., 1968). p.68.
16C. Argyris, "Organizational Leadership and Participation Management" The Journal of Business. 28.
(1955) p.l.
17
Linda Vargas, Particjpative Management Amon& Selected Los AnKcles County Elementary School
&incicala. (Doctoral dissertation, Brigham Young University, Provo, 1986) p. 1.
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who will execute the decisions and who will be affected by the decisions. It involves the
participants in the problem-solving from the stages of goal setting to the impleme~tation of
the decisions.
Singer (1974) has noted four areas of consideration when classifying types of
. participative decision-making: 1) Participation must be viewed in terms of group and
individual aspects. While most view participative decision-making as a team process, some
feel that it involves individual freedom of expression. 2) Shared decision-making must
consider both the objective and psychological participation. 3) Pseudo-participation and
genuine participation form the third area of consideration. Pseudo-participation has the
goal of making participants feel that they are useful and reducing resistance to authority.
Genuine participation, on the other hand, focuses on the effectiveness of the process. 4)
The last issue focuses on the varieties and degrees of sharing in the decision-making
process.

VIEWS OF EDUCATIONAL ADMINISTRATION
AS TIIEY RELATE TO DECISION-MAKING
(A IIlSTORICAL PERSPECTIVE)

Kimbrough and Nunnery ( 1981) in their text Educational Administration, have
noted that many theorists view administration and decision-making as closely related areas.
The relationship of decision-making to administration was further highlighted in the
introduction to this paper.
Simon (1950) states:

If any theory is involved, it is that decision-making is the heart of administration, and
that the vocabulary of administration theory must be derived from the logic and
psychology of human choice...The task of deciding pervades the entire administrative
organization quite as much as the task of doing--indeed, it is integrally tied up with the
latter. A general theory of administration must include principles of organization that
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will insure correct decision-making, just as it must include principles that will insure
effective action. 18

Many authors view decision-making as an integral part of the role of administrator. A
look at the development of administrative theory and the changing views of the role of the
administrator provides a perspective on the changing opinions regarding who should
participate in decision-making.
The period of Scientific Management spanned the time from 1900-1935. It
emphasized efficiency and separating planning from doing. Beginning with the work of
Frederick W. Taylor, it was further developed by Henri Fayol. Fayol felt that
administration was the application of: planning, organizing, commanding, coordinating,
and controlling. These components were elaborated upon by Gulick and Urwick in 1937
into: planning, organizing, staffing, directing, coordinating, reporting, and budgeting
(POSDCORB). Also writing in this period, was Max Weber who viewed the administrator
as a Bureaucrat. A "Bureaucrat" represented the fair commander. The term was not looked
upon with disdain. Thus, during the period of Scientific Management, the application of
POSDCORB represented implementation of administration. Administrators were to get the
job done as efficiently as possible. The center of decision-making was the administrator.
The period of Human Relations covered the time frame from 1935-1950. It was a
reaction to the structure of Scientific Management. Instead of viewing administration as a
top-down model, administration was a horizontal model of leadership. Espoused by Mary
Parker Follett, interest was focused on coordinating the various aspects of administration
with the process of the job task. Expansion of this model resulted from the work of Mayo
and Roethlisberger and the Hawthorne experiment. The importance of the informal
organization was recognized. Application of administrative theory during this time period
would focus on the informal structure and placing the administrator on an equal level with
18

Herben A. Simon, Administrative Behayior {New York: Macmillan, 1950) pp. xiv-I.
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the employees.
The time frame from 1950-the present was the period of Behavioral Science.s.
The thrust was on combining the formal with the informal aspects of the organization.
Combining the principles from Scientific Management and Human Relations, the
. psychology of the organization was explored. Some theorists of this period included
Griffiths, Litchfield, Barnard and Simon. Techniques for the application of administrative
theory emerged during this phase: (program evaluation review technique (PERT), program
planning budgeting system (PPBS), organization development (OD), management by
objectives with results ( MBO/R), etc. Characteristic of this period was the tri-dimensional
view: the man, the job, and the setting.
The current period in the evolution of administrative theory, 1960-the present, is
characterized by systems theory. Exemplifying this view is the work of Getzels and Guba
and their nomothetic-idiographic view of administration. The nomothetic dimension
consisting of the institution, the role, and role expectations interacts with the idiographic
dimension defined by the individual, personality, and the individual's needs disposition.
Hence, the theory captures the interaction of role with the individual.
During the Behavioral Science and Systems Theory periods, the dimensions of
leadership have been a focus for investigation as well as its refinement into Continger;icy
Theory. Leadership theory proposes two primary dimensions of leadership style, task
orientation (TO) and relations orientation (RO).
Blake and Mouton (1964) proposed the managerial grid model. The horizontal axis
of their grid is identified as concern for production, while the vertical axis represents
concern for people. The scale for each of these factors ranges from 1 to 9. A total of 81
different management styles are possible. Hence, a 1.9 management style is characterized
by a high concern for people and a low concern for production. The managerial grid
system is considered to be a normative theory since it advocates the 9.9 style, high concern
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for production and high concern for people, as the one best leadership style (figure 5).
Reddin (1970) advocated a more descriptive theory of leadership, the 3-D ~dership
Theory. This model advocates that one best style does not exist. The effectiveness of the
style is dependent upon the situation. Four leadership styles are defined by the task
orientation (TO) and relations orientation (RO) dimensions. The high RO-low TO leader is
viewed as related, the low RO-low TO individual as separated, the low TO-low RO
individual as dedicated, and the high TO-high RO leader as integrated. When used
appropriately, the integrated leader is viewed as an executive, the separated leader is viewed
as a bureaucrat, the dedicated individual becomes the benevolent autocrat and the related
person is viewed as a developer. When used inappropriately, the integrated leader becomes
a compromiser, the separated person is a desener, the dedicated leader is an autocrat, and
the related leader is viewed as a missionary (figure 6).
Should a leader delegate all decisions to his/her employees? Tannenbaum and
Schmidt (1957) consider these very issues in their Theory of the Z.One of Indifference.
These authors postulate that when the context of the decision-making is of little or no
concern to the teacher (when it is in the zone of indifference), a more task oriented
approach from the leader is appropriate. As the focus of decision-making approximates
those areas that most directly impact on the teacher, the zone of indifference is likely to
decrease (see figure 1).
A related concept is the path-goal theory espoused by House (1971). This theory
indicates that the effectiveness of a leader's behavior will be dictated by the work
environment and the characteristics of the subordinate. According to House, subordinates
will choose behaviors that they see as leading them to the attainment of goals with valued
outcomes. The leader's behavior motivates the subordinate, if it increases his/her goal
attainment and clarifies the paths to these goals. The leader varies his/her behavior across
situations. Among the assumptions of the theory are: 1) the clarification of a role is a
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requirement for task accomplishment (Schriesheim and Schriesheim, 1980). 2) Very
stroctured tasks are less satisfying than unstructured tasks (Schriesheim and Sc~esheim,
1980). 3) The higher the job level, the less role clarity exists (Dessler and Valenzi, 1977).

In this theory, four types of leader behavior are identified: directive, supportive,
. participative, and achievement-oriented. These behaviors become predictors of the
sul:x>nlinates affective behavior. The dependent variables in the theory are the subordinate
states of: intrinsic job satisfaction, the expectancy that effort leads to effective performance,
the expectancy that performance leads to rewards, role clarity, satisfaction with extrinsic
rewards, and satisfaction with the leader. Intervening variables include the environmental
factors and the subordinate's characteristics.
Indvik, 1985, explored the Path-Goal theory in her disse~tion, "A Path-Goal
Theory Investigation of Superior-Subordinate Relationships." This study consisted of a
review of the literature, a meta-analysis of path-goal research, and a test of 21 path-goal
hypotheses developed as a result of her research. Forty-four articles focusing on 48
studies with a total of 11,862 respondents were utilized in the meta-analysis. Findings
indicated that directive leader behavior served as a predictor of subordinate affective
behavior, but did not serve to clarify roles and performance. Supportive leader behavior
predicted role clarity, and the subordinate affective behavior and performance. Participative
and achievement-oriented behavior were not tested due to insufficient information. The
primary study included a sample of 467 nonacademic staff members at a western
university. Utilizing the measures of leader behavior, moderator and subordinate outcome
measures specified by the theory, the study focussed on the moderators that affected leader
behavior and subordinate outcomes. Situational factors had differing effects on the PathGoal relationships. Findings follow:
Directive leader behavior was most strongly moderated by task structure ·
and by need for achievement. Supportive and participative leader
behaviors were most strongly moderated by work group importance,
organizational formalization and self-perceived ability. Supportive
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leader behavior was moderated by preference for external structure,
while participative leader behavior was moderated by need for
achievement. Achievement-oriented leader behavior was not strongly
moderated by environmental structure contingencies but was moderated
by the sul:x>rdinate characteristics of need for achievement and selfperceived ability.19
Vroom (1975) emphasizes the degree of teacher participation in decision-making in
his contingency theory of leadership. Five decision-making styles are identified. The
effectiveness of the style is dependent on the situation. The leader would determine the
best decision style based on the answers to eight questions and contingent upon the
responses to the questions indicated, the leader would follow different roads on the
decision tree. Each path on the decision tree results in a different configuration of
alternative decision styles. In some cases more than one style is feasible, so the leader
must select the optimal style for his/her situation. A total of eighteen different option
configurations is possible. Each decision style is in ascending order of the time required
for implementation and in descending order in terms of potential development of the
follower. Hence, decision style I (the leader resolves a problem or makes the decision
using available infonnation) is most efficient in terms of time constraints, but offers the
least in the area of potential development for teachers (see figure 2).
During the early 1970s, Fiedler et.al. developed the Contingency Theory of
Leadership. This theory predicts that both task-oriented and relations oriented leaders can
be effective in situations that are appropriate to and support their leadership style. Fiedler
feels that the style of a leader is a given, and hence, the tasks and situations should
accommodate leadership styles as opposed to the leader changing styles to fit the situation.
Three dimensions are considered in this model: leader-member personal relationships, task
structure, and leader position power. Leader-member relations are classified as good,
moderate or poor, task structure as structured or unstructured, and leader position power as
19Julie lndvik, A Path-Goal Theory Inyestiption of Superior-Subordinate Relationships. (Doctoral
dissertation, University of Wisconsin-Madison, 1985) pp. 162-163.
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strong or weak. The contingency model indicates that task-oriented leaders perform best in
situations that provide them with either strong or weak influence, while the relatio~s
oriented leader performs best in the intermediate situation (see figure 3).

THE DEVELOPMENT OF SITUATIONAL LEADERSHIP THEORY

The Hersey and Blanchard Situational Leadership model adds another dimension to
the examination of effective leadership. It was a further development of the work of
Reddin's 3-D Management Style theory and Halpin's Leader Behavior Description
Questionnaire (LDBQ). First developed as the Tri-Dimensional Leader Effectiveness
Model at Ohio University, it views leadership style as the intersection of the task behavior
and relationship behavior. Task and relationship behavior are defined as follows:

Task Behavior: The extent to which leaders are likely to organize
and define the roles of the members of their group
(followers); to explain what activities each is to do and
when, where, and how, endeavoring to establish well-.
defined patterns of organization, channels of
communication, and ways of getting jobs accomplished.

Relationship behavior: The extent to which leaders are likely to
maintain personal relationships between themselves and
members of their group (followers) by opening up channels
of communication, providing socioemotional support,
"psychological strokes," and facilitating behaviors.20

The task and relationship behaviors can be combined to yield quadrants representing
four leadership styles: high task and high relationship, high task and low relationship, low
task and low relationship, and high relationship and low task (figure 7). These authors
focus on matching the leadership style to the maturity or readiness level of the followers.
20paul Hersey and Kenneth Blanchard, Management of Organizational Bebavior. 2nd edition Englewood
Cliffs: Prentice Hall, 1972) p. 104.
·
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Hersey and Blanchard (1972) state:

... to determine what leadership style is appropriate in a given situation,
a leader must first determine the maturity level of the individual or
group in relation to a specific task that the leader is attempting to
accomplish through their efforts. 21
The maturity level of the followers proceeds along a continuum ranging from very
immature to very mature. This is evaluated on a four-point scale. Ml= low maturity, M2
and M3 are considered moderate maturity, and M4 is evaluated as high maturity (figure 8).
Once maturity level is determined, the leader intersects a 90 degree angle from the point on
the maturity scale and extends the line until it intersects with the bell-curve. The
appropriate leadership style is where the intersection of the lines occurs. Four leadership
styles emerge: telling, selling, participating, and delegating (figure 9). They are defined as
follows:

High task/low relationship leader behavior (SI) is referred to as "telling"
because this style is characterized by one-way communication in which the leader
defines the roles of the followers and tells them what, how, when and where to do
various tasks.

High task/high relationship behavior (S2) is referred to as
"selling" because with this style most of the direction is still provided by
the leader. He or she also attempts through two-way communication
and socioemotional support to get the follower (s) psychologically to
buy into decisions that have to be made.

High relationship/low task behavior (S3) is called
"participating" because with this style the leader and follower (s) now
share in decision-making through two-way communication and much
facilitating behavior from the leader since the follower (s) have activity
and knowledge to do the task.

Low relationship/low task behavior (S4) is labeled
"delegating" because the style involves letting follower(s) "run their
own show" through delegation and general supervision, since the
follower (s) are high in both task and psychological maturity.22
21

Paul Hersey and KeMeth Blanchard, Manuement: of Orpnizational Behayjor. 2nd edition Englewood
Cliffs: Prentice Hall, 1972) p. 165.
22
Paul Hersey and Kenneth BJanchard. Manaiement of Oriianizational Behayior. 2nd edition Englewood
Cliffs: Prentice Hall, 1972) pp. 169-170. ,
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A more participatory approach to leadership is espoused as the maturity level of the
followers increases.
In the 1989 revision of the theory, motivational level of the subordinate also serves to
determine readiness. Readiness is measured on a four-point Lik:ert-type scale with
·allowances for half-point increments. Followers are rated according to their ability:
possessing the necessary knowledge and skill to do a task (Job Readiness) and their
willingness to do a task: having the necessary confidence and motivation (Psychological
Readiness). Participatory leadership is characterized by a high relations orientation.
Leadership is still characterized as telling, selling, participating, and delegating. The very
jmmature inexperienced follower (Rl: R=readiness level) would require a very directive
structured (high TO-low RO) approach or "telling." The very mature experienced (R4: R=
readiness level) employee, on the other hand, could be delegated the task. The leader
would provide support and use indirect leadership (a low TO-high RO configuration.)
Another variation of the model is associated with the problem-solving and decisionmaking readiness instruments. This theory further borrows from the Reddin model in
noting more effective and less effective views of the leadership-match (figures 10 and 11 ).
Instead of task orientation and relations orientation, Hersey and Natemeyer (1988) use the
terms directive behavior and supportive behavior. These terms are defined as follows:

Directive behavior: is the extent to which an individual solves the
problems, makes the decisions, spells out the duties of others, and
engages in telling others what to do, how to do it, when to do it, where
to do it, and who is to do it. Some substitute temlS for directive behavior
include task behavior, assertive behavior, and guidance.
Supportive behavior: is the extent to which an individual engages in
two-way communication with others regarding the problem or decision
and provides socioemotional support and facilitative behavior. Some
substitute terms for supportive behavior include relationship behavior,
discussion, and encouragement. 23
23Paul Hersey and Walter B. Natemeyer, "Problem-Solving and Decision-making Style Inventory," San
Diego: Leadership studies Inc., 1982, p. 3.
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Tue curvilinear relationship moves from authoritative, to consultative to facilitative
and delegative leadership styles in appropriate matches. In the inappropriate match, telling
becomes coercing, selling is viewed as manipulating, participating as patronizing, and
delegating as avoiding. Readiness to solve problems and make decisions determines the
appropriateness of the match. These are defined as ability and willingness.

Ability: the extent to which one possesses the necessary knowledge or
skill to make the decision or to solve the problem, and
Willingness: the extent to which one possesses the necessary
confidence, commitment, and motivation to make the decision or to
solve the problem. 24
It is seen, that the conceptualization of the decision-making team is closely tied to the
idea of Situational Leadership theory. This theory would predict that participative decisionmaking as a management tool would be most effective when utilized with M3 (R3) and M4
(R4) level teams and least effective when used with Ml (Rl) and M2 (R2) teams.
The evolution of leadership theory and decision-making are closely related. As the
leader moves to more participative styles, the composition of the team should be
considered. Erdeljac (1984) in commenting on Liken and Liken (1977) states that "Leader
behavior should promote cooperation rather than competition, team building, personal
11

worth and importance and support. 25
In the preceding examples, we see attempts to explain the complexities of the
decision-making process and areas that the leader should consider in administration. In the
section to follow, the focus will be on examination of recent findings regarding this aspect
of school administration.

24Paul Hersey and Walt.er E. Nat.emeyer, "Problem-Solving and Decision-making Style Inventory," San
Diego: Leadership Studies Inc., 1982, p. 4.
llCharles P. Erdeljac. Panicipatiye Decision Makini in Pennsylyania Public Schools: Percem,ions of
Superintendents and Teacher Union Presidents. (Doctoral dissertation.University of Pittsburgh, 1984) p. 39.
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RESEARCH REGARDING SHARED DECISION-MAKING
AREAS AND UTILIZATION OF SHARED DECISION-MAKING

Areas of decision-making have also been a topic for research. Ho (1982) used the
Rasch Program for Rating Scale Analysis to determine school level decisions. Three
decision-making zones in public elementary schools were identified: the managerial zone,
the technical zone and the professional zone. These can further be translated into the
principal zone, the teacher zone and the conflict zone.
Hanson and Brown (1977) identified managerial and instructional zones. In this
model, administrators made decisions in the areas of budgeting, student restriction,
classified employment, etc. Teachers made decisions regarding teacher-learning
environment, student evaluation, textbook selection, instructional activities, curriculum
content, etc. The Hanson and Brown theory posits that when conflicts arise between the
zones that teachers and administrators must integrate and share decisions to resolve the
problem. The act of negotiating is a means of bridging the gap between the two zones. In
the conflict zone, the climate must meet "bureaucratic needs for rational, predictable,
controlled and efficient environment along with professional needs for an autonomous,
spontaneous, creative, and flexible environment 1126
In projecting the "future of shared decision-making," Koehler (1974) utilized a Delphi
assessment. The results of the assessment consisting of responses from 30
superintendents from large high school districts throughout Illinois and an extensive
literature review, determined seven recommendations to districts interested in implementing
the concept of shared decision-making. In summary, these included: assessment of the
school system's goal structure and the development of realizable goals, modification of
administrative values so they align with the values inherent in shared-decision making,
26E.M. Hanson and M.E. Brown, "A Contingency View of Problem Solving in Schools: A Case
Analysis. Educational Administration Ouartedy. 13. p.67.
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.modification of the organizational structure to facilitate shared decision-making, reduction
of subsystem autonomy, integration of problem-solving processes into the shareddecisionmaking repertoire, remembering the "principle of origin" the teacher's first responsibility is
to

the students, avoiding the delimitation of administrative authority in the decision-making

·process, and acknowledging the many dimensions inherent in change.
Peigh (1982) examined differences in the perception of decision-making by high
participatory decision-making principals and low participatory decision-making principals.
This study focussed on the areas of decision-making and perceptions regarding the process
of shared decision-making. Statements examined such issues as whether group
composition determined differences in decision-making, the utilization of modern
technological advances in decision-making, whether clarification of administrative duties
minimized decisional conflict, the importance of communication skills in decision-making,
the realization of decisional limitations, and the influence of environmental factors on
decision-making. Twenty-seven such statements were utilized in the analysis. He noted
that while the amount of research concerning decision-making is extensive, limited work
has been attempted that is related to the educational decision-making process. Peigh found
slight differences in the rankings of high participatory principals and low participatory
principals in tenns of the personnel involved in building level decisions. Differences, were
in the areas of determining teacher assignments and class loads, implementing curriculum
and scheduling revisions, evaluating school programs in terms of system and course
objectives and in setting long-range goals of the school system. The high participatory
principals ranked the higher level administrator as being most involved in these decisions.
There were no significant differences between the high participatory and low participatory
decision-making principals on their perceptions regarding the process of participatory
decision-making.
Bass (1981) reports that studies from business indicate that younger less
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experienced managers with less education are more directive than older more educated
managers. The older manager tends to utilize a more participative decision-ma.kin~
aPProach. Bass also reports that participative leadership promotes acceptance of decisions
and agreements to a greater degree than more directed approaches to leadership. Further,
. followers tend to experience greater satisfaction and levels of job involvement when this
approach is employed. Bass also notes that subordinate participation is particularly
effective in dynamic situations.

TEACHER AND ADMINISTRATOR PERCEPTIONS OF
SHARED DECISION-MAKING

Smylie (1988) points to "various dimensions of the interactive contexts of
schools"27 as creating a receptive environment in which teachers are willing to change.
Among these dimensions are the principal's emphasis on goals and supervision, teachers'
interpersonal relationships and tolerance of open expression.
Stuckwisch (1986) studied the relationship between participatory decision-making
and teacher perceptions of influence. Teachers overall reported low levels of participation
in the decisions at their respective schools. Teacher participation in decision-making
occurred most frequently in the instructional authority domain and least in the managerial
area. His research revealed further complexities in the three Hanson and Brown domains.
Personal and organizational issues were found to exist in both instructional and
professional areas. Teacher participation was found to be positively correlated to the level
of influence. Principals felt that teachers exerted more influence than teacher responses
indicated.
Robinson (1976) highlights four major findings from studies of teacher participation
27M.A. Smylie, "The Enhancement Function of Staff Development: Organiz.ational and Psychological
Antecedents to Individual Teacher Change. AERA Journal. 25 (1), 1-30.
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in school decision-making: 1) Teachers' preferred level of involvement in school decisionmaking is greater than their actual level of involvement, in most cases. 2) Teachers' desires
for participation in decision-making vary from decisional area to decisional area. 3)
Increased teacher involvement in school decision-making produces positive consequences
both for the individual teacher (e.g. higher level of job satisfaction) and for the school
organization (e.g. increased innovativeness). 4) The desire for involvement in decisionmaking on the part of teachers is related to certain personal and positional characteristics of
teachers. 28
Sheely (1970) reported the following regarding teacher participation in shared
decision-making:

1) The amount of participation, as perceived by teachers, is not commensurate
with the amount of participation desired. In most cases there are but two or
three areas out of a total of eleven to twenty-five where actual and desired
participation are similar and in most cases the difference is ten percent or
more.
2) When data from board members, administrators, and teachers regarding the
level of participation are compared, it is found that board members and

,..

administrators consistently perceive a higher level of teacher participation
than do teachers themselves.
3) Teachers generally recommend that participation should be increased greatly.
4) Both administrators and teachers are in agreement that full teacher participation
exists to the greatest extent in these areas: grievances, teacher
welfare, application of curriculum, assembly programs, and textbook
selection.
28Norman Robinson, "Patterns of Participatory Management in Schools," Paper presented at the Annual

Conference of the Canadian Association for the Study of Educational Administtation (Quebec City, Quebec;
June 1976), p.8.
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5) Teachers indicate only a mild interests in panicipating in these areas: transportation,

census, cafeteria, attendance, supervision of instruction,
operation and maintenance of school buildings, and financial security,
purchasing and storage and delivery.29

Increased teacher satisfaction has often been reported as a beneficial outcome of
participative decision making: Alutto and Belasco (1972), Sparkes (1981), Hoy and Miskel
(1982). A study by William A. Neidt (1987) focused specifically on the factors
contributing to teacher satisfaction with shared decision-making at the high

sch~l

level.

This study explored the effects of the independent variables of: knowledge and complexity
of the topic, degree of influence and involvement, phase entered in the decision-making
process, benefits and effects from the decision, expected and unexpected rewards,
implementation, attitude toward teaching on general satisfaction with shared decisionmaking and specific satisfaction with a panicular shared decision-making experience.
Specific individual teacher satisfaction was explained to the greatest degree by the factors of
benefit to self, self-perception of influence, implementation of the decision and benefit to
the school. General satisfaction and specific satisfaction were considered to be different
domains. Factor analysis of the independent variables resulted in the establishment '?f six
factors related to specific satisfaction: panicipation in the decision-making process,
anticipated outcomes from the decision, unexpected rewards from the decision, expected
rewards from the decision, background information, and complexity of the issue involved
in the decision. 30
Felker (1980) examined the relationship between teacher implementation of an
innovation, the instructional programming model (IPM) in individual guided education
2
9Richard L. Sheely, An Analvsis of Staff Participation in Policy Formulation. (Ed.D. dissertation,
Teachers College, Columbia University, 1970) pp. 53-54.
3
0William A. Neidt, Factors ContributinK to Teacher Satisfaction with Sbared Decision MakinK.
{Doctoral dissertation, University of Kansas, 1986) pp.i-ii.
·
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(IGE), and decisional participation in the elementary schools in Wisconsin. Felker
developed the Decisional Participation Inventory (DPI) to measure issue importance and
actual and desired frequency in conjunction with the extent of teacher involvement in
decision-making. She found, however, that the distribution of the teacher level of use of
the IPM innovation exhibited restricted variance. This precluded further examination of the
participative decision-making relationship.
Erdeljac (1984) studied differences in the perceptions of superintendents and teacher
union presidents regarding participative decision-making. Findings revealed that
superintendents perceive a greater degree of teacher participation, a greater extent of
participation, a better flow of communication, and a higher degree of influence on decisions
than do teacher union presidents. Superintendents perceived that most formal structures
serve to facilitate teacher participation more than did teacher union presidents. 31 These
data are in agreement with studies, in general, of administrator-subordinate perceptions.

filGHLIGHTED ADVANTAGES OF SHARED DECISION-MAKING

Among the advantages Seashore and Abt Associates (1981) attribute to shared group
decision-making are: "improved staff morale, sense of efficacy, sense of enhanced
communication and articulation within and across grade levels, and professional
development. "32
One can draw upon the theories of Maslow and hypothesize that the participant in
shared decision-making fulfills higher level needs such as esteem and possibly approaches
self-actualization. One must keep in mind that needs are hierarchical in order and that only
31 Charles P. Erdeljac, Participative :Qecision Makinii jn Pennsylvania Public Schools: Perceptions of
Superintendents and Teacher Union Presidents. (Doctoral dissertation, University of Pittsburgh. 1984) pp.iii.
32Louis K. Seashore, The Role of Local Action Teams in School Impmyement: Linking Research and
Development with Schools, Cambridge, MA: Abt Associates, Inc., pp. ii-48.
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unfulfilled needs act as motivators.
Additional support comes from Herzberg's studies of motivation in which
achievement, responsibility, and advancement serve as motivators. Participation in shared
decision-making could seive as a motivator according to this view.
Argyris' theories would also support the importance of shared decision-making in the
improved self-concept of the participants. He hypothesized that most human problems in
organizations are the result of forcing staff into submissive and dependent roles. This
prohibits self-actualization for employees and works against the goals of the institution.
Finally, McGregor's Theory Y posits that the theory Y administrator views
him/herself as a developer of the potential of his followers. He/she views the employee as
intrinsicly good and rewards personal growth exemplified by the employee. The increased
productivity of the employees is recognized and, hence, personal growth of the staff
through activities such as participative decision-making is most desirable.
Harrison (1981) studied the impact of decision-making on administrator-subordinate
communication behavior. Results of her study indicated that: the subordinates' perceptions
of participation were associated with higher levels of information, receipt and transmission
of information with administrators, and higher levels of interaction. The supervisors'
perceptions of the degree of subordinate participation were not associated with the
subordinates' perceptions of the degree of participation. The subordinates' perceptions
regarding the administrators' participation were most strongly associated with the
subordinates' trust in the administrator and perceived team building on the part of the
administrator. High participation groups were characterized by significantly higher levels
of team building on the part of supervisors, subordinate trust of the administrator and
subordinate satisfaction with the administrator. Other important factors included the receipt
of information from the supervisor and the subordinate's desire for interaction with the
administrator. 33
33
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Research highlights additional benefits accruing from participative decision-making.
The improved quality of the decisions is another benefit that has been reported to arise from
shared decision-making: Griffiths (1977), Sparkes (1981), Snyder (1983). Improved
climate and teacher morale are among the benefits cited by: Griffiths (1977); and Hoy and
Miskel (1982). Further, authors report a feeling of ownership among the decision-making
participants, and better acceptance of the decisions: Sparkes (1981) and Hoy and Miskel
(1982).
In summary, advantages include, improved morale, increased likelihood that the
follower will accept the decision, improved cooperation between administration and the
subordinates, and improved adaptability to changes that might result from the decisions.

HIGHLIGIITED DISADVANTAGES OF SHARED DECISION-MAKING

Disadvantages of shared decision-making in the literature focus on increased time
demands and the risk of disfavor among colleagues, Duke et. al. (1980). Strauss (1964)
reported four negative outcomes resulting from participative decision-making: 1) alienation
of the participant when his/her ideas are rejected by the group, 2) an expectation on the part
of participants that they will be frequent participants in future decision-making, 3) the tim~
cost of the shared decision-making process, and 4) the possible alienation of the group if
their decisions are rejected by the administration.
Erdeljac (1984) cites Bartunek and Keys (1979) in noting that teachers want to
participate when their input contributes to positive decisions, but that when teachers have
trust in the administration to formulate decisions in their favor, they want little participation
in the decision-making process. Further problems may arise when teachers participate for
the wrong reasons, not because they wish to participate in the generation of an optimal
problem solution, but rather because they have no better options at the particular point in
Communication Behavior. (Doctoral dissenation, Bowling Green State University,. I981) pp.96-97.
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time or because they like the "symbolic outcomes" accrued by participation. Caution is
given that teachers may view the process as an end in and of itself and ignore the ~eeds
dictated by the proposed implementations for problem resolution.
Blumberg ( 1969) reports that participative decision-making can result in role
confusion and conflict for both principals and teachers. Teachers may feel that additional
duties are being thrust upon them and that they are now required to do the administrator's
job as well. Staff may become distrustful of the administrator in the role of empathetic
listener. Problems can also arise if participants are not prepared for the new tasks required
through training. 34
Lapposa (1971) noted that as decisional teams and ad hoc groups got larger (five or
more people) they tended to become less rational. Hence, team membership, the
experience of the team members in the organization, and the size of the group as well as the
procedures involved in the decisional process can impact on the success of the exercise.
One must also consider the possibility that while administration may be
philosophically committed to the notion of shared decision-making, other circumstances
may mitigate against the success of the approach. Argyris (1973) states, "Very few people
can learn new behavior and internalize patterns that will not vanish under stress... 35
Lipham (1982) concludes the following regarding shared decision-making in sc,hools:
1. The philosophy and organization of the school affect decision-

making. Hence, schools should be structured to provide
opportunities for those affected by a decision to participate in
making it.
2. There is an increased desire on the pan of teachers and other staff
members to become involved in the decision-making process on
matters of schoolwide and districtwide scope, as well as on matters
concerning the classroom.
34Arthur Blumberg, "Developing Teacher Decision-Making Through Structural Interventions," Paper
presented at the annual meeting of the American Educational Research Association (Los Angeles, CA; Feb.,
1969), pp.3-8.
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3. Appropriate involvement of staff in decision-making is significantly
and JX>Sitively related to the outcomes of staff satisfaction and
teaching effectiveness.
4. In schools, there is excessive reliance on the total group decisionmaking model. Administrators and supervisors should increase
their theoretical understandings and leadership skills regarding the
decision-making process. 36
NECESSARY PRECURSORS TO SHARED DECISION-MAKING

Koehler (1976) states: "New structures and procedures must be developed which,
first, identify those teachers who are seeking greater decisional authority; second,
encourage competent but decisionally saturated teachers to sustain involvement; third,
invest participating teachers with authorities and responsibilities that are commensurate with
their levels of decisional input; and fourth, develop and maintain the functional interaction
within the system which is necessary to the generation of viable decisions. Finally, all
participants in the decision-making process should be held accountable for their
decisions." 37
Vargas ( 1986) studied participative management among selected Los Angeles county
elementary school principals. Her study focused on determination of the elementary school
principals' familiarity with participative management, their actual use of participative
management, their willingness to use participative management and deterrents to its use.
She also attempted to determine the relationship between the use of participative
management and the schools' working climates. She concluded that elementary school
principals in Los Angeles county were familiar with the concept of participative decisionmaking. They used and were willing to use team decision-making in many decisional areas
of school management, but reserved staff assignments, hiring new personnel, and
36
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developing of the annual budget as domains where they alone decided or at a minimum,
were willing to consult with teachers before deciding. The principal's actual use ~d
willingness to use participative decision-making were closely related. While Los Angeles
county elementary school principals indicated that several factors

of positive school climate

.were present in their schools, there was little evidence that this was directly attributable to
the use of participative management strategies with teachers. The lack of staff training was
the reason cited most frequently as the deterrent to the utilization of this process.
Wallace, Radvak-Shovlin, Piscolish and LeMahieu (1990) comment on the
implementation of shared decision-making.

If training is viewed as staff development, the research of Joyce and

Showers (1987) could be applied to the implementation of shared
decision-making processes in school: learners practice expected
behaviors, receive feedback on their performance, and receive coaching
to insure effective application, if they are to demonstrate the behaviors
expected in shared decision-making. Viewed as an innovation that
requires significant changes in participant behavior, shared decisionmaking is a growth process for individuals and institutions and requires
attention to developmental stages of concern and levels of use (Hall, et.
al., 1987).38
FINDINGS REGARDING TIIB APPLICATION OF
STIUATIONAL AND CONTINGENCY LEADERSIBP TIIEORIES TO EDUCATION

lndvik ( 1985) states, "From among the findings of this dissertation, those that may
have the greatest implications for refining path-goal theory are the results that situational
contingencies differentially moderate leader behaviors, and therefore, that leader behaviors
are differentially effective in particular situations." 39 While the Indvik study focussed on
38Richard C. Wallace, Jr. Betty Radvak-Shovlin, Marina Piscolish, and Paul LeMahieu, "The
Insttuctional Cabinet and Shared Decision-Making in the Pittsburgh Public Schools: Theory, Practice and
Evaluation," (Paper presented to annual meeting of American Educational Research Association, Boston,
MA.) April, 1990, p.6.
39Julie Indvilc, A Path-Goal Theory Inyestiption of Superior-Subordinate Relationships. (Doctoral
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the path-goal theory, the emphasis on situation and contingency theory is evident.
Punch and Ducharme (1972) studied the Hersey-Blanchard Situational Leadership
model using elementary school teachers as followers and principals as leaders. They
believed that the lower the maturity level of the teacher, the more they would prefer a task
oriented leader and that the higher the maturity level of the teacher, the more they would
prefer a relations oriented leader. Defining maturity as achievement motivation,
independence and responsibility, they measured these traits using items from the
Personality Research Form AA and Gough's California Psychological Inventory. The
preferred leader behavior was measured by a modification of the Leader Behavior
Description Questionnaire. The reverse relationships were obtained between preferred
leader behavior and teacher maturity. The data were reorganized and the subjects were rank
ordered and divided into high, medium, and low maturity groups. Rather than a curvilinear
relationship, a linear relationship was found, with high maturity teachers preferring a
higher level of relations orientation than teachers in the medium and low maturity groups.
The authors found no relationship between maturity and the preference for a task oriented
leader.40
Roach (1981) examined perceived principal effectiveness as a function of the
relationship between leadership style and job related maturity of elementary school
teachers. Roach noted that the development and application of the Hersey-Blanchard
Situational Leadership model was primarily in the area of business administration and
hence, his study would extend its utilization to educational administration settings. In
studying urban, suburban, small city and rural county schools of Ohio, he determined that
principals whose leadership styles matched the job related maturity levels of the teachers
were not perceived by the teachers as being more effective than those principals whose
dissertation, University of Wisconsin-Madison, 1985) p.169.
4°K. Punch and D. Ducharme, "Life Cycle Leadership Theory: Some Empirical Evidence," The Journal of
Educational AclministmtioQ. 1972 ( 10) ( 1), pp.66-77.
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leadership styles did not match the teacher's job related maturity levels.
Miller (1982) studied the use of principal contingency leadership in elementary
organizations. Miller utilized the Fiedler contingency leadership model and the House and
Dessler path-goal theory to provide the theoretical basis. He hypothesized that teacher selfconcept, role clarity, task structure, leader power and leader-member relations would be
related to leader behavior. In tum, leader behavior, it was hypothesized, would be related
to work satisfaction and work motivation. Finally, he hypothesized that these factors, in
addition to school demographics, would be related to school-level achievement outcomes.
Results of this study utilizing 253 elementary school teachers in a suburban Louisiana
school district indicated that these variables were related as predicted. It was noted,
however, that the correlation pattern indicated that contingency leadership did not play an
educationally significant part in advancing school-level outcomes in terms of student
reading achievement.41
Review of the contingency and situational leadership studies indicates mixed findings
in terms of their application to educational settings. It appears that further research in this
area is necessary.

SCHOOL-BASED MANAGEMENT AND TEACHER EMPOWERMENT:
1HE FOCUS OF REFORM

Malen and Ogawa (1988) define site-based management:

Site-based governance is promoted as a means to decentralize and
democratize educational policy making, a means to energize and
revitalize school systems. Although there are different versions of sitebased governance, essentially the approach involves creating fonnal
structures (committees, cabinets, councils, or boards) composed of
building administrators, teachers and parents at each school. Often
termed school councils, these bodies become the primary forum for
41
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shared decision-making, the designated arena for professional-patron
determination of school-level policy.42
David (1989) reviews the history of school-based management.

In the 1960s and 1970s, certain forms of school-based management,
usually called decentralization and school-site budgeting, had a wave of
popularity. These were adopted in order to give political power to local
communities, increase administrative efficiency or offset state authority.
In the late 1980s, however, school-based management is a focus of
attention for quite different reasons. Districts are implementing schoolbased management today to bring about significant change in
educational practice: to empower school staff to create conditions in
schools that facilitate improvement, innovation, and continuous
professional growth. Current interest is a response to evidence that our
education system is not working, and in particular, that strong central
control actually diminishes teachers' morale and, correspondingly, their
level of effort.43

David (1989) highlights Dade County, Florida, Montgomery County, Maryland,
Baton Rouge, Louisiana, and Santa Fe, New Mexico among the sites that have
implemented the school-based management "experiment." She notes that though schoolbased management has many forms, it largely consists of school-level autonomy
accompanied by participatory decision-making.
Tannenbaum hypothesizes that an administrator's power is never lost when shared
with his/her subordinates. It is rather increased by improved relationships within the
organization. This has been a thrust of teacher empowerment efforts.
Malen, Ogawa, and Krantz (1989) conducted a comprehensive review of the literature
on school-based management and determined that while descriptions of the process were
abundant, evidence of operational effectiveness was meager. While they hypothesized that
42Betty Malen and Rodney T. Ogawa. "Professional-Patron Influence on Site-Based Governance Councils:
A Confounding Case Study," Educational evaluation and Policy Analysis. Winter, 1988, Vol. 10, No. 4, p.

251.

43Jane L. David, "Synthesis of Research on School-Based Management."E<lucational LeadersbiP- Volume
46, Number 8, May, 1989 p.45.
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school-based management may not be able to fulfill its stated objectives, they further noted
that more research is necessary.

In an examination of site-based management in the Salt Lake City schools. where
each school has two councils: a School Improvement Council including administrators,
teachers, non-certified staff and a School Community Council, it was determined that
teachers and parents did not significantly influence the operation of the schools. Malen and
Ogawa (1988) concluded that more training and more willingness on the part of the
principals to share decision-making with the councils might have changed the results.
In her paper "School-Based Management/Shared Decision-Making: Perspectives of
Hawaii School Principals," Ganopole (1990) examines one aspect of this process in
Hawaii, principal receptiveness. In 1988, SB1870 legislated the School/Community Based
Management Program in Hawaii public schools. Ganopole states:

Embedded in this act is the increasingly popular notion that all
participants affected by decisions, including principals, teachers,
support staff, students, parents, and community members, should play
a significant role in the decision-making process ...A key issue was how
school improvement would be measured... Of concern, was the degree
to which principals would support this new innovation. There was little
doubt that without their support the possibility of success would be
greatly diminished.44
'

Ganopole surveyed 139 school principals regarding teacher participation in decisionmaking. Findings revealed a significant correlation between principals' perceptions of the
importance of teacher involvement in the decision-making process and the extent to which
teachers in their schools participated in decision-making. This was most pronounced in the
areas of textbook selection, teacher selection, student placement, discipline, and student
promotion/retention. Significant correlations also were evident in the principals'
perceptions of the teachers' knowledge and skills in the key decisional areas and the extent
44Selina J. Ganopole, "School-Based Management/Shared Decision Making: Perspectives of Hawaii
School Principals," (Paper presented to annual meeting of American Educational Research Association,
Boston, MA.) April, 1990, p.l.
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that the teachers participated in decision-making. Teacher participation in decision-making
was associated with the degree to which principals felt that the teachers had sufficient
knowledge and skills, the degree to which the principals felt that they had the authority to
make decisions, and the degree to which the principals felt the participation was important
to student achievement

Strusinski (1990) discusses the evolution of shared decision-making and schoolbased management in the Dade County Public Schools. In this study, Strusinski indicates
that there is the phenomenon of a few teachers carrying the majority of the workload in
school-based management and shared decision-making. In examining the staff
development needs, she makes the following recommendations:
1) Thoughtful pre-planning is necessary in order to provide
staff with the requisite understanding of the functioning
of the shared decision-making body.
2) Intensive workshops need to supplement the planning
process during the development of shared decision-making.
3) It should be expected that during the initial phases of the
program, adjustments will have to be made as new experiences
dictate.
4) As experience with school-based management and shared decisionmaking grows, school staff should be given somewhat more
structure in the design of their individual programs.
5) Finally, there should be ongoing, formative
research in the field to assist both original participants
and future participants in designing effective school-based
management and shared decision-making programs. 45
Pick (1989) notes that the Hammond city schools were amongst the first districts to
attempt the school-based management approach. In February of 1989, he interviewed
Hammond educators on their thoughts regarding the Chicago plan. Pat O'Rourke, the
Hammond teachers' union president predicted," The Chicago reforms put too much power
45
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in the hands of the parent councils. Parents should not be making decisions on
professionals. The patient shouldn't be allowed in the operating room to tell the siµ-geon
what to do. "46
This leads to the question of how well will this approach work in Chicago? If as
Walberg, Bakalis, Bast, and Baer note in their article, "Restructuring the Nation's Worst
Schools," (June 1989), the causes of Chicago's problems include: "centralized
administration, a flourishing bureaucracy, and the absence of choice for ooth taxpayers and
parents," school reform based on the principles of school-based management and shared
decision-making should have a major impact on school outcomes."47 This study will
explore the use of shared decision-making in selected Chicago public elementary schools
during this first year of Reform.

SUMMARY

Review of the literature indicates the complexities of the shared decision-making
process, its advantages, and disadvantages. Studies indicate the need to look at possible
mediating variables. A look at the research on the application of contingency or situational
leadership models to this area of study yielded mixed results.
School-based management and teacher empowerment are issues at the forefront of
school reform, yet the use of the shared decision-making model in educational decisionmaking has not been proven by the research to yield positive results in the area of
measurable school outcomes. It becomes clear that further research is necessary to
determine optimal models for school improvement
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CHAPTER III
RESEARCH PROCEDURES AND METHODOLOGY
INTRODUCTION
The preceding chapters have highlighted that while extensive research has been done in
the area of decision-making, many questions remain. Further, that while administrative
theory can serve as a guide in the implementation of effective decision-making, conclusive
evidence does not exist to support the application of the Situational Leadership theory to
educational settings. It was demonstrated that in its construct, this theory is closely aligned
to the implementation of decision-making.
Reform movements throughout the United States have promoted the use of schoolbased management and teacher empowerment as desirable formats for the implementation
of decision-making. The thrust of the philosophy is that increased utilization of shared
decision-making will result in more effective planning with resulting positive educational
outcomes.
The purpose of this study is to examine these issues. The focus of the analysis is
selected Chicago public elementary schools. Chicago provides a concrete example of the
application of shared decision-making in local school planning. Recent school reform has
mandated participation in the school planning process by: teachers, parents, career service
staff, community representatives, and the principal. Chicago serves as a setting for schoolbased management in action.
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In selecting an appropriate method for this study, it was determined that the
descriptive research approach would be most appropriate. Isaac and Michael (1982) note
that the purpose of descriptive research is: "to describe systematically a situation or area of
interest factually and accurately." 48 These authors further state, "Descriptive research is
used in the literal sense of describing situations or events. It is the accumulation of a data
base that is solely descriptive--it does not necessarily seek or explain relationships, test
hypotheses, make predictions, or get at meanings and implications, although research

aimed at these more powerful purposes may incorporate descriptive methods. "49
Gay (1987) further defines descriptive research: "Descriptive research involves
collecting data in order to test hypotheses or to answer questions concerning the current
status of the subject of the study. A descriptive study determines and reports the way
things are. Descriptive data are usually collected through a questionnaire survey,
interviews, or observation. Just as the historical researcher has no control over what was,
the descriptive researcher has no control over what is and can only measure what already
exists." 50
Best and Kahn (1989) state:
Descriptive research, sometimes known as nonexperimental or
correlational research deals with the relationships between variables, the
testing of hypotheses, and the development of generalizations,
principles, or theories that have universal validity. It is concerned with
functional relationships.51
It is seen that while there is consensus that descriptive research deals with the here
and now, controversy exists in terms of just how far this type of research should go. This
48

Stephen Isaac and William B. Michael. Handbook on Research and Evaluation. San Diego: Edits

publishers, 1982, p.42.

49Stephen Isaac and William B. Michael. Handbook on Research and Evaluation. San Diego: Edits
publishers, 1982, p.46.
5
0r_. R. Gay. Educational Research: Competencies for Analysis and ApJ)lication. Columbus: Merrill
Publishing Company, 1987, p. 189.
51 John W. Best and James V. Kahn, Research in Eaucation. Englewwood Cliffs, New Jersey: Prentice

Hall, 1989, p.77.
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study utilized the Best and Kahn (1989) conceptualization of descriptive research.
In considering the method, one next explores the categories of research: qu~titative
and qualitative research. Firestone, in volume 16 of Educational Research. discusses the
"Meaning in the Method." He highlights the differences in the two approaches in terms of
their assumptions about the world, their purpose, the approach utilized, and the
researcher's role.

1. Assumptions about the world: Quantitative research is based
on a positivist philosophy which assumes that there are social facts
with an objective reality apart from the beliefs of individuals.
Qualitative research is rooted in a phenomenological paradigm
which holds that reality is socially constructed through individual
or collective definitions of the situation.

2. Purpose: Quantitative research seeks to explain the
causes of changes in social facts, primarily through
objective measurement and quantitative analysis.
Qualitative research is more concerned with understanding
of the actual phenomenon from the actors' perspectives
through participation in the life of those actors.
3. Approach: The quantitative researcher typically employs
experimental or correlational designs to reduce error, bias, and
other noise that keeps one from clearly perceiving social facts.
The prototypical qualitative study is the ethnography which helps
the reader understand the definitions of the situation of those
studied.
4. Researcher role: The ideal quantitative researcher is detached to
avoid bias. The qualitative researcher becomes immersed in the
phenomenon of interest. 52

While this study clearly is more qualitative in nature, it does contain elements of the
quantitative approach. Utilizing the School Plannin~ Questionnaire, the Hersey, et. al.
Situational Leadership instruments, and interview, a multi-method approach is employed.
Sandra Mathison states: 11 Good research practice obligates the researcher to triangulate, that
is, to use multiple methods, data sources, and researchers to enhance the validity of
52Williain A. Firestone. "Meaning in Method: The Rhetoric of Quantitative and Qualitative Research,"
Educational Researcher. Volume 16, Number 7, 1987, pp. 16-17.
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research findings." 53 As advocated by Isaac and Michael (1982) "the triangulation
measurement process is far more powerful evidence supporting the proposition than the
single criterion approach. "54

SAMPLE AND SELECI10N OF PARTICIPANTS

SELECI10N OF 1HE SCHOOLS

The Chicago public schools consist of nearly 413,000 students. Elementary schools
in the district are comprised of nearly 301,000 students. The elementary school population
is approximately 60% Black, 25% Hispanic, 12% White, and 3% Asian. The mean
percent of low income students in attendance for 1989 was 42.6 % for elementary
schools. 55
The sample for this study was designed to focus on selected urban elementary
schools. Since the focus of the research was on shared decision-making and the
application of the Hersey and Blanchard Situational Leadership model, it was determined
that a group of similar schools be selected. Earlier studies conducted by the Chicago Board
of Education on the Institutes for School Planning ("The 1986 Institute for School Planning
Evaluation Report," "The 1987 Institute for School Planning Evaluation Report," and
"Follow-up to the 1987 Institute for School Planning Report") described the planning
process and suggested that larger schools engaged in less shared decision-making and that
the percent of low-income students in attendance was a predictor of school achievement test
scores on the Iowa Tests of Basic Skills. It was hypothesized that smaller schools, with
53 Sandra Mathison, "Why Triangulate?,"Educational Researcher. Volume 17, Number 2, March 1988,
p.13.
54 Stephen Isaac and William B. Michael. Handbook on .Research and Evaluation. San Diego: Edits
publishers, 1982, p.92.
55Chicago Public Schools. Selected Characteristics of Elementary Schools, 1989.
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higher socioeconomic status levels, higher achievement levels, and principals with at least
three years of administrative experience, might have fewer problems in implementing the
shared decision-making model as applied to school planning. The sample would consist of
15 similar schools selected using these criteria.
Descriptive data on Chicago public elementary schools from the Chicago Public
,S_chools 1988-89 Test Scores and Selected School Characteristics book were entered in a
data base utilizing the Statworks statistical program. Schools that served as regional sites
for specialized populations (special education and gifted) were excluded from the sample.
Schools that were racially isolated were also excluded from the sample. Descriptive
statistics on the number of teachers, students, percent of low income students in attendance
were tabulated. The descriptive data for the 361 schools in the data base follow:
Table 1. Descriptive Data on 361 Chicago Public Elementary Schools.

Minimum

Maximym

CategoQ!.

Meil!l

Teachers

35.9

9

98

13.4

Students

673.7

147

1922

277.9

%of
Low Income

41.2%

.3%

93.2%

21.2

S1ilndard
Deviation

Utilizing these data, schools that were within one standard deviation below the mean
in the number of teachers, and percent of low-income students in attendance were
determined. These were smaller schools with higher income student populations. The
Chicago Public Schools 1988-89 Test Scores and School Characteristics book was also
used to determine school achievement scores on the Iowa Tests of B§sic Skills. Scores on
the reading comprehension subtest and math total scores for the pool of possible schools
were identified. Those schools whose median grade equivalents fell within the fifth stanine
or above were included in the sample. From this pool of schools, the years of
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administrative experience was determined by checking with identified schools and
confirming records with the personnel department.
Using these criteria, the pool of 361 elementary schools was narrowed to 41
possible elementary schools. A random table of numbers was then utilized to select
schools from this population. Letters explaining the study were mailed to the principals of
the identified schools and follow-up phone calls were made. This process began in
January. 1990. Since it was necessary for schools to go through local school councils for
approval, the sample selection process was prolonged until April, 1990. A total of 20
schools agreed to participate in the study. Two dropped out after receiving the materials.
This left 18 possible sites for the study. It was determined that the study would focus on
15 similar schools. The other three sites were used to pilot the instruments.

SELECTION OF THE PARTICIPANTS

Principals participating in the study were requested to identify those persons who
were involved in the decision-making process for the development of the school's action
plan. This plan was designed to identify the school's objective in a particular area and to
determine how the school proposed to meet that objective. In order to focus the
participants on the planning process, four key areas of planning were identified: student
achievement in reading, student achievement in mathematics, student attendance, and
teacher attendance. Hence, the participants in this study were the identified decisionmakers who participated in the development school's current action plan in any of the four
areas targeted: student achievement in reading, student achievement in mathematics,
student attendance, and teacher attendance. Participants included principals, teachers,
parents, community representatives, and career service personnel. It was possible that the
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number and position of the participants would vary from school to school.

INSTRUMENTS

Part one of this study focused on shared decision-making in local school planning.

In order to describe this process in the selected elementary schools, two approaches were
utilized, the questionnaire and the follow-up interview.
The School Planning Questionnaire was administered to identified persons who
participated in•the school planning process for the identified objectives. A copy of this
insm.unent is located in the appendix to this report. This instrument provides data in the
following areas: identifying information (school, position, membership on the local school
council, experience in teaching and planning, age, sex), areas where the individual
participated in planning, the extent to which the individual participated, the extent to which
the individual wanted to participate, statement of the objectives in planning for the target
areas, number and frequency of persons participating for the key objectives, identification
of who set the agenda for planning, perceived involvement and influence in the planning
process, perceived effects of planning, perceived implementation of the decisions, benefits
and problems of shared planning, and unexpected outcomes from shared decision-making.
The instrument consisted of open-ended as well as closed response types. Key items were
scaled on a five-point Likert-type scale.
The structured interview was utilized to describe bases for participant selection in the
decision-making process, identification of training needs in the area of shared planning,
identification of perceived factors that detennine the success of shared decision-making and
opinions regarding what influences the participants the most in reaching decisions. Data
also clarified the thinking of the participants where responses were incomplete. At least
one person representing each participant type at a school was interviewed.
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Part two of the study focuses on the application of the Hersey-Blanchard Situational
Leadership model. Two instrument types were utilized, 1) the Problem-Solving and
Decision-Making Style Inventoiy and 2) the Readiness-Style Match.
All of the participants in the shared decision-making process for the planning of the
·identified objectives completed the Problem-Solving and Decision-Making Style Inventoiy.
Two versions were provided, one for the principal (perception of self) and one for the other
participants in planning (perception of other). This instrumentsummarized the perceptions
of the group and the principal regarding the principal~s behavior in problem-solving and
decision-making. TwQ statements describing the principal's behavior were provided.
Respondents were to assign from one to three points to indicate the statement that most
reflected the principal's style. Each of the statements was descriptive of one of the
quadrants in the Hersey-Blanchard model (high directive behavior/low supportive behavior
(A), high directive behavior/high supportive behavior (B), high supportive behavior/low
directive behavior (C), and low directive behavior/low supportive behavior (D). Behavior
A was identified as telling, B as selling, C as participating, and D as delegating. The sum
of A+B indicated leader-made decisions, B+c indicated collaborative decisions, and C+D
was equated to follower-made decisions. This model also indicated appropriate and
inappropriate application of the model. If use.d inappropriately, the telling behavior was
viewed as coercive, the selling behavior as manipulating, the participative behavior as
patronizing, and the delegating behavior as avoiding. The highest scores indicated the
principal's primary style of leadership, while the next highest score was indicative of the
principal's secondary style.
This theory advocates that when leadership styles are appropriately utilized, they are
matched with the readiness level of the follower. Readiness is measured by ability and
willingness. Four readiness ratings are possible and are defined by Hersey and Natemeyer
as follows:
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Rl=Unable to make the decision or solve the problem and either
unwilling or insecure.
R2=Unable to make the decision or solve the problem, but willing or
confident.
R3=Able to make the decision or solve the problem, but unwilling or
insecure.
R4=Able to make the decision or solve the problem and willing or
confident. 56
Hence, this instrument provided information on the primary and secondary style that
the principal was utilizing in problem-solving and decision-making in the planning process
for the stated objectives. It also provided information on whether or not there was
consensus on the style that the principal was utilizing with a given planning group. Key
information on the Scltool Plannini Questionnaire regarding training was tabulated to
compute "readiness" scores. When compared with the data on the inventory, it was
possible to estimate the "readiness match" for the group. As a validity check, the
Readiness Style Match instruments developed by Hersey, Blanchard, and Keilty ( 1989)
were utilized to determine the readiness levels of key participants in the planning process.
The second instrument in the Hersey-Blanchard model that was utilized was the
Readiness Style Match. The principal identified key decision-makers in the planning
process. These data are cross-referenced with information on the School Plannin&
Ouestionnaire to ensure reliability. These persons and the principal completed the
Readiness instruments. The Perce,ption of Manaw form was completed by the principal

and the PerctaJtion of Staff Member form was completed by the identified participants in
decision-making. Participants in the srudy were instructed to substirute the word principal
for manager, and planning team member for staff member.
The purpose of these instruments was to help the principal and the planning
participants to determine their individual perceptions regarding the match between the
56

Paul Hersey and Walter E. Naterneyer. "Problem-Solving and Decision-Making Style Inventory." San
Diego: Leadership studies Inc., 1982. p. 4.
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principal's leadership style and the participant's readiness level. The four leadership
dimensions of telling, selling, participating, and delegating are defined in the follo~ing
statements:

Telling

Provide specific instructions and closely supervise
performance.
Explain your decisions and provide opportunity for
Selling
clarification.
Participating Share ideas and facilitate in making decisions.
Delegating
Turn over responsibility for decisions and
implementation. 57

The persons completing the form entered the major objectives or responsibilities
involved in the planning process. They then indicated the primary and secondary style that
the principal used with them in the planning process, after reading the above definition
statements. Each objective was then rated in terms of the individual's readiness to work on
a particular objective. Readiness was rated in terms of job readiness and psychological
readiness on the four-point scale with half-point ratings provided. The readiness style
match matrix was then utilized to determine if there was an appropriate match between the
leadership style and the readiness ratings. This instrument was utilized to determine if the
Hersey-Blanchard Situational Leadership theory was being applied in the principal's work
with key decision-makers on the targeted planning objectives.

VALIDITY AND RELIABILITY OF THE INSTRUMENfS UTILIZED IN TIIlS STIJDY

Hopkins, Stanley, and Hopkins (1990) state: "The validity of a measure is how well
it fulfills the function for which it is being used. 11 58 Best and Kahn (1989) state, "Basic to
the validity of a questionnaire is asking the right questions, phrased in the least ambiguous
57Paul Hersey, Kenneth H. Blanchard, and Joseph W. Keilty. "Readiness Style Match: Staff
Member/Manager," San Diego: Leadership studies, Inc., 1989, p.1.
58Kenneth D. Hopkins, Julian C. Stanley, and B.R. Hopkins, Educational and Psychological
Measurement and Eyalgation,. Englewood Cliffs: Prentice Hall, 1990, p.76.
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way. In other words, do the items sample a significant aspect of the purpose of the
. . ?"59
jnvesn.gan.on
·

In order to ensure the content validity of the School Plannin~ Questionnaire. items
were derived from a review of past studies and what were found to be significant aspects of
the shared decision-making process. Key terms were defined and contact was established
with the participants where questions arose. A follow-up interview was conducted with
the participants to clarify any issues.
Tuc.kman (1988) states: "Test reliability means that a test is consistent ..6()
Precautions were taken to ensure the reliability of the School Plannine instrument. The
Ss.zhool Plannin~ instrument was field tested in three schools meeting the sample criteria. A
Kuder-Richardson Formula 21 was then computed on like-scaled items. Kuder and
Richardson (1937) devised this formula for estimating the reliability of an instrument
without splitting it into halves. Hopkins et. al. (1990) state:

The rationale for Kuder and Richardson's formula 20 procedure, is roughly equivalent
to 1) securing the mean of the k items in the test, 2) considering this to be the reliability
coefficient of the typical item in the test, and 3) stepping up this average with the
Spearman-Brown formula to estimate the reliability coefficient of a test consisting of k
items.61
Hopkins et. al. indicate that the formula 21 is used for instruments containing more
items. A table demonstrating the relationship between formulas 20 and 21 enables one to
compute the relationship between the two reliability coefficients.
Gay (1987) states: "When well conducted, an interview can produce in-depth data
not possible with a questionnaire; on the other hand, it is expensive and time consuming,
and generally involves smaller sa.mples."62 The interview provides the opportunity for
59John W. Best and James V. Kahn, Research in Education. Englewwood Cliffs. New Jersey: Prentice
Hall, 1989, pp. 193-194.
6°aruce Tuckman. ConductinB' Educational Research. New York: Hartcourt Brace Jovanovich, Publishers,

1988. p. 172.

61 Kenneth D. Hopkins, Julian C. Stanley, and B.R. Hopkins. Educational and Psychological
Measurement and Evaluation., Englewood Cliffs: Prentice Hall, 1990, p.132.
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clarification. Best and Kahn (1989) state that for an interview to be reliable the interviewer
roust be carefully trained. This condition was met through university coursework and
experience with the Chicago Public Schools.

In determining the reliability and validity of the Hersey et. al. instruments, the
· findings of other studies on the model were examined. Validity and reliability measures did
not accompany the instruments of this widely used battery. The LEAD company
emphasized that the instruments were ipsative in nature. Roach (1981) states "While
Hersey and Blanchard have developed a scale to measure maturity, the scale lacks sufficient
nonns and is based upon the assumption that leaders can accurately assess the maturity
level of followers. 1163

RESEARCH QUESTIONS AND NULL HYPOTHESES:

METHODS FOR TIIE ANALYSIS OF THE DATA

PART ONE: THE SHARED DECISION-MAKING PROCESS IN
SCHOOL PLANNING

Part one of this study examined the shared decision-making process as applied to
the development of school action plans. The planning process focused on the development
of objectives for improving student achievement in reading and mathematics and
improvement of student and teacher attendance. The initial focus was on describing the

62L. R. Gay, Educational Research: Competencies for Analysis and Ap,plication. Columbus: Merrill
Publishing Company, 1987, p. 203.
63Roach, D.R. Perceived Princioal Effectiveness as a Function of the Relationship Between l&adershiJ.>
Style and Job Related Maturity of EJementazy Teachers. (Doctoral dissertation, Ohio University,
1981).p.28.
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shared decision-making process. The questions emerged from the effort to describe the
process.

DESCRIPTION OF THE SHARED DECISION-MAKING PROCESS

1. What is the nature of shared decision-making in these selected urban elementary
schools?
a) Who participates in the decision-making process at these sites? Characteristics
explored include: position, age, sex, educational experience, experience in areas specific to
the decisional area, and experience in the process of shared decision-making and planning
Descriptive statistics were computed on these data (measures of central tendency).
b) What role do these individuals play in the decisional process? What role do these
individuals wish to play?
The School Plannin~ Questionnaire outlined six categories of involvement in
decision-making. The respondents indicated the areas they were involved in, the extent
they wished to participate, and the extent they participated in decision-making for these
areas.
Descriptive statistics were tabulated on these data.
The null hypotheses for this segment of the study are:
H0 1=There is no difference in amount persons want to participate and the amount
that they do participate.
H 0 2=There is no difference in the amount they participate based on position.
Ho3=There is no difference in the amount they participate based on training rating
(for mathematics and reading objectives only).
HQ4.=There is no difference in the amount they wish to participate based on position.
Hos=There is no difference in the amount they wish to participate based on training
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rating (for mathematics and reading objectives only).
Chi-square analyses were computed to determine the answers to these questions.
Significance was assessed at the p<.05 value.
c) Which criteria seem to most strongly influence the degree of participation? How
do perceptions differ on the criteria that should be used to determine participation? Is there
a relationship between differing perceptions and position?
These data were determined by interviews. Descriptive data were tabulated and
anecdotal information summarized.
The null hypothesis for this segment of the study is:
H00=There is no difference in selection criteria based on position.
Chi-square analyses were computed to determine the answers to this questions.
Significance was assessed at the p<.05 value.
d) To what degree does shared decision-making take place?
Who participates?
How often do they participate?
Who controls the agenda?
How much involvement is perceived?
How much influence do persons perceive they have in the decisions?
In how many stages of decision-making are persons involved?
Descriptive data on these questions were tabulated. Means and standard deviations
were determined.
Null hypotheses for the issues of degree of involvement and influence are:
Ho1=There is no difference in the degree of involvement based on position.
Hog=There is no difference in the degree of involvement based on training rating
(mathematics and reading only).
Ho9=There is no difference in the degree of influence based on position.
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flo10=There is no difference in the degree of influence based on training rating
(mathematics and reading only).
Analysis of Variance procedures were utilized. Significance was assessed at the
p<.05 value.

WHAT ARE THE DYNAMICS OF THE PROCESS OF
SHARED DECISION-MAKING?

2. How do participants react when the decision reached is contrary to their view?
How does this vary by position?
What influences participants the most in reaching a decision?
These data were determined by interviews.
Descriptive data were tabulated and anecdotal information analyzed and summarized.

WHAT ARE THE PERCEIVED OUTCOMES OF
SHARED DECISION-MAKING?

3. What are the perceived effects of shared decision-making in the areas of:
improvement of the school, improvement of the school's objectives, benefits to
participants, time constraints, communication, staff motivation, staff morale, and
unexpected outcomes?
Do the factors of training rating, degree that shared decision-making took
place degree of perceived involvement, degree of perceived influence or the
degree of perceived implementation of the decisions predict the ratings of
planning effectiveness?
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Null hypotheses for these issues are:
Holl =Training rating, degree that shared decision-making took place, degr~ of
perceived involvement, degree of perceived influence and degree of perceived
implementation do not predict the rating on improved reading.
H0 12=Training rating, degree that shared decision-making took place, degree of
perceived involvement, degree of perceived influence and degree of perceived
implementation do not predict the rating on improved mathematics.
HQ13=Degree of perceived involvement, degree of perceived influence, degree that
shared decision-making took place, and degree of perceived implementation, do not predict
the rating on improved student attendance.
HQ14=Degree of perceived involvement, degree of perceived influence, degree that
shared decision-making took place, and degree of perceived implementation, do not predict
the rating on improved teacher attendance.
Multiple Regression Analysis was performed to determine the strength of the
relationships. The relative strength of the predictor variables was determined. Significance
was assessed at the p<.05 value.

PART 2:

APPLICATION OF THE HERSEY-BLANCHARD SITUATIONAL
LEADERSHIP THEORY TO LOCAL SCHOOL PLANNING

Part two of this study examined the Hersey-Blanchard Situational Leadership model
and its application to educational settings. The specific arena for analysis was the task of
school action planning and the involvement of shared decision-making. Two of the
Hersey-Blanchard instruments were utilized in this process: The Decision-Making and
Problem Solving Inventoi:y and the Readiness Style-Match. Theory would predict
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that schools which apply the model will perceive the decisions to be more effective.

APPLICATION OF THE PROBLEM-SOLVING AND
DECISION-MAKING STYLE INVENTORY

1.

The responses of the principal and the participants in planning were compared

on two instruments: Problem-solving and Decision-making Style Inventoiy (Perception of
~

and Problem-solving and Decision-making Style Inventoiy (Percta>tion of Other).

Questions emanating from this ponion of the study include: What is the principal's primary
leadership style with the planning team? What is the principal's secondary leadership style
with the planning team? What is the relative emphasis in decisions (leader-made,
collaborative, or follower-made decisions)? Does the perception of emphasis vary by
position, of the individual participants? The School Planning Questionnaire was utilized to
determine a training rating for the participants. The question of application of the theory
was analyzed in terms of the differences between the group training ratings and the
leadership style utilized by the principal.
Descriptive data on these questions were tabulated.
Null hypotheses for the issues are:
Ho15=There is no difference in the training rating and the leadership style.
Hot6=There is no difference in the leadership style match and perceived
effectiveness of planning in the area of reading.
HQ17=There is no difference in the leadership style match and perceived
effectiveness of planning in the area of mathematics.
Chi-square analyses were computed to determine the answers to these questions.
Significance was assessed at the p<.05 value.
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APPLICATION OF THE READINESS STYLE-MATCH INVENTORY

2. The emphasis of the Hersey-Blanchard Leadership model is on the leader
utilizing styles that match the staff member's readiness level (determined by marurity and
motivation ratings). In this portion of the srudy, the principal indicated participants who
were key figures in the planning process. The principal rated these participants on their
maturity and motivation to work on objectives from the school planning process.
Readiness levels were matched against the leadership styles utilized. Planning participants
also rated these aspects. Questions from this portion of the study are as follows: Does the
principal appear to be matching the readiness of the participants to his or her leadership
style? Is there consensus between the participants and the principals in planning? Is
decision-making perceived to be more effective in the schools where there is a readinessstyle match (where the theory is appropriately applied)?
Descriptive data on these questions was tabulated.
Null hypotheses for the issues are:
Ho1g=There is no difference in the readiness rating of the individuals and the
leadership style employed.
Ho19=There is no difference in the leadership style match for the reading objective
and the rating on improved reading.
Ho2o=There is no difference in the leadership style match for the mathematics
objective and the rating on improved mathematics.
Ho21 =There is no difference in the leadership style match for the srudent attendance
objective and the rating on improved student attendance.
Ho22=There is no difference in the leadership style match for the teacher attendance
objective and the rating on improved teacher attendance.
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Chi-square analyses were computed to determine the answers to these questions.
Significance was assessed at the p<.05 value.

SUMMARY

The procedures outlined involve multiple methods to determine the nature of shared
decision-making at these selected sites. The use of these procedures was designed to
clarify the process of shared decision-making as it is currently operating in the era of school
reform and to determine examples where it was perceived to be more effective. The
secondary purpose of this study was to explore the utilization of the Hersey and Blanchard
Situational Leadership theory and its application to educational settings. If, as the model
suggests, decision-making should be delegated based on readiness, where the model is
employed, decision-making should be perceived as being more effective.

CHAPTER IV
PRESENTATION AND ANALYSIS
INTRODUCTION

The results of this study will be structured around the research questions outlined in
chapter three. The first section will report on the findings of the pilot study with regard to
the internal consistency of the Scbool Plannini Instrument This will be followed by a
description of the research sample and the presentation of the results focusing on:
description of the shared decision-making process, the dynamics of the process of shared
decision-making, the perceived outcomes of share.cl decision-making, and the application of
the Hersey-Blanchard Situational Leadership theory to local school planning determine.dby
the Problem-Solyinli and Decision-Makina Style lnventrny and the Readiness Style-Match.

INTERNAL CONSISTENCY OF TIIE SCHOOL PLANNING QUESTIONNAIRE
FINDINGS FROM TIIE PILOT STUDY

Three schools meeting the demographic criteria specified in the methods section served
as the group for analysis in the pilot study. The schools that were selecte.d were within one
standard deviation below the mean of all Chicago public elementary schools in the number
of teachers, students, and percent of low-income students in attendance. Median grade
equivalent scores fell within the fifth stanine or above on the Reading Comprehension
subtest of the Iowa Tests of Basic Skills and the Math Total subtest of the Iowa Tests of
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Basic Skills. Administrators of the schools included in the pilot study sample had ~
minimum of three years of administrative experience.
Principals identified those persons who participated in school planning on the four
key areas of the study: improvement of reading, improvement of mathematics,
improvement of student attendance, and improvement of teacher attendance. A total of 21
questionnaires were submitted for analysis. Descriptive data regarding the sample are
presented in table 2 below. The average membership of the teams was 7 persons.

Table 2. Pilot Study Descriptive Data.

Position

Principal

Assistant Principal

Teacher

Parent

N (%)

3 (14.3%)

2(9.5%)

14 (66.7%)

2(9.5%)

Age
X=

41-45 years

Years of teaching experience
(teachers and principals only)

X=

Membership in LSC
% Yes

13-16 years

30%

Education
X

Principal years of experience
-

=

X=

Masters Degree

4.3 years

Participated in planning before
% Yes
100%
Examination of these data reveals that the teams consisted of persons experienced in
school planning, with teachers representing a majority. Nearly one-third of the planning
team members were also members of the local school councils at their schools.
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The pilot study was designed to determine the reliability of the planning instrument.
The Kuder-Richardson Formula 21 was utilized to determine reliability through the analysis
of the internal consistency of the instrument. The formula is stated as:

PKR21=k:/k-l (1-mean Ck-mean)
(k. variance)
Reliability was computed on like-scaled items. The reliability coefficient of the planning
instrument was found to be .92. This value indicates a high degree of internal consistency
on the like-scaled items. It was concluded from the pilot study that the School Plannin~
Instrument had sufficient internal consistency to provide a reliable description of the
planning process.

SCHOOL PLANNING IN 15 SELECTED URBAN ELEMENTARY SCHOOLS
RESULTS FROM THE SCHOOL PLANNING QUESTIONNAIRE

PART ONE: THE SHARED DECISION-MAKING PROCESS IN
SCHOOL PLANNING

Part one of this study examined the shared decision-making process as applied to the
development of school action plans. The examination of the planning process focused on
the development of the local school's objectives for improving student achievement in
reading and mathematics and improvement of student and teacher attendance. The initial
focus will be on describing the shared decision-making process.
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DESCRIYI'ION OF THE SHARED DECISION-MAKING PROCESS

1.What is the nature of shared decision-making in these selected trrban
elementary schools?
a) Who participates in the decision-making process at these sites?
Characteristics explored include: position, age, sex, educational experience,
experience in areas specific to the decisional area, and experience in the
process of shared decision-making and planning.

DESCRIPTION OF TIIB RESEARCH SAMPLE

Principals participating in the study had identified those persons who were involved
in the decision-making process for the development of the school's action plan. This plan
is designed to identify the school's objective in a particular area and how the school
proposes to meet that objective. In order to focus the participants on the planning process,
fotrr key areas of planning were identified: student achievement in reading, student
achievement in mathematics, student attendance, and teacher attendance. Hence, the
participants in this study were the identified decision-makers who participated in the
development of the school's current action plan in any one or more of the fotrr areas
targeted: student achievement in reading, student achievement in mathematics, student
attendance, and teacher attendance. Participants could be principals, .teachers, parents,
community representatives, or career service personnel. It was also possible that the
number and position of the participants would vary from school to school.
A total of 114 planning questionnaires from the 15 schools included in the study were
submitted for analysis. A summary of the overall responses to the items on this instrument
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is located in the appendix to this paper. Description of the overall sample is presented in
table 3 below.
Table 3. Descriptive Data From the School Planning Qµestionnaire Coverall sample),
. N=l 14 (Percentages are rounded values and adjusted for missing responses)

Position
N (%)
N (%)

Principal

Assistant Principal

15 (13.2%)

12 (10.5%)

Teacher
70 (61.4%)

Parent
14 (12.3%)

Career Service

Community Representative

1(.9%)

2 (1.8%)

Age
X=

46-50 years

Sex

N (%)

Female=92 (80.7%) Male= 22 (19.3%)

Years of Teaching Experience
(Teachers and Principals only)
Membership in LSC
% Yes

X=

17-20 years

61.5%

Education

X=

BA with additional hours

Principal years of experience
X =4.4 years

Previous Experience in Planning
% Yes
89%
Familiar with terms "shared decision-making" or "participative
management"
% Yes
92.4%
Attended workshops on shared decision-making

N (%)

Not at all

A little

42 (39.6%) 21(19.8%)
Mean=l.2 (A Little)

Somewhat

A great deal

23 (21.7%)

16 (15.1 %)

Extensively
4(3.8%)
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Table 3. Descriptive Data from the School Planning Questionnaire (overall sample).
wontinued)
.
N=l 14 (Percentages are rounded values and adjusted for missing responses)

Attended workshops on mathematics
N (%)
Somewhat
Not at all
A little
25(23.8%)
20(19.1%)
Mean=l.7 (Somewhat)

31 (29.5%)

Attended workshops on reading
N (%)
Somewhat
Not at all
A little
15(14.7%)
9(8.8%)
Mean=2.2 (Somewhat)

32 (31.4%)

A great deal
23 (21.9%)

Extensively
6(5.7%)

A great deal

Extensively

34 (33.3%)

12(11.8%)

Perusal of these data indicates that the majority of the respondents were teachers.
Participants were experienced in school planning with a majority holding membership on
the local school council (LSC). The respondents to this survey had "a little" training in
shared decision-making, and a majority were familiar with the terminology. Those
completing the questionnaire also reported being "somewhat" trained in the areas of
mathematics and reading.
DESCRIPTION OF TIIE PLANNING TEAMS

The mean size of the school planning team for these objectives was 7 .6. Membership
on these teams typically included the principal, the assistant principal, 4 teachers, and a
parent As seen from the overall data, career service personnel and community
representatives were also included in some team configurations. The team configurations
for each school were examined, grouping assistant principals and principals as
administrators, teachers and counselors, and career service personnel as teachers, and
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parents and community representatives as parents. When the mean percentage of team
membership was computed for each of the participating schools, four team configurations
emerged. These were as follows: the "Parent Group"- was defined as a team, where the
majority membership of the team consisted of at least 50% parents; the "Teacher Group"was defined as a team, where the majority of the membership of the team consisted of at
least 50% teachers; the "Administrator-Teacher Group" was defined as a team where 50%
of the membership was constituted by teachers and administrators; and the "AdministratorTeacher-Parent Group"- where membership consisted of 50% teachers with the remaining
50% divided between parents and administrators.
Chi-square analysis was performed to determine significant differences between the
respondents on descriptive variables. Key descriptive variables did vary by position.
Significant differences between the positions, as determined by chi-square analysis, existed
for the variables of age, sex, local school council (LSC) membership, education, years of
experience at the school (school staff only), and whether or not team members were
planning in areas where they had experience. The findings for differences by each variable
follow.
The analysis of position of the respondents by age revealed that assistant principals .
were the oldes4 followed by principals and teachers. Career service, community
representatives, and parents tended to be younger. The responses for the majority of the
participants by position were: assistant principals (51-60 years), principals (46-50 years),
teachers (41-50 years), career service personnel (36-40 years), community representatives
(31-40 years), and parents (36-40 years). The chi-square value was 72.9, p<.012.
The analysis of position of the respondents by sex indicated that the majority of the
principals were male, while the majority of the remaining team members were female. The
chi-square value was 23.9, p<.001.
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Differences in education by position were as follows: principals tended to have hours
past a Master's degree; the majority of teachers and assistant principals had Master's
degrees, the plurality of the parents had high school diplomas, and the community
representatives and career service personnel had Bachelor's degrees. The chi-square value
was 123.86, p<.000.
The respondents also differed significantly by their years of experience at the school.
('This item applied to school personnel only). Principals typically indicated experience of
5-8 years; assistant principals reported 21-24 years; teachers marked 25-28 years of
experience; and career service personnel reporte.d 1-4 years of experience. The chi-square
value was 52.24, p<.013.
Examination of position of the respondents by local school council (LSC)
membership indicated that all principals were members of the LSC; the majority of the
assistant principals, teachers, and career service personnel were not members; and the
majority of the parents and community representatives were members of the LSC. The chisquare value was 34.2, p<.000.
Analysis of the match between planning area and experience in that area indicated that
the match existed for the teacher, assistant principal, and principal respondents, but did not
exist for the majority of the parent, career service personnel, and community representative
respondents. The chi-square value was 81.8, p<.000.
Examination of the breakdown by position on familiarity with the terms shared
decision-making or participative management revealed that administrators and teachers were
much more familiar with these terms than parents (administrators: 100%, teachers: 95.7%,
and parents: 68.8%). The chi-square value was 16.7, p<.002.
Differences in training by position-type were significant for the areas of reading and
mathematics, but non-significant for training in shared decision-making. Findings were as
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follows. For mathematics, administrators and teachers fell in the "somewhat" range, while
parents fell in the "not at all" range (chi-square=28.008, p<.001). In the area of reading,
administrators fell in the "a great deal of training" range, while teachers responses were in
the "somewhat" range and parents fell in the "not at all" range (chi-square=54.5, p<.000).

PARTICIPATION IN SCHOOL PLANNING

The data in the preceding section indicated that differences existed between the
respondents based on position. The second research question examined the planning
process. Items on the questionnaire focused on planning areas, stages of decision-making
and forms of participation. This section examines the following questions and hypotheses:
b) What role do these individuals play in the decisional process? What role
do these individuals wish to play?
The null hypotheses for this segment of the study are:
Hot =There is no difference between the amount persons want to participate and the
amount that they do participate.
Ho2=There is no difference in the amount they participate based on position.
Ho3=There is no difference in the amount they participate based on training rating
(reading and mathematics objectives only).
Ho4=There is no difference in the amount they wish to participate based on position.
Hos=There is no difference in the amount they wish to participate based on training
rating (reading and mathematics objectives only).
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AREAS OF PLANNING AND PARTICIPATION LEVELS

Items 14, 15, and 16 of the planning questionnaire listed seventeen planning areas.
The planning areas included the four focus areas of the study: reading achievement,
mathematics achievement, student attendance, and teacher attendance with the addition of
planning for general instructional issues, school climate issues, school management issues,
and staff development. The respondents to the survey were to review the list and indicate
the extent to which they participated in planning versus the extent they wished to participate
in planning utilizing a six-point model: make the decision alone, recommend decisions,
suggest possible alternatives, gather or provide information, make the decision as part of
the group, and do not participate.
Examination of the data overall by frequency of responses revealed that the majority
of the respondents made decisions as a part of a group and preferred this method.
Exceptions were in the areas of allocation of school staff and evaluation of school
personnel, where the plurality of the respondents indicated that they had not participated in
the decision-making process. These areas are traditionally the responsibility of
administrators. Discrepancies were not surprising, since the majority of the participants
were teachers. Significance tests and closer analysis of the discrepancies, however,
indicated greater differences in the areas of planning.
Since these data were nominal in nature, chi-square analyses were utilized to
determine if significant differences existed between the extent persons participated in
decision-making and the extent they wished to participate. Significant differences between
the extent respondents participated and the extent they wanted to participate were evident in
twelve of the seventeen planning areas. The areas with significant chi square values are
presented in table 4 below.
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Table 4. Significant Discrepancies Between the Extent Persons Participated in
School Planning and the Extent They Wanted to Participate.

AREA

CHI-SQUARE YALUE

SIGNIFICANCE

Teacher attendance

104.9

.000

School budget

118.8

.000

Textbook selection

86.9

.000

Student discipline

165.1

.000

Allocation of staff

104.8

.000

Detennining instructional methods

127.3

.000

Determining format of reports

51.0

.000

Staff development

134.5

.000

School climate

85.4
159.1

.000
.000

School beautification

83.7

.000

Teacher schedules

53.6

.000

Determining staff roles and
responsibilities

Examination of this list reveals that many of the areas noted as significant included
areas of planning where decisions were traditionally made by administrators (allocation of
staff, school budget, determining format of school reports, determining staff roles and
responsibilities, teacher schedules, teacher attendance, staff development, school climate
and school beautification and maintenance). Areas traditionally a focus for teachers
included: determining instructional methods, textbook selection, staff development, school
beautification and maintenance, and school climate. Results of the chi-square analyses
supported the rejection of the first null hypothesis. Hence, Hol=There is no difference
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between the amount that persons want to participate and the amount that they do participate
was rejected for the areas of teacher attendance, school budget, textbookselection, student
discipline, allocation of staff, determining instructional methcxis, determining the format of
.reports, staff development, determining staff roles and responsibilities, school climate,
school beautification, and teacher schedules. A secondary analysis focused on the types of
decisional participation where discrepancies existed. The percentage of respondents who
ariswered in each category and the degree of discrepancy are cited. Each area is
summarized in table 5 below.

Table 5. Analysis of Plannine Discrepancies by Decision Types

Planning for Improvement of Teacher Attendance
Decision Type

Extent Participated vs Extent Wanted to Participate Discrepancy
(P)

(W)

W-P

1. Make the decision alone

3.5% P> 0.0% W

-3.5%

2. Recommend decisions

7.0% P< 8.8% W

+1.8%

3. Suggest possible alternatives

8.8% P> 7.0% W

-1.8%

4. Gather or provide information

1.8% P> 0.0% W

-1.8%

64.9% P< 71.9% W

+7.0%

14.0% P> 12.3% W

-1.7%

5. Make the decision as part of
the group

6. Do not participate

Trend: The majority of the respondents make this decision as a part of
a group. More respondents would like to make this decision as part of a
group. Currently a small percentage make the decision alone, but the
respondents would not like to make the decision alone. Few respondents
gather or provide information, and no respondents desired to gather or
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provide information. A moderate percentage of people do not

partic~pate

in

this area, and a nearly equal number do not wish to participate.
Largest discrepancy: More respondents would like to make this
decision as a part of a group.

School Budget
Extent Participated vs Extent Wanted to Participate Discrepancy

Decision Type

(P)

(W)

W-P

2. Recommend decisions

=0.0% w
15.8% p < 17.5% w

+1.7%

3. Suggest possible alternatives

14.0% P> 10.5% W

-3.5%

4. Gather or provide information

5.2% p < 10.5%

5. Make the decision as pan of
the group

56.1% p > 54.4%

6. Do not participate

8.8% p > 7.0%

1. Make the decision alone

0.0% p

w
w

w

0%

+5.3%
-1.7%
-1.8%

Trend: Respondents indicated that they did not make this decision ,
alone. Persons answering this item indicated that they did not wish to
make the decision alone. The majority of the participants make the decision
as a part of a group, yet a small percentage would like to be excused from
this decision.

Recommending decisions and suggesting alternatives were

also popular means of participation on this item. Slightly more people
would like to recommend decisions, slightly fewer would like to suggest
alternatives.
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Largest discrepancy: More respondents would like to gather or provide
information.

Textbook and/or Instructional Materials Selection
Decision Type

Extent Participated vs Extent Wanted to Participate Discrepancy
(P)

(W)

W-P

1. Make the decision alone

0.0% P=0.0% W

0%

2. Recommend decisions

w
7.5% p > 6.0% w
6.0% p > 4.5% w

+3.0%

-1.5%

w

+4.5%

3. Suggest possible alternatives
4. Gather or provide information
5. Make the decision as part of
the group
6. Do not participate

20.9% p < 23.9%

59.7% p < 64.2%
6.0% p > 1.5%

w

-1.5%

-4.5%

Trend: None of the respondents indicated that they made this decision
alone. None of the survey participants indicated that they would like to
make this decision alone. The largest percentage made this decision as a
part of the group, yet slightly more respondents indicated that they had not
participated as a group, but would like this format. Nearly one-fifth
recommend decisions, but close to one-fourth would like participation in
this form.
Largest discrepancy: More respondents would like to make this
decision as a part of the group.
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Student Discipline Issues
Decision Type

Extent Participated vs Extent Wanted to Participate Discrepancy
(P)

(W)

w

W-P

1. Make the decision alone

1.7% p > 0.0%

2. Recommend decisions

25.0% p

3. Suggest possible alternatives

8.3% p > 6.7%

w

-1.6%

4. Gather or provide information

3.3% p > 1.7% w

-1.6%

5. Make the decision as part of
the group

60.0% p < 65.0%

6. Do not participate

1.7% p

-1.7%

= 25.0% w

w

= 1.7% w

0%

+5.0%
0%

Trend: More respondents would like to make this decision as a part of
the group than is currently evidenced. Nearly one-quarter would like to
recommend decisions, and this is equal to the level persons wanted. A
small percentage make the decision alone, but do not wish this
responsibility. A few people indicated that they did not participate in this
area and these persons were satisfied with the non-participation role.
Largest discrepancy: More respondents would like to make this
decision as a part of the group.
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Allocation of Teachers or Other School Staff
Decision Type

Extent Participated vs Extent Wanted to Participate Discrepancy
(P)

CW)

w

W-P

1. Make the decision alone

5.8% p = 5.8%

2. Recommend decisions

21.2% p > 19.2%

3. Suggest possible alternatives

9.6% p < 13.5%

4. Gather or provide information

0.0% p

5. Make the decision as part of
the group

26.9% p < 42.3%

w

+15.4%

6. Do not participate

36.5% p > 19.2% w

-17.3%

0%

w

w

= 0.0% w

-2.0%
+3.9%
0%

Trend: The plurality of the respondents do not participate in decisionmaking in this area, and nearly one-fifth did not wish to part!cipate in this
area of decision-making. A larger percentage than cited in most other
areas, 6%, make the decision alone. This equaled the number of persons
who desired this form of participation. None of the participants gathered
or provided information for decision-making in this area, and these
respondents were satisfied with this role.
Largest discrepancy: More respondents would like to make this
decision as a part of the group.
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Determining the Instructional Methods to be Used with the Students.
Decision Type

Extent Participated vs Extent Wanted to Participate Discrepancy
(P)

(W)

1. Make the decision alone

-8.6%

3. Suggest possible alternatives

w
15.5% p > 6.9% w
12.1% p < 13.8% w

4. Gather or provide information

17.2% P> 8.6% W

-8.6%

2. Recommend decisions

5. Make the decision as part of
the group

6. Do not participate

12.1%p<19.0%

36.2% p < 48.3%
8.6% p > 3.4%

w

w

W-P

+6.9%

+1.7%

+12.1%
-5.2%

Trend: A greater percentage of the respondents would like to make this
decision alone than was evidenced in other areas, while nearly one-tenth
currently make the decision alone. Greater participation in the form of
recommending decisions, gathering or providing information was also
evidenced. Greater shared decision-making was also preferred.

Overall,

participants indicated that they do not participate in this area as much as
they would like.
Largest discrepancy: More respondents would like to make this
decision as a part of the group.
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Determining the Format for School Reports on Student Progress .
Decision Type

Extent Participated vs Extent Wanted to Participate Discrepancy
(P)

1. Make the decision alone

2. Recommend decisions
3. Suggest possible alternatives
4. Gather or provide infonnation
5. Make the decision as part of
the group

6. Do not participate

(W)

w
8.0% p < 14.0% w
16.0% p = 16.0% w
0.0% p =0.0% w

4.0% p > 0.0%

W-P
-4.0%
+6.0%
0%
0%

40.0% p < 58.0%

w

+18.0%

32.0% p > 12.0%

w

-20.0%

Trend: The plurality of the respondents make this decision as a part of
a group. More would like to participate in this fashion. Nearly one-third of
the respondents indicated that they do not participate in this area. None of
those answering the survey participated in the form of gathering or
providing information and no one wished to participate in this fashion.
Suggesting possible alternatives was a method of participation employed by
16% of the respondents, and this was equal to the number who wished to
participate in this fashion. A small percentage would also like to participate
in the form of recommending possible decisions. No one wished to make
the decisions alone.

Largest discrepancy: More respondents would like to make this
decision as a part of the group.
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Determining Staff Development
Decision Type

Extent Participated vs Extent Wanted to Participate Discrepancy
(P)

(W)

W-P

1. Make the decision alone

1.6% P>0.0% W

-1.6%

2. Recommend decisions

17.2% P> 10.9% W

-6.3%

3. Suggest possible alternatives

14.1% P> 7.8% W

-6.3%

4. Gather or provide information
5. Make the decision as part of

6.2% P= 6.2% W

0%

59.4% P< 70.3% W

+10.9%

the group

6. Do not participate

1.6% p < 4.7%

w

+3.1%

Trend: Respondents would like to make this decision as a part of the
group and more people indicated a preference for this form of participation
than is currently evidenced. A small percentage would also like to
participate in the form of suggesting possible alternatives or recommending
decisions. No one wished to make this decision alone.

A somewhat

greater number do not wish to participate in this area than is currently
evidenced.

This is a small percentage, however.

Largest discrepancy: More respondents would like to make this
decision as a part of the group.
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Determining the Roles and Responsibilities for Staff
Decision Type

Extent Participated vs Extent Wanted to Participate Discrepancy
(P)

<W)

w

W-P

1. Make the decision alone

3.7% p > 0.0%

2. Recommend decisions

14.8% p < 16.7% w

3. Suggest possible alternatives

7.4% p > 1.8%

w

-5.6%

4. Gather or provide information
5. Make the decision as part of

7.4 p % > 5.6%

w

-1.8%

46.3% p < 64.8%

w

+18.5%

6. Do not participate

20.4% p >11.1%

w

-9.3%

the group

-3.7%
+1.9%

Trend: The plurality of the respondents indicated that they make this
decision as a part of the group. An even greater percentage of respondents,
however, indicated that they this was the form of decision-making desired
for this area. More people participate in the form of making the decision
alone or suggesting possible alternatives than they would prefer.
Largest discrepancy: More respondents would like to make this
decision as a part of the group.
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Planning for the Improvement of School Climate
Decision Type

Extent Participated vs Extent Wanted to Participate Discrepancy
(P)

(W)

l. Make the decision alone

1.5% P>0.0% W

2. Recommend decisions

10.8% p > 6.2%

3. Suggest possible alternatives

9.2% p > 6.2%

4. Gather or provide information

4.6% p

5. Make the decision as part of
the group

69.2% p < 80.0%

6. Do not participate

4.6% p > 3.1%

W-P
-1.5%

w

w

-4.6%
-3.1%

=4.6% w

0%

w

w

+10.8%
-1.5%

Trend: The majority of the respondents make this decision as a part of
the group. An even larger percentage desire this form of decision-making
for this area. More people participate in the form of recommending
decisions or suggesting possible alternatives than would like.

No one

wished to make this decision alone.
Largest discrepancy: More respondents would like to make this
decision as a part of the group.
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Planning for School Beautification or Maintenance
Decision Type

Extent Participated vs Extent Wanted to Participate Discrepancy
(P)

1. Make the decision alone

2. Recommend decisions
3. Suggest possible alternatives
4. Gather or provide infonnation
5. Make the decision as part of

the group
6. Do not participate

(W)

W-P

w
4.9% p = 4.9 % w
6.6% p > 4.9% w
6.6% p > 3.3% w

-1.6%

w
14.8% p > 4.9% w

+16.4%

1.6% p > 0.0%

65.6% p < 82.0%

0%
-1.7%
-3.3%

-9.9%

Trend: The majority of the respondents made this decision as a part of
the group. An even larger percentage wished to participate in this manner.
Small percentages of respondents made these decisions alone. No one
wished to make these decisions alone. More individuals participate in
decision-making in this area than currently wish to participate.
Largest discrepancy: More respondents would like to make this
decision as a part of the group.
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Establishing Teaching Schedules
Decision Type

Extent Participated vs Extent Wanted to Participate Discrepancy
(P)

1. Make the decision alone

2. Recommend decisions
3. Suggest possible alternatives
4. Gather or provide information
5. Make the decision as part
of the group

6. Do not participate

(W)

=5.3% w
31.6% p > 21.0% w
7.9% p < 10.5% w
5.3% p > 0.0% w

5.3% p

36.8% p < 55.3%
13.2% p > 7.9%

w

w

W-P
0%
-10.5%
+2.6%
-5.3%
+18.4%
-5.3%

Trend: Nearly equal percentages of respondents recommend decisions
and make the decision as a part of the group. A majority of the people
indicated that they would prefer making the decision as a part of the group.
More people participate in the form of recommending decisions or gathering
information than would like.
Largest discrepancy: More respondents would like to make this
decision as a part of the group.

The results from this analysis with regard to the issue of greater participation in
shared decision-making are summarized in figure 12 below. (Refer to figure 12).
Examination of this graph reveals that respondents would like slightly less
participation in decisions regarding budget and greater participation in the areas of
determining staff roles, establishing teacher schedules, and determining the formats for
school reports (18% discrepancy or above).
Figures 13 through 18 below illustrate the form of decisional participation by area for
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each of the planning areas on the survey. (Refer to figures 13-18).
Examination of these graphs elucidates the association of the type of decisional
participation with the area of participation. Figure 13 demonstrates that the respondents did
not make decisions alone in the areas of budget and text selection. Participants in the study
did not wish to make decisions alone in the areas of teacher attendance, budget, text
·selection, discipline, school report format, staff development, roles of staff, school climate,
and school beautification. The areas where the largest percentage of participants made the
decisions alone were: evaluation of staff and determining the instructional methods to be
used with students. These were also the areas where the plurality of respondents wished to
make decisions alone, (19%, methods of instruction, 7.7%, evaluation of staff). Overall,
the smallest percentage of respondents indicated that they made decisions alone (mean
4.5%) and an even smaller percentage (mean 2.4%) indicated that they wanted to make
decisions alone.
The second method of participation, recommending decisions, is illustrated in figure
14. Few people participated in this manner for the area of school beautification, 4.9%.
This was equal to the percent who wished to participate in this manner. The highest
percentage of respondents indicating that this was their method of participation, 31.6%,
'

was for the area of establishing teaching schedules. One-fourth of the participants indicated
that this was the method of participation for the area of student discipline. This was equal
to the number that preferred this form of participation. Overall, this was the second most
popular form of participation (mean 15.3%), while an even smaller percentage (mean
13.9%) indicated that they wanted to recommend decisions.
Figure 15 illustrates that a very small percentage suggest possible alternatives in the
evaluation of staff, 1.9%. A slightly greater number, 3.8%, would like to suggest
alternatives in this area. A small percent, 1.8%, wish to participate in this manner for the
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area of determining the roles and responsibilities of staff. The highest percentage,· 16.0%
of the respondents, indicated this as the preferred method for the area of determining the
fonnat for school reports on student progress. Overall, the mean participation in this form
was 9.6%. The mean percent of respondents indicating that this was their preferred form
of participation was 8.0%.
Figure 16 indicated that none of the respondents gathered or provided information for
the areas of determining the format for school reports on student progress and allocation of
teachers or other school staff. The highest percentage of respondents who participated in
this fashion, 17.2%, did so in the area of determining the instructional methods to be used
with students. Respondents indicated that they did not wish to gather or provide
information in the areas of planning for the improvement of teacher attendance, allocation
of teachers or other school staff, determining the format for school reports on student
progress, and establishing teaching schedules. Less than 11 % of the respondents selected
this form of participation overall. The mean participation level, overall, for gathering or
providing information was 6.2%, while this form of participation was desired by 3.4%.
The most popular form of participation was making the decision as part of the group
(figure 17). This was also the most desired form of participation. Overall, 51.2% of the ·
respondents indicated that this was the method employed and 63.8% desired this method.
The areas where the fewest persons indicated that they made the decision as a part of the
group were evaluation of school personnel, 25%, and allocation of teachers and other staff,
26.9%. The areas where this was most prevalent, more than 60% of the respondents
indicating this method, were: planning for the improvement of student attendance, planning
for the improvement of teacher attendance, planning for the improvement of school climate,
and planning for school beautification or maintenance. The areas where this form of
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participation was desired by the fewest number of the respondents were: allocatio~ of
teachers and other staff, evaluation of school personnel, and determining the instructional
methods to be used with students (42.3%, 43.2%, and 48.3%, respectively). The areas
where over 60% of the respondents desired this method were: planning for the
improvement of reading, planning for the improvement of mathematics, planning for the
improvement of s~dent attendance, planning for the improvement of teacher attendance,
textbook and materials selection, student discipline issues, determining the instructional
objectives for the students at this site, determining staff development programs, planning
for the improvement of school climate, and planning for school beautification or
maintenance.
Areas where the participants indicated that they did not participate and did not want to
participate are illustrated in figure 18. Overall, 13.4% indicated that they did not
participate, and 7.9% indicated that they did not wish to participate. Areas where over 30%
of the respondents indicated that they did not participate included: evaluation of school
personnel, allocation of teachers and other staff, and determining the format for school
reports on student progress. Areas where less than 2% indicated that they did not
participate included: determining staff development programs and student discipline issues.
More people wished to participate in all areas, with the exception of the areas of: staff
development, student discipline, and determining the instructional objectives for the
students at this site. The greatest number of respondents did not wish to participate in the
areas of: evaluation of school personnel, allocation of teachers and other staff, determining
the format for school reports on student progress and determining the roles and
responsibilities of staff.
Areas were also analyzed by the overall degree of discrepancy between the way they
participated and the method in which they wanted to participate. These data are illustrated
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in figure 19. (Refer to figure 19).
Examination of figure 19 reveals that the smallest discrepancies overall, were for the
area of student discipline, 9.9%, while there was a discrepancy of over 40% for the areas:
detennining the roles and responsibilities for staff, establishing teaching schedules,
determining the instructional methods to be used with the students, and determining the
format for school repons on student progress. The largest contributing factor to this trend
was the desire for more decision-making as a group.

ANALYSIS OF PLANNING AREAS BY POSITION

The second and fourth null hypotheses focused on whether or not differences in the
extent that persons panicipate in planning or would like to panicipate in planning varied by
position of the respondent. Positions were grouped into the headings of administration
(principal and assistant principal), teacher (teachers and counselors), and parents (parents
and community representatives) and career service for the chi-square analyses.
The planning areas where panicipation and desire to panicipate varied significantly by
position are highlighted in table 6.
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Table 6. Significant Differences by Position for the Extent Persons Participated
in School PlanninJi and the Extent They Wanted to Participate.
Area
Chi-Square Value
Participated

Area
Wanted
to
Participate

Sig.

Chi Square Sig.

IJ{eaillng__________________________No_______I.Readiilg___________________ NO__
2.Mathematics
3.StudentAttendance
4.Teacher Attendance
5.Budget
6.Texts and Materials
7.Discipline
8.Allocation of Staff
9.Instructional Methods
IO.Instructional Objectives
I I.School Reports
12.Staff Development
13.Roles of Staff
14.School Climate
15.School Beautification
16.Teaching Schedules
17. Evaluate Personnel

18.990
29.093
23.836
19.361
42.(X>7
24.071

34.462
40.349
36.973

No
.04
.001
No
.008
.04
.000
No
.007
No
No
No
No
.003
.002
.000

2.Mathematics
3.StudentAttendance
4.Teacher Attendance
5.Budget
6.Texts and Materials
7.Discipline
8.Allocation of Staff
9.Instructional Methods
IO.Instructional Objectives
I I.School Reports
12.Staff Development
13.Roles of Staff
14.School Climate
IS.School Beautification
16.Teaching Schedules
17. Evaluate Personnel

21.6
17.4
23.7
32.5
I9.3
12.5
38.3
35.4

No
No
No
No
.006
.03
.02
.001
.04
.05
.000
No
No
.002
No
No

Examination of this list reveals that differences by position in the form of decisional
participation existed in 9 of the 17 areas under study. Differences in the desire to
participate in different forms existed in 8 of the areas. Comparing the areas of significant
difference by position, the following planning areas emerged as being significantly
different between the positions in the method of participation, but not in the method of
desired participation: planning for the improvement of student attendance, planning for the
improvement of teacher attendance, and planning for the evaluation of personnel. Areas
emerging as significantly different in the desired method of participation, but not in the
current method of participation included: instructional methods, school reports on student
progress, and staff development.
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ANALYSIS OF THE EXTENT RESPONDENTS PARTICIPATED IN THE PLANNING
AREAS BY POSIDON

Table 7 illustrates the position analysis by planning area for the extent respondents
participated. Examination of this table reveals the following trends by position. (Refer to
table 7).

1.

Decisions Made Alone

Administrators: The plurality, 47.6%, make decisions regarding the evaluation of
school personnel alone. None of the administrators make decisions regarding the school
budget or texttx>ok and instructional materials selection alone.

Teachers: None of the teachers make decisions alone in the areas of improvement of
reading achievement, improvement of mathematics achievement, improvement of student
attendance, improvement of teacher attendance, school budget, student discipline issues,
allocation of teachers and other school staff, determining the format for school repons on
student progress, determining staff development programs, determining the roles and
responsibilities for staff, planning for the improvement of school climate, planning for
school beautification or maintenance, and evaluation of school personnel. The largest
percentage, 13.3%, made decisions alone in the area of determining the instructional
methods to be used with students.

Parents: None of the parents made decisions alone.
2.

Recommended Decisions

Administrators: None of the administrators recommended decisions in the area of
planning for school beautification. The largest percentages of respondents, 35% and
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3 t.6%, respectively, used this approach in the allocation of teachers or other school staff

and in establishing teacher schedules.
Teachers: None of the teachers recommended decisions in the area of planning for
the improvement of reading. The largest percentages, 34.9%, 31.9%, and 30.4%, used

this method in planning for areas of student discipline, determining the instructional
objectives for the students at the site, and staff development.
Parents: The only areas where parents recommended decisions were: planning for
the improvement of reading achievement, student discipline issues, and allocation of
teachers and other staff, 16.1 %, 14.3%, and 16.7%, respectively.
3.

Suggested Possible Alternatives

Administrators: None of the administrators used this approach for allocation of
teachers or other school staff, establishing teacher schedules and the evaluation of school
personnel. A little over 10% used this method for determining the instructional methods to
be used with the students and determining staff development programs.
Teachers: Less than 5% of the teachers used this approach in planning for school
beautification or maintenance and the evaluation of school personnel. The highest
percentage of respondents to this item, approximately 16%, suggested possible alternatives
for the areas of: planning for the improvement of mathematics achievement, school budget
issues and determining the format for school reports on student progress.
Parents: Parents used this approach in the planning for the improvement of reading
achievement, planning for the improvement of mathematics achievement, planning for the
improvement of student attendance, school budget, student discipline issues, determining
the instructional methods to be used with students, determining staff development
programs and determining the format for school reports on student progress. The plurality
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of respondents in this category, 33.3%, used this approach in determining the format for
school repons on student progress.
4.

Gather or Provide Information

Administrators: Administrators used this approach for the following areas: school
budget, determining instructional methods to be used with students, determining staff
development programs, determining the roles and responsibilities of staff, establishing
teaching schedules, and planning for school beautification or maintenance. The highest
percentage of respondents to this item, 10.5%, gathered or provided information for the
issue of determining the instructional objectives for the students at the site.
Teachers: Teachers did not use this approach in three areas, planning for the
improvement of teacher attendance, allocation of teachers and other school staff, and
determining the format for school repons on student progress. About 16%, gathered or
provided information in planning for the improvement of reading achievement.
Parents: Parents did not perform this function in six areas: school budget,
establishing teaching schedules, student discipline issues, allocation of teachers or other
school staff, determining staff development programs, and determining the format for
school repons on student progress. The plurality of the parents, 37.5%, used this method.
in determining the instructional methods to be used with the students.
5. Making the Decision as Part of the Group
Administrators: Over 50% of the administrators used this approach in all areas
with the exception of the evaluation of school personnel (38.1 %), and the allocation of
teachers and other school staff (45.0%). Nearly 80% used this approach in three areas:
student discipline issues, planning for school beautification or maintenance, and planning
for the improvement of school climate.
Teachers: In most cases, this was the preferred method for teachers as well.
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Exceptions were in the areas of evaluation of school personnel (10.3%), allocatio~ of
teachers or other school staff (13.3%), and determining the instructional methods to be
used with students (26. 7% ). Over 60% of the respondents used this approach in planning
for the improvement of teacher and student attendance.

Parents: This was also the predominate method of parent involvement. Exceptions
included the area of establishing teaching schedules (0% ), determining the format for
school reports on student progress (16.7% ), and planning for the improvement of teacher
attendance (20.0%). Areas where over 70% used this approach included, determining staff
development programs, planning for school beautification or maintenance, and school
budget issues.

6. Do not Participate
Administrators: There were very few areas where administrators did not
participate, and even those highlighted were noted by 10% or less. Those highlighted by
nearly 10% included: evaluation of school personnel (assistant principals), planning for the
improvement of mathematics achievement, planning for the improvement of student
attendance, and determining the format for school reports on student progress.

Teachers: Two areas were highlighted where this did not occur. They included: .,
student discipline issues and determining the instructional objectives for the students at this
site. Over 60% indicated that they did not participate in the areas of allocation of teachers
or other school staff and the evaluation of school personnel.

Parents: School budget was one area highlighted where exclusion did not occur. A
total of 60% of the parents indicated that they did not participate in planning for the
improvement of teacher attendance, while 50% did not participate in the areas, allocation of
teachers or other school staff, determining the format for school reports on student
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progress, and evaluation of school personnel. Over 80% did not participate in esta?lishing
teaching schedules.

ANALYSIS OF THE EXTENT RESPONDENTS WANTED TO PARTICIPATE IN THE
PLANNING AREAS BY POSmON

In terms of extent that persons wanted to participate in planning, the following was
observed for administrators, teachers, and parents:
Table 8 illustrates the position analysis by planning area for the extent respondents
wished to participate. The following trends are summarized by position. (Refer to table 8).

1. Decisions Made Alone
Administrators: There were only five areas where administrators indicated that
they wished to make decisions alone: evaluation of school personnel (20% ), allocation of
teachers or other school staff (15%), establishing teaching schedules (7.1 %), and planning
for the improvement of reading and student attendance, nearly 5%.

Teachers: Teachers wished to make decisions alone in four areas, planning for the
improvement of mathematics (2.6% ), determining the instructional methods to be used with
students (25.6%), determining the instructional objectives for students at this site (9.5%),
and establishing teaching schedules (2.8% ).

Parents: Parents cited one area where decisions would be made alone, determining
the instructional methods to be used with students (5.3%).

2.

Recommended Decisions

Administrators: None of the administrators wanted to participate by
recommending decisions in the area of determining the instructional methods to be used

with students. The largest percentages of respondents, 58.6%, 37.5%, and 35.7%,
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respectively, wished to use this approach in determining the instructional objectives for the
students, determining the roles and responsibilities for staff, and establishing teaching
schedules.

Teachers: None of the teachers wanted participation in the form of recommending
decisions in the areas of planning for the improvement of reading, mathematics, student
attendance, teacher attendance, school budget, textbook and/or instructional materials
selection, student discipline issues, and evaluation of school personnel. The largest
percentage of the respondents, 30.2% and 36.1 %, wished to participate in this manner for
textbook and/or instructional materials selection, and student discipline issues.

Parents: The areas where parents wished to recommend decisions were: allocation
of teachers or other school staff, determining the instructional methods to be used with
students, determining the instructional objectives for the students at this site, determining
the format for school reports on student progress, determining staff development
programs, determining the roles and responsibilities for staff, planning for improvement of
school climate, planning for school beautification or maintenance, and establishing teaching
schedules. Nearly one quarter felt that this would be desirable for the areas of: determining
the roles and responsibilities of staff and establishing teaching schedules.

3.

Suggested Possible Alternatives

Administrators: None of the administrators wished to suggest possible alternatives
in the areas of determining the instructional methods to be used with students, determining
the roles and responsibilities for staff, and evaluation of school personnel. One quarter of
the respondents felt that this method of involvement would be desired for the area of
determining the format for school reports on student progress.

Teachers: Less than 5% of the teachers wanted to use this approach for determining
the roles and responsibilities of staff, improvement of shool climate, and planning for
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school beautification or maintenance. The highest percentage of respondents to this item,
approximately 15%. wanted to suggest possible alternatives for the areas of allocation of
teachers and other staff and determining the instructional methods to be used with students.

Parents: Parents only wished to use this approach in the area of determining the
instructional methods to be used with students.

4. Gather or Provide Information
Administrators: High percentages of administrators did not favor this approach.
They selected it for six areas: school budget, determining the instructional objectives for
students. staff development, roles and responsibilities for staff, improvement of school
climate, and planning for school beautification or maintenance. The highest percentage,
12.5%, chose this method for staff development.

Teachers: Teachers did not wish to use this approach in four areas: teacher
attendance, allocation of teachers or other school staff, determining the format for school
reports on student progress. and establishing teaching schedules. About 12.8%, wished to
gather or provide information for the area, determining the instructional methods to be used
with students.

Parents: Parents wished to gather or provide information in two areas: school
budget and textbook and/or instructional materials sele.ction.

5. Making the Decision as Part of the Group
Administrators: Over 70% of the respondents wished to make the decision as a
part of the group for the areas: planning for improvement of reading achievement, planning
for improvement of mathematics achievement, planning for improvement of student
attendance, improvement of teacher attendance, school budget, textbook and/or
instructional materials selection, and student discipline issues. The smallest percentage,
35.7%, felt that this method should be used in the area establishing teaching schedules.
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Teachers: Over 70% desired this form of decision making for the areas, student
attendance, teacher attendance, staff development, improvement of school climate, school
beautification or maintenance, and establishing teaching schedules. Approximately 35% of
the respondents wished to make the decision as a part of the group for the areas: allocation
of teachers or other school staff, determining the instructional methods to be used with the
students, and evaluation of school personnel.

Parents: Nearly 90% of the parents wished to participate as a part of the group for
the areas of improvement of: mathematics achievement and student attendance. Over 80%
also preferred this method for the areas of planning for the improvement of school climate
and determining the instructional objectives for the students at the site.

6. Do not Participate
Administrators: There were very few areas where administrators did not
participate. The largest percentage, 33.4%, indicated this response for the area of
determining the instructional methods to be used with students.

Teachers: A total of 41.9% indicated that they did not wish to participate in the area
of the evaluation of school personnel. A total of 31.2% did not wish to participate in the
allocation of teachers or other school staff.

Parents: A total of 50% of the parents indicated that they did not wish to participate
in the area of teacher attendance. One third did not wish to participate in the evaluation of
staff, and 30% did not wish to participate in the area of determining the format for school
repons on student progress.
Since significant differences existed based on position, the second and fourth null
hypotheses were rejected Ho2=There is no difference in the amount they participate based
on position, was rejected for the areas of: student attendance, teacher attendance, textbook
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and instructional materials selection, student discipline issues. allocation of teachers and
other school staff, determining the instructional objectives for the students at the site,
planning for school beautification, establishing teaching schedules and evaluating school
personnel.
Ho4=There is no difference in the amount they wish to participate based on position,
was rejected for the areas of: textbook and/or instructional materials selection, student
discipline issues, allocation of teachers and other school staff, determining instructional
methods to be used with students determining the format for school reports on student
progress. determining staff development programs, and planning for school beautification
or maintenance.

ANALYSIS OF PLANNING FOR READING AND MATHEMATICS
BY DEGREE OF TRAINING

The two null hypotheses remaining in this portion of the study, Ho3=There is no
difference in the amount they participate based on training rating (reading and mathematics
objectives only); and H 0 5=There is no difference in the amount they wish to participate
based on training rating (reading and mathematics objectives only), were tested using chisquare analysis.
One area was found to be significant, the extent persons participated in planning for
the improvement of mathematics achievement did vary by the degree of math training. The
chi-square value was 42.09, p<.003.
Examination of the differences revealed that the persons with no training in
mathematics, either did not participate (38.5%), made the decision as a pan of the group
(30.8%), or recommended decisions (15.4%).
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A total of 7.6% had "very extensive" and 30.4% had a " a great deal" of training in
this area. The majority of persons with "extensive" training, 66.7%, made the decision as
a part of the group. An additional 16.7%, recommended decisions or suggested possible
alternatives. Half of the persons with "a great deal" of training, made the decision as part
of the group, while 25%, gathered or provided information, 16.7%, suggested possible
alternatives, and 8.3%, recommended decisions.
The highest percentage of persons making the decision as a part of the group, 75%,
had "some" training. Those with "some" training also participated by suggesting
alternatives (15.0%) or making the decision alone (5.0%).
Half of those persons with "little" training made the decision as part of the group. An
additional 31.2% recommended decisions. A total of 12.5% did not participate, and 6.2%
made the decision alone.
In summary, those with "little" or "no" training made the decision as part of the group
or did not participate for the most part. Those persons with "a great deal" or "extensive"
training participated as part of the group, but also recommended decisions, suggested
alternatives, and gathered information. None of those persons indicating they had
"extensive" training made the decisions alone.
Ho3=There is no difference in the amount they participate based on training rating
(reading and mathematics objectives only) was rejected for the area of mathematics.
Ho5=There is no clifference in the amount they wish to participate based on training rating
(reading and mathematics objectives only) was not rejected.
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PARTICIPANT SELECTION FOR PLANNING ISSUES
RESULTS FROM INTERVJEWS

Questions relevant to participant detennination were addressed in interviews with 45
individuals from each of the 15 schools. Those interviewed represented each position type:
administrator, teacher and parent The focus of the research questions in this
portion of the study are:
c) Which criteria seem to most strongly influence the degree of participation? How
do perceptions differ on the criteria that should be used to detennine
participation? Is there a relationship between differing perceptions and position?
The null hypothesis for this segment of the study is:

Hoo=There is no difference in selection criteria based on position.
Interview question one queried identified personnel on their basis for selecting
participants for decision-making. Transcriptions from the interviews were compiled and
responses were sorted and categorized for analysis. A list of 21 criteria were cited. These
included: creativity, willingness to participate, ability and expertise, training in the area,
organizational skills, incorporating many viewpoints on the team, interest, racial/gender
I

mix, knowledge of the school, time constraints, good human relations skills, lack of bias,
responsibility, personality, random selection, availability, literacy, citizenship, flexibility,
and persons who were judged to be not disenfranchised. One principal viewed it as a
developmental process. His goal was to get people to play a greater role in the decisional
process.
This listing was coded and entered by school and position type. Chi-square analysis
was performed to determine areas of significant difference by position. Four of the areas
were highlighted as having significant differences by position.
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Lack of bias appeared to be an important criteria for teachers. A total of 26.7%
indicated this quality, while 6.7% of the parents highlighted it, and none of the
administrators noted this aspect. The chi-square value was 5.8, p<.05.
Good human relations skills was also more important to teachers. A total of 33.3%
of the teachers noted this, while 6.7% of the parents highlighted this quality. None of the
administrators listed this factor. The chi-square value was 8.1, p<.02.
Responsibility was cited only by the teachers. The chi-square value was 6.4, p<.04.
Parents selected the quality, knowledge of the school, more than any other position group.
A total of 46.7% of the parents selected this aspect, while 13.3% of the teachers chose this
quality, and 6.7% of the administrators cited this attribute. The chi-square value was 8.0,
p<.02.
Hence, the sixth null hypothesis was rejected. Ho6=There is no difference in the selection
criteria based on position was rejected for the criteria: lack of bias, good human relations
skills, responsibility, and knowledge of the school.
Overall, principals highlighted ability, training, expertise, and willingness. One
principal spoke of matching persons to committees: "It depends on the committee where the
individuals are involved. For example: grade level committees should be composed of
members of those grades. No parents would be involved on those committees if they
know the children."
Teachers highlighted human relations skills, knowledge, experience on past
committees, willingness to devote the time, involvement in the school, concern, and
responsibility. As one teacher stated: "The people on the team should be people who are
constructive, interested and are volunteers. They should have common sense, be unbiased
and have good human relations."
Parents focused on interest in the school, knowledge, experience, commitment, and
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willingness to participate. One parent stated: "They need a dedication to the principle
involved. You don't need a background in education. You don't need degrees."
The second interview question explored this aspect in greater depth. It was stated as:
"In matching decision-making to issues, what issues should parents address, teachers,

etc..?"

Principals tended to focus on curriculum, instruction, textlx>oks and materials, school
policy matters, and discipline as issues for teachers. A total of 87% of the principals cited
curriculum as a major planning area for teachers. Eighty percent of the respondents also
picked instruction, while nearly 50% selected discipline. Other areas cited included:
interpersonal relations, parent involvement, improving student self-esteem, budget, student
dress codes, and programming.
Opinions were more varied when it came to the role of parents in school planning.
Nearly half of the principals surveyed indicated curriculum planning, discipline, and school
budget and finances as areas for parent involvement A total of 20% indicated that parents
should be involved in all matters pertaining to them. Other areas cited for parents included:
school climate, school profile, the arts, volunteer programs, policy, textbook selection,
parent involvement programs, school-wide issues, the same issues as teachers, field trips, .
fun fairs, special projects and mini-programs. One principal indicated that he listened to the
opinions of parents, but made up his own mind Several principals indicated that parents
should not be involved in personnel matters.
One principal stated: "Parents should be involved in any activities directly related to
the parent, such as the educational program and curriculum matters such as fun fairs, field
trips, special projects and mini courses. Teachers should be involved in determining the
best educational programs for the school and how to develop self-esteem in children."
Teachers views on the involvement of teachers and parents in planning decisions
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were as follows. The majority of teachers indicated that curriculum, technical aspects of
reaching, academic areas and areas relevant to their subject should be the focus of planning
for teachers. One-third of the respondents also indicated that teachers should make
discipline decisions. Other areas that were cited included: testing, school climate,
organization, working conditions, personnel usage, social needs, textbook selection,
budget, and parent involvement. A total of 13.3% indicated that teachers should be
involved in all aspects of the school with the exception of the evaluation of other teachers.
When discussing the role of parents, the plurality of the teachers indicated that parents
should focus on the educational needs of their child A total of 20% cited the areas of
discipline and curriculum, while 13.3% highlighted, policy making and all areas of the
school. Other responses included: dress code, building maintenance, attendance, education
of parents, community issues, finance. Three areas were indicated by 6. 7% of the
teachers, where parents should not be involved in the decision-making. These included:
personnel issues, hiring of teachers and principals, and curriculum. One teacher felt that
parents should only serve in an advisory capacity and one teacher noted that parents need to
have knowledge and interest in the area in which they are planning.
One teacher summarized the roles as follows: "Parents should deal in areas of
responsibility for children--how to get along with other children and adults--communicating
the idea of what is right and wrong is very important They should deal with the issue of
what is authority, the need for authority figures and why education is important. Teachers
should be involved with curriculum making for various age groups, setting standards for
schools, grading, the technical aspects of teaching and issues of discipline."
Parents views on this question focused exclusively on the role of parents. The
plurality of the parents, 40%, indicated that they should be involved in all areas. One-third
of the parent respondents cited discipline codes. Parents had differing opinions when it
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came to the area of curriculum. A total of 20% felt that parents should plan in this area,
while an additional 20% felt that there should be limited planning by parents in the area of
curriculum. One parent stated that parents should have input into curriculum decisions, but
not the final say. Approximately 13% of the parents cited the areas of policy committees,
school improvement plans, budget, dress code, and school beautification and maintenance
for planning with input by parents. Other areas cited included: needs assessment, school
philosophy, extra-curricular activities, homework policy, non-classroom areas, anything
affecting their children, and principal selection. One parent stated, "Parents should serve
on as many planning teams as you can get them on." Some parents stipulated that they
should not be involved in teacher reviews, discipline of individual students, or teacher
selection. One parent indicated that parents need training to serve on planning committees.
One parent stated: "Parents should be involved in almost everything: curriculum,
discipline, rules, and school improvement. Parents should not be involved in school
personnel problems or where union rules are discussed."

INVOLVEMENT AND PERCEIVED INFLUENCE IN SHARED
DECISION-MAKING

The varying views regarding who should be involved in planning by position have
been explored The next area of the study focused on how people were involved in the
planning process and the description of that process. The questions include:
d) To what degree does shared decision-making take place? Who
participates? How often do they participate? Who controls the
agenda? How much involvement is perceived? How much influence
do persons perceive they have in the decisions? In how many stages
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of decision-making are persons involved?
Null hypotheses for the issues of degree of involvement and influence are:
H 0 7=There is no difference in the degree of involvement based on position.
Hos=There is no difference in the degree of involvement based on training rating
(mathematics and reading objectives only).
Ho9=There is no difference in the degree of influence based on position.
Ho10=There is no difference in the degree of influence based on training rating
(mathematics and reading only).
Question two from the section on analysis of planning in four areas of the School
Planning Questionnaire, summarized the frequency of participation in the planning areas for
each participant type. The means and standard deviations are presented in table 9 below.

Table 9. Frequency of Participation by Position in the Four Planning Areas.
N=114

Ami

Posjtion

Mean £Jl..

ll~5~ci:atsu

Reading

Principal
Teachers
Parents
Career Service
Community Rep.

2.66
2.60
1.60
.93
1.41

.65
.62
.93
1.0
1.0

Usually-Always
Usually-Always
Seldom-Usually
Never-Seldom
Seldom-Usually

Mathematics

Principal
Teachers
Parents
Career Service
Community Rep.

2.54
2.50
1.46
.95
1.25

.83
.79
1.0
1.1
1.0

Usually-Always
Usually-Always
Seldom-Usually
Never-Seldom
Seldom-Usually
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Table 9. FreQJJency of Participation by Position in tbe Four Plannin~ Areas.
N=114

Awl

Position

Mean s....Jl,, Descriptor

Student
Attendance

Principal
Teachers
Parents
Career Service
Community Rep.

2.76
2.64
2.04
1.32
1.46

.61
.66
.86
.15
1.0

Usually-Always
Usually-Always
Usually-Always
Seldom-Usually
Seldom-Usually

Teacher
Attendance

Principal
Teachers
Parents
Career Service
Community Rep.

2.77
2.52
1.43
.87
.87

.66
.78
.98
.99
.98

Usually-Always
Usually-Always
Seldom-Usually
Never-Seldom
Never-Seldom

Examination of these data revealed that the greatest involvement by position was in
the area of student attendance. The one exception was in the case of principals, who were
most involved in teacher attendance planning.
Principals, "usually to always" participated in planning. Means fell closer to the
"usually" range for the area of mathematics, and closer to the "always" range for all other
areas.
Teachers were the next most frequent participants in school planning. Their
participation means also fell in the "usually to always" range. Slightly more frequent
participation was noted in the areas of student attendance and reading, than in the areas of
mathematics and teacher attendance.
Parents participated less frequently than principals or teachers. Their participation
level fell in the "seldom to usually" range. Participation by parents was most frequently
noted in the area of student attendance, where means centered around the "usually" range.
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Parent participation occurred least frequently in the area of teacher attendance, where mean
participation was in the "seldom" range.
Community representatives participated in the "seldom to usually" range.
participation occurred seldomly in the areas of teacher attendance and mathematics. It
occurred closer to the "usually" range in the areas of student attendance and reading.
Career service personnel participated the least in planning. Participation for all areas
fell in the "seldom" range. The area of greatest participation was also student attendance
issues.
Chi-square analyses were performed to determine if perceptions regarding
participation varied significantly by position. Three areas were found to be significant
Two involved the participation of career service personnel, and the third area of
significance focused on the participation of teachers.
In the case of career service participation in the area of planning for the improvement
of mathematics achievement, parents perceived that career service personnel participated
"seldom to usually," while the majority of teachers felt that they never participated, and
administrators indicated that they "never-seldomly" participated. The chi-square value was
16.462, p<.01.
In the area of career service participation in planning for the improvement of teacher
attendance, the plurality of the parents (42.9%), perceived that career service personnel
either "never" or "usually" participated, while the majority of teachers felt that they "never"
participated and administrators indicated that they "seldom" participated. The chi-square
value was 17 .646, p<.007.
In viewing teacher participation in the planning for the improvement of teacher
attendance, the majority of the parents, 67 .8%, indicated that teachers usually participated.
The majority of the teachers, 77.8%, felt that they always participated. A total of 46.7% of
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the administrators indicated that they always participated, while 40.0% of the
administrators reported that they usually participated. The chi-square value was 18.127,
p<.006.
The low representation of career service personnel in the survey could account for
differing views on their participation level. Since parents were seldom participants in the
planning for improvement of teacher attendance, their perceptions regarding this area,
might differ from those of administrators and teachers.

PLANNING AGENDAS AND SCHEDULING OF PLANNING

The plurality, (43.6%) of the respondents to the item regarding who usually set the
agenda for planning meetings, indicated that the agenda was set by the planning team
(principal, teachers, career service, parents, community representatives). A total of 19.2%
indicated that the agenda was set by staff designees with and without the principal, while
14.9% reported that the local school council set the agenda.
In reporting on when planning took place, 77.7% indicated that it took place at the
beginning of the year. Over half, 55.3%, also reported that it occurred at the end of the
first semester, while 41.8% indicated that it occurred at the end of the year. Hence, from
the beginning to the end of the year, 35.9% had stopped planning. There was a 22.4%
drop from the beginning of the year until the end of the first semester and an additional
13.5% drop from the end of the first semester until the end of the year.
In analyzing the frequency with which planning took place, respondents were given

the option of indicating, weekly, monthly, or quarterly. A total of 3% entered the option
yearly. The majority of the respondents to this item, 76.8%, indicated that they met weekly
or monthly, with 41.5% citing weekly and 35.4% indicating monthly. An additional
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zo.2% chose the option quarterly.

It appears that planning meetings occurred on a i:egular

on-going basis throughout the year, but that by the end of the year, under half were still
planning.

INVOLVEMENT AND INFLUENCE IN SCHOOL PLANNING

Items four and five of the school planning questionnaire asked respondents to rate the
degree of their involvement and perceived influence in school planning on a five-point
Likert-type scale with 0 equated with "no involvement/influence" and 4 equivalent to "high

involvement/influence." The means and standard deviations for these data are presented in
table 10 below.
Table 10. Mean Ratinis for Involvement and Influence in Decision-Makini.

N=114
AHU~S:t

Ana

Mtan £,Jl,. Dcss:ciutoc

Involvement

Reading
Mathematics
Student Attendance
Teacher Attendance

2.7
2.3
2.6
2.0

1.4
1.5
1.5
1.6

Some-A lot
.s.cim-A lot
Some-Alm
fumlk-A lot

Influence

Reading
Mathematics
Student Attendance
Teacher Attendance

2.6
2.3
2.5

1.3
1.4
1.3
1.6

Some-A lot
fumlk-A lot
.s.cim-A lot

1.9

Little-~

Examination of these data reveals that overall involvement was closely related to
perceived influence. The degree of involvement was slightly higher than the degree of
influence. The degree of involvement was highest for the areas of student attendance and
reading and lowest for the area of teacher attendance. The degree of influence was highest
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for reading and least for the area of teacher attendance. Given the previous findings, that
teacher attendance planning was usually more administratively oriented. this finding is not
surprising. The greatest deviation in responses was noted for the area of teacher
attendance.

DIFFERENCES IN PERCEIVED INVOLVEMENT AND INFLUENCE
BY POSIDON AND TRAINING

One-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) was utilized to detennine if the differences in
involvement and influence ratings for each of the four planning areas varied significantly by
position of the respondents. Table 11 summarizes the findings.
Table 11. Results from One-Way Analysis of Variance Tests on
Involvement and Influence By Position

Aspect

Amt

.E.

llL

Involvement

Reading

3.339

2

.04

Mathematics
Student Attendance
Teacher Attendance

2.757
6.580
4.897

2
2
2

.07
.003
.010

Reading

1.040

2

.36

Mathematics
Student Attendance
Teacher Attendance

1.001
4.979
5.341

2
2

.37
.009
.007

Influence

2

Sieoificance

Results of the 1-way ANOVA indicate that the differences between positions was
greater than the differences within the positions in three areas for the aspect of involvement
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and in two areas for the aspect of influence. In examining the significant differences for the
involvement in decision-making, cross-tabulations of responses and differences between
means by position were analyzed.
An analysis of the significant differences for the area of reading follow. The majority
of the administrators, 73.9%, indicated that they had a high degree of involvement in
making decisions about this area A total of 33.9% of the teachers and 15.4% of the parents
indicated that they had a high degree of involvement in decisions regarding the area of
improvement of reading achievement. The mean involvement ratings by position were:
administrators: 3.3, teachers: 2.6, and parents: 2.2.
The differences for the area of mathematics were not significant The mean ratings
for each position fell within the 2.1-2.95 range.
In the area of student attendance, the differences between the mean ratings by position
were significant. Once again, a majority of the administrators, 75%, indicated that they had
a high level of involvement in the decisions. By way of contrast, 33.3% of the parents and
26.8% of the teachers felt that they had a high degree of involvement in this area. The
mean involvement ratings by position were: administrators: 3.4, teachers: 2.2, and parents:
2.8.
In the area of involvement in the area of planning for teacher attendance, differences
by position were also significant The mean involvement ratings by position were:
administrators: 2.9, teachers: 1.7, and parents: 1.7. A somewhat smaller majority of the
administrators, 60.9%, indicated that they had a high degree of involvement in this area
compared to 21.8% of the teachers and 16.7% of the parents.
In considering differences by position in the perceived influence that persons had in
making decisions, two of the four areas were found to differ significantly: student
attendance and teacher attendance. The mean ratings for the area of student attendance by
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position were: administrators: 3.2, teachers: 2.3, and parents: 2.4. A total of 58.3% of the
administrators indicated a high degree of influence, while only 25% of the parents and 21 %
of the teachers perceived that their influence was of this level.
The mean ratings for the area of teacher attendance by position were: administrators:
2.8, teachers: 1.7, and parents: 1.5. A total of 52.2% of the administrators indicated a high
degree of influence, while only 18.2% of the parents and 16.1 % of the teachers perceived
that their influence was of this level in this area.
Hence, null hypotheses 7 and 9 were rejected for the following areas: Ho7=There is
no difference in degree of involvement based on position was rejected for the planning
areas of reading, student attendance, and teacher attendance. Ho9=There is no difference
in the degree of influence based on position was rejected for the areas of student attendance
and teacher attendance.
Null hypotheses 8 and 10 explored differences in involvement and influence ratings
by training ratings in the planning areas of reading and mathematics. The results of the 1way ANOVAs are presented in table 12 below.
Table 12. Results From One-Way Analysis of Variance Tests on Involvement and
Influence by Trainini for the Areas of Readin& and Mathematics

Aspect
Involvement
Influence

AW1 f.

ll.f

Sj1:njficance

Reading

4.536

4

.003

Mathematics

3.872

4

.006

Reading

3.562

4

.010

Mathematics

3.872

4

.006

Results from the 1-Way ANOVAs indicate that significant differences in the ratings for
perceived involvement and influence in the decisions relating to mathematics and reading
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varied by the degree of training in these areas. Examination of cross-tabulations for these
areas provides insight into where the differences occurred.
In the area of influence in the decision-making for improving reading achievement, it
was noted that those persons with higher levels of training in reading had higher mean
levels of influence in planning, for the most part (Reading Level 0: Mean Rating=2.07,
Reading Level 1: Mean Rating=2.5, Reading Level 2: Mean Rating=2.09, Reading Level 3:
Mean Rating=3.0, Reading Level 4: Mean Rating=3.3). The exception to this trend was at
training level 2, where a lesser degree of influence was evidenced than at training level 1.
Examination of the results for involvement in decision-making regarding improvement
of reading achievement revealed that involvement was greater for those persons with more
training: (Reading Level 0: Mean Rating=l.90, Reading Level 1: Mean Rating=2.44,
Reading Level 2: Mean Rating=2.35, Reading Level 3: Mean Rating=3.18, Reading Level
4: Mean Rating=3.73). The exception to this trend was noted at training level 2, where a
lesser degree of involvement was evidenced than at training level 1.
Review of the data on degree of influence by mathematics training level was somewhat
less clear cut: (Mathematics Level 0: Mean Rating=l.50, Mathematics Level 1: Mean
Rating=2.48, Mathematics Level 2: Mean Rating=2.28, Mathematics Level 3: Mean
Rating=2.94, Mathematics Level 4: Mean Rating=2.86). It can be concluded, however,
that those persons perceived as having the least amount of influence also had the least
amount of training.
The analysis of the mean ratings on involvement in the planning for mathematics
achievement revealed that those persons with higher degrees of training had greater
involvement in planning. The one exception to this trend was that those persons with level
two training in mathematics were involved to a somewhat lesser degree than those persons
with level 1 training. The mean values for involvement by mathematics training level were:
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(Mathematics Level 0: Mean Rating= 1.40, Mathematics Level 1: Mean Rating=2.65,
Mathematics Level 2: Mean Rating=2.21, Mathematics Level 3: Mean Rating=3.00~
Mathematics Level 4: Mean Rating=3.20).
Hence, Ho8=There is no difference in the degree of involvement based on training
rating (mathematics and reading objectives only), and HolO=There is no difference in the
degree of influence based on training rating (mathei;natics and reading objectives only) were
rejected for all areas considered.
It appeared from these data that the perceived degree of involvement in decisions and
the perceived degree of influence in decisions were related. Spearman correlation
coefficients testing the correlation of the degree of influence with the degree of involvement
for the planning areas of reading, mathematics, student attendance, and teacher attendance
confirmed this hypothesis. Table 13 presents these data.

Table 13. Results from Spearman Correlation Tests on Involvement and Influence

Ana

RbJ!

Reading

.821

.000

Mathematics
Student Attendance
Teacher Attendance

.859
.849
.866

.000
.000
.000

Si&nificance

The values of over .80 represent a strong positive correlation. It was concluded that
those persons perceiving that they we were involved to a great degree, also felt that they
had a great deal of influence on the decisions in the areas targeted.

PHASES OF DECISION-MAKING

Stuckwisch outlined five stages in decision-making. These are stated as:
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1. Originating the issue
2. Establishing guidelines for resolution of the issue
3. Gathering information
4. Determining possible solutions
5. Choosing the solution

Items 9a and 9b of the School Planning- Questionnaire analyzed the phases in which
the respondents were involved in planning, and when they first became involved in
planning. Figures 20 to 23 illustrate the comparison between involvement in planning and
the stage in which the group first became involved for the four areas: reading, mathematics,
student attendance, and teacher attendance. (Refer to figures 20-23).
Examination of figures 20 through 23 reveals that the plurality of the respondents
indicated involvement in the fourth stage of decision-making, determining possible
solutions (reading: 59.3%, mathematics: 55.8%, student attendance: 60.2%, and teacher
attendance: 43.4%). Over 40% were also involved in the third stage, gathering
infonnation, for the planning areas, reading, mathematics, and student attendance. In the
area of teacher attendance, the plurality of the respondents, 43.4% and 30.1 % respectively,
indicated involvement at stages 4, determining possible solutions and 5, choosing the
solution.
Analysis of the data regarding the stages when persons first became involved in the
decision-making process, reveals that the plurality first became involved at stages 3,
gathering information and 4, determining possible solutions. Over 40% of the respondents
cited stage three as the decisional phase where they first became involved in decisionmaking for the areas of reading, mathematics, and student attendance. The plurality,
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30.3%, indicated stage 3 as the point where they first became involved in planning for the

area of teacher attendance.
While figures 20-23 illustrate the comparison between involvement and first
involvement, figures 24 and 25 compare each of the planning areas for involvement and
first involvement. (Refer to figures 24 and 25).
Examination of figure 24 reveals that there was greater involvement in the areas of
reading and student attendance, while the least involvement was in the area of planning for
the improvement of teacher attendance. Involvement peaked across all areas at the fourth
stage, determining possible solutions. Nearly one-third were involved at stage one,
originating the issue for the area of reading, and stage 2, establishing the guidelines for
resolution of the issue, for the areas of mathematics and student attendance.
Figure 25 illustrates that while the plurality were first involved at stage three for all
areas, the greatest discrepancy of first involvement occurred for the area of reading
(33.9%-49 .5% ). The least amount of discrepancy occurred for the area of teacher
attendance, where nearly equal percentages of respondents (22.0%-30.3%) first became
involved in planning in all stages.
Participation in planning analyzed by planning stages was also analyzed in terms of
differences by position (administrator, teacher, and parent). Chi-square analysis was
utilized to determine significant differences.
Significant differences were noted only in the area of teacher attendance for the issue
of first involvement in planning. Chi-square values were significant at stages 2 (chisquare=8.239, p<.016), 3 (chi-square=5.863, p<.053), and 4 (chi-square=6.108,
p<.047).
For the issue of teacher attendance, a total of 45.8% of the administrators were first
involved at stage two, establishing guidelines for the resolution of the issue. By
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comparison. 22.9% of the teachers were first involved at this stage and 6.7% of the
parents. A total of 50% of the administrators were first involved with this issue at stage
three, gathering information as compared to 25.7% of the teachers and 20.0% of the
parents.
A total of 45.8% of the administrators were first involved in the planning for this
issue at stage four. determining possible solutions. In comparison. 20.0% of the teachers
and 26.7% of the parents were first involved at this stage.
Perusal of these data supports previous findings of greater involvement by
administrators on this issue. Furthermore, greater involvement occurred at earlier stages in
the decision-making process.

THE DYNAMICS OF THE SHARED DECISION-MAKING PROCESS

This portion of the study explored reactions to the decision-making process and
aspects that influence decisions. The following questions serve as the structure of analysis.

WHAT ARE THE DYNAMICS OF THE PROCESS OF
SHARED DECISION-MAKING?

2) How do participants react when the decision reached is contrary to their
view? How does this vary by position? What influences participants the
most in reaching a decision?
These data were determined by interviews. Descriptive data were tabulated and
anecdotal infonnation analyzed and summarized as follows.
In the interview, representatives of each position type were queried on two questions
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related to the dynamics of shared decision-making. Question five of the interview _inquired:
"When a shared decision that has been reached is contrary to your viewpoint, what is your
reaction? What steps would you take to modify such a decision?"
The plurality of the principals (40%) answering this question indicated that they
would go along with the consensus, unless it was illegal or dangerous. Illegal or
dangerous items would be rejected. A total of (26.7%) indicated that they would overrule
the decision, would not implement the decision, or listen and then go with their own view,
or only suppon it if they thought the idea would work. A total of (26.7%) noted that they
would try and understand the other view, but they would go with the consensus. A total of
(6.7%) indicated that they go along with the decision. One principal stated: "I would
probably go along with the decision. I would wonder why and try to find out why we
disagreed. I would offer alternatives. If this was a shared decision, I would take the
consensus."
Teachers were more focused on cooperating with the group decision. A total of
46.7% indicated that they would cooperate with the group and go along with the decision.
A total of 13.3% indicated that they would request a review. An additional 13.3% stated
that they would repackage their views or try and modify their views. A total of 13.3% ,also"
indicated that they would try and find suppon for their ideas either within or outside of the
group. A total of 6.7% respectively noted that they would rethink their views and look for
alternatives. One teacher stated: "I would be disappointed, but being aware of the
democratic process, I would therefore cooperate. I would try and modify it, similar to a
minority repon. If enough are dissatisfied, then it would be open for discussion again. I
would go on record as disagreeing. If it is open, I would reevaluate my stand. It is
imponant to present common agreement. (A minority report should be known to the
committee only)."
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The parent group appeared to be the one most likely to go along with group
decisions. A total of 60% stated that they would go along with whatever was decided by
the group. A total of 13.3% indicated that they would go along with the decision, but go
on record as dissenting. A total of 6. 7% stated respectively that they would: fight the
decision, go along with the decision, but request a later review, or only go along if they
were convinced. As one parent stated: "When I do not get my way, I'm not always
pleased, but I have a wait and see attitude. I believe that consensus is needed. Results
must have clear wording on what is decided, a time-table as to when it will be completed
and it must be subject to review."
The sixth interview question queried participants in the study regarding what
influenced them the most in reaching a decision. Titree choices were given as possible
answers: the number of people supporting the idea, the level of expertise of the persons
supporting the idea, or the idea itself, as they saw it.
The plurality of principals answering this question (46. 7%) indicated that it was the
idea itself as they saw it that influenced them the most. A total of 20% indicated that it was
the factor of expertise that influenced them the most. A total of 26.7% indicated that it was
a combination of expertise of the persons supporting the idea and how they themselves
;

viewed the idea. One individual (6.7% of the respondents) indicted that it was the number
of persons supporting the idea that influenced them the most.
Teachers used more approach combinations in their resp0nses to this item.
Approximately one-third of the respondents indicated that it was the idea itself, as they saw
it that most influenced them. An additional third, indicated that it was the combination of
expertise and the idea itself. A total of 20% indicated that it was expertise of those
supporting the idea that most influenced them. A total of 13.3% indicated that it was a
combination of all three factors: the number of people supporting theidea, the expertise of
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those supporting the idea, and the idea itself, as they saw it.
The plurality of the parents, 33.3%, indicated that it was the idea itself as they saw it
that influenced them the most A total of 13.3% chose expertise. The combination of
expertise and the idea itself was chosen by 26.7% of the parents. The number of persons
supporting the idea, expertise, and the idea itself was indicated by 20% of the parents.
Finally, the number of people supporting the idea and expertise was selected by one parent
(6.7% of the respondents).
Perusal of these data reveals that 6.7% of the administrators included the number of
persons supporting the idea as a factor compared to 13.3% of the teachers, and 26.7% of
the parents. Administrators were also more likely to choose single factors. The
administrators were most likely to choose the factor, the idea itself, as they saw it
Hence, it is seen that the dynamics of the decision-making process differ by the
position of the individuals included on the team. The perceived outcomes of shared
decision-making are examined in the section to follow.

PERCEIVED OUTCOMES OF SHARED DECISION-MAKING

This portion of the analyses explored the following questions and null hypotheses.

WHAT ARE THE PERCEIVED OUTCOMES OF
SHARED DECISION-MAKING?

3) What are the perceived effects of shared decision-making in the
areas of: improvement of the school, improvement of the school's
objectives, benefits to participants, time constraints, communication,
staff motivation, staff morale, and unexpected outcomes? Do the
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factors of training rating, degree that shared-decision making took
place, degree of perceived involvement, degree of perceived
influence or degree of perceived implementation of the decision,
predict the ratings on the planning areas of reading achievement,
mathematics achievement, student attendance and teacher attendance?
Null hypotheses for these issues are:
Hot I =Training rating, degree that shared decision-making took place, degree of
perceived implementation, degree of perceived involvement, or degree of perceived
influence do not predict the rating on improved reading.
Ho12=Training rating, degree that shared decision-making took place, degree of
perceived implementation, degree of perceived involvement, or degree of perceived
influence do not predict the rating on improved mathematics.
Ho 13=Degree of perceived involvement, degree of perceived influence, degree of
perceived implementation, or degree that shared decision-making took place, do not predict
the rating on improved student attendance.
Ho14=Degree of perceived involvement, degree of perceived influence, degree of
perceived implementation, or degree that shared decision-making took place, do not predict..
the rating on improved teacher attendance.
The School Planning Questionnaire supplemented by interviews provided answers to
these questions. Overall findings are summarized below followed by the results of the
multiple regression analyses.

DID SHARED DECISION-MAKING TAKE PLACE?

A number of items on the school planning questionnaire suggest that overall, shared
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decision-making took place in school planning activities.
Participants in the survey indicated familiarity with the terms "shared decisionmaking" and "panicipative management." A total of 92.4% indicated that they were
familiar with these terms. The group as a whole, had received "little" training in the shared
decision-making process.
It was noted in items 14, 15, and 16 that the majority of the respondents participated
in decisions in 15 of the 17 planning areas. The form of decision-making most often
selected as descriptive of their participative role was "make the decision as a part of the
group."
Item two of the School Plannin& Questionnaire focusing on the frequency of
participation in planning for the four areas targeted in this study, indicates that principals
"usually to always" participated, teachers "usually to always" participated, and parents
"seldom to usually" participated in the areas of reading, mathematics, and teacher
attendance, but "usually" participated in planning for student attendance.
Item three of the planning questionnaire revealed that the agenda was usually
determined by a planning team comprised of (principal, teachers, career service, parents,
community representatives, and others). It was noted in items 10 and 11 that planning took
place throughout the school year with planning meetings most frequently occurring on a
weekly or monthly basis.
Overall involvement fell in the moderate range as indicated on the Liken-type scale
used in item four of the questionnaire. Perceived influence was moderate for the areas of
reading, mathematics, and student attendance, but somewhat lower for the area of teacher
attendance.
Items 6 and 7 of the school planning questionnaire requested that participants in the
study indicate their perception of the degree to which shared decision-making took place at
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the school and the extent to which plans were communicated across all levels of the· school.
In responding to item 6, "To what degree did shared decision-making take place at your

school?;" the mean rating on the five-point Liken-type scale ranging from 0 to 4, was
3.240 with a standard deviation of .745. This indicates that a moderately high degree of
shared decision-making took place as perceived by the respondents. Participants in the
study indicated that plans were communicated across all levels of the school to a moderately
high degree as well: mean=3.220, s.d.=.811.

PERCEIVED IMPORTANCE OF PARTICIPATION
IN DECISION-MAKING TO 1HE INDIVIDUAL

Item 8 of the School Planning Questionnaire requested that participants in the survey
indicate the extent to which shared decision-making had been helpful to them. The fivepoint Liken scale ranging from 0 to 4 was utilized for this evaluation. The mean response,
overall, was 3.3 with a standard deviation of .847, indicating that participation in shared
decision-making was considered to be helpful to the individual to a moderately high degree.
Responses to this item were not significantly different by position.
Question 12 of the School Planning Qµestionnaire focused on the perceived effect of
the decision on the individual personally. The key of O=None, !=Little, 2=Some, 3=High,
and 4=Very High was used as a guide. Mean responses and standard deviations for each
of the planning areas are presented in table 14 below.
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Table 14. Perceived Effects of Decisions on the Individual
N=l 14 (Ns varied for each group)

A.wt

~

5..Jla lli:a,ciuluc

Reading
Mathematics
Student.Attendance
Teacher.Attendance

2.8
2.4
2.6
2.3

1.2
1.4
1.4
1.6

Some-HWt
~-High

Some-Hi~h
~-High

Examination of table 14 reveals that participants felt that decisions in the areas of
reading and student attendance had a "high" effect on them persqnally, while decisions
about mathematics and teacher attendance had "some" effect. It is hypothesized that this
could be due to the fact that there was less involvement in the decisions about these areas.
The greatest deviation in responses was noted for the area of teacher attendance.
Chi-square analysis was performed to determine if significant differences in the
descriptors existed based on position. Two planning areas were found to have significant
differences in their ratings by position: planning for student attendance, chi-square =24.8,
p<.002 and planning for teacher attendance, chi-square =23.023, p<.003.
Examination of the responses by position for the planning area of student attendance,
indicated that the majority of the administrators (65.2% ), and the plurality of the teach~
(28%) chose 4, "very high", as descriptive of the effect that the decision had on them
personally. In contrast, the plurality of the parents, 36.4%, chose 2, "some", as
descriptive of the effect that the decision had on them personally. Results of this analysis
could be due to the fact that plans would have the greatest impact at the school level.
Study of the response configuration for the planning area of teacher attendance,
revealed that the majority of the administrators, 63.6%, selected the descriptor "very high."
The plurality of the teachers, 30.6%, selected the descriptor, "very high," while the
plurality of the parents, 33.3%, selected the descriptors "none" and "some." This could be
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due to the fact that parents indicated little involvement in planning for this area.
A related item, 17, requested that participants in the study indicate how important it
had been for them to participate in the decisions for the four planning areas: reading.
mathematics, student attendance, and teacher attendance. The scale used in this analysis
was 0 to 4, with 4 equated to "high" and 0 equated to "none." Table 15 presents the means
and standard deviations for these findings.
Table 15. Perceived Importance of Participation in Decisions
About Four Areas.
N=l 14 (Ns varied for each group)

Aaa

Mtan

~

ll~=u~ci aloe

Reading
Mathematics
Student Attendance
Teacher Attendance

3.4
3.2
3.1
2.3

.943
1.13
1.16
1.40

~-High

Some-High
Some-High
Littk-Some

Examination of these data reveals that individuals felt that it was somewhat important
that they participate in decisions about the areas of reading, mathematics, and student
attendance. Academic areas were perceived to be more important than attendance. The
group as a whole, attached a lesser degree of importance to planning for the improvement
'
of teacher attendance. It should be noted, however, that the greatest deviation in responses
was noted for the area of teacher attendance.
One-way ANOVA was performed to determine if there were significant differences
between the position types on the importance ratings. Two areas were found to be
significantly different The ANOVA results for the areas of student attendance and teacher
attendance are presented in table 16 below.
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Table 16. Results From One-Way Analysis of Variance Tests on the Importance
of Participation in Decisions About Student Attendance and
·
Teacher Attendance by Position

Aspect Area

E.

llf

fil.L

Student Attendance

6.665

2

.002

Teacher Attendance

8.658

2

.001

Cross-tabulations of the responses to these items by position revealed where the
differences between the positions existed. For the area of student attendance, the majority
of the administrators, 83.3%, chose "highly important," 4. By comparison, 45.5% of the
teachers chose this response and 39.3% of the parents chose this response.
In the area of teacher attendance, the majority of the administrators, 68.2%, chose
"highly important" and the plurality of the teachers, 34. 7%, chose "highly important." In
contrast, the plurality of the parents, 40.0%, chose "no importance."
The results from the analysis of item 17 of the school planning questionnaire closely
paralleled the findings from item 12, the effects of the decision on individuals personally.
The final item related to the effects of the decisions on individuals was question 16
from the school planning questionnaire, "How satisfied were you with the decisions?" The
key, O=none, l=little, 2=some, 3=high, and 4=very high was used in this analysis. The
means and standard deviations of the ratings for the group as a whole are presented in table
17.
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Table 17. Satisfa~tiQn with D~~isions ~ Ar~a
N=l 14 (Ns varied for each group)

Arm

~

s..JL

Reading
Mathematics
Student Attendance
Teacher Attendance

3.22
2.94
3.10
2.89

.726
.986
.988
1.14

Di:ss.:rigtQt
High-Very High
Some-High
HWl:.Very High
Some-High

Review of the findings from table 17 indicates that as a group the participants in
the study were highly satisfied with their decisions. Satisfaction with the decisions for the
area of teacher attendance and mathematics, was somewhat less than the satisfaction level
for the other areas. The greatest deviation in responses was noted for the area of teacher
attendance. No significant differences were indicated by position.

PERCENED EFFECTS OF PARTICIPATION
IN DECISION-MAKING TO TIIB SCHOOL

Five items from the School Plannin& Questionnaire were analyzed to determine the
perceived effects of shared decision-making on the school.
Item 13 from the School Planning Questionnaire requested participants in the study to
indicate the effect of the decisions on the school for the areas of reading, mathematics,
student attendance, and teacher attendance. The five-point Liken-type scale was utilized in
the ratings (O=none, l=little, 2=some, 3=high, and 4=very high). Table 18 presents the
means and standard deviations for these items.
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Table 18. Perceived Effects of Decisions on the School by Area
N=l 14 (Ns varied for each group)

Awl

Ms:an

~

D~:i£CiDl2C

Reading
Mathematics
Student Attendance
Teacher Attendance

3.18
3.01
2.98
2.70

.995
1.08
1.14
1.32

HWl:Very High
High-Very High
Some-High
Some-l:liih

Examination of these data indicates that the perceived effects of the decisions on the
school were high for all of the targeted areas. The greatest effects were perceived to occur
in the area of reading, while the smallest effect was in the area of teacher attendance. No
differences by position were noted.
Item 14 focused on perceptions regarding how effective the planning had been in
improving the targeted areas of reading, mathematics, student attendance, and teacher
attendance. Table 19 presents the means and standard deviations by area.

Table 19. Perceived Effectiveness of Shared Decision-Making on
Improving Targeted Areas
N=l 14 (Ns varied for each group)

Awl

Ms:an

~

Jl~s,tiulac

Reading
Mathematics
Student Attendance
Teacher Attendance

2.79
2.63
2.62
2.26

.883
1.00
1.05
1.27

Some-High
Some-High
Some-High
~-High

While the means for all areas fell in the "somewhat" range, the trend was toward the
"high" range for all areas except teacher attendance, which was rated slightly lower. The
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greatest deviation in responses was noted for the area of teacher attendance. Significant
differences were not noted by position.
Item 15, of the School Planning Questionnaire dealt with the extent to which
decisions were implemented or carried out. The means and standard deviations for these
data are presented by area in table 20 below.

Table 20. The Degree to which Decisions were Implemented or
Carried Qut by Area
N=l 14 (Ns varied for each group)

Aw

Mean

.s....JL.

JlS:~S:CiDt!lC

Reading
Mathematics
Student Attendance
Teacher Attendance

3.15
2.88
2.99
2.75

.870
1.02
1.03
1.20

Some-High
Some-High
Some-HWi
Some-High

The mean responses to this item all fell in the "high" range. Significant differences
were not noted by position.
A follow-up question explored the possibility that the perceived effectiveness of
planning was correlated with the degree to which decisions were implemented. Spearman .
correlation tests yielded the following results presented in table 21 below.

Table 21. Results from Speaunan Correlation Tests on Implementation and
Improveroent in Planning

s·11mJs:ance
.,.

Aw

BJw

Reading

.525

.000

Mathematics
Student Attendance
Teacher Attendance

.369
.674
.754

.000
.000
.000
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Examination of these data indicate that a moderately strong positive correlation existed
between implementation and perceived improvement for the areas of teacher attendance and
student attendance. A moderate positive correlation was noted for the areas of reading and
mathematics, with mathematics demonstrating the lowest of the correlations. All
correlations were found to be significant.
Question 20 of the School Planning Questionnaire was an open-ended item requesting
the participants to indicate what they perceived to be the benefits of participation in shared
decision-making as related to school planning. Sixteen responses were provided by
administrators (principals and assistant principals). A total of 43.8% of the responses dealt
with the concept of increased suppon and commitment for the decisions from parents and
faculty. An additional 12.5%, focused on a greater sense of self-worth from participating
in shared decision-making. The responses of the remaining individuals focused on
generating additional good ideas, having a better understanding of other viewpoints, feeling
a part of a team, improved staff relations, better rapport with the staff, higher interest level
at the school, in general, and having all participants impact upon school progress. As one
principal phrased it, " The benefit is the feeling that everybody, principal, teachers, staff,
parents, community members, are responsible and working toward the goals that have been
set."
One parent responded to this item on the survey.
The teaching staff presented the most responses to this item. A total of 58 responses
were provided for analysis. The plurality of the teachers, 17.2 %, focused on having a
better understanding of the school and its needs. A total of 10.3% reported the imponance
of the cooperation and commitment of the staff. An additional 8.6%, focused on improved
teamwork and greater involvement of the staff. Nearly 5% noted that shared decisionmaking provided more and better ideas. An additional 5% stated that they felt appreciated
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as a professional or noted that their opinions counted. A total of 3% focused respectively
on the diversity of the participants in decision-making, the importance of the shared
decision-making process itself, greater agreement by the participants, greater availability of
materials as a result of their participation, or improved student performance. The remaining
individual responses included: money was spent with teacher input, a feeling of greater
connection to solutions to problems, more input into the solutions, sharing common goals,
shared expertise, sharing the realities of the classroom, improved staff relations, better
instruction, more interest, more production, better reading goals, improved morale, and
implementation of the objectives. One individual noted that they had learned from
participation in the shared decision-making process. Another individual indicated that they
felt that they had not been sufficiently involved. Statements by the teachers included: "My
ideas made a difference in the planning process." "I became more aware of the total school
community needs." "It allowed staff members with a wide variety of expertise, the
opportunity to come up with common goals for the benefit of all the students within our
school."
A total of 10 parents provided responses to this item. The plurality, 30%, indicated
that they had a better understanding of the school and its needs. Other comments indicated
that they enjoyed participation, became more informed and liked hearing issues from the
parents point of view. One parent stated,"Parents viewpoints get expressed. More
dialogue yields better opinions."
Question 19 of the School Planning Questionnaire focused on unexpected outcomes
from participation in shared decision-making as related to school planning.
Eight administrators elaborated on this item. Responses included: increased faculty
morale, a change in self and a greater appreciation of the shared decision-making process.
A total of 37 .5% of the responses focused on improved participation and cooperation. One
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principal commented that his point of view was rarely taken nor did people listen to him.
Another administrator noted that too many decisions were lost in time, as if they never had
been made.
A total of 11 teachers commented on this item. Responses focused on achieving a
better understanding of how colleagues and parents viewed the school, improved group
cohesiveness, the ability to use the shared decision-making process in other areas besides
planning, having a better feeling about the school, the issues and self, attaining a better
understanding of the goals and expectations for other grades, and hearing other points of
view. Two teachers highlighted the fact that others were depending on their input and
were listening and using their ideas. One teacher stated that they were surprised to learn
that parents and community members did not know what went on at the school. Two
teachers noted that members were not always willing to cooperate and hostility was
exhibited at times.
Parents noted that there was more motivation for success, a greater appreciation of the
school staff, their commitment, and knowledge, and improved communication. One parent
highlighted the fact that their ideas had been tried.

SHARED DECISION-MAKING ISSUES

Seven areas were explored in this portion of the study. They included perceptions
regarding time, training, staff relations, motivation, morale, effects on the principal, effects
on the teacher, communication, and school goals when shared decision-ma.king is
employed. A final question queried participants in the study as to what they would like
changed about the planning process. The interview also focused on the factors perceived to
be most important in determining the success of shared decision-ma.king.
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TIME

Item 21 of the School Planning Questionnaire used a four-point Likert-type scale in
the analysis of issues associated with shared decision-making. Respondents were to
indicate their opinions to a series of statements regarding shared decision-making. Each
item was prefaced with the words: "When the shared decision-making approach is used in
school planning... " The key for responses was: O=never, l=rarely, 2=occasionally,
3=frequently, and 4=usually or always. Item 21 (1) finished the statement with "Too much
time is spent in the decision-making process." The mean response for this item was 1.65
with a standard deviation of .98. This would indicate that the average respondent felt that
when shared decision-making is used in school planning, occasionally too much time is
spent in the decision-making process. Responses did not differ significantly by position.
It was also noted that in response to item 18 of the School Planning Questionnaire on what
people would like changed about the planning process, a number of respondents indicated
that they felt more time was needed.

TRAINING

Item 11 on the identifying information portion of the School Planning Questionnaire
revealed that the majority of respondents had received either "no training" or "little training"
in the shared decision-making process. In describing the training that they had received,
principals focused on graduate courses, reading of professional journals, workshops,
doctoral programs, administrative training, local school council retreats, and Chicago
Board of Education inservices. Teachers highlighted courses toward administrative
certificates, Board of Education workshops, LSC training, Joyce foundation meetings,

~
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consensus building workshops, professional problem committee experience, and state
training sessions. Parents focused on college courses, experience as a manager, PTA
workshops, and management training.
The mean response and standard deviation for item 21 (2), "When the shared
decision-making approach is used in school planning, participants should be trained in the
shared decision-making process," was 3.07, s.d. 1.07. This was equated with the
response,"frequently." Chi-square analysis revealed significant differences by position on
this item, (chi-square=20.337, p<.009). Examination of the cross-tabulation indicates that
54.2% of the administrators and 48.5% of the teachers chose the rating 4, "usually" or
"always," while 61.5% of the parents indicated 2, "occasionally." Hence, it would appear
that the teachers and administrators felt that training was more important than the parents.
Question three on the interview asked principals, teachers and parents whether they
felt training for participating in decision-making was necessary, and if so what form it
should take. A total of 12 (80%) of the principals said that training was necessary, two
(13.3%) indicated that it depended on the individuals, and one (6.7%) stated that training
was not necessary. All 15 of the parents surveyed indicated that they felt training was
necessary. A total of 13 (86.7%) of the teachers felt that training was necessary, while twq
(13.3%) indicated that it depended on the situation.
Elaboration on the description of training from the administrators focused on
structure, content and trainer characteristics. Half of the responses were structure oriented.
Comments regarding structure indicated that programs should be held after school hours to
accommodate parents and utilize a variety of approaches. Two individuals stated that the
programs should be in-house at the local school level. In contrast, one respondent
indicated that the programs should occur at the district level and one principal indicated that
they must be conducted as a system. Three persons indicated that a hands-on approach
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should be utilized including role playing in small groups. The administrator's comments
regarding trainer characteristics emphasized that trainers should be knowledgeable
regarding content and process. Content suggestions included: simulation of the
instructional program, philosophy discussion--understanding the school plan, its goals and
objectives, committee procedure, how choices are made, school organization and law, the
art of consensus building, financial analysis of the budget, and a review of roles and

responsibilities.
The responses of the teachers included an equal number of structure and content
statements and three training statements. Structure suggestions included: internship, onthe-job training. programs in many languages to meet the needs of cultural diversity,
whole-group instruction with booklets and homework, small-group workshops,
observation of others, and hands-on inservices. Statements regarding the trainers noted
that they should be experts and not people from the Central office. Content statements
included: leadership training, guidelines for decision-making, budget, the process of
committee work, how to avoid power plays, and Roberts Rules.
Parent elaboration addressed structure and content Nearly 56% of the parent
statements focused on content. Content suggestions included: a general orientation to the
goals and objectives, budgets and program development, human relations, reaching
consensus and the development of group skills, how to avoid confrontation, appreciation
and mutual respect, understanding duties, how schools operate. Structure statements
included: workshops, local planning and training, on-the-job training, small-group
instruction at the district level, hands-on and lecture, and participatory workshops.
Examination of these statements reveals that administrators and teachers appeared to
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be more concerned about the expertise of the trainer than were the parents. Parents an_d

teachers focused more on internship as a qiethod of training.

STAFF RELATIONSIDPS, MORALE, AND MOTIVATION

Items 21(3),21(6), and 21(10) of the School Plannin~ Qyestionnaire addressed the
issue of staff relationships. In responding to the statement, "When the shared decisionmaking approach is used in school planning, poor staff relationships could result," the
mean response was 1.383 with a standard deviation of .978. This is interpreted as
"rarely."
Item 21 (6) stated, "When the shared decision-making approach is used in school
planning, staff morale improves." Respondents to this item indicated that this "frequently"
happened. The mean response was 3.358, with a standard deviation of .693.
Finally, item 21 (10) stated, ''When the shared decision-making approach is used in
school planning, it improves staff motivation towards goal accomplishment." The mean
response to this item was "frequently to always", 3.462, s.d.=.692.
It appears that as a group, the respondents felt that shared decision-making had a
positive impact on staff morale, motivation, and relationships. Differences by position
were not present for any of these items, as assessed by chi-square analysis.

EFFECTS OF SHARED DECISION-MAKING ON THE PRINCIPAL

Items 21 (4) and 21 (8) addressed the possibility of this procedure being difficult for
the principal. Item 21 (4) was stated as: "When the shared decision-making approach is
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used in school planning, it is more difficult for the principal." The mean response to this
item was "occasionally," 1.79, s.d.=1.77.
Item 21 (8) was stated as: "When the shared decision-making approach is used in
school planning, it undennines the principals authority." The mean response to this item
was "rarely," .867, s.d.=. 797.
The consensus of the respondents indicated that this approach does not pose great
difficulties for the principal and does not undennine his/her authority. Chi-square analyses
of these items did not yield significant differences byposition.

EFFECTS OF SHARED DECISION-MAKING ON TIIE TEACHER

Item 21 (5) paralleled the item on principals, but focused on teachers. It was stated
as: "When the shared decision-making approach is used in school planning, it is more
difficult for the teachers." The mean response to this item was "occasionally," 1.69,
s.d.= 1.088.
Chi-square analysis indicated that there were significant differences by position on
this item, chi-square= 16.548, p<.035. Analysis of the cross-tabulation revealed that
47.8% of the administrators selected l, "rarely," 32.9% of the teachers selected the
descriptor, "rarely," and 53.9% of the parents selected the descriptor," rarely." It was also
noted, however, that 17.4% of the administrators selected the descriptor, "usually." None
of the parents selected this descriptor, and only 2.9% of the teachers selected this
descriptor. It would appear that the administrators perceived shared decision-making to be
more difficult for the teachers than did the parents or teachers.
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COMMUNICATION

Question 7 on the School Planning Questionnaire indicated that plans had been
communicated across all levels of the school to a moderately high degree, 3.2 on the 0 to 4
scale. Items 21 (7) and 21 (11) of the school planning questionnaire addressed the issues
of within and between school communication and shared decision-making.
Item 21 (7) was stated as: "When the shared decision-making approach is used in
school planning, inter-school communication improves." The mean response to this item
was"frequently", 3.368, s.d.=.681.
Item 21 (11) was stated as: "When the shared decision-making approach is used in
school planning, intra-school communication improves." The mean response to this item
was also "frequently", 3.303, s.d.=.858.
Chi-square analyses did not yield significant differences by position. It would appear
that the respondents to this survey felt that the shared decision-making approach improved
both between and within school communication.

ACCOMPLISHMENT OF SCHOOL GOALS

It was noted in item 14 of the School Planning Questionnaire that participants in the
survey felt planning had been "highly effective" in improving reading, mathematics, and
student attendance. Planning was viewed as being "somewhat effective" in improving
teacher attendance.
Item 21 (9) was stated as: "When the shared decision-making approach is used in
school planning, it improves the chances of accomplishing school goals." The mean
response to this item was also "frequently to usually," 3.5, s.d.=.734. Chi-square analysis
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did not yield significant differences by position for this item.
Analysis of these data indicated that the respondents felt that shared decision-making
would improve the chances of accomplishing school goals. Areas where a greater degree
of shared decision-making had been employed in planning were perceived to be somewhat
more effective.

PERCEPTIONS REGARDING 1HE FACTORS THAT ARE MOST IMPORTANT IN
DETERMINING THE SUCCESS OF
SHARED DECISION-MAKING

Question 4 of the interview addressed this issue with the following question posed to
principals, teachers, and parents: "What factors are most important in determining the
success of shared decision-making?"
The responses of principals answering this item fell into four categories, group
characteristics, leader characteristics, task or mechanics of decision-making, and goal and
results orientation and interpretation.
Group characteristics cited by the principals included: harmonious relations amongst ·
the team members, commitment of the group, reputation of the group, good team members,
experience of the group, confidence of the group, cohesiveness of the group, fairness of
the members, sincerity of the members, objectivity of the members, the personality of the
team, the flexibility of the team, the motivation of the team, recognition of eachother's
abilities, and respect for eachother. Nearly one-third of the principals cited the
characteristic of commitment. A total of 13.3%, respectively cited, harmonious relations,
cohesiveness, recognition of others abilities, respect of others, and motivation of the
group.
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One leader characteristic was cited by principals. It was stated as "A leader who can
build consensus."
Task and mechanics aspects included: consensus building, staying on task,
involvement of people in the decision-making, listening to others, agreement on how
decisions will be made, task orientation, tackling difficult problems, and consistency in
decision-making. A total of 20% of the responses addressed the aspect of consensus
building or agreement on how decisions would be made.
Goal and results characteristics included: knowing what the goal is and what to do,
sharing results, goal accomplishment, and having a good information base. A total of 20%
of the principals noted the importance of knowing the goal and what to do.
One principal stated, "A chairman or leader that can lead to consensus. Staying on
task--commitment." Another noted, "Accomplishing goals is important, having
harmonious relations, consistency, a willingness to tackle challenging problems. It is
important that the group has a good reputation."
Teachers responses could also be categorized into the four areas. Group
characteristics that were cited included: commitment of the group, seeing others
viewpoints, the desire of the participants to work together, interest of the group, getting
'

along with eachother, no dissention, cooperation of the group, open-minded membership
of the group, willingness of the group to change, and non-judgmental membership of the
group. A total of 13% of the members cited such aspects as interest, non-biased personnel,
and cooperation.
Statements regarding the leader included: having a good facilitator, and having a
leader who will guide the group so that the decisions flow smoothly.
Task and mechanics statements focused on consensus building, open discussion,
meeting time limits, staying on task, involvement of the group, allowing everyone to have
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input, and compromise. A total of 27% of the respondents focused on time--(meeting
time-limits). An additional 13% focused respectively on the aspects of consensus and
allowing all the opportunity for input.
Goal and results statements included: working towards the same goal, understanding
the problem, knowing the objectives, and the ability to see results and analyze. A total of
27% of the respondents addressed working on the same goal, understanding the problem,
and knowing the objectives. One teacher stated: "When conclusions are reached within the
allotted time, the ability to live with the decisions and put away personal biases for the
common go<Xl." Another teacher stated, "Work toward the general goal. Have a unified
front. Cooperation is important. Input should be from all of the people represented.
When the meetings are held at a convenient time and place decision-making is effective.
Meeting time limits is very important. The agenda should be set up before time. People
should be able to add suggestions or have a suggestion box."
Group characteristics cited by the parents included: dedication of the group,
involvement of the group, openness of the group to listening, no biases within the group
and cooperation of the group, having the membership show-up for the meetings. A total of
20% of the participants cited dedication of the group, openness of the group to listening,
and having a non-biased group.
Task characteristics cited by the parents included: movement towards a purpose,
meeting timelines and strategies, focusing on the needs of the students, reaching
consensus, active participation, working together, having equal opportunity for all, total
input of all, following through on plans, and working together. A total of 20% of the
respondents addressed active participation, and cooperative working.
One participant indicated that leadership was important.
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Goal and results statements included: having well defined goals, meeting goals and
objectives, the impact of decisions--(there must be a positive impact on the students), not
losing sight of the goals, and having common goals. A total of 20% indicated not losing
sight of the goals.
One parent stated, "When you meet the goals and objectives,.when individuals work:
together and cooperatively, when the impact on the students is positive, shared decisionmaking is effective." Another parent stated, where goals are defined and the group does
not lose sight of it, when the group does not get off on tangents shared decision-making is
effective."
It appeared that principals focused the most on group characteristics. Teachers noted
leader qualities more than any other group, but focused on task and goals in the form of
time constraints and having common goals. Parents also focused on goals and tasks
emphasizing working toward common goals and working together cooperatively.

SUGGESTIONS FOR CHANGE IN 1HE PLANNING PROCESS

Question 18 of the School Planninli! Questionnaire requested survey participants to
note what they would like to see changed in the planning process. Administrators focused
on time. A total of 42.3% of the responses indicated that more time should be allowed and
that deadlines were too close. An additional 7.7% felt that the faculty should be formally
trained in shared decision-making. A total of 11.5% stated that shared decision-making
was working fine.
Teachers also addressed the time issue, a total of 23% indicated that there was not
enough time. An additional 12.3% stated that there should be greater involvement of the
teachers in the decisional process. A total of 7.7% indicated that there was a need for

.
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improved communication. Other comments addressed the importance of having
uninterrupted sessions, less paperwork, less irrelevant discussion, origination of the issues
with the teachers, and earlier planning. A total of 21.5% indicated satisfaction with the
current process.
A total of 17 .6% of the parents indicated problems with time constraints and the need
for more time. One parent indicated the need for more money. Another parent noted that
they would like to see more parents involved. Parents also noted that planning should be
an on-going process and that monitoring was important. A total of 11.8% indicated
satisfaction with the current process.

PREDICTORS OF PERCEIVED EFFECTS OF SCHOOL PLANNING

Multiple regression analysis was utilized to address the following issues: prediction
of ratings on improved reading, improved mathematics, improved student attendance, and
improved teacher attendance. Null hypotheses for these issues are:
H0 11 =Training rating, degree that shared decision-making took place. degree of
perceived involvement, degree of perceived influence, and degree of perceived
implementation, do not predict the rating on improved reading.
Ho12=Training rating, degree that shared decision-making took place, degree of
perceived involvement, degree of perceived influence, and degree of perceived
implementation, do not predict the rating on improved mathematics.
ffo13=Degree of perceived involvement, degree of perceived influence, degree that
shared decision-making took place, and degree of perceived implementation, do not predict
the rating on improved student attendance.
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H 0 14=Degree of perceived involvement, degree of perceived influence, degree that

shared decision-making took place, and degree of perceived implementation, do not predict
the rating on improved teacher attendance.
The regression tables for Holl are presented in the appendix. Items for this analysis
came from questions 4R, SR, 6, 13 (reading training), 15 R, and 14R of the School
Plannin~

Questionnaire.

Examination of these data reveals that the regression equation was considered to be a
moderately good predictor of the rating on the effectiveness of planning in the improvement
of reading. The coefficient of determination was .58. The results of the analysis indicated
that of the variables: involvement in the decisions for the improvement of reading, influence
in the decisions for the improvement of reading, degree that shared decision-making took
place at the school, training in the area of reading, or the extent that decisions were
implemented in the area of reading, only two variables significantly predicted the improved
reading rating. These variables were the extent that decisions were implemented in the area
of reading (t=3.93, p<.000) and the influence in the decisions for the improvement of
reading (t=3.204, p<.002). The degree of implementation accounted for .38 of the
prediction and the degree of influence for .32 of the prediction. The correlation matrix
indicated that mooerate correlations existed between reading effectiveness rating and degree
of involvement, degree of influence, and degree of implementation (.62, .67, and .63,
respectively). (Refer to table 22).
Hence, Hol l=Training rating, degree that shared decision-making took place, degree
of perceived involvement, degree of perceived influence, and degree of perceived
implementation, do not predict the rating on improved reading was rejected for the
variables: extent that the decisions were implemented in the area of planning for the
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improvement of reading achievement and influence in the decisions for the improve~ent of
reading achievement
The regression tables for Hol2 are presented in the appendix. Items for this analysis
came from questions 4M, SM, 6, 12 (mathematics training). 15 M, and 14M of the school
planning questionnaire.
Examination of these data reveals that this regression equation was also considered to
be a moderately good predictor of the rating on the effectiveness of planning in the

improvement of mathematics. The coefficient of determination was .67. The results of the
analysis indicated that of the variables: involvement in the decisions for the improvement of
mathematics, influence in the decisions for the improvement of mathematics, degree that
shared decision-making took place at the school, training in the area of mathematics, or the
extent that decisions were implemented in the area of mathematics, only two variables
significantly predicted the improved mathematics rating. These variables were the extent
that decisions were implemented in the area of mathematics (t=6.15, p<.000) and the
influence in the decisions for the improvement of mathematics (t=2.163, p<.032). The
degree of implementation accounted for .56 of the prediction and the degree of influence for
.22 of the prediction. The correlation matrix indicated that moderate correlations existed
between mathematics effectiveness rating and degree of involvement, degree of influence,
and degree of implementation (.66, .64, and .78, respectively). (Refer to table 23)
Hence, Ho12=Training rating, degree that shared decision-making took place, degree
of perceived involvement, degree of perceived influence, and degree of perceived
implementation, do not predict the rating on improved mathematics was rejected for the
variables the extent that decisions were implemented for the area of planning for the
improvement of mathematics achievement and the degree of influence in the decisions for
the area of mathematics achievement
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The regression tables for Ho13 are presentedin the appendix.. Analysis items.came
from questions 4SA, 5SA, 6, 15 SA, and 14SA of the School Planning Questionnaire.
The coefficient of detennination of .62 served as an indicator that this regression equation
was a moderately good predictor of the perceived effectiveness in planning for the
improvement of student attendance. The results of the analysis indicated that of the
variables: involvement in the decisions for the improvement of student attendance,
influence in the decisions for the improvement of student attendance, degree that shared
decision-making took place at the school, or the extent that decisions were implemented in
the area of improving student attendance, only one variable significantly predicted the
improved student attendance rating. This variable was the extent that decisions were
implemented in the area of improving student attendance (t=6.64, p<.000) The degree of
implementation accounted for .66 of the prediction. The correlation matrix indicated that
moderate correlations existed between student attendance effectiveness rating and degree of
involvement and degree of influence (.59 and .56, respectively). Degree of implementation
had a somewhat higher correlation of .78. (Refer to table 24).
Hence, Ho 13=Degree of perceived involvement, degree of perceived influence,
degree that shared decision-making took place, and degree of perceived implementation, do
'

not predict the rating on improved student attendance was rejected for the variable, the
extent that decisions for the improvement of student attendance were implemented
The regression tables for Ho14 are presented in the appendix.. Analysis items came
from questions 4TA, STA, 6, 15 TA, and 14TA of the School Planning Questionnaire.
The coefficient of determination of .67 served as an indicator that this regression equation
was a moderately good predictor of the perceived effectiveness in planning for the
improvement of teacher attendance. The results of the analysis indicated that of the
variables: involvement in the decisions for the improvement of teacher attendance, influence
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in the decisions for the improvement of teacher attendance, degree that shared d~ion

making took place at the school, or the extent that decisions were implemented in the area
of improving teacher attendance, only one variable significantly predicted the improved
teacher attendance rating. This variable was the extent that decisions were implemented in
the area of improving teacher attendance (t=6.20, p<.000) The degree of implementation
accounted for .52 of the prediction. The correlation matrix indicated that moderately high
correlations existed between teacher attendance effectiveness rating and degree of
involvement, degree of influence, and degree of implementation (.71, .67, and .76,
respectively). (Refer to table 25).
Hence, H0 14=Degree of perceived involvement, degree of perceived influence,
degree that shared decision-making took place, and degree of perceived implementation, do
not predict the rating on improved teacher attendance was rejected for the variable, the
extent that decisions for the improvement of teacher attendance were implemented.
In summary, the degree to which decisions were implemented served as the best
predictor of how effective respondents felt their decisions had been in improving the
targeted areas. The degree of training in a particular area for planning was not an adequate
predictor of the degree of the perceived effectiveness of planning for improvement in the
core areas of reading and mathematics. The degree of perceived influence was also a
predictor of the perceived effectiveness of planning for the improvement in the core areas of
reading and mathematics. It was not a good predictor for the areas of student attendance
and teacher attendance. The degree of perceived involvement and influence on the
individual level were more strongly correlated with the perceived effectiveness of planning
in the improvement of the targeted areas than the overall degree of shared decision-making
at the school.
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Part two of this study explored the application of the Hersey-Blanchard model to
school planning.

PART 2: APPLICATION OF THE HERSEY-BLANCHARD
SITUATIONAL LEADERSHIP THEORY TO
LOCAL SCHOOL PLANNING

Two of the Hersey-Blanchard instruments were utilized in this process: The
Decision-Makin~

and Problem Solving Inventory and the Readiness Style Match. Theory

would predict that schools which applied the model would perceive the decisions to be
more effective.

APPLICATION OF THE PROBLEM-SOLVING AND
DECISION-MAKING STYLE INVENTORY

1. The responses of the principal and the participants in planning were compared on

two instruments: Problem-solving and Decision-making Style Inventory (Perce.ption of
l

~and

Problem-solving and Decision-making Style Inventory <Pewmtion 0 f Other).

Questions emanating from this portion of the study include: What is the principal's primary
leadership style with the planning team? What is the principal's secondary leadership style
with the planning team? What is the relative emphasis in decisions (leader-made,
collaborative. or follower-made decisions)? Does the perception of emphasis vary by
position, of the participants? The School Planning Questionnaire was utilized to determine
a training rating for the participants. The question of application of the theory was analyzed
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in terms of the differences between the group training ratings and the leadership style
utilized by the principal.
Descriptive data on these questions were tabulated
Null hypotheses for the issues are:
Ho15=There is no difference in the training rating and the leadership style.
Hot6=There is no difference in the leadership style-match and perceived
effectiveness of planning in the area of reading.
Ho11=There is no difference in the leadership style-match and perceived
effectiveness of planning in the area of mathematics.
The Hersey and Natemeyer instruments the Problem-Solving and Decision-making
Style Inventory Perception of Self and the Problem-Solving and Decision-making Style
Inventory Perce.ption of Other were completed by the school principal and the members of
the planning team, respectively. These are parallel instruments that require the respondents
to assign three points to twelve pairs of statements that reflect the way the principal
(manager) approaches problems and makes decisions. The most points are assigned to the
statements in the pairs that are most characteristic of the principal's problem-solving or
decision-making styles. Each of the statements reflects one type of style (telling, selling,
I

participating, and delegating). Highest scores represent the principal's primary style and
the next highest scores represents the secondary style of problem-solving and decisionmaking. Forms were completed by the team as well as by the principal to determine the
consistency in the perceptions of the principal's problem and decision-making style.
Scores for each of the participants in the study were compiled and analyzed on an
overall basis as well as by school. Table 26 below summarizes the overall means for this
instrument.
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Table 26. Results of the Problem-Solving and Decision-Making
Invent01:y:Means and Standard Deviations

£IYLE

MEAN

STANDARD DEYIATION

Telling
(Authoritative)

7.489

3.686

Selling
(Consultative)

10.298

1.664

Participative
(Facilitative)

11.585

2.260

Delegating
(Delegative)

6.691

3.315

Examination of these data reveals that the average participant viewed the primary
style of the principals as participating (facilitative). The principals' secondary style was
viewed as selling (consultative).
Addition of the style scores yields the relative emphases of the decisions: (telling+
selling= leader-made decisions), (selling+ participating= collaborative decisions), and
(participating+ delegating= follower-made decisions). Table 23 presents the means and
standard deviations for the relative emphasis of decisions.

Table 27. Results of the Problem-Solvini and Decision-Making
Inventory Relative Emphasis of Decisions: Means and Standard Deviations

STYLE

MEAN

STANDARD DEYIATION

Leader-Made
Decisions

17.830

3.826

Collaborative
Decisions

21.713

2.906

Follower-Made
Decisions

18.287

3.627
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Examination of these data reveals that the primary emphasis of the decisions, overall
was viewed as being collaborative decisions. Follower-made and leader-made decisions
were next in descending order. This would tend to indicate that shared decision-making
was the primary strategy employed by these schools in school planning.
A secondary analysis studied the results of this instrument by school. The mean
percent of agreement in primary style was .62 with a standard deviation of .31. Hence,
somewhat over half of the respondents agreed with their principal's views of the
administrator's primary style of decision-making.
A subsequent analysis examined the predominant problem-solving styles by the
position composition of the planning teams. Chi-square analysis was utilized to determine
the significance of the differences. Differences were found to be not significant. The
trends from this examination, however, revealed that the majority of the teams (73.3%)
primarily used the collaborative approach. A total of 13.3% of the teams primarily used the
follower-made decision approach and 13.3% primarily used the leader-made decision
approach. The follower-made decisions were made by teams composed primarily of
teachers. The collaborative made decisions were made by teams with a large teacher
membership as well as by more balanced teams with over 10% representation from

,

teachers, parents, and administrators. Leader-made decisions were predominantly made by
teams composed mainly of administrators and teachers, or by teams composed mainly of
parents and teachers.
Chi-square analysis was used to determine if significant differences existed in the
decision styles used by the planning teams and the perceived effectiveness of planning for
the improvement of reading, mathematics, student attendance, and teacher attendance.
Significant differences were determined only for the effectiveness rating of
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mathematics, (Chi-square=l0.519, p<.03). Examination of the data revealed that those
schools that used the collaborative decision style had a majority of the ratings in the level
three ("highly effective" range). Those schools that used the follower-made decision style
had the majority of the ratings in the level 2, "somewhat effective" range and schools that
primarily used leader-made decisions had half of the effectiveness ratings in the "somewhat
effective" range and half of the ratings in the "very highly effective" range.
Questions 12 and 13 of the School Plannin~ Questionnaire were used to determine
training ratings in the areas of mathematics and reading. Since the scale ranged from not at

all (0) to "very extensively" (4), it was possible to convert the data to a four-point range.
The Hersey and Natemeyer instrument stresses the importance of matching the problem
solving style to the ability and willingness of the team members. Composite team training
scores for the areas of reading and mathematics were determined using the mean team data
for each school. Chi-square analysis was then utilized to determine if there were significant
differences between the primary decision-making style of the principal and the composite
training levels of the teams for mathematics and reading. Differences were found to be not
significant. Hence, Ho15=There is no difference in the training rating and the leadership
style could not be rejected.
'

In the area of mathematics training, trends indicated that the primary styles for level 3
of training in mathematics were follower-decisions and leader-made decisions. The
primary style for level 2 of training was collaborative decision-making. The primary style
for level one of training in mathematics was collaborative decision-making.
Examination of reading training revealed that the primary decisions from level 4 of
training were follower-made decisions. The primary decisions for level three of training
were collaborative decisions, and the primary decisions for level two of training were
collaboratively made decisions.
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Perusal of these data reveals that more principals were using the Hersey and
Natemayer model in the matching of decision-styles to readiness in the area of planning for
the improvement of reading achievement then for mathematics achievement planning.
Using the training rating scale from the school planning questionnaire and the data
compiled from the Hersey and Natemeyer instruments, the match of the principal's
decision-making style to the teams training in reading and mathematics was determined for
each of the schools. The percent of match was rated as 0, 50% or 100% for the areas.
Chi-square analysis was utilized to determine significance. Differences were found to be
not significant for lx>th the areas of reading and mathematics.
In the area of mathematics, trends indicated that those schools with a 100% match
level had a plurality of the respondents (40%) respectively divided between effectiveness
levels 2 and 3. The majority of the schools with a 50% match level had an effectiveness
rating of (2), "somewhat effective." Those schools with a training-style match rating of
0% had a plurality of the schools (42.9%) with a rating of 3, "highly effective."
In the area of reading, trends indicated that those schools that had a 100% match level
also had a majority of the respondents (60%) at effectiveness level 3. The majority of the
schools with a 50% match level (83.3%) had an effectiveness rating of (3), "somewhat
effective." Those schools with a training-style match rating of 0% had half of the schools
with a rating of 3, "highly effective" and half with a rating of 2, "somewhat effective."
A secondary analysis viewed match as a "yes" and "no" issue and separated it for the
areas of reading and mathematics. When this chi-square analysis was performed, the
differences between those teams that matched training and style was found to be significant
for the area of reading (chi-square =.536, p<-.000). The majority of the schools whose

teams rated effectiveness in planning for reading achievement improvement as level 3,
highly effective also matched decision-style to training level in reading.
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Hence, H016=There is no difference in the leadership style match and perceived
effectiveness of planning in the area of reading was rejected. Ho 17, there is no difference

in the leadership style match and perceived effectiveness of planning in the area of
mathematics was not rejected.

APPLICATION OF THE READINESS STYLE-MATCH INVENTORY

The second question of this part of the study examined the Hersey and Blanchard
Readiness Style-Match instruments. The following questions served as the foci for
analysis.
2. The emphasis of the Hersey-Blanchard Leadership model is on the leader utilizing
styles that match the staff member's readiness level (determined by maturity and motivation
ratings). In this portion of the study, the principal indicated participants who were key
figures in the planning process. The principal rated these participants on their maturity and
motivation to work on objectives from the school planning process. Readiness levels were
matched against the leadership styles utilized. Planning participants also rated these
aspects. Questions from this portion of the study are as follows: Does the principal appear,
to

be matching readiness of the participants to leadership style? Is there consensus betWeen

the participants and the principals in planning? Is decision-making perceived to be more
effective in the schools where there is a readiness-style match (where the theory is
appropriately applied)?
Descriptive data on these questions was tabulated.
Null hypotheses for the issues are:
HQ1 g=There is no difference in the readiness rating of the individuals and the
leadership style employed.
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Ho19=There is no difference in the leadership style- readiness match for the reading
objective and the rating on improved reading.
H0 2o=There is no difference in the leadership style-readiness match for the
mathematics objective and the rating on improved mathematics.
Ho21 =There is no difference in the leadership style-readiness match for the student
attendance objective and the rating on improved student attendance.
H0 22=There is no difference in the leadership style-readiness match for the teacher
attendance objective and the rating on improved teacher attendance.
A total of 68 questionnaires were completed by principals and team members
identified as key decision-makers in the planning areas of reading, mathematics, student
attendance, and teacher attendance. Persons completing the forms indicated the primary
and secondary styles utilized by the principal with them in terms of their work on the
individual areas: reading, mathematics, student attendance, and teacher attendance. The
ability levels and willingness levels of the rated persons were evaluated on the 4-point scale
provided by the Hersey, Blanchard, and Keilty instrument for each of the areas. The match
between leadership style and readiness were subsequently identified for each individual in
each area on the provided grid. Discrepancies in the ratings between style and readiness .
were noted as well as the degree of agreement between the principal and the team member.
Data were then summarized by school.
The overall consensus between principals' and team members' ratings was a mean of
75.6% with a standard deviation of 22.37. This would indicate that team members and
principals were in fairly strong agreement about the assessments.
The overall percentage of match between principals' styles and team members'
readiness levels was 25.8% with a standard deviation of 33.9. This would indicate a low
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accuracy of the match between leadership style and team member readiness according to the
Hersey-Blanchard model.
Mean style, readiness, and discrepancy ratings by planning area are presented below
in table 28 below.
Table 28. Results of the Readiness Style-Match Inventoa: Means and Standard
Deviations
AREA

MEAN STYLE

SJ2

MEAN
READINESS

fill

DISCREPANCY
MEAN

.s.n

READING

3.0

.76

3.8

.36

-.83

.84

MATI-IEMATICS

3.0

.89

3.7

.41

-.73

.82

STIJDENT ATIENDANCE

3.0

.95

3.8

.50

-.75

1.1

TEACHER ATIENDANCE

2.4

92

3.8

.37

-1.438

.98

Examination of table 28 reveals that the typical principal in the sample used the
participating style when working with team members on the reading, mathematics, and
student attendance objectives. The selling style was used when working with team
members on the teacher attendance objectives. The typical team member, was "a great deal
able" and "usually" willing. This would indicate a level 4 of readiness. According to the
Hersey and Blanchard model, a delegative leadership style should be used with persons
exhibiting a type 4 readiness level. This trend would tend to indicate that, in general,
principals were using a more supervisory style than was necessary for persons of these
readiness levels. Largest discrepancies occurred in the area of teacher attendance.
Chi-square analysis was used to determine if there was a significant difference
between the type of leadership style used and the readiness level of the team members.
Chi-square values wel'e only significant in the area of planning for the improvement of
mathematics achievement (chi-square=l2.571, p<.05). Examination of the distribution
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revealed that principals tended to use a leadership style of telling and selling when .
supervising team members with a readiness level of 3.5. The principals used a delegative
leadership style when working with a readiness level of 4. Participative styles were used
when team members exhibited readiness levels of 3 or 4. Speannan correlation tests
yielded a moderate correlation between style of supervision and readiness level for the area
of mathematics planning (rho=.62, p<.04).
Hence, Hots=There is no difference in the readiness rating of the individuals and the
leadership style employed, was rejected for the area of mathematics planning.
The final analysis explored whether or not planning was perceived to be more
effective when the Hersey-Blanchard model was employed, ie. when there was a
leadership style-readiness match. Chi-square analyses were performed for each of the
planning areas using the ratings from item 14 of the School Plannin1 Ouestionnaire
summarized by school and the degree of match discrepancy calculated by school (0
discrepancy would mean that there was a match). None of the chi-square values were
found to be significant. Hence, Ho1~There is no difference in the leadership style-match
for the reading objective and the rating on improved reading; Ho2o=There is no difference
in the leadership style-match for the mathematics objective and the rating on improved
mathematics; Ho21 =There is no difference in the leadership style-match for the student
attendance objective and the rating on improved student attendance; and H0 22=There is no
difference in the leadership style-match for the teacher attendance objective and the rating
on improved teacher attendance were not rejected.
When match was recoded from the degree of discrepancy to a yes/no item, one area
of significance was determined, planning for the improvement of student attendance. The
chi-square value was 6.240, p<.04. Examination of the contingency table revealed that
half of the schools where a match occurred had rated effectiveness as 2, "somewhat" and
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half had rated the effectiveness as 4, "very high." Those schools where the model was not
employed, rated effectiveness as 3, "highly effective" and 2, "somewhat effective." It is
important to note, however, that only two of the schools had used a readiness-leadership
match in the planning for this area. This finding enabled the rejection of Ho21
(Ho2l=There is no difference in the leadership style-match for the student attendance
objective and the rating on improved student attendance).
Since the Readiness-Match instrument is usually utilized as an individual measure,
null hypotheses Ho 19 through 22 were also tested using the individual scores and
effectiveness ratings for the areas of reading, mathematics, student attendance, and teacher
attendance. When chi-square analysis was performed on these data, none of the analyses
were found to be significant. Hence on an individual level, Ho19=There is no difference in
the leadership-style match for the reading objective and the rating on improved reading;
Ho2o=There is no difference in the leadership style-match for the mathematics objective
and the rating on improved mathematics; Ho21 =There is no difference in the leadership
style-match for the student attendance objective and the rating on improved student
attendance; and Ho22=There is no difference in the leadership style-match for the teacher
attendance objective and the rating on improved teacher attendance were not rejected.

SUM:MARY

Results present an in depth look at the process of shared decision-making in this
select sample of urban elementary schools. This section also examined the application of
the Hersey-Blanchard model to the process of local school planning in these schools.
Chapter V will discuss the findings presented in this section and attempt to tie them to
theory and the findings of other researchers.

CHAPTERV
DISCUSSION
INfRODUCTION

In this ponion of the paper, the findings from the results will be discussed. Results
have little significance unless meaning can be extracted, and as a result of new
understanding, hypothesized applications made. This section will be structured into two
parts, the description of shared decision-making in selected urban elementary schools, and
the application of the Hersey-Blanchard model to school planning and shared decisionmaking. Discussion will be followed by a listing of the major findings.

DESCRIPTION OF SHARED DECISION-MAKING IN SELECTED URBAN
ELEMENTARY SCHOOLS

The School Planning Questionnaire combined with structured interviews provided
insights into the process, dynamics, and perceived outcomes of shared decision-making in
these selected urban elementary schools. This section will summarize the findings for each
of these three areas of analysis and attempt to explicate them.
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DESCRIPTION OF THE SHARED DECISION-MAKING PROCESS
CHARACTERISTICS OF THE PLANNING TEAMS

Questions emanating from this portion of the study include:
1. What is the nature of shared decision-making in these selected urban elementary

schools?
a) Who participates in the decision-making process at these sites? Characteristics
explored include: position, age, sex, educational experience,
experience in areas specific to the decisional area, and experience in the
process of shared decision-making and planning.
Examination of the data indicated that the majority of the respondents were teachers.
Participants were experienced in school planning with a majority holding membership on
the local school council (LSC). The respondents to this survey had "a little" training in
shared decision-making, and a majority were familiar with the terminology. Those
completing the questionnaire also reported being "somewhat" trained in the areas of
mathematics and reading.
The typical school planning team had a membership of 7 persons. Membership on
the team typically included the principal, the assistant principal, 4 teachers, and a parent.
As seen from the overall data, career service personnel and community representatives were
also included in some team configurations. Four predominant team configurations
emerged. These were as follows: the "Parent Group"- was defined as a team, where
membership of the team consisted of at least 50% parents; the "Teacher Group"-was
defined as a team, where membership of the team consisted of at least 50% teachers; the
"Administrator-Teacher Group" was defined as a team where 50% of the membership was
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constituted by teachers and administrators; and the "Administrator-Teacher-ParenfGroup"where membership consisted of 50% teachers with the remaining 50% divided between
parents and administrators.
Significant differences between the positions, as determined by chi-square analysis,
existed for the variables of age, sex, local school council (LSC) membership, education,
years of experience at the school (school staff only), and whether or not team members
were planning in areas where they had experience.
Assistant principals were the oldest, followed by principals and teachers. Career
service, community representatives, and parents tended to be younger.
The majority of the principals were male, while the majority of the remaining team
members were female.
Principals tended to have hours past a Master's degree; the majority of teachers and
assistant principals had Master's degrees, the plurality of the parents had high school
diplomas, and the plurality of community representatives and career service personnel had
Bachelor's degrees.
The respondents also differed significantly by their years of experience at the school.
(This item applied to school personnel only). Principals typically indicated experience' in
their job of 5-8 years; assistant principals reported 21-24 years; teachers marked 25-28
years of experience; and career service personnel reported 1-4 years of experience.
Teachers and career service personnel were not members; and the majority of the parents
and community representatives were members of the LSC.
Matching of the planners to their area of expertise existed for the teacher, assistant
principal, and principal respondents, but did not exist for the majority of the parent, career
service personnel, and community representative respondents.
Administrators and teachers were much more familiar with the terms, "shared
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decision-making" and "participative management" than were parents (administrators:
100%, teachers: 95.7%, and parents: 68.8%).
For the area of mathematics, administrators and teachers fell in the "somewhat" range
of training, while parents fell in the "not at all" range. In the area of reading, administrators
fell in the "a great deal of training" range, while teachers responses were in the "somewhat"
range and parents fell in the "not at all" range.
The demographic data on the sample appeared to be consistent with what would be
expected and traditional views of educational structure. The membership qualifications for
the LSC dictate that the principal must be a member and that the weight of the other
membership is with the parents. Since more courses are required for certification in
administration, it is not unusual that principals would have the highest mean education
levels. Since teachers and school administrators had been trained in education, it was not
surprising that they would be more consistently matched in terms of expertise to planning
area. Furthermore, it was also not unusual that they would have greater familiarity with
shared decision-making, since teachers had been involved in the recent past in school
planning efforts. The breakdown by sex is consistent with the demographics of the
Chicago public school system. The fact that principals had an average of 4.5 years of '
experience, was somewhat unusual, but explainable by the fact that with the advent of
Reform and the mandatory review process, a number of older, more experienced principals
had left the school system.

EXAMINATION OF PARTICIPATION IN
SHARED DECISION-MAKING

The second research question examined the planning process. Items on the
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questionnaire focused on planning areas, stages of decision-making and forms of
participation. This section examined the following questions and hypotheses.
b) What role do these individuals play in the decisional process? What role do these
individuals wish to play?
The null hypotheses for this segment of the study were:
Hol =There is no difference between the amount persons want to participate and the
amount that they do participate.
Ho2=There is no difference in the amount they participate based on position.
Ho3=There is no difference in the amount they participate based on training rating
(reading and mathematics objectives only).
Ho4=There is no difference in the amount they wish to participate based on position.
Hos=There is no difference in the amount they wish to participate based on training
rating (reading and mathematics objectives only).
Null hypothesis one was rejected for the areas of: teacher attendance, school budget,
textbook selection, student discipline, allocation of staff, determining instructional
methods, determining the format of reports, staff development, detennining staff roles and,
•
responsibilities, school climate, school beautification, and teacher schedules. Chi-square
analysis determined that there were differences in the amount that persons wanted to
participate and the amount that they did participate in these areas.
Examination of this list revealed that many of the areas noted as having significant
differences between the amount that persons participated and the amount that they wanted
to participate included areas of planning where decisions were traditionally made by

administrators (allocation of staff, school budget, determining format of school reports,
determining staff roles and responsibilities, teacher schedules, teacher attendance, staff
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development, school climate and school beautification and maintenance}. Areas

·

traditionally a focus for teachers included: determining instructional methods, textbook
selection, staff development, school beautification and maintenance, and school climate.
Overall, it was determined that the respondents desired more participation as a part of a
group in all of the areas cited as significantly different. The exception was the area of
school budget, where a great deal of shared decision-making took place. Sightly over half
still wished to participate in this manner, but this value was lower than the percent that were
participating in this fashion. It was noted, however, that more people wanted to
recommend and gather or provide information than currently were participating by these
means for the area of school budget
Ho2 and Ho4 determined if these discrepancies existed by position. Ho2=There is
no difference in the amount they participate based on position, was rejected for the areas of:
student attendance, teacher attendance, textbook and instructional materials selection,
student discipline issues, allocation of teachers and other school staff, determining the
instructional objectives for the students at the site, planning for school beautification,
establishing teaching schedules and evaluating school personnel.
A greater percentage of administrators made decisions alone than any other group
(means were: 10.3%-administrators, 1.4%-teachers and 0%-parents}. The greatest
percentage of administrators made decisions alone in the areas of evaluating school
personnel and the allocation of teachers and other staff. The largest percentage of teachers
made decisions alone in the area of determining the instructional methods to be used with
students.
Making the decision as a part of the group occurred for the greatest number of parents
in the areas of school budget, planning for school beautification and maintenance, and
determination of staff development programs. It occurred most frequently for teachers in
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the areas of improving student attendance, improving teacher attendance, planning for the
improvement of school climate and textbook and materials selection. Administrators made
decisions as a part of a group in all areas with the exception of the evaluation of school
personnel, where they made decisions alone.
The least amount of parent participation in decision-making occurred in establishing
teaching schedules, improving teacher attendance, and evaluating school personnel.
Teachers participated the least, overall, in the areas of evaluation of school personnel and
the allocation of teachers or other school staff.
Ho4=There is no difference in the amount they wish to participate based on position,
was rejected for the areas of: textbook and/or instructional materials selection, student
discipline issues, allocation of teachers and other school staff, determining instructional
methods to be used with students, determining the format for school reports on student
progress, determining staff development programs, and planning for school beautification
or maintenance.
Administrators and teachers wanted to make more decisions alone than did parents
(means were 2.4%-administrators and teachers compared with .3% for parents). The
highest percentage of administrators wanted to make decisions alone in the areas of:
evaluating school personnel and allocation of teachers and other school staff. The highest
percentage of teachers wanted to make decisions alone in the areas of determining the
instructional methods to be used with students and determining the instructional objectives
for students at the site. A total of 5.3% of the parents wished to make decisions alone in
the area of determining the instructional methods to use with the students.
The greatest percentage of parents wanted to participate as a group in the areas of
planning for the improvement of student attendance, planning for the improvement of
mathematics achievement, student discipline issues, planning for the improvement of
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school climate and determining the instructional objectives for students. The greatest
percentage of teachers wanted to participate as a group in the areas of: planning for school
beautification or maintenance and planning for the improvement of school climate.
Administrators desired the least group participation in the area of evaluation of school
personnel. Teachers wanted the least group participation in the areas of evaluation of
school personnel, allocation of teachers and other staff, and detennining the instructional
methods to be used with the students (35.9% wanted to make the decision as a part of the
group, but 25.6% wanted to make the decision alone). Parents wanted the least
participation in the areas of planning for the improvement of teacher attendance and
establishing teaching schedules.
The largest percentage of respondents, overall, who did not want to participate were
parents (means were: 18.5%-parents, 10.8%-teachers, and 8.4%-administrators). The
largest percentages of parents did not want to participate in the areas of: planning for the
improvement of teacher attendance, evaluation of school personnel, determining the format
of school reports on student progress and the allocation of teachers and other school staff.
The largest percentage of teachers did not want to participate in the areas of: evaluation of ,
school personnel and allocation of teachers or other school staff. The largest percentage of
administrators did not want to participate in the area of determining the instructional
methods to be used with the students.
Examination of these findings revealed that teachers and administrators felt that
certain areas should remain the exclusive domain of the administrator: evaluation of school
personnel and the allocation of teachers and other staff. Teachers and administrators also
appeared to be in agreement that detennining instructional methods to be used with students
should be the exclusive domain of the teacher. Parents wanted to be involved in all areas
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with the exception of areas perceived to be exclusively teacher centered issues: planning for
the improvement of teacher attendance and the allocation of teachers and other school staff.
They also seemed somewhat reluctant to participate in areas that were deemed to be the
exclusive domain of the administrators: teacher attendance, evaluation of school personnel,
determining the format of school reports on student progress and the allocation of teachers
and other school staff. While mixed feelings were expressed, it appeared that some parents
wanted greater input into the planning of instructional methods and objectives. These data
were corroborated by the interviews.
Theory and past research provide insight into these findings. Ho (1982) identified
three decision-making zones in public elementary schools: the managerial zone, the
technical zone and the professional zone. These can further be translated into the principal
zone, the teacher zone and the conflict zone.
Hanson and Brown identified managerial and instructional zones. In this model,
administrators made decisions in the areas of budgeting, student restriction, classified
employment, etc. Teachers made decisions regarding teacher-learning environment,
student evaluation, textbook selection, instructional activities, curriculum content, etc. The
Hanson and Brown theory posits that when conflicts arise between the zones, teachen; and
administrators must integrate and share decisions to resolve the problem. Examination of
these data reveals that the managerial and instructional zones are very much in tact, as
evidenced in this sample of urban elementary schools. As parents enter the decisionmaking process and desire greater decisional power, it is clear that conflicts could arise.
These authors would advocate shared decision-making to bridge the conflict.
Tannenbaum and Schmidt (1957) in their Theory of the Zone of Indifference
postulate that when the context of the decision-making is of little or no concern to the
teacher (when it is in the zone of indifference), a more task oriented approach from the
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leader is appropriate. As the focus of decision-making approximates those areas that most
directly impact on the teacher, the zone of indifference is likely to decrease. This theory
has relevance to the findings of the study. It would appear that teachers and parents are in
agreement that evaluation of school personnel, the allocation of staff, and teacher schedules
should be determined by the administrator. Teachers want to participate in the areas of text
selection, student discipline, determining instructional methods, planning for reading
achievement, planning for improved student attendance, planning for school beautification,
1

planning for the improvement of school climate, planning for staff development, and
determining the instructional objectives for the students at the site. These are areas that they
have received training in for the most part and are of direct interest to them. On the other
hand, parents had the least desire overall, to participate in the decisions. They particularly
did not wish to participate in decisions about teacher attendance, evaluation of school
personnel, determining teaching schedules, planning for school beautification or
maintenance, staff development, determining the format for school reports on student
process, determining the allocation of staff and selection of materials. They wanted to
participate the most in the area of determining the instructional methods to be used with the
students. This would appear to be an area where motivation would exist for shared
decision-making. Administrators wanted to participate in nearly all areas. The one area
cited by nearly one-third of the administrators for non-participation was determining the
instructional methods to be used with the students. It appeared that they perceived this to
be the teacher's domain. Tannenbaum and Schmidt would advocate participation by these
persons in the areas of interest.
Nearly one-third of the administrators cited the area of determining the instructional
methods to be used with the students for non-participation. It appeared that they perceived
this to be the teacher's domain. This appeared contrary to current views of educational
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leadership emphasizing the administrator's role as the instructional leader at the school. It
is hypothesized that the technical demands on the principalship (paperwork, meeting
tlmelines, working with broader constituencies) may have limited the time that principals
have to devote to this area. They may, therefore, be abdicating this role to the teacher.
Vargas (1986) studied participative management among selected Los Angeles county
elementary school principals. Her study focused on the.determination of the elementary
school principals' familiarity with participative management, their actual use of participative
management, their willingness to use participative management and deterrents to its use.
She concluded that elementary school principals in Los Angeles county were familiar with
the concept of participative decision-making. They used and were willing to use team
decision-making in many decisional areas faced in the school, but reserved staff
assignments, hiring new personnel, and developing the annual budget as domains where
they alone decided or at a minimum were willing to consult with teachers before deciding.
The principal's actual use and willingness to use participative decision-making were closely
related.
Vargas' findings were similar to those of this study in several areas. A mean of
92.4% of the surveyed participants indicated that they were familiar with the terms "shared
decision-making" or "participative management" Principals were willing to use shared
decision-making in all areas, but less willing to use it in the areas of evaluation of school
personnel and establishing teaching schedules. In contrast to the Vargas study, budget was
targeted by administrators and parents as an area for shared decision-making. It was not
targeted by teachers.
Erdeljac (1984) cites Bartunek and Keys (1979) in noting that teachers want to
participate when their input contributes to positive decisions, but that when teachers have
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trust in the administration to formulate decisions in their favor, they want little participation
in the decision-making process. Hence, the finding that the participants in this study
wanted the administrators to make decisions regarding staff evaluation, staff allocation,
determination of teaching schedules, planning for the improvement of teacher attendance is
not unusual.
The finding that in general, teacher and parent respondents to this survey wanted
greater involvement in shared decision-making is also supported by previous research.
Robinson (1976) highlights four major findings from studies of teacher participation in
school decision-making: 1) Teachers' preferred level of involvement in school decisionmaking is greater than their actual level of involvement, in most cases. 2) Teachers' desires
for participation in decision-making vary from decisional area to decisional area. 3)
Increased teacher involvement in school decision-making produces positive consequences
both for the individual teacher (e.g. higher level of job satisfaction) and for the school
organization (e.g. increased innovativeness). 4) The desire for involvement in decisionmak:ing on the part of teachers is related to certain personal and positional characteristics of
teachers. 48
Sheely (1970) reported the following regarding teacher participation in shared

,

decision-making:

1) The amount of participation, as perceived by teachers, is not commensurate
with the amount of participation desired. In most cases there are but two or
three areas out of a total of eleven to twenty-five where actual and desired

48

Norman Robinson, "Patterns of Participatory Management in Sschools," Paper presented at the Annual
Conference of the Canadian Association .for the Study of Educational Administration (Quebec City, Quebec;
June 1976), p.8.
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participation are similar and in most cases the difference is ten percent or .
more.
2) When data from board members, administrators, and teachers regarding the
level of participation are compared, it is found that board members and
administrators consistently perceive a higher level of teacher participation
than do teachers themselves.
3) Teachers generally recommend that participation should be increased greatly.
4) Both administrators and teachers are in agreement that full teacher
participation exists to the greatest extent in these areas: grievances, teacher
welfare, application of curriculum, assembly programs, and textbook
selection.
5) Teachers indicate only a mild interests in participating in these areas:
transportation, census, cafeteria, attendance, supervision of instruction,
operation and maintenance of school buildings, and financial security,
purchasing and storage and delivery.49
Ho3 and Ho5 addressed the methods of participation and the desired methods for
participation in the areas of reading and mathematics planning based on training ratin~.
Ho3=There is no difference in the amount they participate based on training rating (reading
and mathematics objectives only) was rejected for the area of mathematics. Ho5=There is
no difference in the amount they wish to participate based on training rating (reading and
mathematics objectives only) was not rejected.
Findings from the School Plannin~ Questionnaire and the interviews indicated that
parents, community representatives, and career service personnel had little training in the
areas of reading and mathematics instruction. The parents, however, emphasized that
49

Richard L. Sheely, Ao anaJysis of Staff J>an:jcjpation in Policy Formulation. (Ed.D. dissertation,
Teachers College, Columbia University, 1970), pp. 53-54.
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fonnal training was not necessary to be an effective planner. The finding that there. was no
difference in the amount that people wanted to participate based on training was hence,
corroborated through inteiview. The amount of actual participation in planning for the
improvement of mathematics achievement did vary by the amount of mathematics training
indicated by the sUIVey participants. It was noted that those persons with "little" or "no"
training made the decision as a part of the group or did not participate in decision-making.
Those persons with "a great deal of training" or "extensive" training participated as a part of
the group, but also recommended decisions, suggested alternatives, and gathered
information. None of the people indicating that they had "extensive training" made the
decisions alone. It appeared that in the area of mathematics, training was considered by the
principal in the formation of the planning teams. This could have been related to the fact
that as a group, expertise in reading was more prevalent. Being more familiar with the
reading needs and how to remediate problems, the principal's team assignments might have
been less directly tied to expertise in the area of reading, sensing that there would be
enough expertise with his/her membership on the team.

PARTICIPATION CRITERIA

Questions relevant to participant determination were addressed in inteiviews with 45
individuals from each of the 15 schools. Those inteiviewed represented each position type:
administrator, teacher and parent. The focus of the research questions in this portion of the
study were:

c) Which criteria seem to most strongly influence the degree of
participation? How do perceptions differ on the criteria that should
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be used to determine participation? Is there a relationship between
differing perceptions and position?
The null hypothesis for this segment of the study was:
floo=There is no difference in selection criteria based on position.
The sixth null hypothesis was rejected for the criteria: lack of bias, good human
relations skills, responsibility, and knowledge of the school. Teachers cited lack of bias,
good human relations skills, and responsibility as important characteristics. None of the
administrators cited lack of bias or good human relations skills. Parents felt that
knowledge of the school was the most important quality. Other important qualities cited by
parents included, interest in the school, experience, commitment and willingness to
participate. Administrators focused on ability, training, expertise and willingness. It
appeared that principals were most concerned about ability. Parents were most interested in
commitment to the school, and teachers were most concerned about lack of bias,
responsibility and human relations skills. The findings for administrators are not
surprising, since as persons with training, it would seem likely that they would value this
trait The attributes that parents would most likely bring would be in the area of interest in ·
I

the school and human relations. While the qualities cited by teachers are all significant, it
was somewhat surprising that more teachers did not emphasize expertise.
The second interview question explored this aspect in greater depth. It queried
participants regarding considerations in matching decision-making to issues. These data
corroborated the findings from null hypotheses 1-5. Principals indicated that curriculum,
instruction, textbooks and materials, school policy matters, and discipline were areas for
teacher involvement in shared decision-making. Principals had more varied opinions
regarding the participation of parents. Nearly half of the principals indicated curriculum
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planning, discipline, school budget and finances as areas for parent involvement. :Nearly
20% indicated that parents should be involved in all matters that pertained to them.
Principals specified that parents should not be involved in personnel matters. Teachers
agreed with the principals views on the involvement of teachers in the decisions pertaining
to curriculum. The majority of the teachers indicated that curriculum, technical aspects of

teaching, academic areas and areas relevant to their subject should be decisional domains
for teachers. Teachers felt that parents should focus on the educational needs of their child.
In this capacity, 20% of the teachers indicated that parents should be concerned with
discipline and curriculum. Teachers indicated that parents should not be involved in staff
evaluations. Parents agreed that they should not be involved in teacher reviews, discipline
of individual students, or teacher selection. A plurality of the parents indicated that they
should be involved in all other areas.

THE DEGREE TO WHICH SHARED DECISION-MAKING TOOK PLACE:
PERCEIVED INVOLVEMENT AND INFLUENCE

The next area of the study focused on how people were involved in the planning'
process and the description of that process. The questions included:
d) To what degree does shared decision-making take place? Who
participates? How often do they participate? Who controls the
agenda? How much involvement is perceived? How much influence
do persons perceive they have in the decisions? In how many stages
of decision-making are persons involved?
Null hypotheses for the issues of degree of involvement and influence were:

Ho7=There is no difference in the degree of involvement based on position.
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flog=There is no difference in the degree of involvement based on training rating
(mathematics and reading objectives only).
H0 9=There is no difference in the degree of influence based on position.
Ho1o=There is no difference in the degree of influence based on training rating
(mathematics and reading only).
Question two from the School Planning Questionnaire indicated that the greatest
involvement by position was in the area of student attendance. Principals, however, were
most involved in planning for the improvement of teacher attendance. Principals "usually
to always" participated in all areas of planning. Teachers were the next most frequent
participants in school planning. Their participation means also fell in the "usually to
always" range. Parents participated less frequently than principals or teachers. Their
participation level fell in the "seldom to usually" range. Participation by parents was most
frequently noted in the area of student attendance, where means centered around the
"usually" range. Community representatives participated in the "seldom to usually range."
Participation occurred seldomly in the areas of teacher attendance and mathematics. Career
service personnel participated the least in the planning process. Their participation fell in
the "seldom" range. Chi-square analysis revealed some discrepancies on the perceived
amount of participation by career service personnel and teachers. The low representation of
career service personnel in the survey could account for differing views on their
participation level. Since parents were seldom participants in the planning for improvement
of teacher attendance, their perceptions regarding this area, might differ from those of
administrators and teachers. This would point to a need for better communication to the
constituents regarding planning team membership. It is also evident that while reform
advocates parent involvement in planning, this might not have taken place to the extent
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desired. It appeared that the parents were most involved in the area that did not require
specialized training, student attendance.
It was noted in items 14, 15, and 16 that the majority of the respondents had
participated in 15 of the 17 (88.2%) planning areas. The form of decision-making most
often selected as descriptive of their participative role was "make the decision as a part of
the group."
Items 6 and 7 of the School Planning Questionnaire requested that participants in the
study indicate their perception of the degree to which shared decision-making took place at
the school and the extent to which the plans were communicated across all levels of the
school. The mean rating was 3.2 on the five-point Lik.ert-type scale ranging from 0 to 4,
for the item regarding the degree to which shared decision-making took place at the school.
This would indicate that a "moderately high" degree of shared decision-making took place
as perceived by the respondents. Participants in the study indicated that the plans were
communicated across all levels of the school to a "moderately high" degree as well (mean
3.2).
The plurality of the respondents (43.6%) indicated that the agenda for planning was
usually set by the planning team consisting of (principal, teachers, career service, parents,
and community representatives). Analysis of when planning took place and how
frequently it took place revealed that the planning meetings occurred on a regular on-going
basis throughout the year, but that by the end of the year, under half of the respondents
were still planning. The majority of the survey respondents indicated that they met weekly
or monthly. The results of this analysis provide support that shared decision-making was
taking place in planning and that planning was viewed as a cyclical activity (not a one-shot
event).
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Items four and five of the School Plannin~ Questionnaire asked respondents to rate
the degree of their involvement and perceived influence in school planning on a five-point
Likert-type scale with 0 equated to "no involvement/influence" and 4 equivalent to "high
involvementfmfluence." Examination of the data revealed that overall, involvement was
closely related to perceived influence. The degree of involvement was slightly higher than
the degree of influence. The degree of involvement was highest for the areas of student
attendance and reading and lowest for the area of teacher attendance. The degree of
influence was highest for reading, and least for the area of teacher attendance. Given the
previous findings, that teacher attendance planning was usually more administratively
oriented, this finding is not surprising.
Analysis of the degree of involvement and influence by position resulted in the
rejection of null hypotheses 7 and 9. Ho7, there is no difference in degree of involvement
based on position was rejected for the planning areas of reading, student attendance, and
teacher attendance. Ho9, there is no difference in the degree of influence based on position
was rejected for the areas of student attendance and teacher attendance.
Examination of the differences by position, revealed that a large percentage of
administrators, 73.9%, indicated that they had a high degree of involvement in the
decisions about reading. One-third of the teachers were involved in this area to a high
degree, and 15.4% of the parents had a high degree of involvement.
In the area of student attendance, the majority of the administrators, 75%, had a high
level of involvement in the decisions, while one-third of the parents had a high level of
involvement and one-quarter of the teachers had a high degree of involvement.
In the area of teacher attendance, 61 % of the administrators had a high degree of

involvement, compared to 22% of the teachers and 17% of the parents.
In terms of influence, over half of the administrators indicated a high degree of
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influence in the area of student attendance. One-quarter of the parents and one-fifth of the
teachers perceived that their degree of influence was high.
In the area of teacher attendance, over half of the administrators indicated a high
degree of influence, while 18% of the parents and 16% of the teachers indicated a high
degree of influence.
Perceived differences in involvement and influence were understandable for the area
of teacher attendance, since previous data had indicated that this area of planning was
perceived to be an administrative domain. The findings of this portion of the analysis
provided support that the primary responsibility for planning was still in the hands of the
administrator. It was also not surprising that the parents had slightly more influence in the
area of student attendance, then did teachers, since they exert a great deal of control in this
area. The administrators concern for expertise in the configuration of planning teams
would provide support to the finding that teachers had a greater degree of involvement in
planning for core subject areas such as reading than did parents. While this trend existed in
the area of mathematics, the differences were not significant.
It appeared from these data that the degree of involvement in decisions and the degree
of influence in decisions were related. Spearman correlations testing the degree of
correlation between the degree of influence and the degree of involvement for the planning
areas of reading, mathematics, student attendance, and teacher attendance confinned this
hypothesis. The values of over .80 with p<.000 represented a strong positive correlation.
In examining the degree of involvement and influence based on training rating for the
areas of reading and mathematics, Ho8, there is no difference in the degree of involvement
based on training rating (mathematics and reading objectives only), and HolO, there is no
difference in the degree of influence based on training rating (mathematics and reading
objectives only) were rejected for all areas considered.
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In general, the findings indicated that those persons with higher training levels in

reading had greater involvement and more perceived influence in the decisions for
improvement of reading achievement. In general, those persons with the highest levels of
training in mathematics had the most involvement in planning for the improvement of the
mathematics objective. While the degree of perceived influence in planning for the
improvement of mathematics by training level was less clear, it was concluded that those
persons perceived as having the least amount of influence also had the least amount of
training. These data provide support that planning teams for the core areas were
established with expertise being a prime consideration.
In the Stuckwisch (1986) study, the relationship between participatory decisionmaking and teacher perceptions of influence were examined. Teacher participation in
decision-making occwred most frequently in the instructional authority domain and least in
the managerial area. Teacher participation was found to be positively correlated to the level
of influence. This examination of involvement and influence concurs with these findings.
The phases of involvement in decision-making compared to the phases of first
involvement in decision-making were also explored in this study. Stuckwisch's five stages·
of decision-making served as the guide to analysis: 1. Originating the issue, 2.
Establishing guidelines for the resolution of the issue, 3. Gathering information, 4.
Determining possible solutions, and 5. Choosing the solution. Analysis of the data
revealed that the plurality of the respondents were involved in the fourth stage of decisionmaking, determining possible solutions (over 50%, with the exception of teacher
attendance, 43.4% ). Over 40% were also involved at the third stage, gathering information
for the planning areas of reading, mathematics and student attendance. In the area of
teacher attendance, the plurality indicated involvement at stages 4, determining possible
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solutions and 5, choosing the solution.
Comparing these findings to the stages of first involvement, it was noted that the
plurality first became involved at stages 3 and 4. Over 40% indicated that they first became
involved in the gathering information phase for the areas of reading, mathematics, and
student attendance. About one-third indicated gathering of information as the stage of first
involvement for the area of teacher attendance.
Differences between the area of teacher attendance and other planning areas cited is
not surprising, considering that the principal was the person most involved with the
planning of the teacher attendance improvement plan. Once again, the greatest degree of
involvement was in the areas of reading and student attendance, with the least involvement
in the area of planning for the improvement of teacher attendance. Chi-square analysis
revealed greater involvement by administrators at earlier stages for the area of planning for
the improvement of teacher attendance. A total of 45.8% of the administrators were first
involved with this issue at stage 2, establishing guidelines for the resolution of the problem
compared to 22.9% of the teachers and 6.7% of the parents. Since the administrator
receives the planning mandates first, this is not surprising.

WHAT ARE THE DYNAMICS OF THE PROCESS OF
SHARED DECISION-MAKING?

2) How do participants react when the decision reached is contrary to their
view? How does this vary by position? What influences participants the
most in reaching a decision?
These data were determined by interviews. The plurality of the principals indicated
that if a shared decision was reached contrary to their view, they would go along with the
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consensus, unless it was illegal or dangerous. A total of 26.7%, indicated that they would
overrule the decision or not implement it. Teachers indicated that they would cooperate or
modify their views. A total of 60% of the parents indicated that they would go along with
·whatever was decided by the group.
In exploring what influenced them the most in reaching a decision: the number of
people supporting the idea, the level of expertise of the persons supporting the idea, or the
idea itself, as they saw it, the plurality of the principals indicated that it was the idea itself,
as they saw it. Teachers used more approach combinations. They appeared to focus on the
expertise of those supporting the idea and the idea itself, as they saw it. Parents used a
similar configuration. It was noted however, that 6.7% of the administrators felt that the
number of persons supporting the idea was an important factor, compared to 13.3% of the
teachers, and 26.7% of the parents. The administrators were more likely to chose single
factors. One could conclude from this that parents were more likely to be swayed by public
opinion and that administrators tended to depend more on their own convictions. Since
administrators have traditionally controlled the power in planning and are held responsible
for the plans, it is not surprising that they would be less likely to be swayed by the
opinions of the group.
Questions and findings regarding the perceived outcomes of shared decision-making
follow.

WHAT ARE THE PERCEIVED OUTCOMES OF
SHARED DECISION-MAKING?

3) What are the perceived effects of shared decision-making in the
areas of: improvement of the school, improvement of the school's
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objectives, benefits to participants, time constraints, communication,
staff motivation, staff morale, and unexpected outcomes? Do the
factors of training rating, degree that shared decision-making took
place, degree of perceived involvement, degree of perceived
influence or degree of perceived implementation of the decision,
predict the perceived effectness of planning areas?
Null hypotheses for these issues were:
Hou=Training rating, degree that shared decision-making took place, degree of
perceived implementation, degree of perceived involvement, or degree of perceived
influence do not predict the rating on improved reading.
Ho12=Training rating, degree that shared decision-making took place, degree of
perceived implementation, degree of perceived involvement, or degree of perceived
influence do not predict the rating on improved mathematics.
Ho 13=Degree of perceived involvement, degree of perceived influence, degree of
perceived implementation, or degree that shared decision-making took place, do not predict
the rating on improved student attendance.
H0 14=Degree of perceived involvement, degree of perceived influence, degree of
perceived implementation, or degree that shared decision-making took place, do not predict
the rating on improved teacher attendance.
The School Planning Questionnaire supplemented by interviews provided the
answers to these questions.
Survey participants indicated that shared decision-making was helpful to them as
individuals to a "moderately high" degree. Respondents felt that decisions in the areas of
reading and student attendance had a "high" effect on them personally, while the decisions
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about mathematics and teacher attendance had "some" effect. This was not unusual since,
the greatest involvement in planning occurred in the areas of reading and student
attendance. It is also conceivable that parents would perceive that planning for the
improvement of teacher attendance would have less of an effect on them personally. This
was confirmed by the analysis of perceived effects on the individual by position. The
majority of the administrators and the plurality of the teachers indicated that the decisions
for the area of student attendance and teacher attendance had a "very high" effect on them
personally. In contrast, the plurality of the parents indicated that the decisions aoout
student attendance had "some" effect on them personally and the decisions about teacher
attendance had "some" or "no" effect
In a related item, surveyed participants reported that participation in the areas of
reading, mathematics, and student attendance had been of "some to high" importance,
while participation in the decisions aoout teacher attendance were of "little to some"
importance. Breakdown by position indicated that once again, the administrators and
teachers felt that planning in the areas of student attendance and teacher attendance were
"highly important," but that the plurality of the parents felt that planning for the
improvement of teacher attendance was of "no importance."
These findings would have implications for decisional domains. Since parents feel
that decision-making in the area of teacher attendance is of little importance, and they do not
desire participation, it would seem that there is less need for parent involvement in this

area.
Surveyed participants also rated the perceived effects of planning for the improvement
of the targeted areas of reading, mathematics, student attendance, and teacher attendance.
Results indicated that the participants felt that the decisions had a "high effect" on the
school, with more positive effects noted in the areas of reading and mathematics. Overall
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effectiveness was judged to be "high" for the areas of reading, mathematics, and student
attendance, and "somewhat" effective for the area of teacher attendance. They also reported
that the decisions had a "high effect" on improving the areas of reading, mathematics, and
student attendance, overall. The area of planning for the improvement of teacher attendance
was judged to be "somewhat effective." The respondents noted that the decisions had.been
carried out to a "high" degree and that they were highly satisfied with all decisions.
Follow-up ana1:}·ses confirmed that the perceived effectiveness of planning was
moderately correlated to the perceived degree of decision implementation. Neidt (1987)
focused on the factors connibuting to teacher satisfaction with shared decision-making at
the high school level. The correlation between the perceived effectiveness of the decisions
for the areas of planning for the improvement of reading achievement, planning for the
improvement of mathematics achievement, planning for the improvement of student
attendance, and planning for the improvement of teacher attendance with the degree of
perceived implementation from this study, are in agreement with Neidt's findings.
Open-ended questions queried survey participants regarding the benefits of
participation in shared decision-making as related to school planning. About 40% of the
administrators' responses indicated that shared decision-making resulted in increased
support and commitment for the decisions from parents and faculty. An additional 12.5%
focused on deriving a greater sense of self-worth from participation in the shared decisionmaking experience. Teachers focused on having a better understanding of the school and
its needs, but also commented on the improved cooperation and commitment from staff and
the diversity of ideas obtained from this process. Parents emphasized that they learned
more about the school and its needs.
A related item addressed unexpected outcomes from participation in shared decisionmaking as related to school planning. Administrators cited increased faculty morale,
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improved participation and cooperation from the faculty, and a greater appreciation of the
process. Teachers focused on achieving a better understanding of how colleagues and
parents viewed the school, improved group cohesiveness, the ability to use shared
decision-making in other areas besides planning, a better feeling about the school and
themselves, learning more about the goals and expectations of other grades, and hearing
other points of view. Parents noted that there was more motivation for success, a greater
appreciation of the school staff, their commitment and knowledge, and improved
communication.
These findings are in agreement with other researchers. Griffiths (1977), Sparkes
(1981 ), Snyder ( 1983) cite the improved quality of the decisions as a benefit of shared
decision-making. Improved climate and teacher morale are.among the benefits cited by:
Griffiths (1977) and Hoy and Miske! (1982). Other researchers also report a feeling of
ownership among the decision-making participants, and better acceptance of the decisions:
Sparkes (1981) and Hoy and Miskel (1982).
The School Planning Questionnaire and interviews explored perceptions regarding,
time, training, staff relations, motivation, morale, communication, effects on the principal,
effects on the teacher and effects on school goals when shared decision-making is
....

employed in school planning.
Respondents indicated on both the structured and open-ended items that occasionally
too much time is spent in the decision-making process. While responses did not differ
significantly by position, follow-up analysis of the open-ended items revealed that teachers
and administrators were more concerned with time issues than parents. A total of 42% of
the administrators indicated that more time should be allowed, 23% of the teachers felt that
there was not enough time, while 18% of the parents felt that more time was needed.
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Disadvantages of shared decision-making in the literature focus on increased time demands
and risk of disfavor among colleagues, Duke et. al. (1980) and Strauss (1964).
Training is another issue that is raised in the application of shared decision-making to
school planning. The School Planning Questionnaire revealed that the majority of the
respondents had received either no training or little training in the shared decision-making
process. Principals indicated that they had taken graduate courses, read professional
journals, attended workshops, and were enrolled in graduate coursework. Teachers
focused on similar training experiences. Parents reported experience as a manager,
management training, some college coursework, and PTA workshops. Responses on the
School Planning Questionnaire indicated that participants in the study felt that training
should occur frequently for shared decision-making. Nearly half of the administrators and
teachers indicated that this should"usually" or "always" happen, while the parents felt that it
should "occasionally" happen. Follow-up interview questions revealed that all of the
interviewed parents felt that training was necessary. Over 80% of the administrators and
teachers concurred. In describing the proposed training, administrators and teachers
appeared to be more concerned about the expertise of the trainer than were the parents.
Parents and teachers focused on using an internship as a method of training. Content
suggestions addressed understanding the school plan, its goals and objectives, committee
procedure, school organization and law, consensus building, guidelines for decisionmaking, leadership training, development of group process skills, financial analysis of the
budget, and roles and responsibilities.
Blumberg ( 1969) reports that participative decision-making can result in role
confusion and conflict for both principals and teachers. Problems may also arise if
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participants are not prepared for the new tasks required through training.50
Vargas' (1986) study of participative management among selected Los Angeles
county elementary school principals reported that the lack of staff training was the reason

cited most frequently as the deterrent to the utilization of this process.
Wallace, Radvak-Shovlin, Piscolish and LeMahieu (1990) in commenting on the
implementation of shared decision-making also focus on training. They advocate using the
Joyce and Showers \1987) research on staff development. They note that learners should
practice, receive feedback, and coaching to insure effective utilization of the process.
Tmproved staff relationships. morale and motivation have been cited in the research
literature as positive benefits accruing from the utilization of shared decision-ma.king. The
surveyed participants in this study agreed with the findings of Seashore and Abt Associates
(1981), Griffiths (1977), and Hoy and Miskel (1982). In responding to the School
Plannin~

Questionnaire, the survey participants reported that "When the shared decision-

making approach is used in school planning, staff morale 'frequently' occurs." They stated
that using the shared decision-making approach in school planning "frequently to always"
improved staff motivation towards goal accomplishment. Survey participants responded
that using the shared decision-making approach to school planning "rarely" produced poor
staff relationships. These data were supported by the interview findings. Robinson
(1976), Allutto and Belasco (1972), Sparkes (1981), and Hoy and Miskel (1982) also
indicated that the use of shared decision-making would result in higher job satisfaction.
In exploring the aspect of communication, the survey participants reported that plans
had been communicated across all levels of the school to a "moderately high" degree. They
also felt that using the shared decision-ma.king approach to school planning would
50Arthur Blumberg, "Developing Teacher Decision-Making Through Structural Interventions," Paper
presented at the annual meeting of the American Educational Research Association (Los Angeles, CA; Feb.,
1969), pp.3-8.
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frequently result in improved inter-school and intra-school communication. These findings

are also corroborated by Seashore and Abt Associates (1981) and Hoy and Miskel (1982).
Harrison's (1981) study of the impact of decision-making on administrator-subordinate
communication behavior indicated that high participation groups were characterized by
significantly higher levels of team building on the part of supervisors, subordinate trust of
the administrator, and subordinate satisfaction with the administrator. Other important
factors included the receipt of information from the supervisor and the subordinate's desire

for interaction with the administrator. 51
Participants in this study also reported that shared decision-making would improve
the chances of accomplishing school goals. Shared decision-making in school planning
had been viewed as being "highly effective" in the improvement of reading, mathematics,
and student attendance, and "somewhat effective" in the improvement of teacher
attendance.
Lipham (1982) concluded the following regarding shared decision-making in schools:
"Appropriate involvement of staff in decision-making is significantly and positively related
to the outcomes of staff satisfaction and teaching effectiveness. "52
Follow-up interview pursued the question of what factors were perceived to be most
important in the determination of the success of shared decision-making. Principals tended
to focus the most orf'group characteristics, emphasizing harmonious relations amongst the
team members and having gooo team members. Teachers noted more leadership qualities
(having a good facilitator) then did parents or administrators. Teachers also indicated the
importance of meeting time limits, staying on task, working towards the same goal, and

51 Tcrcsa M. Harrison, ThQ Imi;mct of Participative Decision Mak:ing on Suoervisory and SubordinatQ
Communication Behavior. (Doctoral dissertation, Bowling Green State University, 1981) pp.96-97.
52James M. Lipham, "Administrators and Supervisors," in Improving Educational Standards and
Productivjty,ed. by Herbert J. Walberg (Berkeley: McCutchan Publishing Corp., 1982) p.28.
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understanding the goals and objectives. Parents emphasized working cooperatively
towards common goals and objectives.
In a related question focusing on what should be changed about the process, time
constraints were a major concern. Principals focused on the need for fonnal training in
shared decision-making. Teachers indicated a desire for greater involvement in the
decision-making process and improved communication. Parents indicated a desire for
more parent involvement, monitoring of the process, and a need for "more money."
Teachers expressed the most satisfaction with the current process.
Time constraints have been highlighted as a possible problem arising from the use of
this approach by several authors including: Duke (1980) and Strauss (1964). The shared
decision-making approach does involve more time commitment, and this appears to be a
realistic concern.
In pursuing the effects of shared decision-making on the teacher and the
administrator, it was noted that the respondents felt shared decision-making in school
planning was "occasionally" more difficult for the teachers. Parents perceived that it was
less likely to be difficult for the teacher than did the administrators or teaching staff.
The consensus of opinion regarding shared decision-making and the principal was
that this approach "rarely" undermined the authority of the principal and that it was
"occasionally" more difficult for the principal to use this approach.
Blumberg (1969) reported that participative decision-making can result in role
confusion and conflict for both principals and teachers. It was noted that teachers might feel
that additional duties were being thrust upon them and that they were now required to do
the administrator's job as wen.53
53 Arthur Blumberg, "Developing Teacher Decision-Making Through Structural Interventions," Paper
presented at the annual meeting of the American Educational Research Association (Los Angeles, CA; Feb.,
1969), pp.3-8.
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This did not appear to be occurring to a great degree with this sample of teachers. It
could be that the inclusion of parents in the process and the high visibility of the Reform
effort emphasizing shared decision-making may have intetvened. Intetviews with all of the
constituencies did indii;;ate, however, the need for "training" regarding roles and

'

responsibilities.
The multiple regression procedure was utilized to determine the best predictors of
perceived effectiveness in planning for the areas of reading achievement, mathematics
achievement, student attendance, and teacher attendance. The results of these analyses
were:
Hol l=Training rating, degree that shared decision-making took place, degree of
perceived involvement, degree of perceived influence, and degree of perceived
implementation, do not predict the rating on improved reading was rejected for the
variables: extent that the decisions were implemented in the area of planning for the
improvement of reading achievement and influence in the decisions for the improvement of
reading achievement.
H 0 12=Training rating, degree that shared decision-making took place, degree of
perceived involvement, degree of perceived influence, and degree of perceived
implementation, do not predict the rating on improved mathematics was rejected for the
variables: the extent that decisions were implemented for the area of planning for the
improvement of mathematics achievement, and the degree of influence in the decisions for
the area of mathematics achievement.
H 0 13=Degree of perceived involvement, degree of perceived influence, degree that
shared decision-making took place, and degree of perceived implementation, do not predict
the rating on improved student attendance was rejected for the variable, the extent that
decisions for the improvement of student attendance were implemented.
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H0 14=Degree of perceived involvement, degree of perceived influence, degree that
shared decision-making took place, and degree of perceived implementation, do not predict
the rating on improved teacher attendance was rejected for the variable, the extent that
decisions for the improvement of teacher attendance were implemented.
The degree to which decisions were implemented served as the best predictor of how
effective respondents felt their decisions had been in improving the targeted areas. The
degree of training in a particular area for planning was not an adequate predictor of the
degree of the perceived effectiveness of planning for improvement in the core areas of
reading and mathematics. The degree of perceived influence was also a predictor of the
perceived effectiveness of planning for the improvement in the core areas of reading and
mathematics. It was not a good predictor for the areas of student attendance and teacher
attendance. The degree of perceived involvement and influence on the individual level were
more strongly correlated with the perceived effectiveness of planning in the improvement of
the targeted areas than the overall degree of shared decision-making at the school.
The findings of •li1is portion of the analysis revealing that perceived influence and
implementation of decisions are the best predictors of the perceived effectiveness of the
decision, indicate that the individuals involved in the decision-making process must feel
that their decisions are validly considered. Further, implementation of plans must be
communicated effectively to the decision-making body.
It was interesting to note that the degree of perceived shared decision-making at the
school was not a predictor of perceived effectiveness of planning. It could be that the
individuals felt that shared decision-making had taken place, but that their views were not
necessarily utilized. It was the utilization of the individual's decisions that was the
predictor of perceived effectiveness.
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Another interesting finding was that the degree of training in a particular area did not
predict the perceived effectiveness of the planning for a particular area. It was noted earlier
in the study that parents, community representatives and career service personnel had the
least training of the participant groups, yet parents and community representatives
comprised 15% of the sample. Those with training generally felt that training was more
important than those without training.
Perceptions are important. They drive political action. They are altered through
experience and education. Training experiences might change the perceptions of the
participants in planning. Furthermore, assessment of success by measurable achievement
might also alter perceptions. The real test, is whether or not the schools experienced actual
improvement in the targeted planning areas. Future studies should address this issue.

APPLICATION OF TilE HERSEY-BLANCHARD MODEL TO SCHOOL PLANNING
AND SHARED DECISION-MAKING

Two of the Hersey-Blanchard instruments were utilized in this process: The
Decision-Making and Problem Solving Inventory and the Readiness Style Match. Theory
would predict that schools which apply the mooel will perceive the decisions to be more
effective. The questions explored in the first section addressed the application of the
Decision-Making and Problem-Solving Inventory.
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APPLICATION OF THE PROBLEM-SOLVING AND DECISION-MAKING
STYLE INVENTORY
l'

1. The responses of the principal and the participants in planning were compared on
two instruments: Problem-solving and Decision-making Style Invent0t:y (Perception of .
Self) and Problem-solving and Decision-making Style Inventory <Perception of Other).
Questions emanating from this portion of the study included: What is the principal's

primary leadership style with the planning team? What is the principal's secondary
leadership style with the planning team? What is the relative emphasis in decisions (leadermade, collaborative, or follower-made decisions)? Does the perception of emphasis vary

by position, of the participants? The School Planning Questionnaire was utilized to
determine a training rating for the participants. The question of application of the theory
was analyzed in terms of the differences between the group training ratings and the
leadership style utilized by the principal.
Descriptive data on these questions were tabulated.
Null hypotheses for the issues were:
Ho15=There is no difference in the training rating and the leadership style.
Ho16=There is no difference in the leadership style-match and perceived
effectiveness of planning in the area of reading.
Ho17=There is no difference in the leadership style-match and perceived
effectiveness of planning in the area of mathematics.
Analysis of the inventories revealed that the typical respondent viewed the principals'
primary style as being 3, participating (facilitative) and the principal's secondary style as
being 2, selling (consultative). The majority of the decisions were viewed as collaborative.
It was interesting to note that the secondary styles utilized by the principals involved
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closer supervision than the primary styles. This would appear to indicate that the principals
in this study assume a more positive evaluation of the team members "readiness" levels and
then adjust to a closer'supervisory mode if necessary. This would tend to indicate that as a
group these principals might be considered theory Y managers according to McGregor.
The analysis of agreement between the principal and the team on the principal's
primary style of decision-making indicated that there was approximately a 62% agreement.
Analysis of problem-solving styles based on team composition revealed that the majority of
the teams, close to 75%, used the collaborative approach. While significant differences
were not noted by team composition, it was noted that follower-made decisions were made
by teams composed primarily of teachers. Leader-made decisions were predominantly
made by teams composed of administrator and teacher combinations or parent and teacher
combinations. Theory would dictate that the leader-made decisions should be made by
teams with less training. The collaborative-made decisions should be made by teams with a
moderate level of training, and the follower-made decisions should be made by teams with
the most expertise. Null hypothesis 15 explored the match of the team training levels in the
areas of mathematics and reading to the primary decision-making style of the principal of
the school team. Chi-square analysis was then utilized to deternnne if there were
significant differences between the primary decision-making style of the principal and the
composite training levels of the teams for mathematics and reading. Differences were
found to be not significant, and Ho15=There is no difference in the training rating and the
leadership style could not be rejected. It appeared that the for the most part, principals were
not matching leadership style to the readiness level (training rating) of the groups.
A secondary analysis explored whether schools emphasizing a particular leadership
style perceived planning in the targeted areas to be more effective. It was noted that
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schools using the collaborative decision style also had a majority of the team ratings on
effectiveness of planning in the level 3 range, "highly effective." Schools using the
follower-made decision style had a majority of their effectiveness ratings in the level 2
range, "somewhat effective." Schools using the leader-made decision style had half of
their ratings in the "somewhat effective" range and half in the "very highly effective" range.
It should be noted, however, that the majority of the schools utilized the collaborative style.
Only two schools respectively used the follower-made and leader-made decision styles.
The Hersey-Blanchard model advocates, however, that it is not the leadership style
that is important as much as the match of the leadership style to the readiness level. It could
be that those schools using the match of decision-making style to team readiness level

might perceive planning to be more effective. When data on the training levels by
leadership style were analyzed, it was determined that there was a greater match between
leadership style and training in the area of planning for the improvement of reading than for
the area of planning fdf the improvement of mathematics. Chi-square analysis indicated
that schools matching leadership style to training level in reading. perceived the planning
for the area of reading to be more effective. Hence, H 0 t 6=There is no difference in the
leadership style match and perceived effectiveness of planning in the area of reading was
rejected. Hol 7, there is no difference in the leadership style match and perceived
effectiveness of planning in the area of mathematics was not rejected
These data seemed to support the Hersey and Blanchard model. A secondary
analysis was performed using the Hersey-Blanchard scales for readiness. which also take
into account the motivation factor.
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THE HERSEY, BLANCHARD, KIELTY
READINESS-MATCH INSTRUMENTS

The following questions served as the foci for analysis in this portion of the study:
2. Does the principal appear to be matching readiness of the participants to
leadership style? Is there consensus between the participants and the
principals in planning? Is decision-making perceived to be more effective in
the schools where there is a readiness-leadership style match (where the theory is
appropriately applied)?
Null hypotheses for the issues were:
H0 1g=There is no difference in the readiness rating of the individuals and the
leadership style employed.
Ho19=There is no difference in. the leadership style match for the reading objective
and the rating on improved reading.
H 0 2o=There is no difference in the leadership style match for the mathematics
objective and the rating on improved mathematics.
H0 21 =There is no difference in the leadership style match for the student attendance
objective and the rating on improved student attendance.
Ho22=There is no difference in the leadership style match for the teacher attendance
objective and the rating on improved teacher attendance.
The overall consensus between principals' and team members' ratings was a mean of
75.6%, indicating that team members and principals were in fairly strong agreement about
the assessments. The overall percentage of match between principals' styles and team
members' readiness levels was 25.8%, indicating a low accuracy of the match between
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leadership style and team member readiness according to the Hersey-Blanchard model.
These findings were similar to those of the Problem-solving and Decision-makini; Style

Inventory, where a 62% consensus between the principal and the team members was noted
and the majority of the principals did not match training level to leadership style.
Chi-square analysis was used to determine if there was a significant difference
between the type of leadership style used and the readiness level of the team members.
Chi-square values were only significant in the area of planning for the improvement of
mathematics achievement. Examination of the distribution revealed that principals tended to
use a leadership style of telling and selling when supervising team members with a
readiness level of 3.5. The principals used a delegative leadership style when working
with a readiness level of 4. Participative styles were used when team members exhibited
readiness levels of 3 or 4. Spearman Correlation tests yielded a moderate correlation
between style of supervision and readiness level for the area of mathematics planning.
H0 1g=There is no difference in the readiness rating of the individuals and the leadership
style employed, was rejected for the area of mathematics planning.
It was interesting to note that in the case of the Readiness Style-Match instruments,
the area of mathematics was where leadership-style match most frequently occurred, but
that when using the Problem-solving and Decision-making Style Inventory, the area of
reading was where the match most often occurred. It is hypothesized that this could have
occurred for two reasons. 1) A different scale of "readiness" was utilized in the
determination for the Problem-solving and Decision-making Style Inventory (training
rating) than for the Readiness Style-Match (ability and willingness). Secondly. the
Problem-solving and Decision-making Style Inventory was used with a larger sample than
the Readiness Style-Match, which was limited to the key decision-makers on the team.
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Infonnntion from the School Planning Questionnaire revealed that fewer planning
participants, overall, had training in mathematics than in reading. It is possible, that the
key decision-makers had more specialized training in mathematics and were more likely to
be matched with a mathematics planning team. The principal, in turn, recognizing the
ability of the mathematics team, might be more inclined to delegate. It was also noted that
principals, in general indicated a greater expertise in the area of reading. It is possible that
they might be inclined to supervise more closely in an area of familiarity to them. Since
planning for student attendance and teacher attendance did not require specialized training,
it would be difficult to match ability to this objective.

The final analysis explored whether or not planning was perceived to be more
effective when the Ht~ey-Blanchard model was employed, ie. when there was a
leadership style-readiness match. Chi-square analyses were performed for each of the
planning areas using the ratings from item 14 of the School Planning Questionnaire
summarized by school and the degree of match discrepancy calculated by school (0
discrepancy would mean that there was a match.) None of the chi-square values were
found to be significant. When match was recoded from the degree of discrepancy to a
yes/no item, one area of significance was determined, planning for the improvement of
student attendance. Examination of the contingency table revealed that half of the schools
where a match occurred had rated effectiveness as 2, "somewhat" and half had rated the
effectiveness as 4, "very high." Those schools where the model was not employed, rated
effectiveness as 3, "highly effective" and 2, "somewhat effective." It is important to note,
however, that only two of the schools had used a readiness-leadership match in the
planning for this area. This finding enabled the rejection of Ho21 (Ho21=There is no
difference in the leadership style-match for the student attendance objective and the rating
on improved student attendance). Ho19=There is no difference in the leadership-style
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match for the reading objective and the rating on improved reading; Ho2o=There is no
difference in the leadership style-match for the mathematics objective and the rating on
improved mathematics; and Ho22=There is no difference in the leadership style-match for
the teacher attendance objective and the rating on improved teacher attendance were not
rejected.
The results from this analysis suggest that the use of the model predicted the
effectiveness rating in the area of student attendance. The results were mixed, however,
with schools using the match, rating effectiveness in planning as being "somewhat
effective" and "very highly effective," while schools not using the model rated
effectiveness as both "somewhat effective" and "highly effective." It would be difficult to
conclude that the model when used correctly would predict higher planning effectiveness
ratings in the targeted areas.
Since this instrument is usually used as an individual measure, the difference between
match and effectiveness ratings by individual was also analyzed. The findings revealed no
significant differences in any of the planning areas.
Why did the model appear to work in the case of the Problem-solving and Decisionmak:ing Style Inventory and not work in the case of the Readiness Style-Match Inventory?
As pointed out, the analyses for the two instruments used a different sample and a different
basis for the calculation of readiness. It is hypothesized that readiness in the areas of
planning for the improvement of student and teacher attendance is very difficult to
determine. While motivation may be appraised, the determination of ability is less clear.
The analysis for the Decision-Making Inventory explored the use of the model in the areas
of planning for the improvement of reading and mathematics only. Training in these areas
is more concrete and easier to appraise.
It is noted that earlier analyses suggested that training level of the individual was not a
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predictor of perceived effectiveness of planning. This evidence is not contrary. The
regression data suggest that the individual's training level does not predict his/her
perception of the effectiveness of training. The data from the Decision-making Inventory
suggest that when leadership style is matched to the training level of the team for a
particular area (ie. planning for the improvement of reading achievement), that the team as a
whole perceives planning to be more effective.
The results of two studies, Punch and Ducharme (1972) and Roach (1981 ). were
cited as examples of the difficulty in applying the Hersey-Blanchard Situational Leadership
model to educational settings.
Punch and Ducharme's (1972) study found that high maturity teachers preferred a
higher level of relations orientation from administrators than did teachers in the medium and
low maturity groups. This was a linear and not a curvilinear relationship. The authors
found no relationship between maturity and the preference for a task oriented leader.
Roach (1981) examined perceived principal effectiveness as a function of the
relationship between leadership style and job related maturity of elementary school
teachers. In studying urban, suburban, small city and rural county schools of Ohio, he
determined that principals whose leadership styles matched the job related maturity levels of
the teachers were not perceived by the teachers as being more effective than those principals
whose leadership styles did not match the teacher's job related maturity levels.
It is possible that this business administration model might not be applicable to
educational settings in all cases. Further examination is necessary.
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MAJOR FINDINGS

The major findings for this study are enumerated below by area.

DECISIONAL DOMAINS

1. The majority of the areas targeted for changes in the desired mode of decisionmaking in the traditional administrator domain included: allocation of staff,
school budget, determining the format for school reports, determining staff roles
and responsibilities, teacher schedules, teacher attendance, staff development,
school

climate and school

beautification and maintenance.
2. Areas targeted for changes in the desired mode of decision-making in the traditional
teacher domain included: determining instructional methods and textbook selection.
3. Parents appeared to be more reluctant to enter the perceived administrative domains
of planning for the improvement of teacher attendance, establishing teaching
schedules, and evaluating school personnel.
4. Teachers participated the least in the evaluation of school personnel, and the
allocation of teachers and other school staff. These are traditionally administrative
domains.
5. A few parents indicated a desire for greater control in the instructional methods
decisions.
6. The largest percentage of administrators who did not wish participate, did not wish
to make decisions in the area of instructional domains.
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FORMS AND AMOUNTS OF PARTICIPATION
7. TI1e majority of respondents wanted to participate in decision-making to a greater
extent then they currently were participating. Differences were evident in 70.5% of
the planning areas cited.
8. The largest p~centage of respondents who did not wish to participate in planning
were parents.
9. A greater percentage of administrators made decisions alone than any other group.
TI1c majority of administrators made decisions alone in the areas of: evaluating
school personnel and the aIIocation of teachers and other staff.

10. The greatest percentage of teachers made decisions alone in the area of determining
the instructional methods for students.

11. Making decisions as a part of a group was the most popular form of participation.
Parents tended to participate by making decisions as a part of a group for the areas
of: school budget, planning for school beautification and maintenance, and
detennination of staff development programs. Teachers made decisions in this
manner for the areas: improving student attendance, improving teacher attendance,
planning for the improvement of school climate, and textbook and materials
selection. Administrators used this procedure for all areas except the evaluation of
school personnel.

12. The analysis of decisional domains and modes of participation highlighted the fact
that there was more than one way to participate in decision-making. Making
decisions as a part of the group was the most popular form of decision-making. It
was noted, however, that in the area of budget, where a high level of participation
was currently evident, more people wanted to participate in the form of
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recommending, gathering, or providing information than were currently doing so.

PARTICIPANT CRITERIA

13. Different position-types focused on different criteria for participation in decisionmaking. Administrators focused on ability, training, expertise and willingness as
the most important qualities. Parents were most concerned with the commitment to
the school. Teachers emphasized a lack of bias. responsibility and human relations
skills.

STAGES OF INVOLVEMENT

14. Differences in the stages of involvement in decision-making were noted by
position. The plurality of respondents were involved at stages 3 and 4, gathering
information and determining possible solutions. Administrators indicated earlier
involvement than others.

DEGREE OF INVOLVEMENT AND PERCEIVED INFLUENCE

15. Perceived involV~ment was closely related to perceived influence.
16. Those persons with higher training levels were more involved in decision-making.
17. In general, those persons with the least amount of training were perceived to have
the least influence.

DYNAMICS OF SHARED DECISION-MAKING

18. Differences in reactions to opposing views were noted by position. Principals
primarily indicated that if a shared decision was reached contrary to their view, they
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would go along with the consensus, unless it was illegal or dangerous. They also
indicated that they would overrule the decision or not implement it. Teachers
indicated that they would cooperate or modify their views. Parents indicated that
they would go along with whatever was determined by the group.
19. Differences in the influences in decision-making were also noted by position.
Principals indicated that they were most influenced by the idea itself, as they saw it.
Teachers used more combinations, but focused on the expertise of those
supporting the idea and the idea itself. Parents used the same configuration as
teachers, but their responses indicated that they would tend to be swayed by public
opinion.

PERCEIVED OUTCOMES OF SHARED DECISION-MAKING

20. Participants indicated that shared decision-making took place to a moderately high
degree.
21. Perceived effectiveness of planning was moderately correlated to the perceived
degree of deci~on implementation.
22. The degree to which decisions were implemented was the best predictor of how
effective the participants felt the decisions had been in improving the targeted areas.
The degree of perceived influence was also a predictor of the perceived
effectiveness of planning for the core areas of reading and mathematics.
23. Benefits of shared decision-making included: increased support and commitment
for the decisions from the parents and faculty, a better understanding of the school
and its needs, improved morale, communication, motivation and group
cohesiveness.
24. Problems cited with the use of shared decision-making included time constraints,
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training needs and needs for improved communication.

THE HERSEY-BLANCHARD MODEL AND SHARED DECISIONMAKING IN SCHOOL PLANNING

25. Most principals used a participating (facilitative) style as their primary leadership
style and a selling (consultative) style as their secondary style of leadership. The
secondary styles involved closer supervision of personnel than did the primary
leadership styles.

26. Schools using the collaborative method of leadership perceived the planning in the
targeted areas to be more effective.

27. Few schools employed a leadership-match in determining delegation and
sharing of decisions.

28. Matching of training level to leadership style appeared to be an easier match for
principals to make in the core areas.

,,

29. Since few schools were using the leadership-match in guiding style and decisionmaking in planning, it was difficult to substantiate its ability to predict the perceived
effectiveness of school planning.

SUMMARY

This section of the study has reviewed the findings. Previous research has been cited
in order to compare the findings of this study with other research and extract a deeper

understanding of the data. In the final chapter to follow, results will be summarized and
recommendations offered. The usefulness of research is in part determined by its
application.

CHAPTER VI
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
INfRODUCTION

This chapter will summarize the highlights from the study. This will be followed by
recommendations for policy makers, for only through the application of research and
theory can endeavors such as this become meaningful. The chapter will conclude with
recommendations for future research. While a great deal has been done in this area of
investigation, a great deal remains to be determined. Further research will provide clearer
visions of the process of shared decision-making and optimal models for its utilization.

CONCLUSIONS AND POLICY RECOMMENDATIONS

Results from this analysis of shared decision-making in selected urban elementary
schools highlight the fact that shared decision-making was taking place to a "moderately
high degree" in the sampled settings. A major focus of study was the extent that people
,...
participated in the decision-making process, as it related to school planning, compared to
the amount they wanted to participate. It was determined that significant differences in the
amount of participation as compared to the amount of desired participation existed for the
areas of: teacher attendance, school budget, textbook selection, student discipline,
allocation of staff, determination of instructional methods, determination of the format for
school reports on student progress, staff development, determination of the staff roles and
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responsibilities, school climate, school beautification, and teacher schedules.
Discrepancies between the amount of participation and the amount of desired participation
existed in 12 of the 17 (71 % ) areas analyzed . Examination of the list indicated
differentiated roles that participants wanted to play in the decision-making process for each
of the areas analyzed. In general, a role of greater decision-making as a part of a group
was desired.
Further analysis explored differences in participation and desired participation by
position: administrator, teacher and parent. The breakdown by position revealed significant
differences in the amount of participation by position for the planning areas of: student
attendance, teacher attendance, textbook and instructional materials selection, student
discipline issues, allocation of teachers and other school staff, detennining the instructional
objectives for students at the site, planning for school beautification, establishing teaching
schedules and evaluation of school personnel.
It was noted that a greater percentage of administrators made decisions alone than
either of the other two groups. The greatest percentage of administrators made decisions
alone in the areas of evaluating school personnel and the allocation of teachers and other
staff. The largest percentage of teachers made decisions alone in the area of determining
the instructional methcxls to be used with students. Parents did not make decisions alone.
Group participation in decision-making was noted for the largest percentage of
parents, in the areas of: school budget, planning for school beautification and maintenance,
and determination of staff development programs. The largest percentage of teachers were
involved in group decision-making in the areas of improving student attendance, improving
teacher attendance, planning for the improvement of school climate, and textbook and
materials selection. Administrators made decisions as a part of a group in all areas, with
the exception of the evaluation of school personnel, where they made decisions alone.

,....
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The least amount of parent participation in decision-making occurred in the
establishment of teaching schedules, improvement of teacher attendance, and evaluation of
school personnel. Teachers participated the least in the areas of evaluation of school
personnel and the allocation of teachers and other school staff.
Analysis by position of the areas where respondents wanted to participate in decisionmaking, revealed the following areas as differing significantly by position: textbook and/or
instructional materials selection, student discipline issues, allocation of teachers and other
school staff, determination of instructional methods to be used with the students,
determination of the format for school repons on student progress. determination of staff
development programs, and planning for school beautification or maintenance.
Administrators and teachers equally wished to make some decisions alone. The
highest percentage of administrators wanted to make decisions alone in the areas of
evaluation of school personnel and the allocation of teachers and other school staff.
Teachers wanted to make decisions alone in the areas of determination of the instructional
methods to be used with students and the determination of the instructional objectives for
students at the site. A total of 5.3% of the parents wished to make decisions alone in the
area of determining the instructional methods to be used with the students.
The greatest percentage of parents wanted to participate as a group in the areas of
planning for the improvement of student attendance, planning for the improvement of
mathematics achievement, student discipline issues, planning for the improvement of
school climate and determining the instructional objectives for students. The greatest
percentage of teachers wanted to participate as a group in the areas of planning for school
beautification or maintenance and planning for the improvement of school climate.
Administrators and teachers desired the least group participation in the area of
evaluating school persct:lnel. Teachers also indicated that group participation should not
occur in the areas of allocation of teachers and other staff and determining the instructional
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methods to be used with students (36% wanted to make the decision as a part of the group,
but 26% wished to make the decision alone). Parents wanted the least participation in the

•'

areas of planning for the improvement of teacher attendance and establishing teaching
schedules.
Nearly 20% of the parents did not wish to participate in the decision-making process
compared to nearly 10% of the teachers. The largest percentage of parents did not want to
participate in the areas of planning for the improvement of teacher attendance, evaluation of
school personnel, determining the format of school reports on student progress and the
allocation of teachers and other school staff. The largest percentage of teachers did not
wish to participate in the areas of evaluation of school personnel and the allocation of
teachers and other school staff. The largest percentage of administrators did not wish to
participate in the area of determining the instructional methods to be used with students.
Review of these findings indicated that the domains examined by Stuckwisch (1986)
and Hanson and Brown (1977) were intact (managerial and instructional zones). It was
noted however, that a new population of constituents has entered the picture, the parents.
Parents wanted access to domains that had previously been the province of the
administrator or the teacher. Under Reform, for example, parents were very much
involved in the aspects of budgeting, which has traditionally been viewed as an
administrative domain.
These analyses illustrated areas where differentiated forms of participation were
desired. It was also noted that overall, greater group participation was desired in the area
of determining staff roles and responsibilities, establishing teaching schedules, and
determining the format of school reports (nearly a 20% discrepancy between the amount
participated and the amount of desired participation). In the area of school budget, slightly
fewer people desired group participation. The surveyed participants indicated a desire for
more participation in the area of gathering and providing information.
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It is clear from these findings that the issue of shared decision-making can not be

resolved by the "more is better" solution. In the age of school-based management, the
needs of individual schools, as well as those of different constituencies must be
acknowledged. Based on the findings from this portion of the analysis, the following
recommendations are made:
I. Schools should survey constituents to determine decisional domains and areas of

decisional saturation. Given this information, schools can tailor decision-making to meet
their individual needs.
2. These findings suggested that the participants in this survey viewed the evaluation
of school personnel and the allocation of teachers and other staff as administrative domains.
Data indicated that these were areas where the administrator might make the decisions
{'

alone.
3. Administrators and teachers targeted determination of instructional methods to be
used with the students as the exclusive domain of the teacher. Determination of
instructional objectives was another related area cited by teachers for their decision-making.
Parents on the survey, however, indicated that these were areas where they would like
greater decisional input. Parents also indicated a desire for greater group participation in
the planning for core subject areas such as mathematics. Evidence from this survey
indicated that parents lacked training in determination of instructional methods and
objectives for core areas. In interviews, some parents also expressed that these areas
should be the domain of the teacher. It is clear that this is an area of conflict. It also
appears that a blanket policy would not satisfy constituents. It is proposed that on a pilot
basis, at schools where greater parent participation is desired, parents participate as pan of
the group in the decisions. Since many parents lack training in these areas, and this
appears to be one of the bases for misgivings, parent participants should be given some
training in this area as a requirement for participation. The motive for participation should
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be production of quality plans. It is, therefore, incumbent upon those who participate to

have training in the areas, where they will be planning. Examination of the outcomes
should dictate policy. If participation proves to result in improved student achievement,
then this plan should be continued or expanded.
4. It was interesting to note that administrators felt that decisions regarding
instructional methods should be the exclusive domain of the teacher. The administrator's
role as instructional leader appears in conflict with this view. It is recognized that the new
responsibilities thrust upon the principal have placed new time constraints upon him/her. It
is also hypothesized that the principal is placing the decisional power with those having
expertise in the area. In recognition of the importance of the instructional leader role,
however, it is proposed that the principal delegate those tasks that are not necessarily
administrative, to free time for instructional supervision. This would allow him/her to
practice the role of instructional leader.
5. Throughout the survey, parents indicated that they were not interested in
participating in the areas of planning for the improvement of teacher attendance, evaluation
of teachers and other school staff, determining the format of school reports on student
progress and the allocation of teachers and other school staff. Since they are not motivated
to participate in these areas and lack training in the areas, it is proposed that they do not
participate in the decisions in these areas.
6. Teachers indicated a desire for greater group participation in the areas of planning
for school beautification and school climate. These areas area conducive to group decisionmaking and provision for greater teacher input should be provided.
7. Parents also indicated a desire to participate as a group in the areas of: planning for
the improvement of student'~ttendance, student discipline issues, and planning for the
improvement of school climate. These areas would lend themselves to group participation
and the opportunity should be offered.
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8. Participation appeared to be somewhat related to training. Informing the
("

participants can only serve to improve the plans. Interviews also confirmed the general
belief of administrators and teachers that training is valuable. It is recommended that all
team members receive training in the process of shared decision-making and consensus
building, understanding the school plan, and developing goals and objectives. Specialized
ttaining should be offered to team members lacking experience or knowledge in specific
planning areas such as: budget, development of plans for core subject areas, etc.
Interviews revealed that perceptions regarding the criteria that should be used to
determine participation differed by position. The compiled list including: training, ability,
commitment, interest in the school, lack of bias, go<.Xi human relations skills, and
responsibility appeared to be a good one. Since, this list varied by position, it is evident
that consensus needs to be reached regarding the qualities that are most important for
participation in planning. Hence, it is recommended that:
9. Representatives from each constituency meet to determine the qualities most
necessary to participate in planning. This will add to the cohesiveness of the teams.
It was noted that views differed regarding who participated in the decision-making.
Parent involvement occurred most in the area of student attendance, an area that did not
require specialized training for planning. Results of this study also indicated that
involvement and influence were somewhat highly correlated. Differences in the amount of
involvement varied by position for the planning areas of reading, student attendance and
teacher attendance. The degree of influence differed significantly by position for the areas
of student attendance and teacher attendance. Results indicated that the hierarchy of
involvement for the areas of reading and teacher attendance was: administrators, teachers,
and parents. The hierarchy of involvement for the area of student attendance was:
administrators, parents, and teachers. It was also noted that administrators felt they had the
most influence in the attendance objectives and that parents felt they exerted somewhat
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greater influence than teachers on these objectives. Involvement and influence for the areas
of planning for the improvement of reading and mathematics achievement were related to
training. In general, those with higher training levels perceived that they had greater
involvement and influence in planning. The following recommendations with regard to
these findings are made:
10. Since opinions differed to some degree regarding who was participating in
planning, it appears that better communication in this area is warranted.
11. Since involvement and influence were highly correlated, and in the core areas both
were related to the degree of training, it appears that those who want to play a greater role
in the planning for the core areas should have training in these areas.
Examination of the phases of participation and the phase of first involvement in
decision-making revealed that most of the respondents were involved at stage 4,
determining possible solutions. First involvement occurred at stages 3, gathering

,.

information, and 4, det~rmining possible solutions. Differences by position for first
involvement in the area were noted in the case of teacher attendance, where principals were
involved at stage 2, establishing the guidelines for the resolution of the issue. Since, this is
an area that the respondents felt should be within the administrator's decisional domain,
this is not unusual. Recommendations for these findings are:
12. If there is a desire for greater involvement in the decision-making process,
decisional input should occur at earlier stages. Schools frequently complain that they have
little input into the system-wide objectives. In order to combat this perception,
representatives of the constituencies should be involved in stages one and two of the
decision-making process, originating the issue and establishing the guidelines for the
resolution of the issue.
Examination of the dynamics of shared decision-making, ie. "How do participants
react when the decision reached is contrary to their point of view? What influences
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participants the most in reaching decisions?," revealed that differences existed by position.
Principals indicated that if a shared decision was reached contrary to their view, they would
go along with the consensus, unless it was illegal or dangerous. Close to one-quarter
indicated that they would overrule the decision or not implement it Teachers indicated that
they would cooperate or modify their views. A majority of the parents indicated that they
would go along with whatever was decided. It appeared that principal's continued to view
themselves as the person in control of the final decision, since they assumed final
responsibility.
Principals indicated that it was the idea, itself, as they saw it that influenced them the
most. Teachers felt that it was not only the idea itself, but the expertise of those supporting
the view. While parents also cited the expertise of those supporting the view and the idea
itself, they were also more likely to indicate the number of persons supporting the idea as
an important factor. These results suggest that the parents may be less confident in their
own decision-making abilities based on a lack of training. Recommendations follow:
13. The results of this portion of the study indicate that principal's tend to view
themselves as controlling the power in planning. Furthermore, it suggests that parents are
more likely to be swayed in their opinions. This may result from a lack of confidence in
decision-making abilities due to a lack of experience and/or training. If parents are to wield
more power in decision-making, it is suggested that training must take place. Further, if
principals are to share decisional power, it seems that clarification of roles and
responsibilities is in order.
An examination of the perceived effects of shared decision-making in school planning

revealed that plans for the improvement of reading and student attendance had a "high"
effect on them personally, while the decisions about mathematics and teacher attendance
had "some" effect.

R~sponses

'

were related to the degree of involvement in planning.

Survey participants also indicated that participation in the planning for the areas of
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reading, mathematics, and student attendance had been of "some to high" importance,
while participation in the decisions about teacher attendance were of "little to some"
importance. Once again, administrators and teachers felt that the areas of teacher attendance
were "highly" importarit. while parents indicated that planning for this area was not
important. This would support the contention that parents are not interested in planning for
the area of improvement of teacher attendance.
Overall, planning was judged to be "highly effective" for the areas of reading,
mnthcmntics, nnd student nttcndnncc, nnd "somewhat effective" for the nren of teacher

attendance. Respondents also reported that the decisions had been carried out to a "high"
degree, and that they were satisfied with all decisions. Analyses confirmed that perceived
effectiveness of planning was moderately correlated to the perceived degree of decision
implementation.
Among the benefits accruing from shared decision-making that were cited by the
respondents were: increased support and commitment for the decisions from the parents
and faculty, better understanding of the school and its needs, greater sense of self-worth,
improved faculty morale, better understanding of how others view the school, improved
group cohesiveness, learning more about the goals and expectations of other grades, better
appreciation of the school staff, and improved communication. Survey participants
indicated that plans had b~

C.O!lllIIUnicated 'tO a
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decision-ma.king resulted in improved inter- and intra-school communication. It was
perceived that participation in the shared decision-ma.king would result in more effective
planning.
Results from the multiple regression analyses revealed that perceived influence and
implementation were the best predictors of the perceived effectiveness of decisions in
planning.
Problems highlighted as occurring with shared decision-making included: time
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constraints and increased responsibilities for teachers and administrators. These were
consistent with the findings of other researchers.
A question on what should be changed about the process focused on time constraints,
a need for monitoring, a need for greater involvement of parents and teachers in the
decision-making, a need for training, and a need for improved communication.
Follow-up interview on what was perceived to be most important in the determination
of the success of shared decision-making focused on group characteristics: having team
members with abilities and having a harmonious group, and leadership qualities: having a
good facilitator, meeting time limits, staying on task, and working towards common goals
and objectives.
The following recommendations are made based on these findings:
14. The degree of perceived influence and the perceptions regarding the degree to
which decisions are implemented are the best predictors of perceived effectiveness. It was
also noted that perceived effectiveness was moderately correlated to the degree of
involvement.
('

These results suggest participants in planning must feel that their opinions are valued.
15. It was interesting to note that the amount of shared decision-making and training
in the core areas did not predict perceptions on the effectiveness of planning. The degree of
shared decision-making at a school is not the same as the influence an individual exerts in
the planning process. The fact that the degree of training that the individual participants .
possessed in the core areas did not predict their perceptions of planning in those areas, was
related to the fact that 15% of the sample did not possess training. Training was considered
a more valuable trait by those with training. While training may not have positively
affected the perceptions of this sample group, it does not mean that they were less in-touch
with the realities of planning effectiveness. Perceptions drive political action and are best
modified through experience and education. If perceptions regarding the success of
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planning are to be altered, it will occur through participation in the planning process and
evaluation and analysis of the realities of the outcomes.
16. Many positive outcomes were cited from the use of shared decision-making. It is
clear that these are desirable. Earlier analysis revealed, however, that there are many ways
of participating and that participation should be tailored to the needs of individual schools
and constituencies.
17. Persons participating in the interview noted that group qualities, task orientation,
leadership qualities, and goals and objectives are all areas for consideration in ensuring the
success of shared decision-making. It appeared from this sample that consensus building
and having common goals and objectives were major areas for consideration in this
process.
18. Time constraints increased the responsibilities for teachers and administrators and
highlighted a need for monitoring, a need for greater involvement of parents and teachers in
the decision-making, a need for training, and a need for improved communication.
Increased involvement of parents and teachers should be based on the considerations
outlined in recommendations 1-8. Time is always a concern with this process. Experience
and training should assist in the more efficient utilization of time. Review of the process
may indicate areas were less time should be devoted. Planning team members could be
offered assistance with other responsibilities. Training needs have been addressed in
earlier recommendations. Efforts should be made to improve communication in the specific
cases where problems are evident, since overall, communication appeared to be effective.
Monitoring is a realistic concern. Cyclical review and evaluation of the process of
planning, the plans themselves, and the outcomes will lead to improvement and the optimal
use of the model.
Part two of this study explored the application of the Hersey-Blanchard Situational
Leadership Theory to shared decision-making and school planning. This model would
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advocate that as the ability and willingness levels of the team member increase, the leader
should move to a less supervisory and more delegative role.
Analysis of the results of the two decision-making inventories revealed that a majority
of principals used a collaborative approach to decision-ma.king. There was close agreement
between the team participants and the principal on the styles of leadership that the principal
employed. The majority bf the principals used a participating style as their primary
decision-ma.king role and a selling style as their secondary role. It was interesting to note
that the secondary styles involved closer supervision than the primary styles. It would tend
to indicate that the principals started with a more optimistic assessment of the team
members abilities. Significant differences in the leadership styles based on team
composition were not noted. Differences in training rating and leadership style were not
noted, indicating that the leadership-match component of the theory was not being utilized
to a great extent.
A secondary analysis revealed that schools using the collaborative style perceived
planning to be more effective. Since there was a small representation of the other styles,
however, it was difficult to conclude that use of this style of leadership would result in a
better perception of the results of decision-ma.king. This may be further emphasized, since
the theory advocates that no one style is best, but rather that the match is what is of
importance.
When data on the training levels by leadership style were analyzed, it was determined
that there was a greater match between leadership style and training in the area of planning
for the improvement of reading than for the area of planning for the improvement of
mathematics. Chi-square analysis indicated that schools matching leadership style to
training level in reading, perceived the planning for the area of reading to be more effective.
The Readiness-Match instruments were also utilized in this study of the application of
the Hersey-Blanchard model. Results indicated a high consensus between the principal and
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the team member on the evaluations. Results indicated, however, that the model was not
being employed in the majority of cases. Principals appeared to use a closer supervisory
approach than was warranted given the ability and willingness levels of the evaluated team
members. Analysis revealed that in the area of planning for the improvement of
mathematics, principals appropriately used the delegative leadership style when working
with team members of readiness level 4. They also appropriately matched participative
styles with readiness level 3. Principals tended to over-supervise using "telling" and
"selling" styles when supervising team members of readiness level 3.5. Analysis of
whether or not perceived effectiveness ratings differed by leadership-match were found to
be not-significant for all areas when viewed by degree of discrepancy for the school
groupings. When these data were analyzed as a yes/no match, significant differences were
determined for the area of student attendance, but results appeared mixed. It was noted that
few schools matched in this area and that determination of readiness level was difficult to
assess in this area. When the data were analyzed on an individual basis, no significant
differences were found between the leadership-match and the perceived effectiveness of
planning.
The results of these analyses indicate that the Hersey-Blanchard Situational Leadership
i'

theory was not widely used in school planning at the sampled schools. Further, when
training was the sole criteria for readiness, it was easier to determine a relationship between
leadership-match and perceived effectiveness of training. When the Hersey-Blanchard
scales incorporating willingness were employed, results were less clear. The small sample
size made it difficult to conclude whether or not use of the model was related to perceived
effectiveness of planning. It may be that as other authors have suggested, this model is
more applicable to the business setting. Recommendations based on these findings follow:
19. Since the application of this theory could not be significantly supported, further
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examination of the model is necessary. Use of the model should be tested not only against
perception, but with tangible outcomes, as well.
20. Findings indicated that principals were using a closer supervision model than was
indicated by the ability levels of the team members. If the Hersey-Blanchard model proves
to be applicable to educational settings, then the theory should be followed. In cases where
over- or under-supervision is occurring, principals should attempt to match leadership style
to readiness level.

RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FU11JRE RESEARCH

This study examined decision-making in a selected population. In elucidating this
feature of administration further, it is necessary to broaden the sample base. Further, it is
of importance to examine in greater depth the outcomes of shared decision-making, and
how the outcomes vary dependent on population. Determination of what factors lead to
optimal decision-making is desirable for effective application of decision models.
The second area studied was the application of Hersey-Blanchard Situational
Leadership model to local school planning and shared decision-making. Previous studies
had revealed difficulties in the application of this model to educational settings.
Examination of how the model functions with different samples from the field of education
and on different tasks could serve to clarify its usefulness to the profession.
Questions for future researchers include:

PROCESS
l. How does the process of shared decision-making vary with different educational
populations: urban, suburban, rural, private, and public, schools?
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2. How does the process of shared decision-making vary with different educational
populations: small, medium, and large schools?
3. How does the process of shared decision-making vary with different decisionmaking teams (where composition is more weighted with teachers, with parents, with
administrators, with students)?
4. How does the process of shared decision-making vary with different decisionmaking issues?

OUTCOMES

l'

5. How do the outcomes of shared decision-making vary with different educational
populations: urban, suburban, rural, private, and public, schools?
6. How do the outcomes of shared decision-making vary with different educational
populations: small, medium, and large schools?
7. How do the outcomes of shared decision-making vary with different decisionmaking teams (where composition is more weighted with teachers, with parents, with
administrators, with students)?
8. How do the outcomes of shared decision-making vary with different decisionmaking issues?

APPLICATION

9. How does the application of the Hersey-Blanchard model of Situational Leadership
vary with different educational populations: small, medium, and large schools?
10. How does the application of the Hersey-Blanchard model of Situational
Leadership vary with different decision-making teams (where composition is more
weighted with teachers, with parents, with administrators, with students)?
11. How does the application of the Hersey-Blanchard model of Situational
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Leadership vary with different decision-making issues?
12. How does the application of the Hersey-Blanchard mcxiel of Situational
Leadership vary with different educational populations: urban, suburban, rural, private,
and public, schools?

SUMMARY

The area of shared decision-making has been explored in this sample of urban
elementary schools. A great deal more needs to be done to determine optimum mcxiels for
the utilization of this process. The questions posed for future researchers explore possible
avenues of inquiry.
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APPENDICES

SCHOOL PLANNING QUESTIONNAIRE
DATE ...../__}_

IDENTIFYING INFORMATION:
SCHOOL

UNITNUMBER _ _ _ _ DISTRICT _ _

PERSON COMPLETING FORM (PLEASE CHECK)
_PRINCIPAL_ASST.PRJNCIPAL_TEACHER
_CAREER SERVICE_PARENT_COMMUNITY REPRESENTATIVE
_OTHER (PLEASE INDICATE) - - - - -

1.

Are you a member of this school's local school council? _yes _no

2.

Please indicate the last level of education that you completed

3.

If you are a teacher, please indicate your area of instruction (subject
and/or grade level)

4.

If you have teaching experience, please indicate your teaching
experience in years_ _
subjects/or gradestaught._ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

5.

Please indicate the number of years that you have been at this
school_ _ _ _ __

6.

Have you participated in school planning activities in the past?
_yes_no
If yes, please describe when and the topic of planning.
Your age 021-25 () 26-30 () 31-35 () 36-40 () 41-45 () 46-50
( )51-55 { ) 56-60 ( ) 61-65 ( ) Other
Sex_Male _ Female

7.
8.
9.
10.

If you are the principal of the school, please W.dicate the number of
years of administrative experience_ (Please describe)
A:re you familiar with the terms •shared decision-making" or
•participative management"?_yes _no.

Al

11.

Have you taken classes, attended workshops or been specifically
trained in the shared decision-making process?
()Not at all ()A little ( ) Somewhat ( ) A great deal ()Very extensively
Please describe:

12.

Have you taken class~s. attended workshops or been specifically
trained in the area of mathematics?
_Not at all_A little_ Somewhat_A gTeat deal _Very extensively
Please describe:

13.

Have you taken classes, attended workshops or been specifically
trained in the area of reading?

_Not at all_ A little_ Somewhat_ A great deal_ Very extensively
Please describe:
14. Please indicate the planning areas where you have participated in the
decision-making process.
(see 15=EXTENT PARTICIPATED and 16=EXTENTWANTED TO
PARTICIPATE)
AREA
1 Planning for improvement of reading achievement
2 Planning for improvement of mathematics achievement
3 Planning for improvement of student attendance
4 Planning for improvement of teacher attendance
5 School budget
6 Textbook and/or instructional materials selection
7 Student discipline issues
8 Allocation of teachers or other school staff
9 Determining the instructional methods to be used with
students
10 Determining the instructional objectives for
the students at this site
11 Determining the format for school reports on
student progress
12 Determining staff development programs
13 Determining the roles and responsibilities for staff
14 Planning for improvement of school climate
15 Planning for school beautification or maintenance
16 Establishing teaching schedules
17 Evaluation of school personnel

15.

For the planning areas checked above, please indicate the extent to
which you participate in the decision-making process using the follow
ingkey:

1.
2.

Make the decision, alone
Recommend decisions
Suggest possible alternatives
Gather or provide information
Make the decision as part of the group
Do not participate

s.
4.
5.
6.
16.

For the planning areas checked above, please indicate the extent to
which you would like to participate in the decision-making process
using the following key:

1.
2.
S.
4.
5.
6.

Make the decision, alone
Recommend decisions
Suggest possible alternatives
Gather or provide information
Make the decision as part of the group
Do not participate

i'

ANALYSIS OF PLANNING IN FOUR AREAS: <READING ACHIEVEMENT,
MATHEMATICS ACHIEVEMENT, STUDENT ATTENDANCE, TEACHER
ATTENDANCE>

1. Describe the decision area(s) (ie. problem {s) to be solved) for the areas of: reading
achievement, mathematics achievement, student attendance, and teacher attendance.
Answer only for those areas in which you participated in the planning. What is your
objective?

Reading
Mathematics
Student Attendance
Teacher Attendance
2. Indicate the frequency of participation in planning activities for each of these
participant types.
Jndifdlte the mting for eacb person category as applicable.
READING
PRINCIPAL _NEVER_SELDOM_USUALLY_ALWAYS
TOTAL
TEACHERS _NEVER_SELDOM_USUALLY_ALWAYS

TOTAL

PARENTS

_NEVER_SELDOM_USUALLY_ALWAYS

TOTAL

CAREER
SERVICE

_NEVER_SELDOM_USUALLY_ALWAYS

TOTAL

COM. REP. _NEVER_SELDOM_USUALLY_ALWAYS

TOTAL

OTHER
_NEVER_SELDOM_USUALLY_ALWAYS
PLEASE INDICATE
MATHEMATICS
PRINCIPAL _NEVER_SELDOM_USUALLY_ALWAYS

TOTAL
TOTAL

TEACHERS _NEVER_SELDOM_USUALLY_ALWAYS

TOTAL

PARENTS

_NEVER_SELDOM_USUALLY_ALWAYS

TOTAL

CAREER
SERVICE

_NEVER_SELDOM_USUALLY_ALWAYS

TOTAL

COM. REP. _NEVER_SELDOM_USUALLY_ALWAYS

TOTAL

OTHER
_NEVER_SELDOM_USUALLY_ALWAYS
PLEASE INDICATE

TOTAL

STUDENT ATrENDANCE
PRINCIPAL _NEVER_SELDOM_USUALLY_ALWAYS

TOTAL

TEACHERS _NEVER_SELDOM_USUALLY_ALWAYS

TOTAL

PARENTS

_NEVER_SELDOM_USUALLY_ALWAYS

TOTAL

CAREER
SERVICE

_NEVER_SELDOM_USUALLY_ALWAYS
,..

TOTAL

COM. REP. _NEVER_SELDOM_USUALLY_ALWAYS

TOTAL

OTHER
_NEVER_SELDOM_USUALLY_ALWAYS
PLEASE INDICATE
TEACHER ATTENDANCE
PRINCIPAL _NEVER_SELDOM_USUALLY_ALWAYS

TOTAL
TOTAL

TEACHERS _NEVER_SELDOM_USUALLY_,ALWAYS

TOTAL

PARENTS

_NEVER_SELDOM_USUALLY_ALWAYS

TOTAL

CAREER
SERVICE

_NEVER_SELDOM_USUALLY_,ALWAYS

TOTAL

COM. REP. _NEVER_SELDOM_USUALLY_ALWAYS

TOTAL

OTHER
_NEVER_SELDOM_USUALLY_,ALWAYS
TOTAL
PLEASE INDICATE
3. Who usually set the agenda for planning meetings?
1...principal alone
2..principal and other administrators
.3,.assistant principal
!.staff designees with/without principal
Q..teachers
ii.Planning team (principal, teachers, career service, parents, community
representatives, others)
1.Jocal school council

4. How much involvement did you have in making decisions about the following areas:
Key: O•NONE/ 4•HIGH
READING
MATHEMA11CS
1EACHER
SIUDENT

ATIENDANCE

ATIENDANCE

0

0

0

0

1

1

1

1

2

2

2

2

3

3

3

3

4

4

5, How much influence did you have in making decisions about the following areas:
Key. O•NONE/ 4•HIGH
R£4DING
MATHEMATICS

S"IUDENT

ATl'ENDANCE

'IEACHER

ATl'ENDANCE

0

0

0

0

1

1

1

1

2

2

2

2

3

3

3

3

4

4

4

4

6. To what degree did shared decision-making take place at your school? (Use the key
above in al'.'swering)
0

2

I

3

7. To what extent were plans communicated across all levels of the school? (Use the key
above in answering)
0
I
2
3
4
8. To what extent was your participation in shared decision-making helpful to you? (Use
· the key above in answering)
0
I
2
3
4
9. Stuckwisch outlines five stages in decision-making. These are stated as:
LOriginating the issue
2.Establishing guidelines for resolution of. the issue
3.Gathering information
,,
4.Determininl' possible solutions
6.Choosing the solution
9a.Using the key above, please indicate the phases in which you were involved in planning: (Circle
that apply)
READING
MATHEMATICS
S"IUDENT
'IEACHER

ATl'ENDANCE

ATTENDANCE

1

1

I

1

2

2

2

2

3

3

3

3

4

4

4

4

5

5

5

5

9 b. Using the key above, please indicate the phases in which the group first became
involved in planning: (Circle all that apply)
READING
MATHEMATICS
STUDENT
1EACHER

ATTENDANCE

A1TENDANCE

1

1

1

1

2

2

2

2

3

3

3

3

4

4

4

4

5

5

5

5

10.When did planning take place (Check all that apply)
_at the beginning of the year
_at the end of the first semester
_at the end of the year.
11.How frequently did planning take place (how often)
.4,..weekly
.a.monthly
2..quarterly
l..Yearly
12.Using the following key, please indicate the effect of the decision on you personally
Key: 0-None, l•Llttle, 2-Some, S-Bigh, 4•Very High
READING
MATHEMATICS
STUDENT
1EACHER

ATTENDANCE

ATTENDANCE

13.Please indicate the effect of the decision on your school
2-Some, S-Big:h, 4•Very High

Key: 0.None, l•Little,

READING

MATHEMATICS

STUDENT

A'ITENDANCE

14.How effective has your planning been in improving these areas?
Key:O.None, l•Little, 2-Some, S-Big:h, 4•VeryBigb
READING
MATHEMATICS
STUDENT

ATTENDANCE
15.To what extent were the decisions implemented or carried out?
Key: 0-None, l•Llttle, 2cSome, S-Big:h, 4•Very High
READING
MATHEMATICS
STUDENT

ATI'ENDANCE

1EACHER

ATTENDANCE

1EACHER

ATTENDANCE

1EACHER

ATTENDANCE

is.Rate how satisfied you were with the decisions
2-Some, S-High, 4•Very High
R.EADJNG
MA1HEMATICS
S'TUDENT
KeY: O-None, l•Little,

ATTENDANCE

1EACHER
ATTENDANCE

--17.How important to you was it to participate in decisions about the following areas?
Key: O•NONEI 4•HIGH
S'TUDENT
READJNG
MATHEMATICS
1EACHER

A1TENDANCE

0

0

ATTENDANCE

0

0

i'

1

1

1

1

2

2

2

2

3

3

3

3

4

4

4

4

18. What would like to see changed about the planning process?
19. Were there any unexpected outcomes from your participation in shared decisionmaking as related to school planning?

20. 'What did you perceive to be the benefits of your participation in shared decisionmak.ing as related to school planning?

21. Please indicate your response by circling your opinion regarding these statements.
Key: 0-Never, l•Rarely, 2s Occasionally, 3•Frequently, 4•Usually or Always
When the shared decision-making approach is used in school planning __.....
Too much time is spent in the decision-making process

O=Never, l=Rarely, 2= Occasionally, 3=Frequently, 4=Usually or Always
Participants should be trained in the shared decision-making process
O=Never, l=Rarely, 2= Occasionally, 3=Frequently, 4=Usually or Always
Poor staff relationships could result
O=Never, l=Rarely, 2= Occasionally, 3=Frequently, 4=Usually or Always
It is more difficult for the principal
O=Never, l=Rarely, 2= Occasionally, 3=Frequently, 4=Usually or Always

It is more difficult for the teachers
O=Never, l=Rarely, 2= Occasionalty, 3=Frequently, 4=Usually or Always
Staff morale improves
O=Never, l=Rarely, 2= Occasionally, 3=Frequently, 4=Usua11y or Always
Inter-school communicatior! improves
O=Never, l=Rarely, 2= Occasionally, 3=Frequent1y, 4=Usually or Always
It undermines the principal's authority
O=Never, l=Rarely, 2= Occasionally, 3=Frequently, 4=Usually or Always

It improves the chances of accomplishing &chool goals
O:Never, l=Rarely, 2= Occasionally, 3=Frequently, 4=Usual1y or Always

It improves ltaft'motivation towards goal accomplishment
O:Never, l=Rarely, 2= Occasionally, 3=Frequently, 4=Usually or Always
Intra-school communication improves
O:Never, l=Rarely, 2= Occasionally, 3=Frequently, 4=Usually or Always

A2

SCHOOL PLANNING QUESTIONNAIRE<O..-n>

NalU

IDENTIFYING INFORMATION:
SCHOOL

UNIT NUMBER _ _ _ _

DISTRICT _ _

PERSON COMPLETING FORM <PLEASE CHECK)
I !j.! 3.2,,PRINCIPAL1z.10 !5!ASST.PRINCIPAL10.01 dTEACHER
.l.Li!i..CAREER SERVICEt•M aPARENT
b.L.n COMMUNITY REPRESENTATIVE _OTHER (PLEASE INDICATE)

1.

Are you a member of this school's local school council? 1fao.1nyes f0.38.AtnO

2.

Please indicate the last level of education that you completed K--OA+lMoM: tWU<M:BA•>
H..Le (5..K\ HA+..S (U..>. BA.-11 (11.K). BA-a (1.""J.MA-40(31.K)JIA..ao 0 I.Kl. PhD.e (IA)

3.
4.

5.

If you are a teacher. please indicate your area of instruction (subject andlol'
grade level) Ara Kaedl 12 .eea Y•, 14- IU.,.No>
If you have teaching experience, please indicate yOUl' teaching (M•11•17·2Qm. Lnt s.n,11a
experience in years Yn. t:.p. eo.:i.:1_...1,&.e.1,t-12..a,1s.1w,11.10oo1.z·1W, u.2,.1,...st..1,.as.M.9,
subjects/or gradestaught
.3T-3e.10,40-42a11
.
.
Please indicate the number of years that you have been at this school

-----ca nmo

6.

Have you participated in school planning activities in the past? a cao a,.wes
It yes. please describe when and the topic of planning.

7.

Your age <0)21-25 (s.s.K)26-30 (w.a> 31-35 (11.11a>36-40(14-1u.)41-45(u..11.111o)

8.

1

46-50 (t4-Ul3) 151-55 (12-1'1') 56-60 (17-11.A )61-65 (l•l..2to) Other Mana4UM&D um
Su (lliOatUt.) Male
(8'!-8J.K. )Female

9.

If you are the principal of the school. please indicate the number of

10.

years of administrative experience__;,,_ 11.......,,.... Kodea ot.K. 3119 ~
Are you fami1iar with the terms •shared decision-making" or
~articipative management9?.

11..n.•!LVH lkt.imno.

m

Mft.OO

11.

Have you taken classes, attended workshops or been specifically
trained in the shared decision-making process?

Not at aJl (2Mo.K) A little (u.21.7'lo) Somewhat
Very extensively Please describe: M•n•t .2 cA 11UJe>
(42.:tt.e..,)

12.

(1e-15.t..,)

A great deal

Have you taken classes, attended workshops or been specificaJly
trained in the area of mathematics?
(25-23.K>Not at all C20-IOJ.,>A littJe (31..,..K) Somewhat(23J.t.7'1o )A great deal
Very ertensively

ll•nal.7 <Somewhat)

(4-3.8'J!,)

(e-s.~)

Please describe:

,~

13.

Have you taken classes, attended workshops or been specifically
trained in the area of reading?
n11-14..,.. >Not at all (tM..811>) A little (3W1.4., >Somewhat cswaa>A great deal

Very extensively Please describe: <M-2..t Samitwhai>
14. Please indicate the planning areas where you have participated in the
decision-making process.
(11.11.n.)

(see 15=EXTENT PARTICIPATED and 16=EXTENT WANTED TO
PARTICIPATE}
llODE

AREA
1 Planning for improvement of reading achievement
2 Planning for improvement of mathematics achievement
3 Planning for improvement of student attendance
4 Planning for improvement of teacher attendance
5 School budget
6 Textbook and/or instructional materials selection
7 Student discipline issues
8 Allocation of teachers or other school staff
9 Determining the instructional methods to be used with
students
10 Determining the instructional objectives for
the students at this Bite
11 Determining the format for school reports on
student progress
12 Determining staff development programs
13 Determining the roles and responsibilities for staff'
14 Planning for improvement of school climate
15 Planning for school beautification or maintenance
16 Establishing teaching schedules
17 Evaluation of school personnel

MODE

lL

JJ1

g

I

I

I

g

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

g

I

I

I

I

'•
'
'

I

8

g
I
I
I

15.

For the planning arens checked above, please indicate the extent to
which you participate in the decision-making process using the follow
ing key: c8ipiftcanl ~ noCed lw the fallatrina lt.ema: Chi-Sqaare >

I.

Make the decision, alone
I-No
Recommend decisions
I-No
Suggest possible alternatives
' ·l <M.N3 pc.000
Gather or provide information
• u pc.000
5 11
Make the decision as part of the group s. M9 pc.ooo
Do not participate

2.
3.
4.

5.
6.

1-M.l P<.000

S. l<M.TDll pc.000 14- 15'1.139 pc.000
~121.326

pc.000

15. 83.7 pc.000

10-No

111 • 53.8 p<.000

11· 51.0l pc.000

17 -No

12-13'.15 pc.000

16.

For the planning areas checked above, please indicate the extent to
which you would like to participate in the decision-making process
using the fo1lowing key:

I.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Make the decision, alone
Recommend decisions
Suggest possible alternatives
Gather or provide information
Make the decision as part of the group
Do not participate

i'

13 • llU pc.000

ANALYSIS OF PLANNING IN FOUR AREAS: (READING ACHJEVEMENT,
MATIIEMATICS ACHIEVEMENT, STUDENT ATTENDANCE, TEACHER
ATTENDANCE>
1. Describe the decision area(s) (ie. problem (s) to be solved) for the areas of: reading
achievement, mathematics achievement, student attendance, and teacher attendance.
Answer only for those areas in which you participated in the planning. What is your
objectiue?
Reading
Mathematics
Student Attendance
Teacher Attendance
2. Indicate the frequency of participation in planning activities for each of these
participant types.
Indicaw the rating for each pe:rspn category as applicable.
READING
PRINCIPAL _NEVER_SELDOM_USUALLY_ALWAYS
TOTAL
1(Maan.2.MO 8.D.aJIM)

TEACHERS _NEVER_SELDOM_USUALLY_ALWAYS

TOTAL

(M-.n-!En. a.D..w.817)

PARENTS

_NEVER_SELDOM_USUALLY_ALWAYS

TOTAL

(M-l.IS90 8.D..w.832)

CAREER
SERVICE

_NEVER_SELDOM_USUALLY_ALWAYS

TOTAL

COM. REP. _NEVER_SELDOM_USUALLY_ALWAYS

TOTAL

cu:- .ne s.n.-1.00 >

CMean-t.408 a.D.-J .G'l2)

OTHER
_NEVER_SELDOM_USUALLY_ALWAYS
PLEASE INDICATE CM.eana.800 S.D.-.268)
MATHEMATICS
PRINCIPAL _NEVER_SELDOM_USUALLY_ALWAYS

TOTAL
TOTAL

Ofeu.t.6" 8.1>..w.nt)

TEACHERS _NEVER_SELDOM_USUALLY_ALWAYS

TOTAL

CM-2.500 BJ>.-.7DO

PARENTS

_NEVER_SELDOM_USUALLY_ALWAYS

TOTAL

CM-1.• a.D.•1.G06)

CAREER
SERVICE

_NEVER_SELDOM_USUALLY_ALWAYS

TOTAL

CM-.n..t•t s.n..-t.Ol!I?>

COM. REP. _NEVER_SELDOM_USUALLY_ALWAYS

TOTAL

CM-J.2M a.D..-1.081)

OTHER
_NEVER_SELDOM_USUALLY_ALWAYS
PLEASE INDICATE (M.eana.82' 8.D.-1.015)

TOTAL

sTUDENT ATTENDANCE
PRINCIPAL _NEVER_SELDOM_USUALLY_ALWAYS

TOTAL

(Meand.758 S.D.•.807)

TEACHERS _NEVER_SELDOM_USUALLY_ALWAYS
(Jl.-n•.2.642 S.D•.658)

PARENTS

_NEVER_SELDOM_USUALLY_ALWAYS

TOTAL
TOTAL

(Mean•2.043 S.D.•.869)

CAREER
_NEVER_SELDOM_USUALLY_ALWAYS
SERVICE <Mean-I.321 S.D.•.147>

TOTAL

COM. REP. _NEVER_SELDOM_USUALLY_ALWAYS

TOTAL

(Mean-I .458 S.D •.i .023)

OTHER
_NEVER_SELDOM_USUALLY_ALWAYS
PLEASE INDICATE <Mean-I.158 S.D.-1.259)
TEACHER ATTENDANCE rPRINCIPAL _NEVER_SELDOM_USUALLY_ALWAYS

TOTAL
TOTAL

(Mean-2.771 S.D.•.663)

TEACHERS _NEVER_SELDOM_USUALLY_ALWAYS

TOTAL

(Mean-2.522 S.D.•.78li)

PARENTS

_NEVER_SELDOM_USUALLY_ALWAYS

TOTAL

CMeanal.'3 S.D.-.980)

CAREER
_NEVER_SELDOM_USUALLY_ALWAYS
SERVICE <Mean•.865 s.D.•.991)

TOTAL

COM. REP. _NEVER_SELDOM_USUALLY_ALWAYS

TOTAL

Olean•.868 S.D.•.981)

OTHER
_NEVER_SELDOM_USUALLY_ALWAYS
TOTAL
PLEASE INDICATE <Mean •.133 S ..D.•l.033)
3.
Who usually 1et the agenda for planning meetings? <M..n. 4.IM s.D.•1.188)
lJ>rincipa] alone 00.10.ftK)
.2..principal and other administrators cs-u"'>
;!.assistant principal C3-3.211o)
.t.1ta.ft' designees with/without principal ne-111.2.,)
A.teachers ca-a.211.>
6 olannin2 ~am (principal, teachers, career service, parent1, community
representatives, others) C41-&3.K)
..l.loca1 school council 04-1U.,>

4. How much inyolyement did you have in making decisions about the following areas:
Key: O•NONE' '8HIGH
READING
MATHEMATICS
STUDENT
1EACHER

ATTENDANCE

ATIENDANCE

0

0

0

0

1

1

1

1

2

2

2

2

3

3

3

3

"

4

4

4

M--.2.T

~

MaM48

ll•n•2.033

8.D.-1.38.1

8..D.al.54

8..D.alA83

B..D.-1.1132

5. How much influence did you have in making decisions about the following areas:
Key: O•NONE/ 4•HIGH
TEACHER
STUDENT
READING
MATHEMATICS

ATIENDANCE

ATI'ENDANCE

0

0

0

0

1

1

1

1

2

2

2

2

3

3

3

3

4

4

Means2.573
S.D...1.344

Mean•2.3
S.D.•l .'24

Mean=2.538
S.D.•1.3.a

M111.n ..t.9«
S.D.al .575

6. To what degree did shared decision-making take place at your school? (Use the key
above in answering) (Mean=3.240 s.o....754)

s

2

1

0

4

7. To what extent were plans communicated across all levels of the school? (Use the key
above in answering) <Mean•3.220 S.D.•.811)
0
1
2
s
4
8. To what extent was your participation in shared decision-making helpful to you? (Use
the key above in answering} CMean-3.300 s.o.•. 847)
0
1
2
s
'
9. Stuckwisch outlines five stages in decision-making. 'lhese are stated as:
LOriginating the issue
2.Establishing guidelines for resolution ti the issue
3.Gatheri.ng information
4.Determining possible solutions
5.Choosinr the solution
9a.Using the key above. please indicate the phases in which you were involved in plannin~ (Circle
that apply) (Number ....,Y111.>
STUDENT
1EACBER
READING
~l1HEMA'l1CS

ATTENDANCE

ATI'ENDANCE

1

(31.9)

1

(27.4)

1

(25.7)

1

2

( 38.1)

2

(33.6)

2

(:li4)

2

(23..9)

3

(48.9)

3

('3.4)

3

(40.7)

3

(25.7)

4

(59.3)

4

(80.2)

4

(4.'U)

5

(46.0)

'

(56.8)

(40.7)

5

(41.8)

5

(3)J)

5

Cl2J)

9 b. Using the key above, please indicate the phases in which the group first became
involved in planning: (Circle all that apply)
TEACHER
MATHEMATICS
STUDENT
READING

ATI'ENDANCE

ATIENDANCE

1

(339)

1

(33.0)

1

(2M)

1

CZ1B)

2

(37.8)

2

(33.0)

2

(33.0)

2

(25.7)

3

(49.5)

3

(4.U)

3

(+LO)

3

(30.3)

4

(40.4)

4

(36.8)

4

(CU)

4

(28.8)

5

(33.9)

5

(29.4)

5 (29..4)

5

(22.0}

10. When did planning take place (Check all that apply)
_at the beginning of the year (77.7Y)
_at the end of the first semester (66.3 n
_at the end of the year. (41.8Y)

11. How frequently did planning take place (how often)
.4..,weekly c.n.4)
.a.monthly (35.4)
.2.,quarterly (20.2>
1..yearly (3.0}

(M1111na3.ll5•Monthly>

12.Using the following key, please indicate the effect of the decision on you personally
Key:O-None, l•Little, 2-Some, S=Bigh, 4•VeryBigh
READING
MA'IBEMATICS
STUDENT
TEACHER

ATIENDANCE

Mean•2.77
S.D.•l.262

Mean=2.4'M
S.D.•l .3l'l0

ATI'ENDANCE

Meanal.648
S.D.-1.383

13.Please indicate the effect of the decision on your school
2-Some, S.Bigh, 4-Very mgh

Key: 0-None, l•Little,

READING

-----

Mean•3.180
S.D.-.996

MA'IBEMATICS

STUDENT

ATI'ENDANCE
M--3.012
8.D.-1.0'1'9

---·

M•n.t.979
8.D.-1.14'

TEACHER

ATIENDANCE
M-..2.'lm
8.D.-J..31111

14.How effective has your planning been in improving these areas?
Key: O.None, l•Little, 2-Some, 3-Bigh, 4-Very High
READING

MATBEMATICS

STUDENT

ATIENDANCE
Mean•2.791
S.D.-.883

M-2.834
S.0.-1.000

M-2.m
S.D..-1.ol!R

TEACHER

ATI'ENDANCE
Meanod.294
S.D.-IZ78

15.To what extent were the decisions implemented or carried out?
Key: 0.None, 1.Uttle, 2-Some, 3-Bigh, 4•Very High
READING
Mean-3.14.11
S.D.=.870

MATHEMATICS

STUD~

ATTENDANCE
Mean'"2.lll8'7

S.D.-1.028

TEACHER

ATIENDANCE
'M;_;.1.753
S.D.-Ull9

16.Rate how satisfied you were with the decisions
Key: 0-None, l•Little, 2-Some, SaHigh. 4=Very High
READJNG
MATIIEMATICS
STUDENI'

ATI'ENDANCE
Mean-3.221

S. D.s. 7218

SD ..-.9811

Mea,...3J03
S. D..., .988

TEACHER

ATTENDANCE
S.D.-1 J 49

17.How important to you was it to participate in decisions about the following areas?
Key: O•NONE/ 4•HIGH
READJNG
MATHEMATICS
STUDENI'
TEACHER

ATTENDANCE

ATTENDANCE

0

0

0

0

1

1

1

1

2

2

2

2

3

3

3

4

4

4

4

Mean•3.4
S.D.-JM.3

MMn•3.2

Mean•3.1

Mean=2. 7
S.0.-1.4

3
i'

S.D.-1J34

s.o.•uM

18. What would like to see changed about the planning process?
19. Were there any unexpected outcomes from your participation in shared decisionmaking as related to school planning?

20. What did you perceive to be the benefits of your participation in shared decisionmaking as related to school planning?

21. Please indicate your response by circling your opinion regarding these statements.
Key: 0-Never, l•Rarely, 2a Occasionally, S•Frequently, 4•Usually or Always
C"" f'reqmntly)

When the shared decision-making appl'Ollch it med in school planning ...- ....

Too much.time is spent in the decision-making process
O=Never, l=Rarely, 2= Occasionally, 3=Frequently, 4=Usually or Always
'Mean-I .65 S.D.•.98 aOecuionaDy)

Participants should be trained in the shared decision-making process
O=Never, l=Rarely, 2= Occasiona1ly, 3=Frequent1y, 4=Usually or Always
(M--3.07 S.D.al.07._FNqaeDQy)

Poor staff relationships could result
O=Never, !:Rarely, 2• Occasionally, 3=Frequently, 4=Usually or Always
.<M-t .38.1 s.o.•.97s..Rlirllly)

It is more difficult fur the principal
O:Never, l=Rarely, 2= Occasionally, 3=Frequently, 4=Usually or Always
'Mean=l.795.D.al.'77~)

It is more difticult far the teachers
O:Never, !=Rarely, 2= Occasionally, 3=Frequently, 4=Usually or Always
(M-1.89 S.D.-l .t:l!l8cOcxMiana)

Staff morale improves
<>=Never, l=Rarelv. 2= Occasionally, 3=Frequently, 4=Usually or Always
(M--3.3158 S.D.-.893•wFrequaitly)

Inter-ec:hool communication improves
<>=Never, l=Rarely, 2= Occasionally, 3=Frequently, 4=Usually or Always
CM--3.31!111 S.D.-.!l!lt ._P'reqoenQy)

It undermines the principal'& authority
O=Never, l=Rarely, 2= Occasionally, 3=Frequently, 4=Usuatly or Always
CM-M'7 S.D.-.797-RlllWy)

It improves the chances of 11\x:omplishlng IChool goals
<>=Never, !=Rarely, 2= Occasionally, 3=Frequently, 4=Usuatly or Always
<M-3.118.D.a. 'l'34._11y..aJ_,..)

It improves It.aft' motivation towards goal accomplishment
O=Never, l=Rarely, 2= 0ccagiona11y, 3=Frequently, 4=Usually or Always
<M--:t.482 8.D.-.892-.._lly-aJ_,.)

Intra-school communication improves
O=Never, l=Rarely, 2=. Occasionally, 3=Frequently, 4=Usua11y or Always
CM.n-3.303 8.D.-.8158••Freqoently)

A3

SCHOOL PLANNING QUESTIONNA.m.E

DATE_J_J_
Pl!ftll!nl.qftl a"' acijnal<l!d

rar miMinc NI~

(K..y. J"rn, AA•l.Pm•I· 27(23.7'!1.). T,Cnune ltC.S.d. 71(112.2') Par. It Cem. Rep.""· 111(14.()'!I.))

IDENTIFYING INFORMATION:

SCHOOL,_ _ _ _ _ _ UNIT NUMBER _ _ _ _ DISTRICT _ _
PERSON COMPLETING FORM <PLEASE CHECK)

_PRINCIPAL_ASST.PRINCIPAL_TEACHER
_CAREER SERVICE_PARENT_COMMUNITY REPRESENTATIVE
_OTHER (PLEASE INDICATE) - - - - 1.

Are you a member of this school's local school council? _yes _no <X2..3.U

pdX>Ol

Pm""Yee, A.tt.Pm:No, T•chera70.S....No, C:-8-vi-No, CornmunityRep.!50'll-Y•, Pa"'nt.169.2'1!=Yea

2.

Please indicate the last level of education that you completed
CAD:. MA+" 43.!i,T: MA= (7.8, P: H.S... 37.t:i,, X

3.

2
"84.t:i, p<.000)

If you are a teacher, please indicate your area of instruction (subject
and/or grade level)

4.

If you havE:' teaching experience, please indicate your teaching
experience in years_Area match< AD: v.1oot.,T: Ya97.2', P: Y·2K,
subjects/or gradestaught_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

5.

Please indicate the number of years that you have been at this
school _ _ _ _ __

6.

Have you participated in school planning activities in the past?
_yes _no

(AD:

x 2.et:i.5

p.c.ooo >

y,.J()()llL, T:Y-93.K, P: Y-57.1 .. i"'20.776, pdlOO)

If yes, please describe when and the topic of planning.
7.

Your age ( )21-25 () 26-30 () 31-35 () 36-40 () 41-45 () 46-50 .C x2.12.e
( )51-55 () 56-60 () 61-65 ()Other

pc.012,Pm.-'6-l!O.-

AP-11-80, Couna'6-l!0,36-40,61-65,other, Ta'8- IJ0,(1-'5,

8.

Sex ()Male

9.

If you are the principal of the school. please indicate the number of

( )Female CAD: 501l.eF, T; 91 .....F,P: 87.K-F, x 2a2t.027, pc.000)

years of administrative experience_ (Please describe)
10.

Are you familiar with the terms "shared decision-'rnaking" or
"participative managernent"?_yes __no.

CAD: v.100-., T: Y•95..,.,, P:

v.ee.K, x 2.1e.1,

i>< .002)

11.

Have you taken classes, attended workshops or been specifically
trained in the shared decision-making process?

( ) Not at all ()A little ( ) Somewhat ( ) A great deal ()Very extensively
Please describe: (Not Signilk:ant)
12.

Have you taken classes, attended workshops or been specifically
trained in the area of mathematics?
_Not at all_A little_ Somewhat_A great deal
Please describe:

13.

(Mean re11 in rang<! or:

_Very extensively

AO: 1.9 llOme'Nhat, J:: t.homewhat., .E: .26 not ataD

x 2.. 2e.ooe, p< .ooo> .

Have you taken classes, attended workshops or been specifically
trained in the area of reading?

_Not at a,11 _ A little_ Somewhat_ A great deal_ Very extensively
Please describe; (Mean AD: 2.6 a great deal, T: 2.4 somewhat., P: .42 not at all. X2=54.6 p<.000)
14. Please indicate the pl1nning areas where you have participated in the
decision-making process.
(see 15=EXTENT PARTICIPATED and 16=EXTENT WANTED TO
PARTICIPATE)
ll.

AREA

ID

Significant X2 noted

1 Planning for improvement of reading achievement
2 Planning for improvement of mathematics achievement
3 Planning forimprovement of student attendance
4 Planning for improvement of teacher attendance
5 School budget
6 Textbook and/or instructional materials selection
7 Student discipline issues
8 Allocation of teachers or other school staff
9 Determining the instructional methods to be used with
students
10 Determining the instructional objectives for
the etudents at this Bite
11 Determining the format for school reports on
student progress
12 Determining staff development programs
13 Determining the roles and responsibilities for staff'
14 Planning for improvement of school climate
15 Planning for school beautification or maintenance
16 Establishing teaching schedules
17 Evaluation of school personnel

T

lfL
p

MODE

6

II 6

6

II

e

II

II

11,4,8

II

II

6

e

II

II

II

II

l

e

6

e

II

e
e

ID

T

p

MODE

6

6

6

6

6

6

6

6

6

5

6

6

6

6

6

6

6

6

6

6

6

6

6

6

15.

For the planning areas checked above, please indicate the extent to
which you participate in the decision-making process using the follow
ing key: (Significant dirrerence11 not.ed ror the rollowinc itenw X 1.)

1.
2.
3.
4.

Make the decision, alone
2. No
3. 18.900 pdM
Recommend decisions
Suggest possible alternatives
4. 29.093 P< .001
Gather or provide information
a. No
Make the decision as part of the group 6. 23.836 pc.008
Do not participate
1.19.361 pc.04

Liii>

5.
6.

8. "2.007 pc.000

9. No
10. 24.071 pc.007
11. No
12. No
13.No
14.No
15. 34.482 pc.003
16. 40.349 pc.002 17. :le.973, pc:.000

16.

For the planning areas checked above, please indicate the extent to
which you would like to participate in the decision-making process
using the following key: (Signil\canl dilTl!Tl!ncee not.ed ror the l'ollowinf IW- XI.)

1.
2.
3.

Make the decision, alone
Recommend decisions
Suggest possible alternatives
Gather or provide information
Make the decision as part of the group
Do not participate

4.

5.
6.

,..

1. No

9. 32.5 pc.001

2. No

1o. 19.3 pc:.04

3. No

11.12.5 pc:.05

4. No

12. 38.3 pc.000

ll No

13. No

6. 21.6 pc.006

14.No

7. 17.4 pc.03

15. 35.4 pc:.002

8. 23. 7 pc.O'l

16.No

17. No

£'

ANALYSIS OF PLANNING IN FOUR AREAS: <READING ACHIEVEMENT,
MATHEMATICS ACHIEVEMENT, STUDENT ATTENDANCE, TEACHER
ATTENDANCE>

1. Describe the decision area(s) (ie. problem (s) to be solved) for the areas of: reading
achievement, mathematics achievement, student attendance, and teacher attendance.
Answer only for those areas in which you participated in the planning. What is your
objective?

Reading
Mathematics
Student Attendance
Teacher Attendance
2. Indicate the frequency of participation in planning activities for each of these
participant types.
Indkate the rating for each person category as applicable. (Ordylrigniflamt dilferenceun! lieta:t.)
READING
PRINCIPAL _NEVER_SELDOM_USUALLY_ALWAYS
TOTAL
TEACHERS _NEVER_SELDOM_USUALLY_ALWAYS

TOTAL

PARENTS

_NEVER_SELDOM_USUALLY_ALWAYS

TOTAL

CAREER
SERVICE

_NEVER_SELDOM_USUALLY_ALWAYS

TOTAL

COM. REP. _NEVER_SELDOM_USUALLY_ALWAYS

TOTAL

OTHER

TOTAL

_NEVER_SELDOM_USUALLY_ALWAYS

PL~ASE INDICATE

MATHEMATICS
PRINCIPAL _NEVER_SELDOM_USUALLY_ALWAYS

TOTAL

TEACHERS _NEVER_SELDOM_USUALLY_ALWAYS

TOTAL

PARENTS

TOTAL

_NEVER_SELDOM_USUALLY_ALWAYS

CAREER
_NEVER_SELDOM_USUALLY_ALWAYS
TOTAL
SERVICE ( x'..18.462 P< .OUAQ;N.... 37.K,Sel. 37.K, Jl Nev. 82.K e.,u.11. 37.K,8111.3'7.K)
COM. REP. _NEVER_SELDOM_USUALLY_ALWAYS

TOTAL

OTHER
_NEVER_SELDOM_USUALLY_ALWAYS
PLEASE INDICATE

TOTAL

STUDENT ATTENDANCE
PRINCIPAL _NEVER_SELDOM_USUALLY_ALWAYS

TOTAL

TEACHERS _NEVER_SELDOM_USUALLY_ALWAYS

TOTAL

PARENTS

_NEVER_SELDOM_USUALLY_ALWAYS

TOTAL

CAREER
SERVICE

_NEVER_SELDOM_USUALLY_ALWAYS

TOTAL

COM. REP.

_NEVER_SELDOM_USUALLY_ALWAYS

TOTAL

OTHER
_NEVER_SELDOM_USUALLY_ALWAYS
PLEASE INDICATE
TEACHER ATTENDANCE
PRINCIPAL _NEVER_SELDOM_USUALLY_ALWAYS

TOTAL
TOTAL

TEACHERS _NEVER_SELDOM_USUALLY_ALWAYS

TOTAL

PARENTS

_NEVER_SELDOM_USUALLY_ALWAYS

TOTAL

CAREER
SERVICE

_NEVER_SELDOM_USUALLY_ALWAYS

TOTAL

('Jf"' 18.127 pd>06&. Alw. 48.7'll>,Uau. 40.01.,, ~ AJw. 77.8, e_U1u. 67.2'1>)

oi'-17.646 pc: .00~ Sel. 72. .,.,, ~ NI!". 54.3',

e Nev. '2.K,Uau.42.K)

_NEVER_SELDOM_USUALLY_ALWAYS

TOTAL

OTHER
_NEVER_SELDOM_USUALLY_ALWAYS
PLEASE INDICATE
.

TOTAL

COM. REP.

3. Who usually set the agenda for planning meetings?
l..principal alone
2..principnl and other administrators
a.assistant principal
~staff designees with/without principal
5-,teachers
d..planning team (principal, teachers, career service, parents, community
representatives, others)
1.local school council
How much involvement did you have in making decisions about the following areas:

4.

Key: 0-NONF.J 4-illGH
READING
MATHEMATICS
0
1

2r..a.3, or..2

STUDENT ATTENDANCE

0
1

0
1

2

2

0
1
F"'8.6,Drz2

2

, ....9.Df'z2
pell

pc.003

p<.l>4

3

3

4

4
2
X •18.l588
pc.017
All:73.K•4
.I: 33.9'1b-4
.l!:30.8'J1,a.2-3

TEACHER
ATTENDANCE

1l'..tl5.IM2

x 2..211.106

pcD43

pc.001

3

3

4

4

xz..

21.i11
p<.007

AD;. 711'll>·4

6I2;!1!li!ei

~~~4-3

~ 2l6.8'Jl,m4..()

e30~

e_33~2

f..36.4'll>s-O
,.e16.7'll>s4-2·0

AD;. 60.9'lb=o4

5. How much influe.n.c.c_did vou have in making decisions about the followil"IP' areas:
Key: O•NONFJ 4•lliGH
TEACHER
READING
MATHEMATICS
STIJDENT ATI'ENDANCE
ATl'ENDANCE
0
0
0
0
1
1
1
1
2

2

2

F../i.0, 1)'=2

2

pc.lnl

pc.007

3

3

3

3

4

4

4

4

"1f.,.'l'J..81YJ.
p<.()04

F..S.3 Of:2

r .. 21;.100
pdlOl

AD.~

AD;. 62.2'11:>:4

'.t 31. 8'!1>=3

I:3i.K:O
f:l8.2 ....+.0-2

f:l50'f.:2

6. To what degree did shared decision-making take place at your school? (Use the key above in
answering)
0
1
2
8
4 (Not SignifiQlnt)
7. To what extent were plans communicated across all levels of the school? (Use the key above in
answering)
0
1
2
3
4 (Not Significant)

8. To what extent was your participation in shared decision-making helpful to you? (Use
the key above in answering)
0
1
2
3
4 (Not Signfk:oant)
9. Stuckwisch outlines five stages in decision-making. These are stated as:
I.Originating the issue
2.Establishing guidelines for resolution of the issue
3.Gathering information
4.Determining possible solutions
5.Choosinf1 the solution

[:i

9a.Using the key above, please indicate the phases in which you were involved in planning: (Circle !l
that apply) tonJy.tgnillieantdill'_ _ ......_>
READING
MATHEMATICS
STUDENT
1EACHER
I
ATTENDANCE
ATI'ENDANCE
1
1
1
1
1
1·,

2

2

2

2

3

3

3

3

4

4

4

4

5

5

5

5

9 b. Using the key above, please indicate the phases in which the group first became
involved in planning: c&;rcle all that apply)
TEACHER
STUDENT
READING
MATHEMATICS

ATTENDANCE

ATTENDANCE
1

1

1

2

2

2

X'.,s.239 p<.01s.-2

3

3

3

Xali.883 p<.063---3

4

4

4

x2 .. 8.1os p<.047- 4

5

5

5

1 All. I

..e_

'5.H. 22.K 8.7'

llO'!'

26.,.,

20'lli

5

10.When did planning take place (Check all that rtpply)
_at the beginning of the year
_at the end of the first semester
_at the e~d of the year.

<Nat8i«nlftmnl)

11.How frequently did planning take place (how often)
i_weekly
.3._monthly
2._quarterly
l_yearly

(Nat Blpiftcanl)

12.Using the following key, please indicate the effect of the decision on you personally
Key: O::None, l=Little, 2=Some, 3=High, 4=Very High
READING
MATHEMATICS
S'IUDENT

ATTENDANCE

r.u.11

r ..u.O'l3

pc:.OO'l

pc:.oo.1

AD:SK..2-4I:~.

AD: 83.H-4 I:.,_.,.,_,

~ 38.41'.2

?:33.3...0-2

13.Please indicate the effect of the decision on your school CNo& li111illcanl)
Key: 0-None, l=Little, 2=Some, 3=High, 4=Very High

READING

MATHEMATICS

S'IUDENT

ATTENDANCE

14.How effective has your planning been in improving these areas?
Key: 0-None, l•Little, 2=Some, 3-High, 4=Very High
READING
MATHEMATICS
STUDENT

ATTENDANCE

TEACHER

ATTENDANCE

(Not Slptt'leanl)

TEACHER

ATTENDANCE

15.To what extent were the decisions implemented or carried out? <Not Signillcant)
Key: 0..None, l•Little, 2=Some, 3•High, 4•Very High
TEACHER
READING
MATIIEMATICS
S'IUDENT

ATTENDANCE

ATTENDANCE

16.R.ate how satisfied you were with the decisions (NotSignillcant)
Key: O..None, l=Little, 2=Some, 3=High,, 4•Very High
READING
MATIIEMATICS
STUDENT

ATI'ENDANCE

'IF..ACHER

ATTENDANCE

17.How important to you was it to participate in decisions about the following areas?
Key: O•NONE' 4•HIGH
STUDENT
READING
MA1HEMATICS
'IF..ACHER

ATI'ENDANCE

ATI'ENDANCE

0

0

0

0

1

1

1

1

2

2

2

2

3

3

3

3

4

4

4

i-17.7
p<N1

x .. 20.1e
p<.010

4

x2.17.001

Not Signilkant

pdl3
A0:7&!1-4
l: :62'111-4
f:llO'!li- 4
(M...,....AD:3M.
T: 3.4t,P:3.08)

(M-.n • AD:3.48,
T: 3.09, P3.08)

ADSJ~

l'.:39.H-4

f:45.IJll-4
(M-AD:2.13,
T: 2..8l ,P:3.0)

2

A!l:68.2'1f>-4
I.: 34. 7""'"4
£:40.0'jl,"1
(Meano<AD-.!l.45,
T:2J5.1, P: 1.60)

18. What would like to see changed about the planning process?

19. Were there any unexpected outcomes from your participation in shared decision·
related to school planning?

20. What did you peTCeive to be the benefits of your participation in shared decisionrelated to school planning?

21. Please indicate your response by circling your opinion regarding these statements.
Key: 0-Never, !•Rarely, 2- Occasionally, 3•Frequently, 4-Usually or Always

When the shared decision-making approach is used in school planning ..LToo much time is spent in the decision-making process
0

1

2

3

4

(MeansAD:I.M..7:1.72, f:l.46) NotSigniftcant)

2.Participants should be trained in the shared decision-makinf process
0
1
2
3
4
(MeaneAJl:3.29, 1'.:3.09, f,:2.11-4) ,('.. 20.337 pc.009

3. Poor staff' relationships could result
0
1
2

3

(Mean=AD:l.21, 1'.:l.<M, J!;t .38) Not ligniftcant

4. It is more difficult for the principal
0
1
2

3

(Mean•A.12: t.19, J::UlO, f:t.17) Not Significant

5. It is more difficult for the teachers
0
1
2

3

4

3

4

3

4

3

4

(Mean•~ 1.91,ll 1.88,e l.M) r•t8.M8 pc.035

6. Staff morale improves

0

1

2

(Mean•lJ2:3..33, 1'.:3 ..cJ, f:3.0) Not lipillc:ant

7. InteJ-..school communication improves
0
I
2
CMean•AD:3.42..:.I: 3.40, !!: 3.1) Not Significant

8. It undermines the principal'& authority
0
1
2
(Mean ..AJ2:.ll3, J::.81, f:.92) Not Signiftcant

9. It improves the chances of accomplishing school goals
0
1
2
3
4
(Mean•A.ll:3.0. 1'.:3..6, J!;3.4) Not Sign\l'.cant

10.It improves staff' motivation t.owards aoaI acoompUslnnent
0

1

2

3

4

3

4

(MeanaA.12: 3.M, J: :3.l'il, f,:3.08) Not Signillc:.nt

lLlntra-school communication improves
0
1
2
(Me.an•lJ2:3.40, l'.:3.33, f;2.88) Not Signiftcant

..
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PROBLEM-SOLVING &
DECISION-MAKING STYLE
INVENTORY
Perception of self
DeveiopecJ by Paul Hersey and \.\/alter E Natemeyer

PURPOSE
The P<J'PO"' ot ttHs 1nstrumen1 is IO provide ~back on IOU' own Pf!l'('.eplion
of your problem-sol~1ng .tnd dec1sl()fWnak1ng style<sl.

INSTRUCTIONS FOR COMPLETING
THE INVENTORY
On !ht- following p.ige ~rl' r-IYf' p.ltr\ ol st.itement\ OK1de
which d the s1a1ement1 1n each p.iir rn<Xt reOl!'C11 tht' w111y )'OIJ
;ippro.ach problems and make de<1sions. Allocate J points l>E<- n the two alterna!IYf' statements in e.id1 pair. 11.iSt> 'IOU'
poinr al!oc.illon on .,our judgment ot how well e.Kh Slilt~r
~ri~ how )'OIJ ll!'nd ro bt'h-. Assign !ht' MO'll points "'
tht' statement in ttw.o pair !h;it is
char.l('tt>rtstic al )OJ•
problem-solving or dec1si0f'HTl;iking s!ylt'.

"'°"'

Allocate thto points be"-"'!t'n the fim .ind St'cond
statl!'ments 1n ont> al !hi!' following w.11\'5 . .is shown 1n !hi!' t>•·
amples bt'low. m;ik1ng SUl'li! that the numbt'rs usignf'd lo l!'ach
pa1r add up 10 l

A "-'ldr 1Pf'Cilk instrUCtioM

1.

~

c

SN,... ide1l'I Ind attt>mP' to n!lldl convnws on • dK1sion.

0

~

an oppottunity for

8

~

inpu1

c

f1dlititf' di~sion •nd am wpponiw ift problem ming.

A

M.ik' the dKision and Kt firmly and dKisiwly in ifs im~t.alion.

0

PrOl'id!! an opportuniry for Olhton to m.1kl! tflt' dKision.

A

Provide SJl"(ific inWV('lions for n!'SOivins the probll!m.

c

f.1eilit1tl! discunion and am wpc>oniw in problem 'IOlving.

l

...

6.

1.

a.

9.

l(l.

11.

for inplll from ocfwm IO lwfp tof"l! tflt'

for

~

~.

1D mab tflt' dK11ion.

from Olh!n to help te>lw the problem.

B Ois<IHs tflt' dKisiati with othl!n .and anl!mpl

10 pin th.ir commit~nl.

0

P""'ide an apportuniry for ~ to ""'"' !he dKision.

A

M.lkt the dKision and Kt firmly .1l'ld dK1siwly in il5

c

Shill\' ideu and

B

~

0

l.f'I ~ t.akl! !hf m.tjor mponsibilily for te>lving the problem.

8

OisaKs tflt' dKis1on wilti oclwrs .1l'ld lltl!mpl to pin lhe-ir commitment.

c

st\iil\' idl!.n and

A

Provide

0

l.f'I othl!1'1 uikt !hf m.tiot ~biliry for taMrtg !hf problem.

A

Mab> !hf dKision ind act finnly Ind dKisiwly in its

ll!ffl!pl to

"lid!

COOM!l'UIH Oft ll

im~ution.

dKision.

•

for input from odwm to lwlp te>lw !hf problem.

~ilk

attl!mpl

to n!lldl

COf'IW!nSlll

on a dKision.

instructions for n!'SOiving tflt' prcbl•m.

B Oisev\s the dKision with oclwrs .1l'ld
12.

problem.

•
2.

s.

tor reoMna itw

im~ion.

atlf!mpl to pin tflt'ir commitml!nl.

c

facilital!' discuuion iind am wpc>oni~ i11 problem 'IOlv1ng.

0

Lft

°""'"

uik• !hf m.1jor ff'IPOMibtllry lor te>lving tflt' problem.

INSTRUCTIONS FOR SCORING
Add tht' SCOl't"l lh.tl you~ assig!W!d 10 !hr Sil A itf'!TIS and
~ !hr tot.II in IM A bo1 below Repe.at lt>t' i.amt' ~ult'
for !ht' 8, C. and D ill'tns, m;iking ~rt' lh.tt thr number\ in
th<!! lour OO•l'S ldd up lo )6.

A

TOTALS

I

C

D

D+D+D+D

=J6

Now. transl!!r your scores from !hr A, 8. C. and D 00.t>S abo.ir
to !ht' C()rTt'Sponding ~in !tit' model b<l!low

STYLES

ID

u
INAPPROPRIATE

h•-•int

~

......

I

l

S3

S2

S4

St

/

c

/

/

D
B

/

°'""""''"'

/

D D
D

-

A

Clln<tM'

PROBLEM·SOLVING &
DECISION·MAKING MODEL

INTERPRETING THE DATA
This i~ntory pro.-i~ fl!oedbKk on 'l"Y' ~c'f,llion d how

"'°"' ~- in a probfem.tolving or dt'cis~ing situation.
TIM!' extt>nt ro which "'°"' enp~ in "di~i""" and "wppor-

emph;ises you pl~ on lhf four problem-tolving and dt'cision-

making Ryles {tl'lliflg or authorir.ti"'!, Riiing or consultati"'!,
p.a1ticip.ari11g or f.tcilir.ti"'!, and dt'lt>g11ing or dl!legati""J.
IM" ~iat is 'l"Y' "style." ~!WO dimensions Al'<I! de4ined
Thl' hig~I KOl't' ~nts )IOU' ptim.ary Slylt', which
as follows:
lt'ndi to Ill' !ht' most comfo1t.ablt' for you. Tiil' tryll' with thl'
• Direct/Vt' bt'havior is !tit' alt'nl to which 'l'lU tol"" lhf next.ftig~ number is consider-.d )IOI.Ir ll«'ondlry .sryl«sl.
problt>ms, maltt' !ht' dt'cisions, SJl!!ll OIJI the dutit's ol Allhough ~ may not Ill' as comfo1t.abll' with lhfs stylt' as with
OIMD. and t>ng.agt> in lt'lling lhl'm whar to do, how to )'OOr primary ayle, )IOU U!C! !his Mylll!' to a moderalt' ertent. 'lbur
do ii, whefl to do it, whl'rt' to do it, and who is to do Jfylt' rangto includes both )IOU' primary and wcondary stylt's.
it. Some wbstitutt' ll'rms for difttfill(' bt'h.wior indudt'
hid the totals ol A plus 8. 8 plus C, .tnd C plus D• .and
task b<l!havior, asse1ti"" b<l!havior, arid guidancll!'.
.,,~ thO'!ot' totals in !ht' ~es lll'low. TIM!' total for A plus 8
• SuppottiVt' bt'lvvior is !ht' extent to which you t>np~ ~ts your p!!r~ion d the tt:latlw emptw.t's you place
In fWO.llW\' communication with ~rs legiroing the on ,.,dl!r-mildt' dt'cisions; 8 plus C ~ coll1boratiVt'
problem at dt'cision arid Pf'O"id<i! toCioemofional suppott dt'cision malting; .tnd C plus D l'C!p,_nts Jo/IC1Mlll!r.ntadt'
and f.tcilitatiw lll'h"'1ior. Somt' wbstitulli!' ll'rms for wp. dt'cisions.
polti"'! bt'h.widr indudt' rt'lationship bfhaviot, diSCl.K) ~adl!r-Made Ol!cisions
A+ 8 - I
,;on, and t'nCouragt!l"M'nl.
) Coll.aborati"'! Ol!cisions
B • c .. I
By examining l'OO' \COl'l.'S in the A, 8, C. and D ~
I Foll--Made Ol!cisions
c • o- I
In !ht' model, you an idl!nltfy ~i.r Jl!!r~ion d the l'l!l.ali"'!

~

CONCLUSION
Thfor" is no .. ~ .. Sly"' for probl"m 10lving 0t dt-cis1on ~k
ing A pen.on'1 appropriai" ~I" ~pends on th" ''r".ad1rif"11"
ol
1~\'Pd If 1 "'Dr'1 ;tylP ~trhE-1 tM "'ad,,_1 ~I
ol a loll~r. 11 11 lt'f'<> as 1ppropt1a1"
fhfo following ~1gru11on1 from !M Probl"m-Solvif18 &
OK11ion-M.Jk1ng M~l 11'!' u!of'd lo id"nhfy !M lour po11ibl"

°""'"

1pprop"11" sty~:
• Sl - Authoriuti~ !'Tl>ll1ngl
• S2 - Consuh1t1\'!' (5'°11ingl
• SJ - Facil1W1\'!' !P'a'1teipat1ngl

~isiofl or IOI~ th" pro~
l"m and
u.-11f1ng or 1nSKul'!'
• R2 - Un.ab!" lo ~k" tM ~1s1on or IOI~ thfo problem.
but *ill1ng O< COflfi~nl.
• IU - Abl" to m1k" !M ~1s1on or sol~ rhfo probl"m.
but u.-1lling or 1nSKul'!'.
• R4 - Ahl" 10 m.ak"
~i11on or sol\'!' thfo probl"m
and willing or conli~nr.

• Rl • Unabl" lo mak" !M

"'t""'

th"

• S4 - °""'~"~ (!:"'l"~''ngl

th""'

i1 not a m.arch ~n !M "'•~r's sryl" and !M
foll~r's l'!'ad1n"1. !hf' sty!" is inappropridle and !M following ~igndl1ons from lt>t mod"I may apply:

II

PROBLEM-SOLVING &
DECISION-MAKING READINESS

• Sl - C°"rc1ng

• 52 -

~n1pularing

• SJ - Patr0fliz1ng
• S4 • Avoiding
~adiM'!s to sol~ ptob""'1s or to ~k" ~isiOfls df'pends on
!WO ma1or facto!'\.
• Abrliry. !hf' ""'"nt 10 which
thfo IW<'"!.af'Y
knowlf'<:!gf' or sl<ill to ~k" !M ~11i0fl or to
thfo
probl"m, and
• Wi/11n1fM!l, !M - t to which
!M
ncoc"sary confi~. commit""'"'· and ·motivation to
m1k" !M ~ision or to sol\'!' thfo probl"m.
To PV'aluat" !M scol'!'I you 8""' and to df't"rmiM !M •P.
propnat" sty"' for IM pel'\on you PV'aluatf'<:! 10 u"', you must
IS~S""' ,_,sot ..ad,,_s of OtMI'\ irM:>I~. ~four i-1s
ol l'!'ad1M'!s, corr"ponding to thfo four probl"1n-!Olving and
~isioo-mak1ng styl4-s, II'!' de(inf'<:! and shown~""' rnanix
to !M right.

°""pol-- '°'""
°"" pol--

PROBLEM-SOLVING &
DECISION-MAKING STYLES

Add'"" inquiri~ or ~ to:
Uni.,...ity AllOCiatft,, Inc.
IS17 'roduc1ian ~
S.n OWso, Callforllil 92121
(.. 191 S7a-S900
f4ll 1'1'1 S7a-1042

R4

R3

R2

R1

UNwnity Anociat" of C.nad.
•1~ fai,..i- SI"""
lurliflllOll, Ooilatio C'l .VI
"'" '32-5132

For mol'!' information on Situational Lrldl!rship instrum""''·
publications, training programs, vi~ resourc"s. and '"lated
materials, consuh !hf' Situational l.Ndtnhip• l"°"rcr Guide.
To rec"i"" a copy, ... rite to or call:
Uni~rsity Associat"· Inc .• 11517 ProdUClion A\'!'nue
S.On 0i"80, CA 92121, ~l"J)hOM 619-578-5900

Slluat- Lt-.Np• " '
Copyng"' Cl 1'181. 1'188 by

"'9'V""" .,_..,.,. d l•-'"'"' SruO,., 1nC
l•-'"'"' Sr.-, Inc Al "9"11 ''"'"lll'd
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PROBLEM-SOLVING &
DECISION-MAKING STYLE
INVENTORY
Perception of other
:>everoped by Paur Hersey and Wafter E Natemeyer

Name of Leader:

PURPOSE
pur~ r:I this insrrvment i1 to pt~id<! ~~ on )'OU' pil'tc~ion d lht!'
p<obff!'m-<,alvong and de<:mon-mak1ng s!ylt'!sl d an individual wirh whom )'OIJ

Tho!>

mterK't.

INSTRUCTIONS FOR COMPLETING
THE INVENTORY
On tho!> follONing pagt' are

r-1~ pairs of s!atements. Dec•dt'
which d rht' st.11e""'nrs 1n each p.itr ~I rell~ts 1he w11y tht'
pt>rson )'OU art' l!'Y31u.almg appro.acht'S problems •nd makl'\
decisions Allocalt' J poin!s be-n the two al1ernat1~
Sl.illemt-nt3 in f!'.iidl p.iir Base )OU' point altocalton on )OUt 1udgrnt'nl of how ~II eKh 11art>rn~11 clE's.cnbes how Iha! pil't"SOn
tends to behiM!. Assign the most pomts 10 I~ statement in tht'
p.111 that i1 more characteristic r:I the individual's problf.'m'°lving or ~111on-making sryle

Allocate thl' points bt'f'M!ol'n the firs! and \E'Cond
statt'mt'nts in one d thl' lollow1ng ~. a1 shown 1n !ht' t'•·
.ampll'\ below. making sure that !he numbers as11gnf.'d to each
pa1t add up to ).

A

Pl'O\lidl- !oJ)('Cific instructions fot ~lving 111" problem.

B

~· for input from O!hers to help sol""

c

S'1o1re idfo•• and attemp! to ~ach conw-nsus on

0

Pro;-1de an opporruni!Y for O!hers to make 111" decmon.

8

Ai.Ii. for input from O!kl'rs to help sol"I! the problem.

c

Fo1cil1!dle d•\.CIJ\•ion and

A

Make tl>t' decision and act firmly and dec1s1"l!ly in ii!. implementation

D

PrCN1de an opporrunity fot ochers to mab! 111" decision.

A

Pr<Nidfo specific instnJCfions for resolving 111"

c

Facilitate discussion and

B

DiKuss 111" decision with others and anempl to pin tht!i1 commill'ne'nt.

D

PrCN1dfo an opporrunity fot others to m.ike 111" decision.

A

Makr !ht! decision and

c

Share idras and attemp! 10 n!ach consensus on a decision.

I.

2

l.

4.

s.

6.

1.

8.

9.

lO.

ll.

12.

~

~

act

111" problem.
1

decmon.

SUJ>l)Or!•"I! in problem solving.

prob~m.

su1l9<>rli"I! in problem solving.

firmly and decisil1ely in its implt"ITl(!nt.Jrion.

B AJ.k #or inpu1 from ()!hers to help sol"'-' !he problem.

D

li!I orhers t.Jb! !he major 1'1l!'Sponsibility fot tolving !he problem.

B

OiSCUis !he decision with orhers ilnd anempe to pin !heir commil.Tnl!'nt.

c

Share ideas ind attempt to n!ach consensus on a dKision.

A

Pr<Nidfo specific instructions for resolving the problem.

0

li!I orhers take !he major 1'1l!'Sponsibility for solving !he problem.

A

Makr IN! decision and llCI firmly ind decisi"l!ly in its imp~t.Jtion.

B

DiKuss !he decision with Olht>rs ind 1nemp1 to pin !heir commill'ne'nt.

c

facilitate discussion and

D

li!I O!hers t.akr !he m.ijor responsibility fot solving !he problem.

~

supporti"I! in problem tolving.

INSTRUCTIONS FOR SCORING
Add

a.., Kort'\ NI you haw assigned ro the six A ilt'ms and
a.., IOl.ll 1n a.., A bo• ~low. Repeat chi! WI~ J)f'OC't'du~

~O<d

for the 8. C. and D irrrin. making su~ NI d'M' numbe"' in
.kid up to 36.

~ lour bo•es

roTAU

o·:o+D+D •

36

Now. rtAnslrr llOV• 1.c~ from ~ A, 8. C. and 0 bo•f"I a~
to the corrt"lpond1ng ~in the ~I bt'low.

STYLES
/

1

INAPPROPRIATE

""'"""',...

..................

uI
/

'

l

S3

S2

S4

St

D D
/

c

/

8

/

D D
D

A

PROBLEM·SOLVING &
DECISfON·MAKING MODEL

INTERPRETING THE DATA
This irMenta<y provides ftot!db.lick on 'IOU• pt'l'Ce'Ption d anolfler
individual's beh.Jvior in a probll!ITHOlving or decision-making
situllion. Thr edf'nt to whicfl )'Oii P!l'l:'i~ dw individt11l
t!ngaging in "di~iVf!" and "~iVf!" bt'havior;, tilt' per.
son's "styl,." Thew IWO di~ions are de4inl!'d iS follows:
• Dil'f!C'liVf! behltvior Is dw extl!'nl to whicfl an individual
sol~ lhe problems. tnakf"I lhe decisions, spells out tilt'
dutif"I d Olhr"'. and eng.agl'S in telling othel'S what to
do. how to do It. ~n to do it. ~" to do ii, and who
i5 10 do it. Some subsliMf! ~ fot di~i"'l! beh.wior
includf! t,ask bt'havior, ~st'ftM' behavior, and guidanc,.
• SupportiVf! behavior is the Menl 10 which an individual
t!ng.;t8es in !Wl>way communiation with ~ ~fd.
ing chi! problem or decision and provide !<Oeic~molional
suppofl .and facilitat•Vf! bt'havio<. ~ substitut11 lt'm1s
for SUptX>rti"'l! behavior includf!. relationship behavior,
discussion, .and encoor.agtmt'flt.
By f!'Jl.llmining your scores in lhe A. B. C, and 0 bol!.t'S
in lhe model, '1'0U can idt>ntify 'IOU' perc'1lf1on d !he rel.11tiVf!
emphases the individual you evaluated places on !he four

problem-solving and decision-making styles !lf'lling or authorllati"'l!, Sll!lling or c:onsul!Ati\4!, participating or fllciliutiVf!, .and

dflepring or d@lepti~).
The highest score ~ts the'.' prl!l"JOl'l's primary style.
whicfl ..nets IO be the'.' most comfOfUble lot the'.' indiv1du111
f!'llllu.-d. The style with dw lll!Xt-"'ighMI number is coosidered
IO be this individual's J«ondary stylf'ts). Althou11h the'.' pe~
ll'll'f noc be as comfortabl!! with this styll! M with dwir primary
style, this style is uM'd 10 1 moder.ate ewlt!nl. Thi! perM>n•s styli!'
""It includf!.s bo4h primary and S«Ondary stylf'S.
Add the'.' totals d A plus 8, B plus C. and C plus 0, and
f'Ot~r those IOUfs in lhe ~es below. The IOI.al for A pl us B
~ts this pmon's perception d the ~1.ati'1! l!'mphases
plKed on le1dfr-m1df decisions; 8 plus C ~nts col1.aboratiVI! decision tn.alo:ing; and C plus 0 l'f9'f'Sf'nts foll""111e1mad4!' df'cisions.
I Leadf'r-Made Decisions
A+ 8 •I
I Collabor.atM' Decisions
8 + c -1
I fo!IOWl!f-Made Decisions
c + D· I

•

CONCLUSION
T""r' is no "btos1" styl!' for probll'm solving or dec1s1on m,;ik.
ing. T"" •PP'OP"•ll' sty I!' 101 .,ou d!'pt'nd~ on the "rl'ad•~s"
ol other\ 1""!>1~. If ~ur stylt' m,;i1cl'lei tht' l't'ad1not'\I 1-1 ol
oth!'rs with whom ~u "'" inlt'taC'hng. 11 is llpprOl)ri•ll".
Tht' followin9 dl'•ign•t•on• from ll'lf Problem-Solving &
°'1;1s1~k1ng Mod!'! 11r1' used lo tdfnt1fy mt' four pornbl!'
.tppropt11tf' sty!n:
• SI • Author1tatr~ rTfllong)
• S2 - Coniultan~ !Sflhng)
• Sl • F•cllit.ttr~ fPi1ri1crpat1n8)
• SA - Oelf!!atr~ (Dlolfl!ahng)
If l""l't' is no! 11 Pniltch bto-n rhf' ieadf'r'I Styli' •nd !I'll'

PROBLEM·SOLVING &
DECISION·MAKING READINESS
• RI - Unabll' to m.tkl' '"" M<:ision or sol~ !hi' ptoblem .ind l'ither u,...ill1ng or 1n\KuTI'.

• R2 - Uri.ibll' ro l!'lllkt' !lw df!.ci11on or sol~ !lw pt"Oblt'm,
but willing or confidt'nr.
• RJ • Abll!' to m.ikt' thl!' dec1s1ori or solw
problem,
but vnwiltong or 1n!ol!'C'Ufl'.
• R4 • Abll!' to m•kt> !ht' cll!'-cisiOl'I or '°'~ tht> problt>m
and willing or conlu:lent.

t""

foll~r·1 l't'adin!'11. !i'lf stylf is '""Pl''Ofl"llr!' •nd '"" following d!'l1gn.;if!on1 from '"" rnodt-1 ln4'\' .ipply:
• SI • Coercing
• 52 - Man1pul.111ng
• SJ - P.ttron1z1ng
• SA • Avo1d1ng
Read1nfn to sol~ problems or to m•ke deci110.ns deprnds on
two m11101 fi1C10!'\:
• ,AJ,1//ly, th!' ""'""' to which ont> po.w-ssn '"" nl!'Cl'IWll'Y
linowll'dge or 1k1!1 to m•ke rhl' decision or lo sol~ tht'
problt'm . .ind
• Wi/lingnrm. !ht' ,..tent lo which one PD'Jst!"!W-S the
n!'Ct'\\.al'Y cMfidencl', commit~nt, 11nd mo11v.11ion to
m11lr.1' !ht' decision or to sol~ th!' problem.
To e'Villuate 'l".)Ur w:or~ and ro d!'ll'rminl' '"" approprilll!' styli'
to uw. )'00.J must .tssess !ht' """"'' ci l't'adinl'SI ci OOll'1\ i...al~
Tht' four i-11 ci Tl'ad•ness. c~ing to !he four pt"Obll'm'°'ving and decision-l!'llllr.tng styl~. 11rl' dl'fined •nd sl'lown
under me m.tlrt~ 10 ,,,,. right.

PROBLEM·SOLVING &
OECISION·MAKING STYLES

Addtl'll inqvi"'-'s

°' on:lfr\ IO:
A,,._

\Jftiwnitv AllOC'illl"' IM.
811 ,l'Oductioft

°""°'

Saft
CllifonU tl1l1
"'") $71-$900
fAll (61'1 S71-20Cl

Unh•l!f'loltv AHoci.llM ol Cln.acl.a
4190 ,,;,....... sc-1
lurlift1100t, °"4.lrio l.7l 4Yll
C416J 632-Slll

~ lnfonNtion on SitulliONI l.f!.adel\hip instrumt'nts.
public.11ions, trainins P•01•.1ms, vi~ ~rcl!'S, .1nd A!latl!d
m.alt'ri•ls. consult !ht' SiluatioNI le~• ltPSOUl'tl' Guide.
To ~;,,,.. a C:OA', write 10 or call:
Uni,,..rsity As'4Xilll!'S. Inc .. 8517 Production ~nue
Sin Diego, CA 92121, lt'I~ 619-578-5900
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READINESS
STYLE MATCH
Perception by Manager
Developed by Paul Hersey. Kennerh H Blanchard. and Joseph W Ke11ry

PURPOSE
The purpo"?P ot th14. 1n-.rrvmfl'1it '" 10 firtp vou dctermtne 'i()Ur

!)('rceplu)n or lh<> mdf(h bt'tv.~n '"" i!'ddf'"hrp '"'ll' 'IOU atf'
u""ll. "'th one or ;QUr
..,,..,,.,ber\ .ind lhol !'.)('"""' 1 re.Jdine-,1

'!•"

,..,,...,

Your lf'dd<>•1hrp ,t>fp dt's<ribe1 vour pt>t(E'pt1on oi the
b<>hd'•Ot vou <>n1t.i1te "' .. tien vou d<E' •"empting to influence
d po>•;on's bend\ 101 Rt'.idrnf'H reters 10 tne db1htv and will·
1n11.nf'1I ol d f)('r<on to <.ell.d1tect !K-n.iv1or wn1lt working on
a PJr1'Cular ob1e<:llYI' or •e•pon11brl1rv Abolrtv .md "1lhns~1
.ire rererrE'<J ro di 1ob •f'.ic·np11 and p1vcholog1c.il readmess.
re1tJ('Ct1...eh

INSTRUCTIONS
PART 1-0crermining perception of leadel".lhip style
To dererm1ne vour percep11on of tne leade•~n1p 1tvle 'IOU are
u11ng ''"'" one 01 .,;;ur ;tan' member1, do tne 1ollow1ng:
1 Wrrre 'IOU' name. lodJ~<1 d<tte. dnd the 11arf member's
n.ime 1n tfle spaces pr0>1ded belOIN. Then -;eled one ro it~
oi tfl.it ,1.irl mt'mber 1 m.i1or ob1ectM'S or respon11b1l111~

.ind wnte thl'm 1n the numbered column1 abc:Mo the lour
de1c rop1ot1 ol leadet1h10 sl\rle If you 1n1end to shore tne 1n.
lormdlton from th11 1n11rumPn! 1n .i c0dch1ng proce-.1 w1rh
1n11 11.iff member, 'IOU should meet with rh.it person prior
to using the "Re.ad1ness Sryle Maleh" .ind asrl't' on ma1or
obtedr~ OI respon11b1h11e1.
2. For e.ich ot the mo1or ob1ed•~ or re-;pons1b1l11te1. re.id rke
lour ~r1pio~ ol leader bl!h.av1or b4!rlow From In~ lour.
SE"led the siyle that )QI.I l!oel c~ clO';(M;t lo de<.cnbing l'OIJr
usual ben;iv1or with rnal 1tail member 1n rpl.i11on ro th.it ob1ect1...e. Put ' "P" in fronr ot th.it descriptor. Tna! 11 vour
prtmdr.; style '!bur pr1m.iry srvle llW)Uid be the 11Yle th.it l'DV
use m<Xf ot !he time when 1h11 per<;0n 1s working on th.ii
ob1t'<:t1ve.
I( 1n essence. th.ii is the onlv ma1or >!Vie you use. d "P"
1s all )QI.I need ro place under In.it particular ob1ect1ve. II,
k~r. there is another o' tho<1e iour de1enp1ors thdt you
011en use 1n reierence to that ob1ect1ve besides the prtmdrv
s11.le. pl.ice an "S" 1n front o1 !ho11 stvle. Tn1111
seconddrv style 'lbu can del1gn.ite onlv two choices for edch ob1eefllll': one prim.iry sl\rle tP) dnd one seconddl'\' sryle ISi.

"°"'

D.ire _ _ __

Major obj«tlves or responsibilities

1
1. ,.n:Nldt specific Instructions and
closely 1~rvfse pt>rformar>ee.

1. Ellplafn yvur dttlslons and provldt'
opportunity for clarlflcatlon.

J. Sh.In! Ideas and facllltatt In
dttlslons.

maid~

4. 'IUrn _ , n!sponslblllty for dt<:lsloru
and lmplementatlon.

PART 11-~ltrmining re.adi~s ~I

To de~rm1M !ti(' rudH'>I"\• ~I d 1h11 suff ll'l('mbfr '" IPrms
d r.iocf, d tt... .tlo~uon'Pd ob1«11...s or l't!S90"~•bih1ies.
do I~ lof1°"'1n5
I. Tr .tnwr rhfo oi>11"('f"'"'
wrotP in ,.,.,, I lo !flip CO<fP.
~·ns "'""!>.'~ """'"' !),,low
2 Not• rha1 ,_ 10IM. """
,oil re.td1~1 t.tb1l11vJ
.and rti.. OC'1Pr ""'A'V""R r:><i<:l'>olotio<.tl re.td·~· ,..,,11.
"''""ll I. apl""a• to m. t1Rf>1 d ....,..re
w•ot• Pach

"°"

-••um•r

"°"

,.

0011'<"11,.P
l R.11~ p;,ch 0011'<"1•,.P ·~ndl'ntly on!!..- rwo w:al..- i:.,. c1rcling a num!),,r or lt>f' dol I • I on """"" 11dl' cl N num!),,1

1 ObjKtlw or

ft'ipO"Jlb/ll!y

Tl'v1 Dl''!.o" " All [ 'ldl

~ rit'(('\!.'l')I
and U<!I!

'"°''"""9'

,..

11

Ou•• .. tlll

!ii"'' 0t-a1
4

J

2

I

I

JOI IEAOll'!lfiSS

Tht! ~ <S \lf1LLJ"1V
1\11 tr'l'

f1l'( l'l!.l'Y

conl<O<"nc• ano mou""""'

,..

..

Us..iany

Clftpn

•

On

•1

OCC.t!.IO"

•

J

Uni<'
I

~

•

2

•

lot"'°"'
I

I '"I

I

I

l"S'l'Cl<ll.CXilCAI. IEAOllllESS

2 ObjKtfw or
ft'lf)O"SlblJJty

Tn11 Pf<r!.o" ti. AJll.f h.al
IN' nt<:t'll.lt'Y troowl<'"9<"

.tr'l<l ....,

Tl'1ri Pf'.,,,,, rs 'Will.Ill/Ci
n;n t""t nf"('f"'!IUry
<ont><ttrw:t .,,., mol>Vall()ll

3 Objl!'t'tl"'f OI'

ft'spot!Sfblllty

Ttvi

~ 'I

AJll.E Pia<

IN' nt<:•11.1ry •nowl<'"9<"

,....., ""'"

4

J

t

,.

Sotnl!

•

2

I
UsuAlty

I\ QIU! Of' II

•

Oltn

On occasoon

J

1

This Pf'•i.on " WIUING

confdffi<r ano mot1Va!lon

,.

•

..

I

I

I

Ov•• .. b«

Sotnl!

J

2

I

()l!pn

Usually

4

I

~m

•

I

I

l"S'l'Cl<ll.CXilCAI. trrAOINESS

JOI HAOINfSS

1\1< IN' l'l<!'<:l'Sl.ltry

Ullt'

•

I

JOI lffAOINfiSS

,. ..I
..
•
•

a""

Oull•

I\ " " " 1!11!•1

•

J

I

•

2

TM ~ os Alli.( n.ts
ltll' Mt'( l'l!.'I ')! tnowft'"9<"
.and S*lll

Tnos Pf<l'.W" '5 WIUJNG.
h.as tr'l' l'W.'Ctu.lry
cont~rw:• ano """"'~!""'

S Ob}l!'t'tMor
l'IHflO"slblllty

TM ~.,,,,, " Alll.E h.as
~ nt'(l'lllry ~
and !.*,Ill

Ttvs l)l'f'lOn fl WIU.lHCi.
!\al t!'>t' nt'(t'IY'Y
c~• ~

mol!Vatoon

,.
•

..

I\ 9"'~' Of'lf

I
..

Usually

t

•

•1
!otJOom

•

I

,..

Ou~•' CW!

J

Sotnl!

•

2

I

JOll ltt:ADINESS

•

Clf!M

J

I

•

.. °"''

" 91"1!

•

°"""l

On OCCl!.IO"

2

~

2

I

JOI lfl!ADINESS

..

Us..ially

Clfl~n

•

J

I

•

0n

l\J rqit•.............,

f

!otldOm

•

I

a bl!

l•tl<'

I

I

OCCIS'°"

2

I

l"S'l'Cl<ll.OCilCAI. lfEADINESS
COf1f'.,. C> 197~. '"'" Oy l•_.lhe> !Wd>n. Inc
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•
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I

PS'l'CHOLOGICAL ttrADINESS
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•

I
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•
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•

I

Oii ocr.t!.IO"
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PART Ill-Integrating ll'.tdel'\nip style and rHdint'is lf'Yt"ls
Fot r.ch ob1e<11vp or ~POf'<,ib1lrtv you h.alo't btt'n 1n1lv11ns
!or rh1s wff mtmbo.r '" P•rt I •nd P1<1 n, uv IM numbl'rf'd
S1ru1hon.af l'!'~~tuP"' Modf!I bo.I°"' itl'd on 1M r'IOl!ll p;tlt!
th.tt c0<r~s lo IM numbl''f'd obiet'l•>'t .il'd do IM
fono ... 1ng

1. lr1n*r rM d<"''"R-Yl•Ol'ls lton1 Plt<1 I for prim.o'Y RY'-' (Pl 1.-d
W'<'.ond•"r slylt !Si. if ""ll'C1l!'d. 1f'ld ""'"'' tMm "' ~ IP.
ptopt1•lt bo•ts tn !ht S•tu1hon1I !i..0.-""'•P" ~(~ Tfw
~roplor oi lt>•d~r bl'l'l""1or numb.>" <or~nd ro IN>
fl";lt' numbo.r• on tl\t> rn<:ldel •• foll°""·
Oe<.cripior 11 - S1-lPlhns
Oe!>Cripior 12 • S2-St-111n1
Oe'!>Cnpcor f J • SJ-Pi!r'!te•paf1ng
Oe<.cnpior I~ - S.---0..l<"&"l•ng

'

2 Now 1r1nsll!'r thl' "'.Id'"~' 1-1• .,ov dl'ttmu~ •n f'll.; II
for "''' SI.Off nwml>t'f br rni:ltng ~ bl'I°"' IM •~•IP.
ly numbe~ S1tu.thon.al ~ildtrsh•I"' Modl'ls.
J. 0.- a l1r'IOI! conr'IOl!CMg 'JOU' Job '!!ild•flf"ls and ~log1ul
rud•fll!"I• (;ab1l1!'r al'd w1!11nsi-sl '31•ng5 1n rach d ~ S1tur
lion•! ~ildr~h•P"' Modrl• to show IM rangt ol rr1d'""''
lor 1tm prl'10n on uch m.i1or 001t'C1•'4!

2
Im!!:!

Im!!:!

••

~I

0

0

.:r;
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.i•

.:r
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-
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•

I

'

..,

I

-•Afr
I
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I
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llC.lOl'•ATf

I

11 H A V f O l - m m : I

I

LCM'

'I

.. ,

i'

4

3
Im!!:!~~~~~~--~~-,.~~--.

lll!J:I

•~•

•+
0

.;

>
<

..•

.

:r

z

•

.

<

:o
; S1

El!J-TASI<

I I HAVIOl-mm:I

-. .--.
I

I

I

MOOHAT!

I

I

I

'I
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IDlll
I
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.
,.. - ..... --I"'

•I

•I

•I

I

I

lllCXX•ATI

I

I

'I

om: ..........

LCM'
I

I

"'

.,
..,

l. Pvl I dM!d mart. onn.ar\s in dw style qwdr.an1 or quadr1nts
in Si1u1tiC>nill ~hipa ~ 1 in Part Ill which is ident1fted Dy th(> "llfrtl IS dw a~.alt' ~S) ~ should
be U'ling lot Ob1«11"" 1.
4. ~pt.ti mis proctdure for !ht> f!!"'Wllning obff'('l•""5.
• Comp.art !ht> chto<k marl.ls! ..,,..lltd frotn !ht> m.atm
with IM primary and M"COl'ldary 1tyle dfo!.1gna11ons 1ha1
'IOU ck-lermil'l!!d in Part I bf each obrf'<'l1"". This comp.trtson gi~ you SOfTM' insigkt in!o wh.rthtr ~ af1' u!o1ng "~r leadership;· "undt>r lexll!rship," or a "h1ghprobabdi1y !i!Yk! match."
• ··o- le.adl!<l'lhip" oc~ wtW!n lhis pmon ha~ high ~Is
d readiness but 'IOU are ustng i.llin1 and J.10lr1n1 styles
to a gre•!er clegree !Nn f'lf'C'l'nary... Undt>r le.adel"lh1p"
occurs when this ptt'IOl"I has low i-ls d re.ad1neos1 but
you are engaging In p.111icipa1ing •nd df'~1rin1 sryles
l'nCft lhan is ~iare. A "h~btl1tv _.,,It' match"
occul"I wfwn dw styl~sl 'IOU are using !l!'nds to c~
wilh !he rudiness i-11 de-Wgn.art'd.
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READINESS STYLI MATCH MATRIX
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PART IV-Using thf Rndil!fSs Stylf Maleh Matrix
In on:ler 10 dett>rm1ne. based on 'IOU' r.alings. thrt mml .ap.
proprillt k!adt!rship slyle m11 )Oil sl>ould ~ for this suff
~her on t.ach m.ajor ob1ec11¥!!, u~ tht ~.adiness Stylt
Maleh M.alrix u follCIW'S:
1. fol' Ob1ecii"" 1, loate on 1hr ma1rix lhto ;ob readil'lf'Ss lmill!y) raring on the l>oriionul .axis and tht psycl>olog1cal
re.adiness (willingr'l!'HI riling on tM ""rtic1I a.is..
2. Draw .an im.agin.ary line into lhto m.l!rix from 1hr job
l'l!'1diness .and P"i'Cl>ologic.al l'l!'adineoss ra!ings. Tht boo
where thoK' !WO lines ..oold l!1l!el ind~ lhto appn:ipriall!
uylt or styles )OU should be U'ling with that Pl!f10" in 1"rms
d thal sl)Kiftc ob~i"". In !he mo1trill, T•Telling. S-SelJ.
ing. P • Pilrticip.ating. .and 0 • ~lt'gllling.

Add'l'\S inquirift flt

D

p

D

Ill
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p

p
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JOI ltEADINtSS IAINUTYJ

°'*" IO:

~Aa111C'l.11tn,lnc.

llftiwnity Altoei.t.I ol GMld.a

IS17 Pnidut:tirM ..,._
s.n Dif.so, Giii...... '1121

41'0 Fai""ltw St_.
lurlinpolt, OftUrlo U'l '1YI
C4"1 HJ.S•l2
Mll ('11') JJ).ff?'S

" " ' 571-5'900
""' " " ' 571-2042

For l'f'IOl'f' i"'°""'tion Oft Situatklnal 1.1!.adef'\hip instrumfnts,
public.Jlions, lr.aining programs. video ~·c~. and l'l!'l.a!td
materials, consult lhto Situational l.elldership• ll'ICIUrn Guide.
to ~;"" a copy, writ.! to or call:
Uni""rsity AHociall!'s. Inc .. llS!i Production lwenut>
San Diego. CA 92121. It!~ 619-518-5900
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A7

READINESS
STYLE MATCH

Perception by Staff Member
Developed by Paul Hersey. Kenneth H Blanchard. and Joseph W Keilty

PURPOSE
The purpo..., OI rt,., 1n5trumen1 '' to "elp '!'Ou dt'1erm1np I/OU•
percep!1on OI the mdrch bPIWl'f."n thl' le.idi>r.l"P ""'"' vour
m.tn.igl'• '' u'1ng "'1th l'OIJ dnd vour re.idrnes' lf;".'1!1
The leader1h1p st>ll' Of I/OU• man.tgt'r de<;<ri~ \<UUr
pe•<PP'•on OI the l:>Pndll•Or tl'l.it m.in.igpr engagP' 1n .. hen
.inpmpt<1•g 10 1ntlUPnce vour beh.JV1or. lledd•rn>s• ...ret\ to 1IOU'
.ib1li11t .ind willingness to self-Oir!'d l'l"Jur l:>Phd'v1or whrlt' wori<ing on .i p.inrcu1¥ ob1ect1lll' or rpspons1b1l1ry. Ab<lr!\' and w1ll1np.ne'\ 1rp rPlerrf"d to as 1ob "'dd1ness ind psycho/ogre.JI
tf'dd1nf.'H. rp\~l1YPly

INSTRUCTIONS
PART 1-0etermining perception of IHde"hip style
To dt'!e•m1ne vour pe•cep11on oi the le.idp•sh1p st¥1e vour
m.in.iger '' uw>g ""''" '!'OU. do the ioll°"'rng:
1. Wflle >"Our name. todav's di!tf'. and vour m.indge,.s ndme
rn tt.I! <,p.a<~ provided below. Then select one to live OI ;uur
m.110• oh1ect1"1's or respon<1b1li11es .ind wt1te !ht'm rn the
numbPred column< atlcM- tne four dfo<.cr•rt"" oi leide"h1p

Your n.ime - - - - - - - - - - -

sryle If 1IOU intend 10 sn.ire the •nform.il!on from this 1nstru·
menr ·n d co.ich1ng process w111'1 \'Ou• mdndger. I/OU '"ould
meet "'''" \'CU' m.in.tgf'• prror to using the · 'l1e.idrness Style
"1dtch" .ind .igrl"e on wn.it \'CU' m.i1or ob1ect1~ or re;pon.
s1b1l111es .ire
2. Fa< e.acn oi the rn•1or obre-ct•""'s or respons1b1li11es. re.td rhe
tour des(11p1ors Ol leider bE'h.1Y1or tx>low. from tho~ •our
sel!'d the style th.it 'l"IJ ieoel c~ d~t to del.cnb1ng """'
m.andger's usu.al tx>h.iv1or wl!h I/OU on tel.at1on ro th.at ob1e<t•""' Put d "P" 1n front ol 1h.i1 d"'c nptor Th.it •s ynur
m.in.iger'sprom.irv mle Your m.in.a1.1er'\ p<•m.af\' '!\If' .....-xJld
~the \!yle th<1t pet'IOn rends to use mmt ol the time w11h
~u when 1IOU drl' -.orlong on tn.a! obrf'<'h~
I( 1n essence. th.at is rhe onlv m.a10• sl\'le ><)ur m.in.i~er
u<,t>\, .a "f'" •s dll vou need to pldce under th.al p.anicular
ob1ect1¥1'. If. f1oweo"1'r. tnere tS .inother oi tho" lour de-.criploo th.it ~u• m.an.ag~r oi!en u~ rn reference to th.a! obtE'chve tx>s1des the pflm.irv sryle. r>l.ace .an "S" rn rront or
th.at >l\'le. This is ';'OUr m.andger'1second.arv11vle You can
des1gn.i1e only rwo ch0<ces tore.Kn ob1ect1\'t': one prim.arv
s11tle !Pl .and one ~onddl'\' sryle 1S1

D.ite _ _ __

Major objectives or responslbllltles

/

1. Provides spedflc Instructions and
cloK"ly sUpc!'rvlK"s

~rformanc:t'.

2. Explatns ck'<hlons and provides
opportunity for clarW:aUon.
J. Sh.llf'fl Ideas and facflUat;:-;: making
cMclslons.
4. 1\lrns owr nt!'sporlslblllty for decisions
and lmplorml!nUttlon.

l
'

PART 11-0t'termining "'adineoss lewl
To Mtt'rm1nt' \'OUr f't'ad•~$ ~I 1n ttorms ol each ol the
alo<emt'flhont'd ob11!'('!1""" 0t ~r.ib<l1t•t'S. do tht- bllow1ng:
1. Transie• ~ ob11!'('!•""" \'OU wrote in P.rt I 10 the cor~pond
'"8 numbered lp;!Ct'S below.
1. Note tk.ar rv..o .,.,;.alt'S, one rne1sunng rob f't'.ildiness 11b1lttyl

1 Ob}K'llll'l' or

I

nosponslblllty

4

""'"'"''Yk~~

•

Ount a bn

J

I"'

!lt11l

•

I .am AISLE' ""1V\!'

•

tl'lt'

~

l•fllr

2

'
I

•

I

I
On

U!.ually

"'""°
""'""•''Y cont'°""'" a"<l

I am WIUING

ob1l!<'11\l'I!.

3. R.lte t'ach ob1l!<'1iw ·~ndt><'ltlv on II"! llW seal~ b\< Cir·
cling a number or ~dot ( • l on l'llht'r s!M d ltlC' number.

A 9"1'J! ""~'

am A.81.( n.!YI' tl'lt'

.l"<l

•nd ~ oihtor measuring ~holog1ul tPadiness lw"11n11nt>s1J. appear lo th<P right d whl>rl' you wrotl' Heh

OCC.i!I'°"

4

I
A

2 ObJ«tlll'l' or

nt<<'ll..lry

t~

tnowi,.~

91u1
4

ou•

Outtt' a t>rt

SQtT1t'

J

•

I·

•nd Skill

•

I
Usually

I .am WILLING n<M! ll'lt

•

nectll.d'Y conl"""nc" .and

t

rnotrvarion

am A.lit(

necr11.11y

~

tnt'

•

•nowira~

Ol!t'n

•

2

•

I
Uwdtly
4

JOll ltl:AOINns

morivanol'I

14-1•--+--+---+:--+--...•-+-j

J

•

,..

necf'li..>'~"'nowira~

~"" \t11f

A 9"'1! °".11
4

Ou~t' I

•

I

•

Ut~

•

•

I

1

Ol!tn

Usually

""'"'l.il'Y
coot"""nc" ano
rnoflv.Jt'°"

S ObJectlll'l' or
nosponslblllty

•

4

•

Srt®m

'I .. •,

J

I
5ofnl'

I

am

ABU'. '""""' !ht'

2

ni!'(t"SWtyt~

ilnd

s1:01

JOI READINESS

usua11y
1 am llVIUJNG '""""' ~

•

4

moiivar.,,.,

t

I

""'~ss.ary corl.,..nc~

11nd

•

•

I :I

J09 ltEADINESS
I am llfllllNG " - !ht

•

-+---+-j-4"o!'"I

bit

J

Srldom

2

1

•

•

I

On occasion

Often

I

I

•

I am AISLE'. """"'~

LITTJr

•

2

I am llll'ILLING. ~ !hf'

•

•

•

SQtT1t'

bl!

J

I"'

.lnd lll•ll

I

I

I

Ou~t' .I

4

•

I

On occasion

•

J

I
A g<tJl ""di

I

nt<t'sury conl"""nc" .a"<l

4 ObJectlW or
nosponslblllty

•

4

llftlr

•

2

JOI HADINUI

3 ObJectlll'l' or
n>sponslblllty

•

2

mcxrv•oon

nosponsltllllty

•

I

LITTJr

•

2

I

PSYCHOlOGICAL lt£ADINESS

•

I

On OCCHIOn

•

1

St>IClom

•

I

•

PART 111-lnteir•!ing ludl'r\hip styll' and rndi~s ~Is
For udi ob1t'C1•"" or fl">pon~ib1l1!y you Ii~ ~n .an.alyzing
in Pan I and Pan II. u\e the numbered S1tui1!10nal l.l'ilder·
sl'up• Model below tliar corre\ponds ro the number!!'d OOJf'C·
''"" and do the lollow1ng
1. Tran<der the ~1gnat1on1 lrom Pan I for prim.ary s!yll!' IP) and
'll!'(ondary style ISi. ii ~ll'<"!Pd, .1nd enter thl!'m '" th4' ap.
ptopr1ar• bo1'f'! •n the S1tu.1!10NI 1.l'ader911p" MocM!ls. The
dt-~rip!or cl fto.1der bl!'h~1or numbers cor-pond to th('
stylf! numbe!"l on the modtl .as lollOW'l:
Oe~nptor I 1 - S1-Tell1ng
~nptor 12 • S2-Selhng

'

~nptor

IJ - SJ-Pilr11c1p.a1tng
14 - S4-0elt"gllttng
2. N<llo" ltiln~r th(' 1'1!'adint"'IS I-ls~ dt'tl'rm1~ on PilrT II
bv circling them bo!>ICM' th(' appropriattly numbl'r!!'d Situ•·
l•onal l.l'MM-nhip9 Modt'ls.
l Or,... a lint conntrct1ng 'IOU' tob l't.idi!W'ls and ~hologic al
l'NdinoMs iab41iry ~ willingnf!nl ratln~ in uch al !ht! Solu.l!ional U!MM-l"lh1p9 Modt'ls lo show your rangf! ol "'.ad1n~s
on f!ach major objKtiiie.
~rlptor

2
ll!!!:J·~.~~~~~~.....,..~~.....,..~~--.

•

•

0

>
:r

C:·

:·

.i
z

0

,

.

--- --....I

I

MOO!'ttATI

•I

•

I"'

'"'I

I

I

•I

IDllll
I

...

I •I

- -•I

I

I

I

I

I

i

.
· . ·.•.. 1·

AllCIOl'Ufl

•I

I

•

I

t

I

4

3
ll!!!:J

lll!ID
t

~

•

•0

0

>
c:

>

c

.
•
:i:

:i:

•

•

z
0

111!1-fAJK

.

...
•
•'
..;L~~-=c..:,.,~
. .~,~.~~...L~~~...l-.::..::..,.,.,,,.,!

- --

'I

I

I

I

lllCXlt"IAf(
•
I

!

I

I

- -I

I

I

'"I

LCM

•I

Ill

...

•I

I

I

I

llOO(IAf(

I

•

I

I ......
I .._
I
,..a,

I

I

'"'I

LCM
I

I .,,

3. Put a chedc m.arl. OI marb in !tie styk- QUMfranl or quadrant<
in S11ual1on.al tr.11d1•rV11p9 Model 1 in P.u1 Ill which is 1dpn.
tlfll!'d by !hi!' matr11 as tht .appropriall!' styll'<sl 'fOUr m.tn•gt'r
sl'iould bl!' using for Ob!t'(t•\llP 1.
4. ~PHI this procPdu<t' for ~ ~.a1n1ng ob1~illl!'S.
• Comp.aft' !hf' ch.-ck mal'\{ll 9t'nPratP<I lrom !hf' maim
wirh thf!o primary and 'lf'Condary styli!' dPs1gnal•ons tl'ia1
you dt'ft'mnn!l'd in Par1 I for f'ach ob11'('11\llP This Cl)rl'1·
pariy:)tl 11- \QI some insight inro wfll!'t'°"'r )QI• manager
is using ··~~op," "undt'r ll!'illdl!'n.h1p," or a "high.
probability SIVlf' march."
• "O"l'r 11!'.telt!Mip" occu11 wh<l!'n you h - high I-ls al
l"C'adiness but Y'>ll' manager is using
and st"/111111
ttylfl to .a gl'l!att'r degrf't th.an Met'S!Oll"f. "Undt'r IHder ·
ship" occun. whl!'n \QI " - low i-ts al rradil'll!'Ss but
'fOU' manalf'• is engaging in paflteiparinll and ckllf'Bd!•n11
stylt!'I mofl!' !Nin is appropriall!'. A "high-f)rOO..b1l1ty sty IP
match" occu11 whl!'n !kt' styll!'(s) al your managl!'• lt'nds
to cortflpond wirh !hr !Ud1nes i-11 dt'\ignatl!'d.

s
11!:1
t
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I

I
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p
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PART IV-Using thr RHdi~1 Stylt' M,atch Mltrix

PO

PO

p

p

p

SP

s

s

TS

In Older IO dtolt'rmil'll!, b.a~ M your ratings. !kt' mosl ap.
Pfoprillll!' ll!'illdl!'rship Stylt> thal your m.an•~r shoold 1151!' with
'fOU on t'•ch majOI' obrl!'C!i""· \ISi!' !hr 111!.adines Styll!' Mitch
Mitri• as follow;:
1. For Obj~i"" I, loutl!' on thr m.atriit thr job l'l!.adines t.bility) raling on !kt' horizont.al axis and tilt' psychological
11!.adines (willin11nes) raling on tilt' ""11ic.al axis.
2. Oriw an im.lginary lil'll! into tilt' matrix lrom tilt' job
11!.ldines ind P\'!'thological 11!.aditll!'Ss ratings. Thi!' bol<
~ ~ httO line would l'llH'I indicates IM appropri,ate
11yle Of style 'fl)Ur managl!'r should bl! ining with 'IOU in
tl!'rms ri that S(ll!Cifte objl!'C!ive. In thr matri•. T. Telling.
S- ~fling. P- Pi11icip.1ting. and D • Ot'll!'ptins.
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A8
,Structured Interview Ouestjoos

1. What is your basis for selecting participants for decision-making?
a. On what basis should persons be selected for participating in decision-making?

2. In matching participants in decision-making to issues, what issues should
parents address, teachers, etc.?

3. Do you feel that training for participating in decision-making is necessary?
a. What form should that training take?
4. What factors are most important in determining the succc" of shared decision-making?

S. When a shared decision that is reached is contrary to your viewpoint, what is your
:ruction? What steps would you take to modify such a decision?

6. What influences you the most in reaching a decision?
a. The number of people supporting the idea?
b. The level of expertise of the persons supponing the idea?
c. The idea itself as you see it?

C'

ILLUSTRATIONS

Figure 1. Tannenbaum and Schmidt : The Z.One of Indifference I
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Sergiovanni and David L. Elliot, Educational and Organizational Leadership in Elcmcnwa Schwls (Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey:
Prcmice Hall, 1975.) p. 109.
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Figure 2. Vroom and Jago: Decision Theory2
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2Thomas J. Sergiovanni and Thomas J. Starratt. Supervision: Human Pemiectives (New York, New York: McGraw llill. 1983). p.96.

Figure 3. Fiedler. The Contingency Leadership Model .3
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3Thoma,, J. Scrgiovanni and David L Elliot. Edugtional and Organiutional Leadership in Elementary Schools (Englewood Cliffs. New Jersey:
Prentice Hall, 197S.) p. 108.

Figure 4. Hersey and Blanchard: Situational Leadership Model4
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Figure 5. Blake and Mouton: Managerial Grid5

.. Robert Blake and Jane Mooton,

11ie Managerial Grid. Houston: Guff. 1964.
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Figure 6. Reddin: 3-D Leadership Model6
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Figure 7. Hersey and Blanchard: TO/RO Modcl7
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.,. Matching maturity level with !he leadership style most likely to wor1< wen•
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Hall. 1982.). p. 236.
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Figure 9. Hersey and Blanchard: Leadership Match Tueory9
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READINESS STYLE MATCH MATRIX
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Figure 10. Hersey and Blanchard: Readiness Match ModellO
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Figure 11. Hersey and Blanchard: Decision and Problem Solving Model 11
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PROBLEM-SOLVING &
DECISION-MAKING READINESS
• RI - Unable to make the decision or solve the problem and either unwilling or insecure.
• R2 - Unable to make the decision or solve the problem,
but willing or confident.
• RJ .. Able to make the deci~ion or <;alve the problem,
but unwilling or insecure.
• R4 - Able to make the decision or sol\1!' the problem
and willing or confident.

The follCJ1Ning designations from the Problem-Solvlng &
Decision-Making Model are used to identify the four possible
appropriate styles:
• SI - Authoritati\1!' (Telling)
• S2 - Consultative (Selling)
• SJ - Facilitative !Participating)
• S4 - Delegalive (Delegating)
If there is not a match be~n the leader's style and the
followef's readiness, the style is inappropriate and the following designations from the model may apply:
• S1 - Coercing
• S2 - Manipulating
• SJ - Patronizing
• S4 - Avoiding
Readiness to <;01"1!' problems or to make decisions depends on
two major factors:
• Ability, the extent to which one possesses the necessary
knowledge or skill to make the decision or to sol\1!' the
problem, and
• Willingness, the extent to which one possesses the
necessary confidence, commitment, and motivation to
make the decision or to solve the problem.

11 Paul Hersey and Walter E. Natemaeyer, "Problem-Solving and Decision-Making Style Inventory. Pen::eption of
Other." (San Diego, California: Leadership Studies. Inc., 1989.). p.4.

Figure 12. Planning Areas and the Desire for Greater Shared Decision-making.
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Figure 13. Percent of Respondents Indicating They Make the Decision Alone by Area.
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Figure 17. Percent of Respondents Who Make the Decision as a Part of the Group by Area.
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Figure 20. Involvement In Reading Planning Stages
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Figure 21. Involvement In Mathematics Planning Stages
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Figure 22. Involvement in Student Attendance Planning Stages.
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Figure 23. Involvement In Teacher Attendance Planning Stages
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Table II. Po<1irion Analy~i~ Ry Planning Area fo~ the Extent Re~pondcnt~ Wanted 10 Participate.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
ti

9
10
1l
12
13
1"
15
111
17

W1A

WIT

W1P

W2A

W2T

W2P

W3A

W3T

WJP

4.tl
0
4.9
0
0
0
0
15 0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1. 1
20.0

0
2.1
0
0
0
0
0
0
25.e
9.5
0
0
0
0
0
2.e
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
5.3
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

9.5
13.6
9.1
9 5
19.0
13 8
13.0
25 0
0
5tl.I
18 7
17.5
37. 5

0
0
0
0
0
0
14.3
10 5
10.0
10.0
l 0 0
22 2
8.3
9.1
25.0
0

9.5
4.6
4.9
4.9
4.8
4.6

0
7 1
25 0
12.5
0
12 5
11. 6
21 .4
0

10
10 5
8.11
9 7
10 II
70
8 3
15 8
15 4

11.8
35 1
20 0

25
10.5
147
9.7
21 6
30 2
38.1
1e t1
10.3
9 5
11.e
10 9
5.7
23
0
5.8
1C.9

14.7
8 1
2.9
4 6
26
13 9
64

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
t0.5
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

W4A

W4T

W4P

W5A

W5T

W5P

W8A

W6T

WSP

0
0
0
0
4.tl
0
0
0
0
1. I
0

50
2.3
2.9
0
10.tl
48
2.tl
0
12.1
4.8
0
tl.5
5.7
'ti
2 ti
0
3.2

0
0
0
0
U.3
20.0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

HO

57.5
t15 ti
70.tl
74.2
48 0
5tl.1
52.tl
34.4
35.t
69.7

78 2

0
4.8
0
t.s
0
0
0
0
33.4
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
10.0

2 5
7.9
2.9
8.4
10.tl
0
0
31 .2
0
2.4
ti ti
22
20 0
2.3
2 ti
19.4
41. 9

11 1

71 3
tlUJ
7tl 2
71.4
81 ti
12.1
55 0
81U
57. I
5tl 3
12.5
58.2
82.5
8' 1
35.7
50.0

I

2
3
4
5
8
7
ti
9
10
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13

12 5
ti 2
tl.2
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111
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Table 22. Regression Tables for
Coefficient

Cons:anr
inv 4r
1nflu Sr
6 deg scm
13 rt
1Sr imp

0.342
0. 101
0. 101
0. 101
0.064
0.096

0 40"
0. 030
0.322
0.060
0.002
0.376

Source

Sum of
Squares

Deg. of
Freedom

Model
Error

34.953
25.4'77

5
73

Total

60.4'30

78

Coeffieient of Determination
Coefficient of Correlation
Standard Error of Estimate
Durbin-Watson Statistic

14'r eff
inv 4'r
inrru Sr
6 deg sdm
13 r1
1Sr imp

1.000
i'\).622
0.676
0.4'26
0.118
0.634'

Hypothesis 11 (Ho 11 ).

Std. Err.
Estimate

Variable

Name

~ull

1

Statistic
1. 181
0.297
3.204'
0. 596
0.035
3. 929

Prob> t
0.239
0. 765
0.002
0.560
0. 971
0.000

Mean
Squares
6. 991
0.34'9

F·Ratio

Prob>F

20.031

0.000

0.578
0. 761
0.591
2.230

0.622 0.6 76
1.000 0.814'
0.814' 1.000
0.392 0.4'50
0.209 0.131
0.554 0.4'93

0.4'26 0. 1, 8 0.634'
0.392 0.209 0.554'
0.4'50 0.131 0.4'93
1.000 0.004 0.4'33
0.004' 1.000 0.133
0.4'33 0.133 1.000
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Table 23. Regression Tables for Null Hypothesis 12 (Hol2).
l'

Coefficient

Name

Source

Statistic
, . 681

0.325
0.103
0 .100
0.096
0 .087

0. 54 7
0.033
0. 21 s
·0.070
0.575

Constant
inv4m
influ Sm
6 deg sdm
1Sm imp

t

Std. Err.
Estimate

Variable

Sum of
Squares

Deg. of
Freedom

o. 319
2. 143
·O. 734
6.600

Mean
Squares

Model
Error

49.611

4

12. 403

25.090

72

0.348

Total

74.701

76

Coefficient of Determination

0. 815

Standard Error of Estimate

0.590
1. 98 7

Durbin-Watson Statistic

en

14m
inv4m
intlu Sm
6 deg sdm
1Sm i~

1.000
0.661
0.642
0.194
0. 775

0.681
1.000
0.849
0.264
0.655

0.842
0.849
1.000
0.302
0.567

0., 94
0.264
0.302
1.000
0.251

0.093
0. 749
0.033
0.528
0.000

F·Ratio

Prob:>F

35.592

0.000

0.664

Coerficient of Conelation

Prob> t

0. 775
0.655
0.567
0.251
, .000

C5
Table 24. Regression Tables for Null Hypothesis 13 (Ho 13).
Variable

Std. Err.
Estimate

Coefficient

Name

o. 051
·0.003
0. 101
0. 1 07
0.663

Constant
inv4sa
influ Ssa
6 deg sdm
15 saimp

Sum of
Squares

Deg. of
Freedom

Model
Error

4 o~ 68 1
'
24.597

4
67

Total

65.278

71

Mean
Squares

10.170
0.367

Coelficient of Determination
Coefficient of CorrelaJion

0.623
0. 789

Standard Error of Estimate
Durbin-Watson Statistic

0.606
1.668

1 .000
0.588
0.558
0.306
0. 779

0. 1 43
·0.026
0.806
1.045
6.643

0.358
0. 1 20
0.125
0.103
0.100

Sour ca

14saeff
inv4sa
influ Ssa
6 deg sdm
15 saimp

t
Statistic

0.588
1.000
0.856
0.285
0. 681

0.558
0.856
1.000
0.294
0. 611

0.306
0.285
0.294
1.000
0.276

Prob> t
0 .881
0.977
0. 5 71
0.300
0.000

F-Rafio

Prob>F

27.703

0.000

0. 779
0. 681
0. 611
0.276
1.000
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Table 25. Regression Tables for Null Hypothesis 14 (Ho14).

Coefficient

Name

0. OS4
1 . 3 2,
1. 360
0. 160
s. 201

0.409
0., 20
0., , 4
0. 124
0.099

0.022
0., s 8
0., SS
0.020
0. S 1 6

Constant
inv 41a
influ Sia
6 deg sdm
15ta imp

t
Statistic

Std. Err.
Estimate

Variable

Sum of
Squares

Deg. of
Freedom
4

1S.628

Error

62:S 11
31.080

61

0. 51 0

Total

93.S91

65

Source
Model

Coefficient of Determination
Coefficient of Correlation
Standard Error of Estimate
Durbin-Watson Statistic

14ta i;;,ff
inv 41a
influ Sta
6 deg sdm
15ta imp

, .000
0. 706
0.6 70
0.24 7
0. 761

0. 706
1.000
0.858
0.223
0.648

Mean
Squares

Prob:>F

30.672

0.000

1. 91 7

0.24 7
0.223
0.246
1 .000
0.275

0. 9S6
0., 88
0. 1 75
0.868
0.000

F-Ratio

0. 668
0. 81 7
0. 71 4

0. 670
0.858
1.000
0.246
0. 577

Prob> t

0. 761
0.648
0. 577
0.275
1.000
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